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NMP2-EOP-BASIS DOCUMENT

se

The followingNMP 2 EOP Basis Document has been developed from the BWR Owner's Group
Emergency Procedure Guidelines, Appendix A and Appendix B. The generic Appendix A and

Appendix B explanations oflimits and curves and bases forEQP steps have been restated in phnt
specific terms forNine MilePoint 2. This document reflects the EOP flowcharts recently created
as a result of incorporating EPGs revision 4. It is provided as a controlled document for the

purpose ofunderstanding the basis and technical justification for EOP directed actions. It is not
intended to be utilized as a procedure, but rather as support information only. Pictorial
representations of flowchart elements and discussions are provided. Shaded steps are provided
before and after the step being discussed forease of locating the subject step. These shaded areas

may vary slightly from the actual area in the EOPs.
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Section A NlvtP2-EOP-INTRODUCTIOI
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BOILING WATER REACTOR OWNERS
GROUP (BWROG) EMERGENCY PROCE-
DURE GUIDELINE(EPG) DEVELOPMENT

The group formed under the BoilingWater Reac-

tor Owners Group (BWROG) (the Emergency
Procedures Committee) was composed of repre-
sentatives from each participating utility with
support from General Electric and other organi-
zations. The committee was tasked withdevelop-

ing Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs).
The group met about once a month to discuss the

result ofpast work, plan future tasks and develop
the EPGs. The required analysis, reviews and

information gathering was performed between

meetings.

Revision Four (Rev. 4) is the current revision of
the EPGs. It has undergone thousands of man-

hours of effort to achieve the latest stage of
development and has undergone innumerable

The Three Mile Island (TMI) accident was a

result of numerous material, personnel and ad-

ministrative problems. Post TMI studies con-

ducted for the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) provided recommendations

(many of which have become mandatory) for
other plants to follow such that another similar
occurrence could be avoided. One of these rec-

ommendations involved the generation of emer-

gency procedures based upon symptoms rather
than specific causes or events. In response, the

plant owners formed groups to develop the proce-
dures. This cooperative effort had both political
and monetary advantages and provided the best

possible environment for development of the

emergency procedures.

reviews and trials. This revision of the EPGs

represents the best generic guidance currentl'y',

available for operating Boiling Water Reactors
with water pool pressure suppression

contain-'ents

under accident conditions. The informa-
tion is purely generic and does not represent any
certain plant or type, although the defined appli-
cability is BWR 1-6 reactors and Mark 1-3 con-

tainments.

Each EPG was approved by the NRC for use.

Once the NRC acceptance was given, a BWR
plant strictly following the guidelines does not

have to resubmit a Plant Specific Technical
Guidelines (PSTG) or the resulting Emergency
Operating Procedure (EOP) to the NRC for fur-

ther acceptance. This saves considerable time in

EOP development and implementation.

One ofthe development criteria for the EPGs was

that they had to work forevery participating plant
without exception. This criteria has been adhered

to with the exception ofhydrogen control for the

Mark 3 containments (due to their large contain-

ments that cannot feasibly be inerted).

Another basis for the design of the BWROG
EPGs is that contingency planning should not be

based on the probability ofan occurrence. Every
occurrence which can be postulated to happen

(mechanistically possible event), regardless of
the probability of occurrence and for which ac-

tions can be provided, must be considered. It
cannot be said, that because an event willstatis-

ticallyonlyoccuronce in 1,000,000reactor years,

that it willnot occur tomorrow. Once it happens,

the plant has the responsibility to take the appro-

priate actions. The EPGs are designed to provide
the actions to address the problems in a precise,
organized and pre-considered manner.

The purpose of plant normal operating proce-

dures (including the event based procedures) is to

maintain or to bring the plant back into line within

Page 1
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Section A NMP2-EOP-INTRODUCTION

the licensing and design limits of the plant. The

EPGs define the limitsbeyond which operation is

not permitted even under accident circumstances.

These limits are generally outside the licensing

limits and are based upon best estimate condi-

tions rather than the conservative conditions ap-

plied in licensing a reactor design for a particular

plant. The EPGs provide actions to restore and

maintain parameters within these limits.

EPG Development was based upon providing
guidelines that prevent or reduce the release of
radioactive material to the public and environ-

ment from the reactor. This can be expanded into
three tasks:

1. Protection of the Containment Boundary
Integrity

~ Fuel Cladding Boundaries

Reactor Pressure Vessel Boundaries

~ Primary Containment Boundaries

~ Secondary Containment Boundaries

2. Control of Reactivity

3. Maintenance ofthe Heat Sink (the suppres-

sion pool)

The EPGs address these concerns first and fore-

most. Only after these are assured and protected,

is it appropriate to turn attention to the event

cause.

BASIS:There are a limited number ofvital plant
functions (parameters) required to be maintained

within certain limits. These parameters dictate

the required response. Stabilization within the

limits of these vital parameters has precedence

over diagnosis of the event.

SYMPTOMATICPROCEDURES VERSUS
EVENT BASED PROCEDURES

Development of procedures within the nuclear

industry began with design basis concepts. The

range of possible events was so enormous that

some definition had to be made and applied.
Extensions of this include the advent of such

concepts as maximum credible accident, single

ordouble failure criterion and design bases events.

Attempts were also made to define the probabil-

ity of occurrence for certain events, both design

bases as well as beyond design bases.

From the start, the event based way of thinking
developed event based procedures. While this

was necessary at the beginning, the nuclear in-

dustry did not progress past this point until after

TMI.Thinking remained design oriented. Proce-

dures were written for design events using data

from design analysis.

This event orientation is not common in other

professions. Symptom based methods have been

recognized and used in other critical professions

formany years and is practiced nearly every day.
'or

example:

-S bill '

mal bodily functions (breathing, circula
tion, etc.) take precedence over diagnosis

and treatment of illness.

-S baal' f
parameters (altitude, attitude and direc

tion) take precedence over analysis of
cause.

~ M f
ment within the safe boundaries of the

road takes precedence over determining

ifa tire has gone flat, spindle is broken
or'ther

possible cause.

Page 2
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Section A NMP2-EOP-INVRODUCTIOY

The event based procedure is designed to combat
or mitigate the effects of a specific event. Event
based procedures, in general, starts with an event

anddevelop actions based upon thatevent. Event
based procedures use indications (symptoms),
which are available to the operator, to control the

event. However, the main point that distin-
guishes event based procedures from symptom
oriented procedures is that the validity of event
based procedures depends upon the occurrence
and/or diagnosis of the event. The success of
event based procedures depends entirely upon
the operators'bility to assimilate the indications
and diagnose the event in order to enter the
correct procedure.

obtain correct actions

~ Provides general guidance and sets lim its

~ Provides corrective actions while gaining
time for the operator to plan additional
corrective action or diagnose the event

~ Entry into and decisions are based on and

unambiguous parameters

~ Tolerant to errors made by operator

~ Addresses multiple events in multiple se-

quences

The EPGs differfrom the event based procedures
in that no event is postulated in the initialdesign.
The EPGs were developed starting from a defini-
tion of the parameters that need to be controlled.
The necessary actions are then established to
maintain these parameters within prescribed
limits. Using the proper choice ofparameters and
maintaining those parameters within prescribed
limits, assures that the reactor can remain safe,

regardless of the event.

Then, once the specific event is known, combat-

ing that event with event based procedures be-

comes appropriate. As long as the symptom
based procedures are continued to be used to
maintain the important parameters within safe

limits, use of event based procedures can be

possible, and is recommended.

~ Actions are appropriate regardless of initi-
ating event

~ Not limited to design basis events and li-
censing requirements

CON

~ Does not address recovery

~ Fora particular event, itmay not provide the

optimum action

~ In some cases it contradicts classical or
design basis concepts

The following two pages describe the PROs and
CONs of both types of procedures.

PRO

~ Provides the best guidance during a p'articu-

lar event once that event is diagnosed

PRO ~ Addresses recovery from the specific event

~ Stabilizes the plant during an event

~ Diagnosis of the cause is not required to

Page 3

~ Works hand-in-hand with symptom based

procedures once the event is positively
identified
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Secuon A ÃvP2-EOP-INTRODUCTION

CON

~ Event must be diagnosed correctly

~ Secondary Containment Boundaries

~ Site Boundary

~ Event must follow the scenario it was de-

veloped for

~ Operator has linle assurance that he is

taking the proper action unless he is sure the
event is correctly diagnosed

~ Not all possible events can be addressed
due to available resources (time, money,
manpower). Thus, the range ofevents pro-
vided for is limited.

All mechanistically possible events, regardless
ofprobability ofoccurrence, which can be prac-
tically addressed and mitigated by operator ac-

tion, are addressed by the EPGs. These include
any and all of the following:

~ Design basis events

~ Events more severe than design basis

~ Events less severe than design basis

~ Use of incorrect procedure may reduce
capability of plant to recover and may fur-
ther degrade the existing conditions.

~ Ifmultiple events occur, several event based

procedures must be used with a high proba-
bility that conflicting direction is given,

~ Time may be lost trying to diagnose the
event when time critical action is required.
This often leads to "knee-jerk type" reac-
tions when the cause of the event is not
definitely known.

EMERGENCYPROCEDURE GUIDELINES
(EPG) RATIONALE

~ Multiple failure events or multiple events

beyond design basis including:

~ Sequential failure events

~ Simultaneous failure events

~ Sequential and simultaneous failure events

Each possible event can have an infinite number
ofvariations and every event cannot be foreseen.
It is impossible to write event based procedures
for every event. Thus, there must be another
method of plant control for accident conditions.
As a result of the accident at Three Mile Island,
the method which is now universally used by
BWRs in the United States is the symptom based

emergency procedure.

The Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)
provide protection to the public by addressing the
individual boundaries, listed in order:

~ Fuel Cladding Boundaries

~ Reactor Pressure Vessel Boundaries

~ Primary Containment Boundaries

A "symptom" is the sign or indication that an

event is beginning or is in progress (e.g., the RPV
water level is falling). The "event" is the actual
occurrence or cause (e.g., the RPV feedwater
pumps tripped) including the resultant transient.

The symptom based procedure maintains control
over the critical parameters that define an enve-

lope beyond which continued safety of the plant

Page 4
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Section A NMP2-EOP-INTRODUCTION

cannot be assured. Actions are designated which
willmitigate the event based upon the values or
trends of these parameters. In effect, the EPG

procedures are very simple and they work for a

tremendous range of events.

it is not a safety system. This is done

because it is impossible to determine prior
to an event whether the installed safety
system will operate properly during the

event.

The advantages of this method are:

~ There is no need to define or to determine
what the event is taking place in order to

take correct actions.

~ The actions specified by the EPG proce-
dures are appropriate regardless of the

initiaung event.

~ Entry to the EPG procedures is keyed to
certain welldefinedplantparameters rather
than events. These "entry conditions" are

conditions which are symptomatic ofboth
emergencies and events which may de-

grade into emergencies.

~ Use can be made of existing plant "event
based" procedures and is encouraged to

mitigate the event once the event is clearly
defined.

~ There is less need to rely on the
operators'emories,

perceptions and reasoning
powers during the event. The operators
have more assurance that their actions are

proper. They have more opportunity to
determine the overall status of the plant
and to take a more objective look at what
has happened.

~ Any plant systems which can be utilized
to respond to emergency events are speci-

fied irrespective of the safety classifica-
tion or qualification of the system, equip-
ment, or its components. If a system is

used to accomplish the required action,
that system is specified by the EPG even, if

Page 5

~ The current, best operational guidance is

specified irrespective of licensing or de-

sign basis assumptions or commitments.

~ Where it is important that an event be de

termined (for example, a failure to scram

event), analysis of the parameters is per-

formed by defining the condition, making
itunlikely an error or misjudgment willbe

made.

In many cases, the safety envelope is outside the

envelope prescribed by the Technical Specifica-
tions or other normal procedural limits. This
safety envelope is derived from engineering
analysis utilizing best estimates (instead of li-
censing models). This does not mean that it is

permissible to operate outside the administrative
limitations in an emergency, nor does itmean that

the administrative limitations are inappropriate.
Itsimply defines the absolute limitbeyond which

safety cannot be assured. Thus, conformance
with the EPG procedures does not assure strict
conformance with the administrative limits.

The EPGs consists offour basic procedures, each

with a certain area of control:

~ Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
provides entry and actions based upon
certain reactor vessel parameters such as

RPVwaterlevel, RPVpressureandreactor
power.

~ Primary Containment Control provides

entry and actions based upon certain pri-
mary containment parameters such as

suppression pool and drywell temperature,

pressure and water levels.
~ Secondary Containment Control pro-

vides entry and actions based upon certain
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Section A NMP2-EOP-INTRODUCTIOii

secondary containment parameters such as

area temperatures, area radiation levels and

area water levels.

~ Venting the primary containment re-
gardless of radioactive release rates.

~ Radioactivity Release Control provides

entry and actions based upon radiation levels

used for activation of the Emergency Plan.

Attachments to the EPGs supplement the EPGs

and provide operator aids as appropriate. The

EPG procedures reference each other as well as

other plant procedures as necessary to accom-

plish the required actions.

There willbe a number of events which require
actions which previously have been considered
unacceptable. In general, the reason they have

been unacceptable was because the more severe

events were not considered in the design basis of
the plant. Since all previous procedures and

directions only addressed design basis events, it
was not considered necessary to look any further.
The Three Mile Island accident and a number of
other less significant events pointed out the error
in this thinking. One event in particular has

brought on massive changes in the operating
philosophy of BWRs. That event is the "failure
to scram from rated power with coincident or
subsequent closure of the main steam lines".

This single event can place an enormous quantity
of energy in the primary containment in a very
short period of time. The containment could

quickly fail due to over pressurization unless

proper action is taken. This event requires the

following actions which before were previously
considered unacceptable:

~ Lowering RPV water level to below the

top of active fuel.

This is done to reduce reactor power such that

containment limits are approached slowly,
giving the operators time to protect the con-

tainment and shut the reactor down by other
methods.

Venting the containment assures that the con-

tainment can again be closed up to prevent
further radioactive material release. Failure
to do this can have serious consequences

including: almost certain failure of the con-

tainment; loss of the pressure suppression
function; loss oflong term cooling capability;
and possible loss ofcapability to provide any
core cooling. Itis preferred to release a meas-

ured amount of radioactive material for a

relatively short time, than to lose the capabil-

ity to cool the core and at the same time lose

the ability to isolate the containment. With-
out initiallyventing the primary containment,
a serious accident resulting in considerable

release ofradioactive material to the environ-
ment could result. Venting also helps ensure

that all releases are via elevated and moni-

tored vent paths, thus enhancing post acci-

dent monitoring.

Some of the other conditions and actions that are

provided in the EPGs include:

~ Specific conditions under which boron in-

jection is required.

~ Additional methods for boron injection if
the Standby Liquid Control (SBLC) sys-

tem cannot function.

~ Additional methods of assuring adequate

core cooling when RPV water level indica-

tion is lost.

~ Control of hydrogen in the primary con-

tainment.

~ Conditions under which Automatic
Depressurization System(ADS) automatic

initiation may (in some cases must) be

prevented.

Page 6
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Section A NhfP2-EOP-INTRQDUCTIQY

~ Conditions under which ADS must be ini-
tiated.

~ Calculation of plant specific limits per
the EPG Appendix C.

~ Use of steam cooling to cool the core if
required.

~ Creating a Plant Specific Technical
Guideline (PSTG)

~ Alternate methods ofinserting control rods. ~ Development ofan EOP Writer's Guide

~ Flooding primary containment and venting
the RPV in a final effort to raise water level
above the fuel in the RPV.

~ Proper control of a marginally shut-
downreactor to prevent fuel damage ifand

when criticality occurs.

DEVELOPMENT OF EOPs FROM EPGs

The development of specific procedures to be

used in a plant control room is performed in an

Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) implem-
entation program that consists of the following
tasks:

~ Validation and Verificationofdraft EOP
procedures

It is intended that the above documents and pro-
cedures faithfully reflect the bases upon which
the NRC has approved the use of the generic
EPGs. Plant specific terminology, systems and

operating philosophies should be incorporated in

a manner that does not contradict the intent of the

EPGs. Deviations from the EPGs that are more

than just changes in wording for plant specific
terminology, generally require justification, since

the NRC has only approved the EPG guidance.

Substantial changes would require notification to

the NRC via a 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation for
procedure changes made after the initialimplem-
entation effort has been completed.

Page 7





Section B NMI'2 FLOWCHARTLOGIC AND SYMBOLS

lists the titles and numbers of all procedures
(flowcharts) on that page.

This section provides a background for under-
standing the construction of the flowcharts, the

logic symbols used to represent the flowpaths,
definitions ofkey EOP concepts and terminol-
ogy, as well as, detailed discussion of EOP
entry, override statements and EOP cautions.

Figures and large tables referred to within a

procedure are placed on the same page, below
or to the side of the flowchart. Small tables are

placed immediately adjacent to the flowchart
elements which refer to them. Both figures and
tables are labeled as Figures on the flowcharts
to avoid duplication of designation numbers.

SYMBOLOGYand GRAPHIC DESIGN

EOP FLOWCHARTLAYOUT

The EOPs are written in a flowchart form. One
flowchart is created for each procedure. When
space allows, more than one

flowchart

is

place
on a single page. In all cases, each flowchart
procedure is whollycontained on a single page.

The flowchart elements are laid out in an aes-

thetically appealing arrangement. Procedure
flowpaths are readily apparent and, generally,
proceed from top to bottom and from left to
right. Whenever possiblecrossovers ofthe lines
connecting flowchart elements was avoided.

The flowcharts (procedures) with parallel pa-
rameter control paths (RPV Control, Primary
Containment Control, and Secondary Contain-
ment Control) are divided into sections, with
each major branch designated as a sectional
division. Sectional divisions are placed side-
by-side on the page, spaced such that each
parameter control path is clearly demarcated.
Each section is labeled witha titleplaced above
the corresponding region of the flowchart.

Each page has a title block in the lower right
hand corner of the page. Ifthe page contains
more than one EOP flowchart, the title block

Each EOP begins withan easily identifiedentry
point. Depending upon the nature of the proce-
dure, the entry point is either an entry block or
a start block.

Those procedures that are entered as a result of
reaching pre-defined limits begin with a

rounded, heavy bordered rectangle labeled
"ENTRYCONDITIONS". The parameters of
concern and the respective actions levels are

listed within individual boxes arranged across

the bottom of the rectangle. The parameter
name is in the box along with its respective
value.

Procedures that are only entered as a result of
branches from other flowcharts begin with a

rounded rectangle containing the word
"START".

Page l





Section B NMP2 FLOWCHART LOGIC AND S YLVIBOLS

Sectional divisions discussed earlier also start

with a rounded rectangle around the first step in
the flowchart section.

Close the following valves:
~ MSIVS
~ Main steam line drain valves
~ RCIC / RHR steam line isolation valves

Exit Section RP oi this procedure and proceed to
cold shutdown in accordance with OP-1 0 1 C.

Instructions constituting exits from procedures
or procedure sections are enclosed in rounded

rectangles. EXIT instructions are worded as

follows:

Exit(name ofcurrentflo(bypath J andenter(name

of target floL(rpath (and point ofentry)J.

This signifies that the operator must exit the

flowpath currently being executed and enter

one or more new flowpaths. Ifmore than one

target flowpath is specified, all flowpaths iden-

tified are to be entered and executed concur-

rently.

Primary steps identifying systems to be used to

accomplish specified actions have an itemized

listofsystem names. The systems are arranged

in a separate rectangle attached at the lower

edge of the rectangle containing the primary
step.

Commence and. inspeoettve ol pump HPSH and vonea lrmsa, raise iniectron into the

APVwrth the lo lorring systems unti:
~ k least 4 SAVs Na cpen

QQ
~ APVpressure is nct drcpperg and is dl psig or more above suppression

chalrOer pressrle

~ HPCS
~ De(eat high ApVwater tevel So(ation let(othe. 2 necessary by ptsrring

E22A428 to TEST
~ Feedwater purrps

~ Meat high Apvwater level trip interixks. 1 ecessaay (Eop4. At20)
~ (PCS
~ LPCI wrrh iniecoon through the heat eschangers as soon as possble.
~ Cnddensate pvrrars
~ CAO (Oping. Secoon H.l)
~ AHASonics Water crusade (EOP4 An 5)
~ Fse system (EOP4, Att8)
~ ECCS Keeppvl systems (EOP4 Att 7)
~ SLC (te4 tank) (EOP4, hl 9)
~ Suc (boron tank) (OP45h, Section H.t)
~ Condensate Trans(sr (Eop4 AC 0)

Procedure steps that are simply direct instruc-
tions are enclosed in individual rectangles.

Supplemental notes, and detailed operating
instructions are identified with pointers (hand

symbol) and indented immediately below the

respective primary steps or system names.

Control injection to maintain at least 4 SRVs open and
RPV pressure at least 61 psig above suppression
chamber pressure but as low as practicable.

Procedure steps that have multiple tasks have

each discrete task listed as a sub-step. If the

sub-steps are meant to be performed in quick
succession or are meaningful only when read

together, the sub-step are placed in a single
rectangle and formattted as indented, num-

bered paragraphs.

Major decision points leading to divergent
branches are presented as "YES/NO"questions

enclosed in diamonds. Arrows extend from the

diamond to depict the appropriate "YES/NO"

response paths. Preferably, the arrows are

oriented such that the "YES" path extends from
the right point of the diamond and the "NO"

path extends from the left.

Page 2





Section B NMP2 FLOWCHART LOGIC AND SYMBOLS

Yea

Complex decisions comprising two or more

conditional clauses joined by the conjunctions
VANDV or "OR" are presented as a chain of
simple "YES/NOV questions. The diamonds
are linked together by connecting arrows such

that the arrangement reflects the logical struc-

ture of the decision step.

YV

These decision tables have the conditional and

contingent clauses of the instructions separated

into columns headed by the appropriate logic
terms (IF, THEN; AND, OR). This format is

used when: several related conditional steps

must be evaluated concurrently; a series of
consecutive conditional statements are con-

solidated into tabular format; the procedure

comprises a series of contingent responses to

successive or alternate action levels; or one or
more decisions must be continuously or repeti-

tively evaluated.

IF
RPV water level cannot
be fee(bred and
maire oined above -Ia In.

THEN
PRIMARYCONTAINMENT
FLOODINO IS REOUIREO
exk thie prooedure and enter
CS, PHmary Coreainment
Flooding

Conditional steps are represented in the follow-
ing various formats.

i n-

The conditional clause is expressed as a "YES/
NO" question in a diamond with the contingent
actions enclosed in rectangles. The diamonds
are preferably configured such that the nYESn

path extends from the bottom of the diamond
and the nNOn path extends Rom the right.
Complex conditional clauses are representedas
multiple diamonds linked to reflect the appro-

priate logic structure.

Steps that consist of a primary, direct instruc-

tion followed by one or more contingency ac-

tions arerepresented as rectangle-decision table

combinations. Primary instructions are con-

tained in rectangles, contingent actions in
rounded decision tables contiguous with the

bottom and sides of the rectangles.

Raw ev eaevs Ivvl«reoseesa Iace es ev wee «. Iaoc ev v

CAunorel ~ oseseese Ivloasoee lee s«a eao
««v «4\or«eal esaaeo
~s«esca esassssa rsrvv o«e«oa
~«I ev ev sseo sssesv

Ice 4&~ oo«ov eeveee 4 evvo sres I«vos« ltosse, oe oar ossa« ve eee «vese wwloor««a I asesasee (to«e,oe 0
cx((rior(( srcv o«sv 4ss«ea eeo casse 4 I«vs eve

oosaeeoa oov (Ill«a~e
«ICC

cess« ev areas««see Iee «v os« ov srcw ver \ (ov
(Is«or I(co e (to«o oe e

ie
an/

subtle(em ined up
with at leaxt one
pu (tip ru nrrng

T

Yea

Stan purhpe n~
eubeyeterre wh(ch are oned

up Ior njocuon

IPCI

ore« ev ssvevs «ose aee «v osrs ee Ipce Isese Noel
lov II@I~ (ease Ice«o. 44 e
ossav oal sa«aea eos\ «r ~ eses ee Ipce ves« lose
(«eoe svv.e (to«o, oe a

~ose I«eels ov Iso« vsseseee v«rs v eoosesa
ce«v ev ava«s ««4 ase lsoo oaa oso lose es«eo Irc«(ov
(«eoe seas«I (co«e, oe e

~sess Iee( ee«\ (ov
llleoe Iv«nlcoss4,44 Io

WAIT urea
RPV water

lever grope to
~ ten.

was eer sev ~ eo~ IIeo «

seas eer s«v eesv oo
eros«sv o'er so os

eo 4se IrvIeo«e oe «
coco ess«av osesev Ieosssx oe h
oevsaseo Isevr ICO«e oe e
~ese e«ssv oseos eeoess Ico«4, Jsl II
~eo ssosea Ieosae oe 4ao Iiso«s sev IO«V«4«soa «. II

~so« lsse 404 eov so«I vvea
~so«

Cse eeeSSa % V4«~«ror cl,esse«so(«rorrr
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Section B NlvtP2 FLOWCHART LOGIC AND SYMBOLS

Overrides applicable to an entire procedure
need not be stretched horizontally. Instead, the
override is worded as follows: "While execut-

ing the followingprocedure:".

wttte eeeteerla ere retteetee tweet

tee et~rt~ wee ee wweeew
crete r~t tee» tt~ teer te
e cree teeet Oeeeeere Wee lee» teefeet oert

Ieeetee e crete~~ tetra e teeeta
reeeee ~ «e te tellet~ tee
~eeete eteew e te teeev~ eel e» er
wlwleell~ wrs ee Mswool elocute
reett Ql te eeeeeW tree te etee

Conditional statements that modify the primary
procedure flowpath and which must be con-

tinuously evaluated during the execution of a

series of procedure steps are herein designated
as "overrides". Overrides are formatted as

rounded decision tables with double-line bor-

ders. The following wording is to be centered

and bolded, "While executing the following
steps:". Each override is placed immediately
before the first of the elements to which the

override applies. The procedure steps to which
ov'errides apply are graphically defined by the

width of the decision tables. All elements
below a rounded decision table and within its
horizontal span are subject to the qualifying
instructions of the respective override.

a cross reference symbol adjacent to the rect-

angle. The branch instruction in the dependent
flowpath shall be structured as an override
statement conditioned upon whether the flag in
the independent flowpath is set(e.gr t IFEMER-
GENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS RE-

QUIRED....). The dependent override displays
the cross-reference symbol adjacent to the

override statement.

The following flags and symbols are utilized:

EMERGENCY
DEPRESSURIZATION
IS REQUIRED

PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT
FLOODING IS
REQUIRED

BORON INJECTION IS
REQUIRED

STEAM COOLING IS
REQUIRED

rent eee ~ OUI te~ re eeeeee
Ww I~ e

rett rttvCree e Oe

When a condition in one parameter control
flowpath (independent) requires that a contin-

gent branch be executed in another flowpath
(dependent), the two flowpaths are linked and

cross-referenced. The action necessitated by
the triggering condition is stated as a require-
ment flag (e.g., EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED). The
requirement is enclosed withina rectangle with

RPV water level oanrct tte
mairaavtect amve ~ tn.

EMEROENCY RPV
DEPR ESSURIZATlDN lS
REDUtRED; Donttntre at OP

RPV Corttrot
otton RP

Determinate

flowpath

transfers�occurrin

within
the same procedure section as the triggering
condition are explicitlyprescribed immediately

following therequirementflag(e.g. PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT FLOODING IS RE-

QUIRED; exit Section RL of this,...).
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Section B NMP2 FLOWCHART LOGIC AND S YMBOLS

Cautions are integrated into the flowchart and

placed immediately before the instructions to

which they apply. Cautions applicable to a

single step are placed within the flowchart
element containing the step. Cautions appli-
cable to a series of steps are placed in separate

rectangles.

CA(ll)ON: AatatnQ In)ection llaw ropuny msy
Inouoe ~ tarQO power eseuralen slut
resell Ih ause»mtel aero oomopo

UanQ~Vtho s)stems uolovr, mantan Apvwater level
setween -Ia vt. Ond 202. 3 et.
~ cunhQ solon vtpcten, mantas Apv water level es curse as

prscocanle lo ~ statue vsaN. ()0 nct reo»ro»vea
O'th no oohut vvetten, recover»vet snwty.

~ ohoensa» r peecws»r
~ CAD (OP@0. Sett tan H.y)

CAUTLONS: U)perstlnQ Aclc sole» 1500 rpm mey
reoun In enlnpn»nt Semspo
&evsteo suppression ehamser
presawe moy tltp Iho ACIC turotno

~ ACICUnh succon Item the csnnenso» stsrsQO tank,
5 avaaatuo (CPA. AS ~ )

ceteat low Apv preeoure ntuattsn vnonotks.
s necessary (SOPH, ptt 2)

Cautions are used to identify potential hazards

to personnel or equipment and do not contain

explicit action statements. In some cases cau-

tions are incorporated directly into the action

step.

Actions which must be completed by the time a

specified limit is reached, but which may be

performed in advance of that time ifdeemed

appropriate by the operator, are preceded by
BEFORE symbols. Each BEFORE symbol
consists of an irregular pentagon and oriented

to resemble a downward pointing arrow. The

limitofconcern is contained in the point of the

arrow. The word BEFORE is centered at the

top of the pentagon and is separated from the

limitofconcern text with a horizontal line. The

nature of the subsequent actions are noted in

parentheses outside and to the right of the

pentagon.

BEFORE

Suppression pool temperature reaches
110'F

Instructions suspending execution of a proce-

dure flowpath until certain conditions exist are

designated as hold points. Hold points are

formatted as octagons having the words "WAIT
until" at the beginning of the statement. Com-

plex hold points can utilize logical connectors

(AND, OR) within the octagon.

Flowchart elements are connected by lines de-

picting the procedure flowpaths.

~ Arrowheads indicate the direction of flow
and are placed at termination points.

Corners formed where lines change direc-

tion are rounded.

WAITuntil
primary containment
water level reaches

El. 248 ft. 6 in.

~ Confluent lines are curved into their junc-
tures so as to merge with downstream

flowpaths.

~ Crossovers, where unavoidable, are formed

by breaking one line at the point of inter-

section.
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Section B NMP2 FLOWCHARTLOGIC AND S YIVIBOLS

~ Doned lines are used to link flowchart
elements to external tables or supplemen-

tary information.

~ Branching points leading to two or more

concurrent
flowpaths are�marke

with filled
circles. Arrows, indicating the direction of
flowin each branch, are placed adjacent to

the circles, showing the direction of flow
of the branch lines.

v

Entry Point Exit point

Rectangle

Diamond

Top

Top

Left Side

Left Side

Bottom

"YES", bottom
"NO", right

Right Side

"YES", right
"NO", left

Overrides Top

Octa gons Top

Decision Tables Top

Left Side

Bottom

Bottom

Bottom Right side

ROURE RPV.I
RPV SATURATIOOITKINIHlATURE

'N 210

O'1200

0 20 00 00 00 100 120 140 100 000 1100
IVVPRCSSVAC 10002

~ Each figure is assigned a numerical identi-
fier and a title. The numerical identifer
consists of a prefix, corresponding to the

procedure code, followed by a hyphen and

a sequential number (e.g., the second fig-
ure in EOP-RPV would be designated as

"Figure RPV-2"). Neither the symbol "I"
nor the abbreviation "No." is included. A
separate sequence of numbers is used for
each procedure.

Graphs are used to depict variable parameter
limits expressed as functions ofother parame-
ters. The following design conventions are

generally observed:

~ Figure numbers and titles are printed in
upper-case, boldface type. Centered on

two lines above the figure, the figure
numbers are on the first line, and titles are

on the second line.
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Section B NlvP2 FLOWCHARTLOGIC AND SYMBOLS

Graphs are designed to permit interpola-
tion of values with reasonable accuracy
and ease.

~ Each axis is labeled with the assigned
parameter and units ofmeasurement. The
units ofmeasurement correspond to those
used on the respective control room instru-
ments. Standard numerical progression is

used.

~ Grid lines are used for major divisions,
tick marks for minor divisions. Major ~

divisions are numbered using standard
numerical progressions; minor divisions
are un-numbered.

hyphen and a sequential number (e.g., the
first table in EOP-C6 would be designated
"Table C6- I"). Neither the symbol "0" nor
the abbreviation "No." is included. A sepa-

rate sequence of numbers is used for each

procedure.

~ Table numbers and titles are printed in
uppercase, boldface type. Centered on two
lines above the table, the table numbers are

on the first line, and the titles (ifany) are on
the second line.

~ Tabular data is arranged in columns di-
vided by vertical lines and enclosed in a

box.

~ Prohibitedor undesirable operating regions
are shaded or hatched.

MINIMUMALTERNATE
RPV FLOODINQ PRESSURE

~ A heading is provided for each table col-
umn. Headings are centered above their
respective columns, printed in upper-case,
boldface type. The heading region is sepa-

rated from the body of the table by a hori-
zontal line.

NUMBER OF
OPEN SRVs

70f Ill&D

MINIMUMAllERNATERPV
FLOOOINO PRESSURE

(miO)

~ Horizontal lines separate table entries (ex-
cept when a table contains only a few
entries).

247

1031

~ Units of measurement are specified for all
numerical values.

~ Tables are designated as figures on the
fiowcharts to prevent duplication of num-
bers.

Tables are used where appropriate to organize,
correlate, or subdivide lists of systems, values,
sensors, or data. The followingdesign conven-
uons listed below are generally observed:

~ Each table is assigned a numerical identi-
fier and title. (Numerical identifiers and
titles need not be provided for small tables
immediately adjacent to the flowchart ele-

ments referring to them) The numerical
identifier consists ofa prefix, correspond-
ing to the procedure code, followed by a

n 'v

Logical connectives are selected and used con-
sistent with the following:

Indicates that the action prescribed
in the step is contingent upon the
stated conditions.

~PQ Separates conditional and action
clauses.
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Section B NMP2 FLOWCHARTLOGIC AND SYMBOLS

Indicates a combination of condi
tions. Identifies the second and

subsequent elements of a set of
conditions.

Designates alternative combina
tions ofconditions. Indicates that
the action is to be performed if
any one of the specified condi
tions occur. (Always used in the

inclusive sense.)

flowpath containing the instruction. Ifmore

than one flowpath is specified, all identified
flowpaths should be entered and executed
concurrently, including the flowpath contain-

ing the instruction.

Enter (name of target flowpath (and point of
entry)J and execute it concurrently with t/ris

procedure.

B I
Signifies a forward branch within the same

procedure.

Branch instructions provided for the transfer
between portions of a flowpath. Branch in-
structions can also direct transfer to concurrent
execution of one or more flowcharts.

Continue at (target location J.

KZLQEt

Signifies that the operator must leave the flow-
path currently being executed and enter one or
more new flowpaths. Ifmore than one flowpath
is specified, exit the current flowpath and enter
all identified flowpaths and executed concur-

rently.

Exit(narneofcurrentflowpath J andenter(natne

of target flowpaths (and point ofentry)J.

FATE

Signifies that the operator must enter a new

flowpath and execute it concurrently with the

Signifies a return branch within the same proce-

dure.

Return to (target location J.

The destinations of the above intra-procedure
and inter-procedure branches are labeled with
circled letters. Intra-procedure branches are

connected by a lighter connecting line showing
the flowpath to be followed. For inter-proce-
dure branches duplicate markers are placed
inside 'the left border of the flowchart page,
horizontally aligned with the branch destina-

tions, and accompanied by shadowed arrows

specifying the branch origins.
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Section C ÃvIP2 EOP USAGE, CURVES AND LIMITS

PROCEDURE USE

EOPSTRUCTURE

The Nine Mile Point-2 EOPs are comprised of
five top level procedures and six associated

contingencies as follows:

~ N2-EOP-RPV RPV CONTROL

The purpose of this section is to provide guid-
ance on the interpretation and use of EOPs.

This section does not supersede any steps in

any SORC approved procedure or approved
lesson plan, but comprises the best techniques

noted during training sessions. It has been

developed in part from and supersedes N2-ODI
1.09, EOP User's Guide, Revision 4. Where

appropriate, this guidance is contained in ap-

plicable sections of this basis book.

~ N2-EOP-PC PRIMARYCONTAIN-
MENTCONTROL

~ N2-EOP-SC SECONDARY CON
TAINMENT CON-
TROL

~ N2-EOP-RR RADIOACTIVITY
RELEASE CONTROL

~ N2-EOP-MSL MSIVLEAKAGE
CONTROL

~ N2-EOP-C1 ALTERNATELEVEL
CONTROL

~ N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESS URIZATION

~ N2-EOP-C3

~ N2-EOP-C4

~ N2-EOP-C5

~ N2-EOP-C6

STEAM COOLING

RPV FLOODING

LEVEL/POWER
CONTROL

PRIMARYCONTAIN-
MENT FLOODING

The purpose, entry conditions and operator
actions ofeach EOP are individuallydiscussed

in subsequent sections ofthis training document.

Communications must be done using the guid-
ance of ODI 1.06 to the maximum extent pos-

sible.

Repeat backs are vital to assure that instructions
and information are accurately transferred.

Repeat backs must be given prior to taking
action inorder to ensure that the intended action

is what was ordered. There is a directcorrelation
that has been noted between use ofrepeat back

and improved shift performance.

Allindications that do not appear to make sense

must be communicated to the SSS.

Acknowledgement and silencing of annuncia-

tors is important, especially when the SSS is

giving updates and/or direction to the crew.

ROs need to continue giving trends when asked

for parameter values.

ROs must make recommendations to the SSS

based on their knowledge of current and/or

anticipated plant conditions.
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Section C NMP2 EOP USAGE, CURVES AND LIMITS

When in the simulator, operators are never to
assume that the simulator is malfunctioning
unless the specific malfunction has been dis-

cussed in the pre-scenario briefing. Allindica-
tions are to be treated as real, and indications
that do not appear to make sense must be

communicated to the SSS. Teamwork is essen-

tial for proper shift emergency control. Ifyou
have a question about an indication or action,
bring it to the attention of the SSS and work as

a team to resolve it.

Operators must not talk simultaneously to the

SSS, but must interrupt the SSS when critical
information must be transmitted immediately,
such as an EOP entry or action condition is

observed, or a reactor scram is imminent.

Operators must challenge orders that they do
not understand orcould lead to further degraded
plant conditions. Operators must also provide
critical plant parameter data, without being
asked, that is vital to the SSS's implementation
to EOPs.

gate the accident. Any changes must be com-
municated to the Control Room team.

Operators must ensure that the information
they are giving the SSS about the plant condi-
tions is received and understood by repeating
the SSS's name and the information until an

acknowledgment is received.

EOP related actions must be ordered by the

SSS. The STA, when assisting the SSS in
reading the EOPs, must go through the SSS, or
as a minimum, clear the actions he wants to
order through the SSS prior to giving them.

Non-EOP related actions may be ordered by the

CSO, such as securing the turbine following a

trip. When doing so, the CSO must inform the

SSS of his intentions in general terms.

Read appropriate overrides out loud so that the

operators can watch for and communicate the

conditions in the override.

Updates must be given at the following times:

The SSS must ensure that he is in control of the

station.

He must be loud and clear and unambiguous in
giving direction.

Allorders must be directed to an operator by
name.

The SSS must ensure that his orders were heard
and complied with by requiring repeat backs
and followup communications when the task is

completed.

During EOP actions, the SSS must maintain
overall plant control. The SSS may under
extremely urgentconditionsmanipulate controls
when his immediate action is necessary to miti-

1. At each lull in the action
2. At each major decision point
3. At each transition between procedures

Updates should contain:

1.The SSS's understanding of the overall plant
status (i.e. the "big picture")

2. The general direction the SSS is intending to

go

3. Any conditions that could arise that would
perturb that intended direction, (e.g. override
statements)

4. Aquestion directed to the crew regarding any
condition that conflicts with the update infor-
mation

SROs can improve contingency planning by
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Section C NMP2 EOP USAGE, CURVES AND LIMITS

briefing the crew as to what is being planned indicators, but ensure that they know what to

and whatindividuals willberequired to do. read, follow the ODI communications stan-

dards, and are practiced at giving repeat backs.

K

The SSS and STA will use different colored
pens to write information on the EOP plexiglas.

The designed communication aide, when ini-
tiallyreporting to the Control Room, should be

briefed on plant/event status by the SEPC.

Old data should be crossed out when new data

is added.

The step the SRO is on should be marked.
When waiting for a condition, that box should
be circled.

Whenever reducing reactor power with
recirculation flow,use the OP-101D flowchart
posted for the restricted zone and existing
rodline, and monitor for power oscillations.
Take actions as directed by OP-101D.

Log the names ofoperators dispatched into the

plant and the task they are dispatched for on a

clear area of the plexiglas. This log is required
by the EPPs forpersonnel accountability, and it
helps in re-prioritizing in-plant tasks when
conditions change.

Log the times that time-dependent conditions
occur, such as a fire or loss of115KV so that the

emergency class can be declared at the appro-
priate time.

Whenever time exists to review the operating
procedure prior to manipulating a control, the

procedure must be used. When time is of the

essence, perform hemanipulation Qommemory,
but when time exists later on, go back and

ensure that the procedure was performed
properly.

When entering the EOPs, the most important
things are in order.

Non-licensed personnel should not be used to

manipulate switches in the Control Room. They
will be used to perform EOP support actions

outside the Control Room.

Radwaste operators willbe trained to be com-

munications aides, one willbe designated for
each shift to act as the primary communication
aide. If the primary communication aide is

unavailable or additional communication aides

are required, a non-licensed operator may be

the designed communication aide.

Non-licensed personnel may be posted to read

1. Sound the station alarm and iftime permits,
make a short verbal announcement to describe

the situation such as "Reactor Scram". This
will inform in-plant personnel of the emer-

gency and bring all of the shift personnel back

to the Control Room so that they are available
for necessary tasks.

2. Take immediate plant actions to stabilize the

plant

3. Classify the emergency

4. Announce the classification
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Qv~Zidm:

Pay particular attention to the overrides in the

EOPs.

The ASSS functioning as the STA should not

become "trapped" at the SPDS console but
shall provide independent assessment and EOP

support to the SSS at necessary.

As stated previously, reading the overrides out
loud to the crew keeps them informed and helps

keep them in mind.

Only an SRO(SSS) can authorize overriding an

automatic safety function.

R f

ROs are not taking enough responsibility to

insert control rods during ATWS situations.
Once directed to utilize EOP-6, Attachment 4,
the RO should take all necessary and appropri-
ate steps to insert control rods without specific
direction from the SSS. However, this does not
relieve the RO from keeping the SSS apprised
of his activities.

Cross reference symbols are symbols used to
aid the operator. They identify which other
EOPs, or sections of EOPs, contain override
statements which are applicable to a specific
existing plant condition.

When in a wait statement, set up to take the

subsequent action so that there is no delay when
the conditions to proceed exist.

Assign an operator to monitor level and pres-

sure, and specify the bands to be maintained.
ROs should not be hesitant to challenge the SSS

on incorrect or non-specific orders.

SSS must prioritize actions. Everything cannot
be done at once, i.e. stabilize the plant, then
work on Emergency Planning.

The RO on the Reactor Panel (P603) can dra-

matically improve the crew's initialresponse to
a casualty. The ROs must immediately provide
the following:

1. Reactor Power - Above or below 4%
2. Reactor Level - Value and trend
3. Reactor Pressure - Value and trend
4. Control Rod Status - Rod movement and

finalposition (e.g. "Allrods are fullin"). Note:

this may take a short time but should not inter-
fere with the operator's immediate scram re-

sponse per OP-101C.

ROs need to be cognizant ifall ECCS Systems
S .~.f II g Il»
trip signals. This includes verifying pump
status and injection flows and conveying this
information to the SSS and the crew. Again,
keep the SSS apprised of system status.

Ifa valid RRCS signal results in an automatic
SLC initiation than Boron Inject~required and

all appropriate actions as directed by the EOPs

must be taken.

SROs need torecognize that when RPV flooding
is required that Emergency Depressurization is
also required. This is accomplished by use of
overrides and the addition of a note on C4 to
remind the operator of this requirement.

The statement in EOPs to "Terminate and Pre-

vent Injection" means to take the most direct
action which will stop and preclude the injec-
tion flow into the RPV. They may include, as

appropriate, closing the injection valve, tripping
the pump, de-energizing the electrical power
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supplying system cenponents. System inter-

locks and plant conditions may dictate that

some methods of terminating and preventing
are more desirable than others for existing
conditions. Assuming normal system con-

figurations, the followingis a listingofpreferred
methods ofterminating and preventing injection.

HPCS - Placing the pump control switch in PTL
is preferable to closing the injection valve due

to the inability to remotely close the injection
valve when RPV level is lowered to L2.

LP ECCS - Placing the pump control switch in
PTL is preferred. The injection valve override
willnot work ifa sealed in initiation signal does

not exist.

The statement "RPV water level can be deter-
mined" is meant to allow the SSS to utilize any
method(s) of level determination available to

him. This may be a direct or indirect method
utilized alone or in conjunction with other
methods. Conservatively, the SSS could wait
until"RPV water level instrumentation is avail-
able". However, other methods could be, but
are not limited to, flow through the SRVs,
temperature stratification in the vessel or use of
neutron monitoring instrumentation. Recog-

nize, however, that neutron monitoring instru-
mentation methods willnot be useful fordeter-
mining level as far as actions in C4. IfSRVs are

b ing used to determine level, this method will
be lost when flooding is secured, thus, it is

appropriate to stay in C4.

RCIC - Tripping the turbine from the Control
Room is preferred. It can be readily reset and

restarted ifneed be from the Control Room.

Placing the pump control switch in P-T-L is the

preferred method when another system lineup
is not desired (e.g. Suppression Pool Cooling,
Containment Sprays). In those cases where it is

not practical to place the control switch in P-T-

L, overriding the injection valve is acceptable.
Note, however, ifa divisional initiation signal
is notpresent, a manual initiationsignal must be

inserted and the injection valve ~QLZ~
5EQQ~Y overridden to "Prevent" it from
opening.

A tabulation ofmethods available by systems is
provided as a guide at the end of this section.

The statement in EOP C4 "RPV water level
instrumentation is available" means the RPV
water level instruments are intact (piping, in-
strument power, line-ups, etc.), the reference
columns have been filled (if required), the

drywell temperature is below the RPV satura-

tion temperature, however, the indicators may
be off-scale high.

ROs and SROs need to improve their board

awareness and response on the Electrical Dis-

tribution Panel (P852). We must be able to look
at the big picture and not get focused in on an

individual symptom/failure.

ROs and SROs need improvement on verifying
that required isolations do occur on their vari-
ous setpoints.

Primary responsibility for making emergency
announcements lies with the CSO. Ifthe SEPC

is available, he may be used to make announce-

ments as an aid to the CSO.

Gross fuel failure is defined as either condition
listed below foruse as designated in the EOPs.

l. A reading of or greater than three times

normal full power background as read on the

main steam line radiation monitors or,

2. A cladding failure which results in a

coolant activity increase of at least three times

normal fullpower levels.
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Entry and Re-entry

Occurrence of any entry condition <equires

entry into the appropriate procedure. Addition-
ally, entry conditions which subsequently oc-

cur after a procedure has been entered, require
that the procedure be re-entered at the begin-
ning. An entry condition which has cleared and

subsequently re-occurs, requires re-entry into
that procedure at the beginning, Exceeding.
entry conditions for more than one EOP re-

quires concurrent entry into and execution of
each EOP forwhich an entry condition has been

exceeded.

I Sarere any area racaaacn reacnee 10 Rrttr. eraer Rpv Cerarcr
SKI eracarra ~ xe1crewll7 erth 'Iha plcrcec4le.

E IF ah area redeeol cecal aaaeede 10 Rye IlllrOre rrrerl
THEN . eae area.

EUERCENCY IIPV OEPRESSURQATOH
IS REQIPREO.

O RPV Caaecy. Saceea RP
oca
ocs

Ien aeaee re e ter oman ee ew CL~ ree Owew'4 4&

Operator Actions

-This structure effects the transfer of control of
a parameter when appropriate, and precludes
concurrent, but conflicting instructions.

~ By explicit direction stating that entry to a

contingency is required

Any control rcd cannot bo dotormrnod Io bo
insonod to posison 02

ANO
lt has nol boon dotonninod that tho roactor
willremain shutdown undor all ccnditons
without boron

TMEN

Exit Socttcn ALof Etts
prccoduro and ontor CS,
Lovoupowor Control.

~ By identifying (in capital letters) the require-
ment for a contingency action, and then ef-
fecting the transfer ofcontrol through explicit
direction in the appropriate EOP sections and
contingencies that address the affected pa-
rameter.

As the status or condition of a specific parame-
ter degrades and either approaches or exceeds
limitingvalues, control of that parameter may
be transferred to a contingency or from one
contingency to another. This transfer is accom-
plished in two ways:

When operator actions are specified to be con-
ducted concurrently, no predetermined priority
is implied. Each path entered at a branch point
is to be executed in parallel.

Steps in a given path are followed sequentially
in the order presented. Each step is considered
as the operator comes to it. Once an operator
completes the actions of a step and moves on to
the next step, the previous step is no longer

considered or implemented(except forovemde
statements see below). If the conditions or
actions specified in a step are not applicable or
cannot be implemented, then the operator is to

continue at the next step.

Upon reaching a hold point, the operator con-
tinues to execute or maintain the conditions
specified by the previous operator actions until
the conditions of the hold point are met. Once

the conditions of the hold point are met, the

operator continues on to the next flowchart
element.

When an override statement is applicable to a

series of steps(see Chapter B), the operator
must consider the ovemde continuously while
executing those steps. The operator must exe-

cute the specified ovemde actions any time the

contingent conditions exist while executing the

applicable steps.
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Section C NMP2 EOP USAGE, CURVES AND LIMITS

At various points within these procedures,

limits are specified beyond which certain ac-

tions are required. These limits are generally
not as conservative as the limits specified in
Technical Specifications. This is not to imply
that operation beyond the Technical Specifi-
cations is recommended. Rather, such opera-

tion is required and is now permitted under the

degraded conditions in order to safely mitigate
the consequences ofthose degraded conditions.
The limits specified in the EOPs establish the

boundaries within which continued safe opera-

tion of the plant can be assured. Conformance
with the EOPs does not ensure strict confor-
mance with Technical Specifications or other

licensing bases, but is necessary to mitigate the

conditions present.

Atother points within these procedures, defeat-

ing safety system interlocks and initiation logic
is specified. This is also required in order to

safely mitigate the consequences of degraded

conditions, and it is generally specified only
when conditions exist forwhich the interlock or
logic was not designed. Bypassing additional
interlocks may also be required (e.g. due to

instrument failure, etc.), but since these situa-

tions cannot be identified in advance, they are

not specified by the procedures.

Exit and Endpoints

An EOP may be exited ifthe exit conditions of
the procedure are met or any time that it is

determined that an emergency no longer exists.

Each flowpath is terminated with an endpoint.

Endpoints indicate completion of the associ-

ated flowpath but do not indicate an exit of the

flowpath or the entire procedure unless specifi-

cally stating so.

Ifan operator improperly exits an EOP prema-

turely, an entry condition for that procedure
willoccur or re-occur, and re-entry to the pro-

cedure willbe required.

DEFINITIONS AND USAGE OF KEY
WORDS

The meaning of the following terms is dis-

cussed in the context of their use within the

EOPs. This information is provided in order to

facilitate a consistent and technically accurate

understanding of the entry conditions, operator

actions, cautions, and execution of the EOPs.

Adequate core cooling

Sufficient heat removal from the reactor to

prevent rupturing the fuel clad.

Three viable mechanisms of adequate core

cooling exist; in order of preference they are:

~ Core submergence
~ Steam cooling with injection of makeup

water to the RPV
~ Steam cooling without injection ofmakeup

water to the RPV

Core submergence is the preferred mechanism

of core cooling, whereby each fuel element is

completely covered withwater. Indicated RPV

water level at or anywhere above the elevation

corresponding to the top of active fuel (TAF)
constitutes the principal means of confirming
the adequacy ofcore cooling achieved via this

mechanism. Assurance ofcontinued adequate

core cooling through core submergence is

achieved when RPV water level can be main-

tained at or anywhere above TAF.

Ifan operator remains in an EOP even though
an emergency does not or no longer exists, the

EOP still provides appropriate instructions to

maintain the reactor in a safe condition.

S team cooling is the mechanism ofcore cooling

whereby steam updraft through the uncovered

portion of the reactor core is sufficient to pre-

vent the temperature ofthe hottest fuel rod from

exceeding the appropriate limitingvalue, which
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is specific to the mme of steam cooling being

employed (Peak clad temperature of hottest

fuel rod less than (1) 1500'F for steam cooling
with injection or (2) 1800'F for steam cooling
without injection). Two modes of steam cool-

ing are employed in. the EOPs: with and with-
out injection ofmakeup water to the RPV. For
each mode, the covered portion of the reactor
core and lower plenum is the water source for
the generation of the steam. A high fuel-to-
steam differential temperature is required for
the steam cooling method of heat transfer to be

effective.

With injection into the RPV established, ade-

quate core cooling exists when steam flow
through the core is sufficient to preclude the

peak clad temperature of the hottest fuel rod
fromexceeding 1500'F, the threshold tempera-
ture for fuel rod perforation. This mechanism
of core cooling is employed during the RPV
flooding evolution (Contingency ¹4) when the

reactor may not be shutdown, and during the

level/powercontrol evolution (Contingency ¹5)
when RPV water level is controlled below TAF
to reduce reactor power. RPV pressure and the

number of open SRVs, or RPV water level,
provide the means of confirming the adequacy
ofcore cooling achievedvia steamcooling with
injection. Assurance of continued adequate

core cooling is achieved when RPV pressure
can be maintained at or above the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure or RPV wa-

ter level can be maintained at or above the

Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level.

With no injection into the RPV established,
adequate core cooling exists only so long as the

covered portion of the reactor core generates

sufficient steam to preclude the peak clad tem-

perature of the hottest fuel rod from exceeding
1800'F, the threshold temperature for signifi-
cant metal-water reaction. This mechanism of
core cooling is employed in the steam cooling
evolution (Contingency ¹3). Indicated RPV
water level at or above the Minimum Zero

Injection RPV Water Level is the only means

available for confirming the adequacy of core

cooling achieved via steam cooling without
injection. The transient nature of this means of
adequate core cooling prevents any assurance

that it can be maintained.

Assure

Make certain that a specified state or condition
is established and willbe maintained. Encom-

passes an implied action to operate appropriate
systems, as available, to accomplish the stated

objective. Both direct and indirect indications

may be used to determine that the specified
state or condition has been achieved and willbe

maintained (refer to the discussion of "ade-

quate core cooling").

Available

The state or condition of being ready and able

to be used(placed into operation) to accomplish
the stated (or implied) action or function. As

applied to a system, this requires the operability
of all necessary support systems (electrical
power supplies, cooling water, lubrication, etc.)

forthe system/components to workas designed.

Before

Any time prior to. Utilized where an event-

independent margin is not appropriate or can-

not be defined.

Bypassing

Temporarily disabling the functioning of an

automatic protection feature. As used in the

EOPs, this term is generally limited to condi-

tions where a bypass feature has been included

in the system (e.g., bypassing a high drywell
pressure interlock).

Can/Cannot be determined

The curxent value or status of an identified
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parameterrelative to thatspecified in theproce-
dure can/cannot be ascertained using all avail-
able indications (direct and indirect, singly or in
combination).

a system so as to prevent it from operating. As
used in the EOPs, this term generally indicates
more than just the positioning of a "Bypass"
switch (e.g., defeating RSCS interlocks).

Can/Cannot be maintained above/below Drywell temperature

The value of the identified parameter(s) isfis
not able to be kept above/below specified lim-
its. This determination includes making an ~

evaluation that considers both current and fu-
ture system performance in relation to the cur-
rent value and trend of the parameter(s).
"Cannot" does not imply that the actual value of
the parameter must first exceed the specified
limit.

Can/Cannot be restored above/below

Bulkaverage temperature of the atmosphere in
the drywell airspace.

Enter

Unless otherwise specified, exit the present
procedure and begin in the identified proce-
dure. Ifconcurrent action is specified, execute
the steps of the entered procedure(s) in parallel
with the steps of the procedure containing the
enter instruction.

The value of the identified parameter(s) is/is
notable to be returned to above/below specified
limits after having previously exceeded the
specified limits. This determination includes
making an evaluation that considers both cur-
rent and future system performance in relation
to the currentvalue and trendof the parameter(s).
This statement does not implyany specific time
interval, but the intent does not permit pro-
longed operation beyond a limitwithout taking
the specified action.

Confirm

Exceeds

To go above or beyond, by any amount, the

identified value or limit.

Execute

Leave the step containing the execute instruc-
tion and take the action specified in the identi-
fied step, continuing on through the subsequent

steps of that section.

Use all available indications (status lights, di-
rect and indirect presentations of the values of
associated plant and system parameters, etc.)
and/or physical observation to established that,
as applicable, the specified action has occurred,
conditions are as stated, etc. This does not
include any implied requirement to take any
corrective action ifthe identified conditions do
not exist.

Logic term which indicates that taking the
action prescribed in the step (and associated

substeps) is contingent upon the current exis-
tence ofthe stated condition(s). Ifthe identified
condition(s) do not exist, the prescribed action
(step and all associated substeps) is not to be

taken. The operator should proceed in accor-
dance with the following step.

Defeating Independent

Permanently disabling the logic or function of Characterized by separateness of signal source
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(i.e., sensors), signal processors, and indica-

tors.

Initiate

ter exceeding this action level may directly
threaten adequate core cooling, primary con-

tainment integrity, equipment important to

safety, or personnel safety.

Manipulate appropriate controls in the main

control room (or other areas where instruments

and controls forremote operation ofequipment
are located) as required to establish the speci-

fied system operating mode or plant
condition(s). This term does not imply that

prolonged attempts to accomplish actions

(jumper interlocks, align alternate or backup

power supplies, enter remote areas to manually
operate valves, etc.), is intended.

Line up

Establish the initial conditions necessary for
systemoperation includingpositioning ofvalves

and breakers, installation of spool pieces, etc.

This term does not include the actual starting of
main system pumps.

Maintain below/above

Take the action necessary to prevent the value

of the parameter from rising above (decreasing

below) the identified limitor action level.

Maximum Normal Operating (parameter)

The highest value of the identified parameter

expected to occur during normal plant operat-

ing conditions with all directly associated sup-

port and control systems functioning properly.
Values of the parameter exceeding this action
level are symptomatic ofoffnormal conditions
which could degrade into an emergency.

Maximum Safe Operating (parameter)

The highest value of the identified operating
parameter beyond which personnel access or
continued operation ofequipment important to

safety cannot be assured. Values ofthe parame-

Monitor

Observe or evaluate at a frequency sufficient to

remain appraised of the values, trend, and rate

of change of the identified plant operating pa-

rameter. Plant conditions; the rate ofchange of
the parameter and directly related plant para-

meters; its proximity to limits and operator
action levels and the value; parameter trend;

and the severity of consequences associated

with the parameter, all contribute to the deter-

mination of the required frequency ofobserva-

tion or evaluation.

Multiple

As applied to plant instrumentation, more than

one but as many as may be conveniently in-

cluded. Independence (i.e. sensors, cabling,
electronic signal processing, etc.) is not re-

quired.

Prevent

Take whatever action is necessary to preclude

the stated action, occturence, etc. Where not

otherwise qualified or prohibited, this includes

closing valves, tripping equipment, jumpering
(or opening) contacts in the control logic of
system components, deenergizing equipment,
ovemding automatic signals, etc.

Primary Containment

The drywell and suppression chamber.

Primary System

The pipes, valves, and other equipment which
connect directly to the RPV such that a reduc-

tion in RPV pressure willdecrease the steam or

water being discharged through an unisolated
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break in the system.

Purge

Force flow through an enclosed volume. In-
cludes establishing both an influent (driving)
and effluent (exhaust) flowpath similar to that

of a "feed and bleed" process.

Restore

Take the appropriate action required to return
the value of an identified parameter to within
applicable limits.

Secondary Containment

The airtight spaces immediately adjacent to or
surrounding the primary containment.

Shutdown

As applied to the reactor, the condition of
being, or actions to become subcritical with
reactor power below the heating range.

Suppression pool temperature

Bulk average temperature of the suppression
pool.

Terminate

Take the appropriate action required to stop the

stated action, process, or evolution. Generally,
the most direct action which willstop the stated
action/process/evolution is preferred. How-
ever, a wide variety of actions may be em-

ployed. Refer to the table at the end of this
section for suggested methods to terminate and

prevent RPV injection.

Trend

The direction (increasing or decreasing) of the

average rate ofchange ofthe value ofa parame-
ter. Momentary fluctuations in the value par-
ticularly over a small range are not considered
a trend.

Vent

Suppression chamber

The structure enclosing the suppression pool
water and the atmosphere (air or nitrogen)
above it.

Suppression chamber pressure

The pressure ofthe atmosphere (airor nitrogen)
in the suppression chamber.

Suppression pool

The volume of water in the suppression cham-
ber intended to: (1) condense steam discharged
from aprimary system break inside the drywell,
(2) condense steam discharged from the RPV
via the SRVs, and (3) provide a water source for
certain ECCS injection systems to cool the
core.

Open an effluent (exhaust) flowpath from an

enclosed volume.

When

Direction provided to wait until the identified
condition occurs, then take the action prescribed
in the step. Execution of subsequent operator
actions is not permitted until the identified
condition exists.

Until

Indicates that the associated prescribed action
is to proceed only as long as the identified
condition does not exist.
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Take appropriate actions to Zap and gz~ the stated action, process, or evolution. The most
direct action is preferred. However, a wide variety of actions may be employed.

n vn RPV

Feedwater Close level control valves ~ Close MOV21A and B
~ Trip pumps
~ Close other valves
~ Deenergize SWG

HPCS Pump SW to PTL ~ Close CSH*MOV107 (P601)
(remote closing when L2 not cleared is

prohibited by interlocks)
~ Locally close injection valve
~ Deenergize SWG

RCIC Manual trip from P601 ~ Isolate system
~ Locally isolate system

LPCS / LPCI Pump SW to PTL ~ Close affected injection MOV
(only with initiation signal seal in)

Firewater
injection

Close the associated LPCI
injection MOV

~ Close manual valves locally
~ Trip fire pumps

Service Water
injection

Close the associated LPCI
injection MOV

~ Close manual valves locally
~ Trip SWP pumps

Condensate
Transfer

Close the associated ECCS
injection MOV

~ Close manual valves locally
~ Trip pumps

ECCS
Keepfull

Close the associated ECCS
injection MOV

~ Turn offkeep fullpump
~ Locally close injection MOV
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OPERATOR PRECAUTIONS

CAUTI(M An RPV water level btatnrment may
be used to determine RPV water
level only whent

w'he hottest dryvreN temperature Ia below lhe
RPV Saturat(on Tanperature (Pigure RPV.1),

ANOw'B temperature near Instmment legs are
below the RPV Saturation Temperature
(Figure RPV 1, EOP~ Atl28),

AHO
w The Instnunent reads above the Minimum

Ind(oared Leva(

MINIMUMNOICATEO LEVEL

Level

Shtadown Range

Upset Range

200 in.

190 in.

This secuon lists "Cautions" which are appli-
cable at one or more specific points within the

EOPs. Cautions identify potentially adverse

consequences of certain plant conditions or
actions. Cautions do not specify operator ac-

tions or limit the applicability of specified ac-

tions.

When water level in the reactor vessel de-

creases, the variable leg height of water de-

creases, the sensed dZ increases, and indicated
RPV water level decreases. The converse oc-

curs when water level in the reactor vessel

increases; the variable leg height of water in-

creases, the sensed dZ decreases, and indicated
RPV water level increases.

Change in the height or density of water in the

instrument reference leg can cause change in
indicated RPV water level. For example: if
actual RPV water level is constant at some on-

scale value and the instrument reference leg
head ofwater(height and/or density) decreases,

sensed LE decreases and indicated RPV water
level increases.

Under extreme conditions, a high and increas-

ing drywell temperature can decrease the den-

sity of water in the reference leg such that the

instrument falsely indicates an on-scale and

steadily increasing water level even though the

actual RPV water level is decreasing and well
Nanow Range

Wide Range

Fuel Zone

150 'n.

25 in.

-155 in.

below the elevation of the instrument variable

leg tap.

Factors inherent in the design ofBoilingWater
Reactor RPV water level measurement systems

make the validity of information supplied by
these instruments contingent upon the value of
primary and secondary containment tempera-

tures and RPV pressure. Caution ¹1 identifies
these specific conditions.

RPV water level instrument systems sense liq-
uid level in the vessel downcomer region by
measuring the differential pressure (dZ) be-

tween a variable leg water column and a refer-

ence leg water column. The reference leg

remains fullofwater from steam condensing in
the chamber located at the top of the reference

leg water column. Excess condensate drains

back into the RPV:

Note that the information presented in Caution

¹1 is not just a simple accommodation for
inaccuracies in RPV water level indication
which occur when plant conditions are differ-
ent from those for which the instruments are

calibrated. Rather, the caution defines condi-

tions under which the displayed value and the

indicated trend of RPV water level cannot be

relied upon.

Parts 1 and 2 of Caution ¹1 identifies the

limitingconditions beyond which the water in
the instrument legs may boil. Water in the RPV

water level instrument legs is maintained in a

liquid state by the cooling action of the sur-

rounding atmosphere and the pressure in the

reactor vessel. The water in the instrument legs

willboil, however, if its temperature exceeds

the saturation temperature for the existing RPV

pressure.
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Boiling is a concern in both horizontal and

vertical reference and variable instrument leg
runs. Boiloff from the reference leg water

inventory reduces the reference head of water,
decreases the dZ sensed by the instrument, and

results in an erroneously high indicated RPV
water level. Boiling in the instrument's vari-
able leg exerts increased pressure on the vari-
able leg side of the Mcell. This effect results
in a lower sensed M and an erroneously high
indicated RPV water level.

The RPV Saturation Temperature is generic,
based simply on the properties of water. The
temperature curve is truncated at 350'F be-

cause that is as high as drywell temperature
indicators read. The temperature axis of the

Saturation Temperature curve is based on the

hottest drywell temperature recorded. The
Saturation Temperature curve for RPV pres-

sure is plotted from atmospheric pressure to the

pressure setpoint of the lowest liftingSRV.

Part 3 ofCaution Pl addresses the effect that the

hottest drywell temperature has on: (1) the

validityof indicated RPV water level trend and

(2) the ability todetermine that RPV waterlevel
is within the instrument indicating range.

For each RPV water level instrument listed, the

Minimum Indicated Level is given. These

levels apply to all temperatures less than 350'F.

This is the limitinghottest drywell temperature
at which the instrument will indicate RPV
water level at the bottom ofthe instrument scale

when RPV water level is actually at the eleva-

tion of the instrument variable leg tap.

The Minimum Indicated Level is defined to be

the highest RPV water level instrument indica-
tion which results from off-calibration instru-
ment temperature conditions when RPV water
level is actually at the elevation of the instru-
ment variable leg tap. Separate levels are

provided for each RPV water level instrument.
These values are calculated based upon varying
conditions of Reactor Building and Drywell

temperature. The worst case minimum indi-
cated level is then provided in the table.

CAUllONS: ~ Cporottntf AClC holovr 1$0 rpm moy reotrtt ln
~stuipment domopo'~'~: 'r"'"pj' arrppreooba cttornfrecpreoerrre miy trfp the

'-. "~~a~"',6.<-.'i;:,ACtChntd. ~«':- -~ ~:::;:~<;.mv~A'.-.'-". ';;~l ~Zsr... -,,.
~ AClC wth ovaen fmm the conderrtote otcrego tonrr.
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Injection flowrate from RCIC can be controlled

by adjusting turbine speed. Caution 03 identi-
fies the minimum turbine speed which permits
continuous unrestricted system operation. The
minimum speed is based upon the following
considerations:
~ The RCIC turbine is lubricated by a shaft-

driven oil pump and RCIC system auxilia-
ries are cooled by a shaftdriven water pump.
The minimum speed maintains fluid flow
required for adequate lubrication and cool-

ing.
~ A minimum speed is required to generate

sufficient control oil pressure to enable the

turbine control valve to function properly.
~ Operation of the turbine at very low speed

positions the turbine governor(control) valve

very close to its seat. This low steam flow
condition may cause exhaust steam from the

RCIC turbine to be at a low enough pressure

to cause the exhaust line check valve to cycle

open and close. Repeated occurrence can

physically damage the exhaustcheckvalves.
~ RCIC pump internal cooling. AtNMP 2 this

is most limiting,

448h@%~M648!ertrrfPrnent domoOosm%KQsVKRA@~s'Qx~CA i'~
~ Bovotod nrppre colon chombor preooree miy trip the

ACtC ttrrtrine
~ ACtC wth oeann lrcm tho condonoao otcrooo tonrt.

y$4vrQsw r{:vv:v~'<+~vssg+)NgvrYss r w.w4A.QQ'vs Ksss s'Aces 4/4&Yst y
.":S'.'Ssr~@ Qireet fOVr APVpreeerrre Ctegttert 'rNitlOCMtfeCOOCery'gOP4:AS2j r
SV ""'%. ~snxkwCr AA+aXA.'sswoMN% "~%4&~~~s:4~".~

ARCIC turbine trip is initiated on high exhaust

pressure to prevent over pressurization and

damage to the shaft seals and exhaust piping.
The caution is stated to remind the operator that
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a high or sensed hji;h suppression chamber

pressure willcause a RCIC turbine trip. The

resulting RCIC turbine trip would prevent fur-
ther injection and depressurization with the

RCIC system.
The trip setpoint may be reached at low sup-

pression chamber pressures when the head of
water above the RCIC exhaust line is higher
than normal. The pressure drop that occurs

between the turbine exhaust pressure sensor

and the discharge device varies with exhaust

flow. Either condition contributes to the possi-

bilityof a RCIC turbine trip when suppression
chamber pressure is still below the exhaust

pressure trip setpoint. Since the exact suppres-

sion chamber pressure at which the RCIC high
exhaust pressure trip will actuate cannot be

determined in advance, Caution ¹4 is stated in
general terms.

Exceeding the limitcan cause cavitation, which
can physically damage the pump impeller and

result in unavailability of the system.

The shape of the HPCS Pump NPSH Limit
curve is nearly flat, and thus operator action to

reduce pump fiow would have little effect on

alleviating pump cavitation. Under certain

plant conditions, reducing HPCS pump flow
can actually result in pump cavitation. This
caution can only warn operators that an unde-

sirable condition may result.

IF

4:s'ehji<aejueanr)efarr4!6+$
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HPCS pump damage may occur I NPSH Wnits are
exceeded when taxing auclion from the srppreealon
pool lFlgwe RPV.2)
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HPCS PUMP NPSH LIMIT

0

paig'ctions

directed in the EOPs to control RPV

pressure may result in RPV cooldown rates

greater than those allowed by Technical Speci-

flications. This Caution makes it clear that,

where indicated, performance of the specified
action takes precedence over abiding by the

RPV cooldown rate LCO. This caution has

been integrated directly into the action step.

5 paig'

2lo

R~
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The High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) Pump
NPSH Limit is defined to be the highest sup-

pression pool temperature which provides ad-

equate net positive suction head (NPSH) for a

HPCS pump taking suction on the pool. This
temperature is a function ofHPCS pump flow
and suppression chamber overpressure (air-

space pressure plus the hydrostatic head of
water over the suction strainer in the pool).

CAUTION: Ralslng InIectfon flow rapidly may Induce a
large power excursion and result ln
substantial core damage

Caution ¹7 warns the operator of the potential

plant response if injection of cold, unborated

water into the core is too rapid under conditions
where little or no shutdown margin may exist.

This may result in a large increase in positive

reactivity with a subsequent reactor power ex-

cursion large enough to substantially damage

the core.
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CAUTION: If fuel zone level Instruments are
not on scale and tracking or are
otherwise unavailable, primary
containment water level Is to be
presumed at the containment
vent elevation (El. 298.25 ft.)

This caution identifies that if fuel zone level
instruments are not on scale and tracking or are

otherwise unavailable, the containment water
level should be considered to be at the elevation
of the containment vent. This ensures that fill
from sources external to the primary contain-
ment is terminated and thus preserving the

containment vent path. This caution is utilized
in C6, Primary Containment Flooding.
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The following is a list of abbreviations and acronyms used in the EOPs.

ARI
an
ADS
APRM
CST
cont
CRD
CC

cfm
Ci
OP

DWT

EL
ECCS
EOP
ft
gal
gpm
HCTL
HVAC

HVR

HPCS
hr
in.
IAS
IRM
LPCI
LPCS
MSIV
MSL

max
pCi

min
NPSH
OP
lbs
ibm
pslg
psid

Alternate Rod Insertion
attachment
Automatic Depressurization System
Average Power Range Monitor
Condensate Storage Tank
containment
Control Rod Drive
cubic centimeter
cubic feet per minute
curies
degrees Fahrenheit
DrywellTemperature Control
(procedure section)
elevation
Emergency Core Cooling System
emergency operating procedure
feet
gallon
gallons per minute
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit
heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning
Heating and Ventilation Reactor
Building
High Pressure Core Spray
hours
inches
Instrument AirSystem
Intermediate Range Monitor
Low Pressure Coolant Injection
Low Pressure Core Spray
Main Steam Isolation Valve
Main Steam Line Leakage Control
(procedure designation)
maximum

microcurics

milliroentgen
minutes
net positive suction head
Operating Procedure
pounds
pounds mass
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch differential

PC
PCH

PCP

rad
RR

RB
RCIC
RL

RPV
RQ

RPS
RWCU
RRCS
RHR
R
RSCS
RWM
rpm
SRV
SCL

SCR

SRM
SBGT
SLC
S JAE
supp
SPL

temp
TAF

Primary Containment
Primary Containment Hydrogen
Control(procedure section)
Primary Containment Pressure
Control(procedure section)
radiation
Radioactivity Release
Control(procedure designation)
Reactor Building
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
Reactor Level Control
(procedure section)
Reactor Pressure Control
(procedure section)
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Reactor Power Control
(procedure section)
Reactor Protection System
Reactor Water Cleanup
Redundant Reactivity Control System
Residual Heat Removal
roentgen
Rod Sequence Control System
Rod Worth Minimizer
rotations per minute
safety relief valve
Secondary Containment Level
Control(procedure section)
Secondary Containment Temperature
Control(procedure section)
Secondary Containment Radiation
Control(procedure section)
Source Range Monitor
Standby Gas Treatment
Standby Liquid Control
steam jet air ejector
suppression
Suppression Pool Level Control
(procedure section)
Suppression Pool Temperature Control
(ptocedure section)
temperature
top of active fuel
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00oF

159.3 in.
1037 psig
1.68 psig

4%
02

202.3 in.
-14.4 in.

1.68 psig

7

960 psig

E1.192 ft.

769 pounds
00oF/hr

0 gallon
1500 rpm

90oF

150'F
El.201 ft.

El.199.5 ft.

1.8%
340oF

E1.217 ft.

10.57 psig

RPV water temperature for cold
shut-down conditions
low level scram setpoint
high RPV pressure scram setpoint
high drywell pressure scram set-

point
APRM downscale trip
Maximum Subcritical Banked
Withdrawal Position
high level trip setpoint
top ofactive fuel (rounded to -14 in.
in the EOP)
drywell pressure which initiates
ECCS
number of SRVs dedicated to ADS
pressure at which all turbine bypass
valves are fullyopen
lowest instrumented suppression
pool water level
cold shutdown boron weight
RPV cooldown rate LCO
SLC tank water level trip
minimum turbine speed limitper
pump vendor manual
most limiting suppression pool
temperature LCO
drywell temperature LCO
Maximum suppression pool water
level LCO
minimum suppression pool water
level LCO
high hydrogen alarm setpoint
maximum temperature at which
ADS is qualified and drywell
design temperature
highest instrumented suppression
pool water level
suppression chamber spray initia-
tion pressure (Rounded to 10 psig in
the EOP)

1%

4%

5%

2.5%

5%

17.8 in.
195 psig

-57.8 in.

61 psig
-45.2 in.

248.5 ft.

298.5 ft.
10 R/hr.

135/212'F

minimum detectable hydrogen con-
centration
minimum hydrogen concentration
for recombiner operation
maximum hydrogen concentration
for recombiner operation
maximum oxygen concentration for
recombiner operation (while hy-
drogen concentration is 5% or over)
maximum oxygen concentration for
recombiner operation (while hy-
drogen concentration is below 5%)
ADS initiation setpoint
highest RPV pressure at which the

shutoff head of a low-water-quality
alternate injection subsystem (ex-

cluding SLC) is reached
minimum number ofSRVs required
for emergency depressurization
Minimum Zero Injection RPV,
Water Level (Rounded to -55 psig
in the EOP)
minimum number of SRVs for
which the MinimumAlternate RPV
.Flooding Pressure is below the low-
est SRV liftingpressure
Minimum RPV Flooding Pressure
Minimum Steam Cooling RPV
Water Level (Rounded to -45 psig
in the EOP)
elevation of the bottom of the low-
est recirculation piping
elevation of top of active fuel
Maximum Safe Operating Radia-
tion Level for the secondary con-
tainment
Maximum Safe Operating Tem-
perature for the secondary contain-
ment
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::";,'OPER''ATONAL".../MFA KGURES:::,:',"':,mP

The following figures illustrate operational
limits used in the EOPs. The limits and figures
are discussed in detail when an EOP step refer-
ences a specific figure.
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MINIMUMALTERNATE
RPV FLOODING PRESSURE

NUMBEROF
OPEN SRVe

7 or mele

MINIMUMALTERNATERPV
FLOODING PRESSURE

IPeIII)

135

160

195

247

1031

The followingtables illustrate operational lim-
its used in the EOPs. The limits and tables are

discussed in detail when an EOP step refer-
ences a specific table.

sion pool temperature exceeds the Heat Capac-

ity Temperature Limit. The Boron Injection
Initiation Temperature is a function of reactor

power, and it is utilized in establishing the

conditions before which boron injection must

be initiated ifRPV depressurization with the

reactor at power is to be precluded. At NMP2,
it was decided that for simplicity one (conser-

vative) value of 110'F is used in lieu of using
the Boron Injection InitiationTemperature curve

developed in the EOP calculation.

The COLD SHUTDOWN BORON
WEIGHT is defined to be the least weight of
soluble boron which, ifinjected into the RPV

and mixed uniformly, willmaintain the reactor
shutdown under all conditions. This weight is

utilized to assure the reactor willremain shut-

down irrespective of control rod position or
RPV water temperature.

HUMBEROF
OPEN SRVe

NNMUMCORE
FLOODINQ

INTERVAL(mh)

MINIMUMCORE FLOODINQ INTERVAL

The DRYWELL SPRAY INITIATION
LIMITis defined to be the highest drywell
temperature at which initiationofdrywellspray
willnot result in an evaporative cooling pres-

sure drop to below either (1) the drywell-below-
wetwell differential pressure capability or (2)
the high drywell pressure scram setpoint. This
temperature is a function of drywell pressure,

and the limitis utilized to preclude containment
failure or de-inertion following initiation of
drywell sprays.

The BORON INJECTION INITIATION
TEMPERATURE is defined to be the greater
ofeither (1) the suppression pool temperature at

which a reactor scram is required by plant
Technical Specifications or (2) the highest
suppression pool temperature at which initiation
of boron injection willresult in injection of the

Hot Shutdown Boron Weight before suppres-
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The HEAT CAPACITY LEVEL LIMITis

defined tobe the higherof either(1) the elevation

of the downcomer openings or (2) the lowest
suppression pool water level at which initiation
of RPV depressurization willnot result in ex-

ceeding the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit.
This water level is a function of the margin to

the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit,and the

Level Limitis utilized in conjunction with the

Temperature Limit to preclude failure of the

containment or equipment necessary for the
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safe shutdown of the plant and to preclude loss

of the pressure suppression function of the

containment.

The HEAT CAPACITYTEMPERATURE
LIMITis defined to be the highest suppression

pool temperature at which initiation of RPV
depressurization will not result in exceeding
either (1) the suppression chamber design tem-

perature or (2) the Primary Containment Pres-

sure Limit before the rate of energy transfer
from the RPV to the containment is within the

capacity of the containment vent. This tem-

perature is a function of RPV pressure, and the

limit is utilized to preclude failure of the con-

tainment or equipment necessary for the safe

shutdown of the plant.

The HOT SHUTDOWN BORON WEIGHT
is defined to be the least weight ofsoluble boron
which, if injected into the RPV and mixed
uniformly, willmaintain the reactor shutdown
under hot standby conditions. This weight is

utilized to assure the reactor will shutdown
irrespective of control rod position when RPV
water level is raised to uniformly mix the in-
jected boron. Hot Shutdown Boron Weight is

not used at NMP2 due to boron dilution con-

cerns.

The MINIMUM ALTERNATE RPV
FLOODINGPRESSURE is defined to be the

lowest RPV pressure at which steam flow
through open SRVs is sufficient to preclude any

clad temperature from exceeding 1500'F even

if the reactor core is not completely covered.

This pressure is a function of the number of
open SRVs, and it is utilized to preclude fuel

damage during the RPV flooding evolution
when the reactor may not be shutdown.

The MINIMUMCORE FLOODING IN-
TERVALis defined to be the greatest amount

of time required to flood the RPV to the top of
active fuel with RPV pressure at the Minimum
RP VFlooding Pressure and at least the Number
of SRVs Required for Emergency Depressur-

ization open. This interval is a function of the

number of SRVs which are actually open, and

it is utilized to assure the reactor core has been

covered before recovery from the RPV flood-

ing evolution is initiated.

The MAXIMUMCORE UNCOVERY
TIME LIMITis defined to be the greatest

amount of time the reactor core can remain

completely uncovered and uncooled without
resulting in peak clad temperature exceeding
1500'F. This amount oftime is a function ofthe

time after reactor shutdown, and the limit is

utilized to preclude fuel damage during recovery

from the RPV flooding evolution.

The MINIMUMINDICATED LEVEL is

defined to be the highest RPV water level

instrument indication which results from off-
calibration instrument run temperature condi-

tions when RPV water level is actually at the

elevation of the instrument variable leg tap.

This level is utilized in establishing the condi-

tions under which an RPV water level instrument

may be used to determine RPV water level.

Separate levels are provided for each RPV

water level instrument.

The MINIMUMNUMBER OF SRVs RE-

QUIRED FOR EMERGENCY DEPRES-
SURIZATION is defined to be the greater of
either (1) The least number of SRVs which, if
opened, will remove all decay heat from the

core at a temperature sufficiently low that the

ECCS with the lowest head willbe capable of
making up the SRV steam flowor (2) the least

number of SRVs which correspond to a Mini-
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mum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure suffi-
ciently low that the ECCS with the lowest head

will be capable of making up the SRV steam

flow at the corresponding Minimum Alternate
RP VFlooding Pressure. The number is utilized
to assure the RPV willdepressurize and remain
depressurized when emergency depressuriza-
tion is required.

The MAXIMUMPRIMARY CONTAIN-
MENT WATER LEVELLIMITis defined
to be the lesser ofeither (1) the elevation of the

highest containment vent capable of rejecting
all decay heat or (2) the highest containment
water level which willnot result in exceeding
the pressure capability ofthe containment. This
water level is a function of suppression cham-

ber pressure and temperature, and the limit is
utilized to preclude containment failure.

The MINIMUMRPV FLOODING PRES-
SURE is defined to be the greater ofeither (1)
the MinimumSRV Re-opening Pressure or (2)
the lowest differential pressure between the
RPV and the suppression chamber at which
steam flow through the Minimum Number of
SRVs Required for Emergency Depressuriza-
tion is sufficient to remove all decay heat Rom
the core. This pressure is utilized to assure
sufficient liquid injection into the RPV to
maintain SRVs open and to flood the RPV to
the elevation ofthe main steam lines during the
RPV flooding evolution when the RPV is shut-
dowll.

RPV water level. Separate temperatures are

provided for each RPV water level instrument.
This variable is simplified and conservatively
incorporated into Caution 1 at NMP2.

The MAXIMUMSUBCRITICAL BANKED
WITHDRAWALPOSITION is defined to be

the lowest control rod position at which all
control rods may be withdrawn in bank and the

reactor willnonetheless remain shutdown un-

der all conditions. This position is utilized to
assure the reactor willremain shutdown under
all conditions irrespective of RPV water tem-

perature.

The MINIMUMSTEAM COOLING RPV
WATER LEVEL is defined to be the lowest
RPV water level at which the covered portion
ofthe reactor core willgenerate sufficient steam

to preclude any clad temperature in the un-

covered portion of the core from exceeding,,
1800'F. This water level is utilized to preclude
fuel damage when RPV water level is lowered
to below the top of active fuel.

The MAXIMUMSAFE OPERATING RA-
DIATIONLEVELis defined to be the highest
radiation level at which neither (1) equipment
necessary forthe safe shutdown ofthe plant nor

(2) personnel access for the safe shutdown of
the plant willbe precluded. This radiation level
is utilized in establishing the conditions under
which RPV depressurization is required.

The MAXIMUMRUN TEMPERATURE is

defined to be the lowest RPV water level instru-
ment run temperature at which the instrument
willindicate RPV water level at the bottom of
the instrument scale when RPV water level is

actually at the elevation of the instrument vari-
able leg tap. This temperature is utilized in
establishing the conditions under which an RPV
water level instrument may be used to determine
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The MAXIMUMSAFE OPERATING
TEMPERATURE is defined to be the highest

temperature at which neither (1) equipment
necessary forthe safe shutdown ofthe plant nor

(2) personnel access for the safe shutdown of
the plant willbe precluded. This temperature is

utilized in establishing the conditions under
which RPV depressurization is required.
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The MAXIMUMSAFE OPERATING WA-
TER LEVELis defined to be the highest water

level at which neither (1) equipment necessary

for the safe shutdown of the plant nor (2)
personnel access for the safe shutdown of the

plant will be precluded. This water level is

utilized in establishing the conditions under
which RPV depressurization is required.

The MINIMUM SRV RE-OPENING
PRESSURE is defined to be the lowest RPV
pressure at which an SRV willfullyopen and

willremain fullyopened when its control switch
is placed in the OPEN position, This pressure
is utilized to preclude SRV cycling during the

RPV flooding evolution.

The MINIMUMZERO INJECTION RPV
WATER LEVEL is defined to be the lowest
RP V water level at which the covered portion
ofthe reactor core willgenerate sufficient steam

to preclude any clad temperature in the un-

covered portion of the core from exceeding
1800'F. This water level is utilized to preclude
significant fuel damage and hydrogen genera-

tion for as long as possible.

The NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD
(NPSH) LIMITis defined to be the highest

suppression pool temperature which provides
adequate net positive suction head foran ECCS

pump taking suction on the pool. This tempera-

. ture is a function of ECCS pump flow and

suppression chamber overpressure (airspace

pressure plus hydrostatic head over the ECCS

suction), and the limit is utilized to preclude
ECCS damage due to cavitation. Separate

limits are provided for each ECCS, as appro-
priate.

The PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PRES-

SURE LIMITis defined to be the lesser of
either (1) the pressure capability ofthe contain-

ment or (2) the maximum containmentpressure
at which vent valves can be opened and closed

to reject all decay heat from the containment or

(3) the maximumcontainmentpressure at which
SRVs can be opened and willremain opened or

(4) the maximumcontainmentpressure at which
vent valves can be opened and closed to vent the

RPV. This pressure is a function of primary
containment water level and temperature, and

the limit is utilized to preclude containment
failure and core damage.

The PRESSURE SUPPRESSION PRES-
SURE isdefined to be the lesser of either(1) the

highest suppression chamber pressure which
can occur without steam in the suppression
chamber airspace or(2) the highest suppression

chamber pressure at which initiation of RPV

depressurization will not result in exceeding

the Primary Containment Pressure Limitbefore

the RPV pressure drops to the Minimum RPV
Floodingpressureor(3) thehighestsuppression
chamber pressure which can be maintained

without exceeding the suppression pool
boundary design load ifSRVs are opened. This

pressure is a function of primary containment
water level, and it is utilized to assure the

pressure suppression function of the contain-

mentis maintained while the RPV is at pressure.

The SUPPRESSION CHAMBER SPRAY
INITIATIONPRESSURE is defined to be

the lowest suppression chamberpressure which

can occur when 95% of the noncondensibles in

the drywell have been transferred to the sup-

pression chamber. This pressure is utilized to

preclude chugging.
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The SRV TAILPIPE LEVELLIMITis de-

fined to be the highest suppression pool water
level at which opening an SRV willnot result in
exceeding the capability of the SRV tail pipe,
tail pipe supports, quencher, or quencher sup-

ports. This water level is a function of RPV
pressure, and the limit is utilized to preclude
SRV system damage and containment failure.

The VORTEX LIMIT is defined to be the

lowest suppression pool water level above which
air entrainment is not expected to occur in an

ECCS taking suction on the pool. This suppres-
sion pool water level is a function of an ECCS

flow,and the limitis utilized to preclude ECCS

damage due to air entrainment. Separate limits
are provided for each ECCS suction or suction
header, as appropriate.
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The purpose of this procedure is to maintain
adequate core cooling, shutdown the reactor,
and cool down the Reactor Pressure Vessel

(RPV) to cold shutdown conditions. Three

parameters are controlled: RPV water level,
RP V pressure and reactor power. The proce-

dure is constructed of three paths, each ad-

dressing one of the aforementioned parame-

ters. The paths are executed concurrently
since action to control any one of the three

parameters affects the control of the others.

RPV water level control establishes adequate

core cooling by maintaining the core sub-

merged. RPV pressure control stabilizes RP V
pressure to assist in controlling RPV water

level and, ifnecessary, depressurize and cool

down the RPV to cold shutdown. Reactor

power control actions confirm a scram and, if
the scramis unsuccessful, reducereactor power
and shut down thereactor by control rod inser-

tion and boron injection.
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

RPV water level

beiow 159.3 in.

RPV pressure

above 1037 psig

Drywell pressure

above 1.68 psig

Reactor power
above 4% or unknown

AND
a scram is required

Specific entry conditions to this procedure are

indicative of emergency conditions or condi-
tions which could degrade to emergency lev-
els. Each entry condition has been chosen so

as to be simple, operationally significant, un-

ambiguous, readily identifiable, and familiar
to plantoperators. Theentryconditionsetpoints
are specified so as to provide advance warning
to operators ofpotentialemergency conditions,
allowing action to be taken sufficiently early
to prevent more severe consequences.

RPV water level below 159.3 in.

This entry condition addresses loss ofcoolant
accidents where makeup capacity to the RPV
is insufficient to compensate for break flow,
and loss offeedwater transients where makeup
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to the RPV has been lost or where the feedwa-
ter control system does not adequately re-

spond to steam demand. Although RPV water
level at the low level scram setpoint does not in
itself constitute an emergency condition, cor-
rect and prompt operator action may be re-

quired to prevent threatening core uncovery.
The low RPV water level scram setpoint is

sufficiently above the low RPV water level
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)
initiation setpoint such that prompt operator
action may be successful in restoring and

maintaining RPV water level without auto-
matic initiation ofECCS.
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RPV pressure above 1037 psig

This entry condition addresses safety relief
valve failure and turbine trip with turbine

bypass valve failure events. It indirectly ad-

dresses steam line breaks and fuel element

failure events because these conditions initiate
a closure of the Main Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIVs), which, with the reactor at power,
would yield a high pressure condition. The
setpoint of 1037 psig was chosen because it is

a reactor scram setpoint and easily identifi-
able.

Drywell pressure above 1.68 psig

This entry condition addresses loss ofcoolant
accidents due to breaks inside the drywell and

loss ofdrywell cooling events. The setpoint of
1.68 psig was chosen because it is a reactor
scram setpoint and easily identifiable.

Reactor power above 4% or unknown AND
a scram is required

This condition indicates a failure to scram

event, where the reactor remains at power, or
where power cannot be determined. The value

of 4% was chosen because it is quickly and

easily identified by the Average Power Range

Monitor (APRM) downscale lamps and/or
systempower level indications. Loss ofpower
to the APRMs does not, by itself, constitute the

inabilityto determine the magnitude ofreactor

power. For this procedure, the operator may
use the values of reactor period, steam flow,
pressure and pressure trend, main generator

load, etc., to determine reactor power.
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'"c~ ' ~''a"'""''"'''';ENTRY CONDIONS

,."",-„;"~r„'.Drywell

'pressure~;"~.'ctivate

the emergency plan, ii
required, in accordance with EAP-1

Has
a reactor scram

been initiated
?

The following steps concerning initiation of a

scram and activating the Emergency Plan are
performed concurrently when at least one en-

try condition for RPV Control exists.
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ENTRY CONDIONS. "-',"-..

RPV water level = ~

",..~bete'w >159.3 In.,',-;.,;j-~;;

,, -,'; Reactor power,
.'. "': above.4% or unknown
Hc'g;j,:;

~~,""Q(AND'.4>,."„e'scram Is required .„

Activate the emergency plan, il
required, in accordance with EAP-1

Section RL Section RQ

Section RP

".' gw.'x',Q.'. $. t>w" QQ;3 xq,0 +%%Kg p .4 ci

@.'oncurrently

with the following steps dis-
cussed, the operator is ditected to determine if
any plant conditions ate at an emergency plan
action level and to take the appropriate actions
in accordance with EAP-1. Following com-
pletion of this step, the operator is directed
simultaneously to each leg ofthe RPV Control
Procedure.

This step serves to flag the operator that emer-

gency plan implementation may be required.
It is not intended that all emergency plan
actions be completed before proceeding in the
procedure.
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4""ENTRY'CONOlTlONS"~%."intr'r':.".."';:;

"-RPV tNtttor level.

:t59.3lit;:.,; i'r,
," ~,(RP V, prjiasur'i>.:y.:"-:,'4.;„.",DiywreO'ratsaure ~„.':-,

g4p >?be?re:! my PdQ;„':: ':i:~'~~~ .(?bPe t 66 psttr;,:,rr,„.~~'

RrractOr power ~,, >$'is

Has
a reactor scram
been inittatert < c lnittate a reactor scram.'

es

Section RL Section RQ

Section RP

This step addresses the possibility that failures
in the automatic Reactor Protection System
{RPS) logic have prevented a scram from
occurring. A"YES"answer directs the opera-
tor to each leg in the RPV Control Procedure.
A"NO"answer directs the operator to initiate
a scram. The purpose ofthis step also provides
fora scram initiation ifentry into RPV Control
is directed from a procedure where no condi-
tion exists which would have automatically
initiated a scram.

Re-entry into the RPV Control Procedure is
required whenever any entry condition occurs
or re-occurs. However, a reactor scram need
be initiated only once. Upon re-entry to the
RPV Control Procedure, a "YES" response at

this step is proper because a scram has been

previously initiated. Asecond scram initiation
would be precluded since a "NO" response
directs the operator to insert a scram. There-
fore, any conflict is prevented when actions
must be taken to reset the scram and manually
insert control rods in Section RQ.
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Initiate a reactor scram

Yes

Section RL Section RQ

Section RP

Ifthe answer to the previous step was 'no', the

operator is directed to take appropriate manual
actions to initiate a scram. This action in-
cludes placing the reactor mode switch in
shutdown. Ifthat action is ineffective arming
and depressing the manual scram pushbuttons
should beused. Afterperformance ofthis step,

the operator is directed to each leg of the RPV
Control Procedure.
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Sectfon RL

0
RPV WATER lEVEL

Sectfon RP

Monad aaa aaaad
REACTOR PRESSURE

Section RO.

Mcaaaa aaa @cued
REACTOR POWER

Due to the inherent interrelations in a BWR
between RPV water level, RPV pressure and
reactor power, the actions taken to control any
one of the parameters has the possibility of
affecting the other parameters. Additionally,
the procedure cannot prioritize control ofone
parameter at the sacrifice of another. The

operator must utilize his judgement and analy-
sis ofcurrent plant conditions to direct recov-
ery actions. Therefore, this procedure is for-
matted with threeparallel paths, each ofwhich
is to be executed concurrently. The operator
continues at Sections RQ, RL and RP simulta-
neously.
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~C1
~C4 8
~C6

0
Section RL

,'„"RPV,WATER;LEVEL"5!„''P
:F„CRN4+6'666 44id(66CClvA>>

'"'?"'N '4'k"

Section RQ

Section RP

K@SRiBo'w'j'mnyP+ !'4:~k~'h~."~?

A6.'VAfiRadii:"'4@i> >j'@8'+'++t<

..i?'pgyf'gjjjjjy'N';j~?~'6X0 6. ?'Ã "+@3;"t?

Along with the entry conditions forRPV Con-
trol, Section RL may be entered from the
followingcontingency procedures:

~ After RPV water level indication has

been restored within the Maximum Core
Uncovery Time Limit.

Contingency ¹1, Alternate Level Control
~ Whenever RPV waterlevelis determined

to be rising.

Contingency ¹4, RPV Flooding
~ Whenever RPV water level can be deter

mined AND all control rods are
inserted to or beyond position 02 OR the
reactor willremain shutdown under
all conditions without boron.

Contingency ¹5, Level/Power Control
~ Whenever all control rods are inserted to

or beyond position 02 OR the reactor
will remain shutdown under all condi-
tions without boron.

Contingency ¹6, Primary Containment
Flooding

~ Whenever RPV water level can be re-
stored and maintained above -14
inches.
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%. C1

C4
A

~CS
% 's

Section RL

M0ACOf Lhd cohOOI

RPV WATER LEVEL

Section RQ

Section RP

'(( Vga )q iigy„A'trAPNPhAa girth;gg.S V

(('QHVt'AVTlOH:>.

AiiRPV'~ owl Ineimnwo ~be".

'"i'NlÃN NOCKED LEVEL"

A~<< YDXK+~':"~i~

8:.~'~g~ W inak.~x

.vr. Few

,,;."",,-."? ',,~,$ ..";.p~" '."'' '.,';j'i;~Q '";~'""~" .'.",~~«,~,.;., c ', c".,~a.', %y '.'a'c" WQj'~,; ':','~ '~~.'~a ~,. ~~,~;~.

Since RQ, RL, and RP are entered concur-

rently, irrespective of entry conditions, the

possibility exists that there is no abnormal
RPV water level condition. This step provides
instructions to monitor RPV water level for
any abnormal indications and to maintain ad-

equate core cooling through core submergence

as directed by the remaining steps.
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p cl
8, cl,

A
ar ",:

4-$'cr ';

Section RL

"p 'Qenyer aray eryreel
.„'«RPV„WATER LEVEL',

Section RQ

Section RP

CA2TTTOH: An prtV eraaerlooaI lnoenerrare racy
tro area@ Io Ovrrrreno NpV vaeor
leeel onl y vnenlv TIro heaool reyWI lornperWe I~ Irene yro

Npv coaeoeonyarnporanrre (llorr»Npv.ll,
ANOv No io apennee nov haeeraovn lope vo

Iralon pro llpvceneeeon Tvopvoeeo
{PIpuro llPV.I~ COP4, AN2 IL

ANO
e'Iro h Nnarrern leone enooe Pro Ierenean

yanoaaoe Loeel

UNIWUUPIDIOATCD LCVCL

150 in.

L go~a CIrCC@;Ir e8?g++z'~@rho'clp@S@go~.r..++I ~r i@3

WVN444 " 'c%Mkror'SLONikmCWC;~~a".Cf:".AY2:e ~I+irr

''i~i'a~icair'saw''. "". '.

Ambient drywell or tractor building area tem-
perature may affect RPV water level indica-
tions. This statement delineates specific con-
ditional limitations for each of the RPV water
level instrument ranges. For further detail
concerning the basis for this step refer to the
Section C, Caution ¹1 of the basis document.
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MINILNMIfIDICATEDLEVEL

.<'<.: ~'Inetnttnent;4".,";» Levef
'

5

< „Shutdoa<n Range, ~ 'OOtn.-"

':.:VAde'Range�

"j~sP<.,".''.„

:..4; RQlfow.Aange;/pe)

Ini5ate any of the following which should have initiated but
did not (ED', Att 1):

~ Isdations
~ ECCS
~ Diesel genentaxs

This step assures initiation of those automatic
actions most important for controlling RPV
water inventory. Manual operator action to
initiate the appropriate action "which should
have initiated but did not" is required.

ECCS initiationaligns sourcesof makeup water

for injection into the RPV. More detailed
instructions for operating these systems to
establish and maintain control of RPV water
level are provided in subsequent steps.

Isolation actions terminate the loss ofreactor
coolant. The scope of isolations include those

valved lines that connect directly to the RPV
and penetrate the Primary Containment.

During emergency conditions, the diesel gen-

erators may be required to supply electrical

power to RPV injection systems. Diesel op-

eration should be verified when systems which
require emergency electrical power are placed

in service.
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~ ~; Inflate anr of the frslawfng wrsch shaN have liilsated but
~t ofd not (EOP.6, Att.n:

While executing the following stops:

IF

Allcontrol rods are~ Insened to at
least posftlon 02

AND
The reactor wittaftt remain shutdown
without boron

THEN

Exh Secdon RL of this procedure
and enter CS, Levetrpower Control

:."suppr'es'sfo'it"'h 'a'I'nber'.tires's'u'r'ec'stadt'".',

be clAp5Lfitect6etow the MsNNUrn':."„. »':5

:,Prim'iver'.Ceiek'irhent,VAiter,.Ley'ei Urrxi.

? and enter„cs,"RPv. Floocfno,@$ $1„.+
5&YC» '.N?»?5??AW?M?i:? w'O'A'?CÃr

ccotnf't is aisured ternsnate Injecdon',
:'InfofhePrfrnery" Contafnin'enf frorrt'?j
sources externat to the

Pttrnary42'~';Contalnrheht

tin5f pfrnaiy,'co'nrafnInent
.:„wrdeiter'el anit s'oppression chamber„"',.
:;pressu're,carr. be fnafntafhedbefaw,the:

This step is an override and applies until Sec-
tion RL is exited.

Positive confirmation that the reactor willre-
main shutdown under all conditions is best
obtained by determining that no control rod is
withdrawn past the Maximum Subcritical
Banked Withdrawal Position. The Maximum
Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Position is
defined to be the lowest controlrod position ro
which all control rods may be withdrawn in
bank and still ensure the reactor willremain
shutdown under all conditions.

Other criteria may be employed by Reactor
Engineering to determine that the reactor is

shutdown, such as: existence of the design
basis shutdown margin (SDM) with the single
control rod ofthe highest worth full-outand all
other control rods full-in,compliance with the
Technical Specification requirements govern-
ing control rod position and the allowable
number of inoperable control rods, etc.

Ifany possibility exists that the reactor may
not remain shutdown on control rod insertion
alone, the actions required forcontrol ofRPV
water level differ from those prescribed in
RPV Control. The RPV water level control
actions that are appropriate under these condi-
tions are specified in Contingency ¹5, Level/
Power Control.
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vcvSKP~»s'"; r. g nr';c$» cegkxA'(x.",Nf'xfg.'t>pN",,Wr.»'»t» ~,>
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While executing the following steps:

IF

-".. Exft3ac5on Rt. af tt ea fxocedttrigg>

RPV water travel cannot be
determined

Exit Sec5on Rt. of thia procedure
and enter Ca, RPV Roodinff

'attftraaaon ~prea'atire'cinnot;;
be'natiitat'ne'd"b'emir'ttia'MiixIiIIoiri$::;.;:r

Piiitiiji:Contafrimma,tNateiGiPd.l.itat

';co'oltriff'iaaaer'ad' injeC5On"!
,IrIto the P~;Coniafnii»nt froiri,"«';~~

5~~a:&h~>~dk Ã4N+2ttr)(~4%~04(i4%e

This step is an override and applies until Sec-
tion RL is exited.

IfRPV water level cannot be determined, the
actions specified in subsequent steps of this
procedure cannot be performed since water
level and water level trend information is te-

quired for determining which actions to per-
form. Transferring control ofRPV water level
from RPV Control to Reactor Flooding is
necessary toassureadequatecorecooling under
the condition of not being able to determine
RPV water level. Refer to Section C for the
definition of 'cannot be determined'.
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AA

lnidste any of the ffAotsing which should have indfated but .

, did not IEOP4,All 1):

Whl)e eftecuffng the following stopa:

IF

.Al control rods'ant ttfttfnsarted to at:,"",~",

:;A"'M4~%@e~'4~'< t~~>a";~::.::i:: ''

THEN

'ExitSection Rt:ot thf» procedure d:
c~and'enter Csr tev'eltPow'irControl„"~+

':y!!x:~! ri «s.)C~~'0$gj~ j i g,ggRQ '0!, 6!x .!. r.v;pxi!c.ui>!rgv!.~ Q'p P<

Primary Containment water level and
suppression chamber pressure cannot
be naintained below the Maxirrxrm
Primary Containment Water Level Umit
(Fgure RPV-tg).

irrespective of whether adequate core
cooling is assured, teminate injecoon
into the Primary Containment from
sources external to the Primary
Contairxnent until primary containment
water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the
curve {Figure RPV 10)

PYVc!M~MQ$~Vr~!C~Srrii!Sir>!f.'~~~~S~!... «'c~», etf~c~+~~~$ $$~~~.l ~!~Vie

~V@)monxot thesystems ffstecfbetorr"+l@~ i;"";-'..;::.;;;4Aih$<g~jpj@~pe'@„,';g";~
m"~>"~%a&W 'M .&At;" " '.":"';M~"'%bC&NM~";~v)': .rf

o q(

This step is an override and applies until Sec- Primary Containment vent. The Maximum
tion RL is exited. Primary Containment Water Level Limit is

defined to be the lesser of either. (1) The
This condition addresses the concern for

elevation of the highest containment vent ca-
maintaining ™y ConWnment integ y. able ofm'ecting all core decay heat or(2) the
With a non-isolable primary system break,

highest containment water level which will
injection systems will increase RPV water
level until itreaches the elevation ofthe break.

not result in exceeding the pressure capability
of the containment. The NMP2 limitis based

Once this occurs, the makeup water willspill
upon (1) above. With water level above this

from the break into the Primary Containment.
limit,effective Primary Containment venting

With systems oPenmg which Me suction
capabBit is lost which could lead top .

a
external to the Primary Containment, the

Containment failure. Under these conditions
suppression pool and eventually the Primary
Containment water level willincrease. Ifthis injection from systems whichcannotbe aligned

with suction from inside the Primary Contain-
situation were to continue, Primary Contain-

ment is required to be terminated, irrespective
ment water level would eventually reach the of whether adequate core cooling is assured.
Maximum Primary Containment Water Level

When it is necessary to make a choice between
Limit(refer to Section C forFigure RPY-10),
which corresponds to the level of the highest

ass~ng ™y Containment integ ty or
adequate core cooling, preference willbe made
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'Y

toward assuring Primary Containment integ-
rity, regardless of core conditions, in order to
ensure the ability to protect the general public.
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This step provides a preferred range in which
RPV water level should be maintained and the
preferred systems to be used to supply water.
The upper water level limitprevents a main
turbine trip, feed pump trips, High Pressure
Core Spray (HPCS) injection valve closure
and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
shutdown. These events would complicate
RPV water level control and/or decay heat
dissipation. The lower water level limit as-
sures adequate core cooling, allows the use of
the normal shutdown cooling system, and al-
lows for resetting a reactor scram (barring
other scram signals). This broad range of
water level was also selected to avoid unwar-
ranted demands on operator attention. Ifun-
necessarily constrained within narrower lim-
its, an operator may be less effective in per-
forming concurrent duties.

The operator is instructed to operate the RCIC
System with suction from the Condensate
Storage Tank (CST) to ensure that the highest
quality'water for injection into the RPV is
utilized.

Theoperatoris alerted that operating the RCIC
turbine at speeds less than 1500 rpm could
result in inadequate pump internal cooling.

The operator is reminded that the RCIC tur-
bine may trip due to elevated pressure in the

suppression chamber. This would result in the

inability to inject water to the RPV with the
low volume RCIC system.
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Direction to defeat the RCIC low pressure
isolation interlock is given to allow operation
of the RCIC turbine at low pressure. Even if
RPV pressure is below the isolation setpoint,
but above the turbine stall pressure, RCIC can

still provide some injection into the RPV.

The operator is instructed to monitor and
maintain HPCS/LPCS/LPCI ECCS flow less
than the Vortex Limit (Figures RPY-5, RPV-
6, and RPV-7). This prevents air entrapment
caused by vortex formation at the pump suc-

tion strainer in the suppression pool.

The operator is cautioned that HPCS pump
damage may occur if NPSH limits are ex-
ceeded when taking a suction from the sup-
pression pool. Since the shape of the curve is
nearly flat, operator action would have little
effect on alleviating pump cavitation. Under
certain conditions, reducing HPCS pump low
can actually result in pump cavitation. This
caution can only alert the operator that an
undesirable condition may result.

The operator is instructed to monitor and
maintain Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS)
and Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI)
mode ofResidual Heat Removal (RHR) flow
less than the Net Positive Suction Head(NPSH)
Limit(Figures RPY-3 and RPV-4). This is to
prevent damage to the pumps due to cavita-
tion. The throttling ofLPCS and RHR pump
flow may restore and maintain system opera-
tion within the NPSH limit.

Refer to Section C forFigures RPV-2, 3, 4, 5,
6, and 7.

The operator is directed to observe the NPSH
and Vortex Limits since degraded conditions
allowing ECCS operation irrespective ofNPSH
and Vortex Limits do not exist. It is desirable
to maintain long term ECCS availability.

The purpose ofinjecting through the RHR heat

exchangers as soon as possible is to promote
rapid removal of heat from the Primary Con-
tainment, thus minimizing suppression pool
heatup and prolong the availability of the

suppression pool as a heat sink. As used in this
step, the phrase "as soon as passible" means

the earliestpractical time withinthe constraints
imposed by system conditions, valve control
logic, and concurrently required operator ac-

tions.
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RPV water level cannot be
restored and mairsained
above t59.3 in.

Maintain RPV water level above -la in.

Augment RPV water level control with one or more ot the
systems lrsted below:

~ SLC (lest tank) (EOP4, Atl 9)
~ ECCS Keep. Full systems (EOPW, Att 7)
~ Condensate Transter (EOP4, Att 8)
~ RHR Service Water crosstie (EOP4, Att 5)
~ Fee system (EOPW. Att 6)
* SLC {boron tank) {OP46A, Section H.t)

iiiRSi::!ilia::i
f/'ihII(~

If RPV water level cannot be maintained
above 159.3 inches, an alternate control band
with a lower limit is defined. The widened
RPV water level control band provides addi-
tional operational flexibilitywhile still assur-

ingadequatecorecooling. Byestablishingthe
widened control band, additional time may be
available to place injection systems not.yet
operating into service. The widened control
band also accommodates controlling RPV
water level without employing additional
contingency actions for a condition where a

break exists between the low RPV water level
scram setpoint and the top ofactive fuel (TAF),
and injection flow cannot overcome break
fiow.

This step also lists additional systems which
may be used, ifnecessary, to inject water into
the RPV. Included are those systems which
supply. water of relatively low quality and

those systems which entail more complex and

involved injection lineups. The intent of this
step is for the operator to use a source ofwater
that willminimize corrosion and cleanup time
before resuming normal operations. The use

of Standby Liquid Control (SLC), service
water, or fire system will require significant
cleanup and system inspection. These systems
should be used only when no other sources of
~ater are available.
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tn)ect through tne heat exchangers as soon as possible.
Control anc rnalntatrr pump liowless than the RHR Pumps NPSH Umtt' ', '"

(F(gure RPY-t) (EOPA An 3) "

Control anrt rnatntairr pump flow less than the RHR Vonex Umft ',* .'"''

(Figure RPY II (EOPW.'Att 3)
'F

.RPV.water (eve( cannot
be,'>restoredandmatntatneo. ', -"-

THEN

;>Arrgment RPY water lrnret contrctwttit'one oi moie ol rtre

. 8>g>c'>(rect Sc)8 MV4.'Q>'cc>c,"rn -"S»'>'">'c" k'c( j"x~>
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F(re strstem (EOP. 6,"Att6)R~.',~.,".>:;,.4("."~g%s, 't>$

p~'c S(.C (boion.tanti)'(EOP4."Att tg)';~';":!r,."" ~>,!'rs>|'c'i,")g)

The ADS timer has irxtiated

«RPV.'xrmer trivet cannot be&q

(c>ggv''c VcÃIr r > c>c rr>..ca>c

Place the AOS logic inhibit switches
tn ON

",r., ' rcr ~'::c: c>«"'> >'.tore<+~;~,":.'S"a'cr~'ra
4,Exit Seciio'n',RL el th(s trrocedure,;:,';.:":;~.",o.'s.',:~'".jt"Pcc'<':~'SP>

"
c'"'~;."VpS~~;)Ncy~ses> 'c~ pc Qg'i> ~i<S"~s.%; cr~

'p

r'cx>)Op tgtc,tsrj~y

IfRPV water level is below 17.8 inches, then The conditions assumed in the design of the
itisassumed that the Automatic Depressuriza- ADS logic (no operator action for 10 minutes)
tion System (ADS) timer has initiated. do not exist when the operator is executing the

steps ofthis procedure. Having access to more
An ADS actuation will: information than the ADS logic, the operator

1. Impose a severe pressure and tempera is in a betterposition tojudge when and how to
ture transient on the RPV depressurize the RPV while minimizing tran-

2. Complicate the effort to restore and sient loads and optimizing adequate core cool-
maintain RPY water level ing. Placing the ADS logic inhibit switches in

3. In severe cases with no low pressure "ON" is the approved NMP2 method for pre-
injection systems available, may create venting automatic initiation. Ifdepressuriza-

a loss of adequate core cooling and tion of the RPV is subsequently required,
subsequent core damage which explicit direction is provided in the appropri-
otherwise could have been avoided. ate EOP. Thus, any requirement to maintain

the automatic initiation capability of ADS is
not required.
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". 'w-.'nfect throvuirgh the heat eschangers as soon as possibte.',
'. '~r COntrct and tnaintain pump IIOW leSS than the RHR Pumpe NPSH Lins't

q'.,',, (Figure RPVA) (EOP.6. AttQ'""r' . Conttot and maintain pump liowless than the RHR Vortex Urrvt
,,";,'...IFigure RPVV) IEOP+,'Att@:; . ","'... ", '*-.<', '

IF

s< >'reÃ~~<~.t «<rr;iiA< .':: Y

;; RPVwater'evel cannot bi~~
. )~'<

TNEN

;i.Matntast RpVvriter level<above'.tain.'.".'.i".':.~
...~ "~ r<.r<S„+ ':<"«r < r.;.'..i x'err;;;;~i<< <

i<'r'<< r<'.;.V >; «>.< '-i.
::isAugment Rl?Vwater, level conttol with<'oni'or'Inore'of

th<e'~;

'SLC't test m) IEOP'e; Ah glp,"';,.„.+,',X<','j~<.,::-";,'=<~r;

'...The'g}S''tlin<er'haS<inthiated:j„:","<Ptaoe<the AOSlcgICInhtbttSVritoh'eS''.', 'y .„i';re.,43$ ;:@;;.t

RPV water level cannot be
maintained above ~ ta in.

Etdt Seaion Rl. ot this procedure
and enter Ct. Alternate Level Conuol

This step tests the success ofRPY water level
control efforts takenin the preceding steps and
alerts the operator that Alternate Level Con-
trol may be required. This step provides the
point where a transition to more severe meth-
ods ofRPV waterlevelcontml willbegin. The
operator can respond to this contingency state-
ment before RPV water level actually drops to
-14 inches, if it is known (based on current
RPV water level and expected system availa-

bility)that without further actions, RPV water
level willdrop to -14 inches.

When the operator has decided, based on cur-
rent plant conditions, or observed that RPV
water level cannot be maintained above -14
inches, the operator must exit Section RL and
enter Contingency 01, Alternate Level Con-
trol.
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RPV water level cannot be
restored and maintained
above t 59>t In.

/
. Lla!nudnRPVwaterlevelabove-tain., „~.', >,.',"""+''.v„,

RPV water level controt with one or more of th'e~

'~rntafned'iboye' e'n.'-,;:,>'4 '>>ind enteec I 'Atternate 1'evet Coerol,:.;~".'.";~j;"~%$
~@P<g~«''vk)4

. >'.:M5 %SF>lk i'.'t>s4$4e4~ ~'A".A~(""r'<$ ~e "Ajg~'~7~4.'>K+>

WAITundl
OP-101C ls

entered from
EOP RPV

Section RP at

Qo

~'~t~P~>")>'ttccordance wftlsOP.;,101CB>i. F'~4

j'; '.:St>tutdowrt cooIInft be;,','",.''.:

Oo

Exit Secdon RP of this procedure and proceed to
cold shutdown in acconfance with OP-IOt C

It is appropriate to hold at this point in Section
RL and maintain RPV water level in the di-
rected band (either between 159.3 inches and
202.3 inches OR above -14 inches) until point
D is reached in Section RP.

When point D is reached in Section RP, shut-

down is achieved by control rod insertion.
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Exit Section RL of this procedure and
proceed to cold shutdown in
accordance with OP-101C

This step in conjunction with the last step of
Section RP coordinates the exit from the RPV
Control procedure. After RPV pressure has
been reduced to below the shutdown cooling
interlocks and shutdown cooling has been es-

tablished, normal operating proceduresprovide
the appropriate instructions for continued
control of RPV water level.
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Section RP

>„.",4~~~P-:,Maiiitor'and:;conIroI~~N4>'jj>>~.

t.:4'E'A'~OBlPRESSURE",':'.::"'he

pressure control section first stabilizes
RPV pressure below the high RPV pressure
scram setpoint and then directs the depressuri-
zation and cooldown of the RPV to cold shut-
down conditions. The main turbine bypass
valves and the main condenser comprise the
preferred mechanism for discharging and
condensing steam from the RPV. Alternate
methods are identified should the preferred
method be unavailable.
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Section RP

Monitor and controt
REACTOR PRESSURE

CAY.W>P>g+C CPg$Q+~C(QP$ OCNQ~W':~ "C>~P)~~@ ~S~~YPX+QP >+9m gPQV WV +YPVAV9yP)M >W V)P@% ~+vC~QMWVCr ggqV~&<gV<rb. z '~e.'+*

jX

~.asti:(t'.68'patg).'$j "'g4

C~4jX> '~ $ ..... > M 2 ..wr,.
N,'The'.re'aoto'r'.;wlR'f'etnaIn"ahU'ti)ave',",

g„:.-.::;::;:",,'.:.';,:.": ~ 4'.:':~~>..>rex~>»k@AY~ic'N<P>ke45i4%70crewo "'
> cAYP~@ ck'c"cubi>.

.j~4~$4<g~)Ngg P+Ng ~g%., @PE ~.gg„'.a,~P.P
k,.RQpHStr dopfesSvfQe,&8. RP V.0sing+8 lnalnFp~ji+~~Zy~~g>

Since RL, RP, and RQ are executed concur-
rently, irrespective of entry conditions, the
possibility that no abnormal reactor pressure
condition exists must be addressed. This step
provides instructions to monitor RPV pressure
for any abnormal indications and to maintain
RPV pressure as directed by the remaining
steps.
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Section D NIIP2-EOP-RPV COI4'TRQL

Morutor snd co>eel
"'EACTORPRESSURE

IF

Whit~ executtng the following steps:

AND THEN

A high d<tvrett pressure
ECCS in>tier'en signet
exists t1.58 psig)

:.E, "te m. RPVÃ4<A
s „@.-„,.„r„:.>e>,a:, „rr,-.

,Alocrxef'rude sic tneened tierce
least poehlon IXI~~+/pe'::g~>,"at%

Prevent injection Irom LPCS end LPCI pumps not
needed lor sde<tust ~ core cooling pror to depressunzing
below the'r maximum bjection pressures

Stlcn O'<'(.'"„',c++~<;;~>(%>Ãp.g P<'>jt4?cv+$ $<'4? v&perttenotr RPV Oepreeeurttettcn@(S>rkg<pgte<'r>g+g

;.Lw7~~1$RVssr'e rrperr) 8<st;:,Erat Sectlont ttp orW'~rrrrdersreerCjgkj~~>gj)

~S~~>.~~ "4~it IXII::> '~4~'~~% kY@%~t;4"':.'~%4%>'iPR%~4",<R~<~~~k<sPA':N(kK>

I=„::„,g~%g,',5(,„:~>.'.y:<~<a,":ga» -Itpu FtootXng'Irr'„;<u%4<~gge@<5S<!y> t@%+~)~$ )>

Ifany of the conditions in this override state-
ment occur, RPV pressure must be controlled
in a manner other than that specified in the
steps of Section RP.

core cooling to preclude an uncontrolled RPV
fioodup and a reactor power excursion due to
the injection ofrelatively cold, unborated wa-

ter.

This condition reminds the operator of the

high drywell pressure (1.68 psig) automatic
start signal for ECCS pumps. Since subse-

quent steps in this procedure can depressurize
the RPV to below the low pressure interlock
for the ECCS injection valves, it is important
to prevent inadvertent injection from those
ECCS systems not required to assure adequate

The term.'prevent'ermits securing pumps as

well as closing injection valves. Placing the

pump control switch in PULL-TO-LOCK
(PIL) is preferred. The injection valve over-
ride willnot workifa sealed in initiation signal
does not exist. These systems may be required
to be used later ifconditions change such that

system operation is required foradequate core

cooling.
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Monitor and cont rt>t i '
REACTOR PRESSURE

IF

Whit~ executing the following stops:

AND THEN

,"hhttth ditrwett pressure,
;ECCS f widen stttnat~S
'»>sets (tWpslg)>x@t>%'t

Eme>ttency RPV
depressunz ation
ls anlioipaled

y. 5,.

~,"r > ~,x; „.'.-'-',.-~ '.g. ~;r„-.<r@,

Atmntrot rods «» insened to at
least pos'sion 02

OA
The reaotor wiN remain shutdown
without boron

rpr»>rent rfectton fto7nU?CS'and U>CI pumps not<g~„4t'~ed )or~ tom ~mt't p'nor to'~~nO

Ra p>dtl depreesurize the RPV usinp the main
tuft»ne trrpase »aires trrespectN» ol the resuttintt
RPV cootdown rate

. &pc%'%6+'3 @k:::.':"~r4 c:s: >L.'~8Ã >fhÃc4c'3>.'r

pe(%pc"c wr ' > +r .au < >ur>. rI4s's than 78AVs a're.'o pert >~,<~-N

.>E" >. »:x'~." > t~cc~~> >..'>~~'>>xx>c

„;.s.„,i'Pts'v~":>,',

Ifany of the conditions in this override state-
ment occur, RPV pressure must be controlled
in a manner other than that specified in the
steps of Section RP.

This condition addresses the anticipated need
to emergency depressurize the RPV when the
reactor willremain shutdown under all condi-
tions. Ifemergency RPV depressurization is
imminent, it is desirable to discharge as much
heat as possible to the main condenser to
minimize the heat loading of the suppression
pool. Bypassing or defeating isolation inter-
locks is NOT authorized by this override.

Determining that no control rod is withdrawn
beyond the Maximum Subcritical Banked
Withdrawal Position, is positive confirmation
that the reactor willremain shutdown under all
conditions. Reactor Engineering may employ
other criteria to determine that the reactor is

shutdown, such as, existence of the core de-

sign basis shutdown margin, etc.

Rapid depressurization of the RPV takes

precedence over limitingthe cooldown rate to
the maximum cooldown rate that is permitted
by Technical Specifications. This caution has

been incorporated directly into the action step.
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A$ Ag g) 8 v '. r ', P (
rand corerct

'EACTOR PRESSURE

IF

Whit~ orocutlnp the tollowtnp stops:

THEN

;:ECCStnatat$ cnlgnat':$)
.'extotrr (t.et ~'. d'$'."::4
:$ '5'~A~AA%$o$tM+x5

. $r$ $: '+'$$$ $'8~ e e te

jP. +L „.+y ~'. $

t x or$ 'aca$ ('A@ppt 'r i «$ &y.po
;AS ccntrct rode'are ttaortod to at 's

~ Pmora ~n'ttont LPCS and LPCI 'tarmpo nctj ~";$y
r; needed ter odoqugi coro corbng prtcr ter doroocuitib~g;

t Aaptdt$ r depiieiuitto tno APV uetng tno rnaln.'„'~~@$pc~-..

Emergency APV
doproearattattcn
to required

Looa man 7 SAYe aro open Eall sect ten AP ot trr'e procedure and enter cg.
Emergency APV Ooprooourtzatbn

a&4 c p~+%$r ..: e).,0 . 9'v$ . )$too(e oo 0. f rc a'o o(
AEietSect ten Bp'ot Wo praciedu're'and entir C2tt.;$.-"„ig(g

i'$ kh4'cb(:2 ag >c'~X'~%$l($% Q &rao 5$$ii4<4%$4$'.l..'$> $a sm

;..$ V't

Ifany of the conditions in this override state-
ment occur, RPV pressure must be controlled
in a manner other than that specified in the
steps of Section RP.

This condition addresses the situation when
emergency RPV depressurization is required
and the numberof Safety/Relief Valves(SRVs)
open is less than the number of SRVs dedi-
cated to ADS. If seven SRVs are already
open, the objective of Emergency RPV
Depressurization, is already achieved so it is
not necessary to exit this procedure. With less

than seven SRVs open, entry into Contingency
¹2, Emergency RPV Depressurization, is re-

quired to provide additional guidance to ac-

complish RPV emergency depressurization.
Additionally, the operator enters Contingency
¹2 to restore, prolong or establish means of
providing adequate core cooling. The direc-
tions presented in the Emergency RPY
Depressurization procedureare inconflictwith
the actions of this branch of the RPV Control
procedure, but has a higher priority and takes

precedence; therefore, Section RP is exited.
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,r .<jrvrY~.w<<,rQ
Montorandoontnrth"'"

REACTOR PRESSURE ','"

IF

Whit~ executing ttte totlowlng steps:

AND THEN

,'o'xnte tt'A4 pruttta,'.Fp'."g

:qY.o+ . &re<'<$p<%p
'',ErnertierroX RPV,,'g"'"n

'4 @~ 't"'it<xa "e<Q<~4~<a? 4>
>>tel <xxdnrt rtrde wo Inca<ted to aS )<

'rewnt INecdoII trorn KPCS and KPCt'purnpe,nut~~.<<~
«neede'd Qi~ oa're'axkng prior trx de pioeetxtttntt':

ttre<r."naxxnurn tntecnon preoeurie '"@"~~;,,'ah~<:.
rr+<$gt<,@~ e.~ay x.mrs'<< w< <9<x4840

>'<<'PV

water to<<el cannot
be determined

<'''~u) (<Qv < x<u <)9x''v ~

: Loaa then7 SRVi aretopent'<'q<:,ra

Loca than 7 SRVe ale open

YVApAQCrwM'&%~~'&0>4MA%4XZ)4XQ.'>Pa<<<'e<aY'«%

Exit Solution RP ol ttrte pocedur ~ and enter C2,
Ernerttency RPV Oepeeauuriixation S

>&iteentxtn RP rrttbore'~'end enter,C4 't~~gQp~

r< r~,:.~:,,:,::;.~ an,, „~>y<~ yerba-:,,w;,,'www >~~~ ~<:...::.,::,,p~:„w~, ~~i>~<@~qg~~n

If any of the conditions in this override
statement occur, RPV pressure must be con-

trolled in a manner other than that specified in
the steps of Section RP..

This condition addresses the need for Emer-

gency RPV Depressurization and reactor
flooding when less than seven SRVs are open

and RPV water level cannot be determined. If
RPV water level cannot be determined, then

RPV flooding is required to ensure adequate

core cooling through core submergence. RPV

flooding requires control ofRPV pressure in a

manner that conflicts with the Reactor Pres-

sure portion of this procedure. Additionally,
RPV

flooding

requires�depressurizin

the RPV.

With less than seven SRVs open, for reasons

discussed in the previous condition, it is neces-

sary to transfer pressure control to Contin-

gency ¹2, Emergency RPV Depressurization.
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«'on«ror and conrrol ' " '~.

REACTOR PRESSURE ',«?

IF

While oxocullng lho following stops:

AND THEN

?: "..'':.~~ Jr,,': 4 'needed for aded?rroo'crc'docent'rior so depress'+.
Ig'-',~P':. '-'.:.":='::.",,:.-':.':-.-"";;,:.;.",-','-: . -, -.,:; .. ---.:.';"""'; "". '

'r»'?V44445M's«." »«::«~'> w~ .'4>«e?»'pa'0+5A4i N< . a+>.>«??."?««'«>X<.e>>«?%% VA
<< 4'<>'A>?<4'riq,'.»>'?<?e:.'ac«'rSXcorandrods

are Insertatro ar ."r.

?~s ">r?<NNW????a%..<«?<?<4 «««%"';<i""< ? ',<4(

g@?«?y~X)<> r? )4w '< «~~<:sd"RK«? >?'"<'? >s?xs? «$%e «s)@Ps >«>n«r>s ><

.': Is gjij)lred:: «'<??'«.:,"t<:;",s?Q

''«s?a?'>«'><'. «'<? «'< '? ''r«~? A«:«s««r(j":r«s ''''"4? >«0> '<>?'e«'«<":%>< >«>s<r>s%%> % r?< "'«'<<a>
<"<',lossdwnJ? SAVa'are,op«n",","':s."~'.> .'dt Sac5aa RI,ol IIIls«p«roced?iie and errIter", Cj4>."«':: l'>p<

''S+gp~Q'gr,.".,;";:.;>jul«gz>8@>,„''<j< i'j,? i .'-.g~ pPY.pepreasurlzadon,'<Ig..:;",,«y~";><~;":.>>?r'j':C<

7 or moro «>RVs are open Exx section Rp ol ws procedure and enrer cs,
RPV Roodlng

Ifany of the conditions in this override state-
ment occur, RPV pressure must be controlled
in a manner other than that specified in the
steps ofSection RP.

This condition addresses the need for RPV
flooding, when at least seven SRVs are al-
ready open. Since the objectives of Emer-
gency RPV Depressurization are already met,
it is not necessary to enter Contingency 02.
The operator is referenced directly to Contin-
gency 04, RPV Flooding.
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xx " »xx«xx»x»«»»» x»» '*'x»x *, '"!!> «»»»
WhQe execute II>efoboeaby elepez ', »", ".> ",!,, „»,

!'F>>~ '

»« . ANO.? 'y';« „"exxjee.x~ex«4';«q.'»«x''IHEN-:.n'+> y» „

x. «'.; ~ «' 'x««»>g." x '": 5 'x««y'«Se>.N«xe> '"'> «.,x'»»ace

'rwpwrgyII>»e»' hl oe>e«y «e«aa et «e»«e>a«yea
a',v xex»'»ha? nx»,«>x

; IIiye«yyde>eeoc«a«ye e>e yIPV vehj e>a n>e«a 'a. '»
; eaeane eyI>aee eay>ee neo>eee««e el e>e eee«aenl „'. ~"

. ~hg@'Qw g»~ ~'v:9'"x «>4>"Xp4'.A Z&«xt" M%ARVP. Q'4> «''xn
x x&x ! ~ a>g,> >«»x' xx"" 4 . xw'x««?»x»x x!» ~ ! '~ "! «

«'v'I»xy»«". > N4»«"~'~axxe«'«' e,",?e 'ÃN«"a'x»'KM%%",(::?Ax II'«AM44>2%>x«?i'
! IIy«Iyyaee«aaj«.«exx >e Q@..xe)«x!;e>exxon x >e +:~.jy IA"%x>>$"'>>':.'eA e»«x»>x''«4x.'a>xS '>>'4"

«4

«3

Ix»x>>xxxaxx»>>x>>»>»x««««»«*»x«>x>xe«»«»c «>ma»»>»«»v» »»exec»>x»»»QN>x~«xv»!xx&x»>»»«»»xx«x>«»>»»77 vÃv+

~a <>«2 Ia»aye>alyay»>>» y>Neex rA IIyay «ee«

»».

.x~j. "- "«:e~-~ jQN>leeaInN ~~++4;g@>eax
'""~S~j>„"~~V"E>%~ i%«>.-.j@~%~«e>x,x ~~I>x»Fxe@x~>'p!ENLFP+aQ~~Ve

"SRV cycling" is defined as ~~
~gag+ relief/safety valve actuations with
valve opening being initiated in response to
RPV pressure increasing to or above the lifting
setpoint, and the subsequent valve'closure
being governed by RPV pressure decreasing
to or below the SRY reset setpoint. The severe
consequences associated with SRV cycling
require prompt manual action to reduce RPV
pressure below the SRV liftingsetpoint. Ac-
tions to prevent SRV cycling willminimize:

~ Signi6cant dynamic loads/stresses im
posed on the RPV, SRY tailpipes and sup-

porting structures, and on the Primary Con-
tainment structures.

~ Fluctuating RPV waterlevel(swell as RPV
pressurerapidly decreases when the valves
open and shrink as RPV pressure increases
when the valves close).

~ Repeated challenges to SRV operability
(the potential failure of a valve to open on
demand or to close once it has opened).
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I'c<,'<
SRV "~ ',, Y~os MuaaBy opon SRVs until

RPV'g*" '., prossuro oopa tcr 960 patg

«<i

IF

Whllo oxocutlng tho following atopa:

THEN

Supproosion pact tsmporaluro cannot bo
matntainod botaw tho Hoot Capacity
Tom poraturo Umit (Figuro RP V4)

Maintain ApV prossuro bolcw tho Hoot Capacity Tomporaturo
Umit (Rguro RPV.8) irrospoctivo ot tno casutttng RPV ccctdown
rais

ii.:4'~si+s<<;<><> 'c'c;~catt'm<g<>s<<,s'<s,"+<'i<'4
g.„S<upproastcn'poet iiiator tours(cannot bo ',~kR

pi:Umh(ptguro<RPYW (x<<'<"s~~~g@4kÃi~~t"

ooo

po, grc4a<. )„,';Tuotbdt(i«cr'.:Siiiim'I'na'tr'+kg>ggs~ >sj:..i

upon thai MSIVtt'(cr,'pro'tront MS(Vctcsuri);and joostab&h tho<8

k'" '"",:.,::~-':."."'=-"':$'-"'::::-"'"'"'." ''";;-'''-':"', "-'-:." '- ">pj)(gii<>:<<+jd@p ~4ar",.<te '.>g,.;><i.:i<.:!~st:.$>4gsgyS's% ~~sP>

OS

,.-b~:",".;strdsil'to Rpv'poss(ir'oborcw'103?'pstg'usbiQ tho'molest'r<b(n'os by'poltav&ai.'.A)~X8~iij-:;ksi'.p,
N':;,'~~'<!Ls''s<:,; ~gg.:,(ulgmsr'a RP Vprosiurircontrct wttt'ho sysiims Nstod botrrry~r itjwaesYiy,'-ll".;,.j„:;~i<':

This condition concerns the Heat Capacity
Temperature LimitCurve (Figure RPV-S, re-

fer to Section C). The Heat Capacity Tem-
perature Limit (HCTL) is defined to be the

highest suppression pool temperature at which
initiation of RPV depressurization will not
result in exceeding either (1) the suppression

chamber design temperature or (2) the Primary
Containment Pressure Limitbefore the rate of

The operator is reminded that excessive RPV
cooldown rates may be required. This caution

is incorporated directly into the step.

Thisstepisanoverrideandappliesthroughout energy transfer from the RPV to the contain-

the remainder of section RP. This step is mentis within the capacity of the containment

entered as the result of a "NO" response to vent. This temperature is a function of RPV

whether SRVs were cycling or after reducing pressure, and the Limitis utilized to preclude

RPV pressure to 960 psig. failure ofthe containment or equipment neces-

sary for the safe shutdown of the plant. Ifthe

actions currently being taken to limitsuppres-

sion pool temperature increase are inadequate
or not effective, RPV pressure must be re-

duced in order to remain below the Heat Ca-

pacity Temperature Limit.
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, .','„>; on)r
SAVE'.,"'"'4o

v

, Menuru)T opon SRVe unto ApV
>,'ro»eurodrrrp» to 960 p»lg, r:> ~ r

IF

Whll~ oxoctttlng tho follow(ng atopa:

0 tnatnttttnodbolow tbo Heat~
!:.,tata,;, g(C. „jtt.;y rvo„.;„;;;:,;.<,.Pm!!,.g.; g, ~<.~><y> ~>"y.» yth>"...

Su pproesion pcot water lovel cannot bo
maintainod ho tow tno SAYTail plpo Lovol
Umll(Figure RPV.9)

'~"~v"c>.'o>.: .NN<',">v>"%+~~~>.'.K >~:»jp&>'.>.t'."»

Maintain APV pro»euro b¹cw tt>o SRV Tail Ptpo Lovol Umit
(Flguro APV4) inoepocttvo ol tt>o roeulting RPV cotdown
rale

ooo
o

ggg$ ~j(tbtttioAPVpress>uvrobotciir,t03T,pelg ttttng tti'o tnatn Xtrbtno titrpatsav'atvoe.';",;,'gj~'~p,;>p'::,'<p

This condition concerns the SRV Tail Pipe
Level Limit (Figure RPV-9, refer to Section

C). The SRV Tail Pipe Level Limitis defined
to be the highest suppression pool water level
at which opening an SRV will not result in
exceeding the allowable stresses in the SRV
tail pipe, tail pipe supports, quencher, or

The operator is reminded that excessive RPV

cooldown rates may be required. This caution

is incorporated directly into the step.

This step is an override and applies throughout quencher supports. The SRV Tail Pipe Level

the remainder of section RP. This step is Limitis a function of suppression pool water

entered as the result of a "NO" response to level and RPV pressure and is utilized to

whether SRVs were cycling or after reducing preclude SRV system damage and contain-

RPV pressure to 960 psig. ment failure. Ifactions currently taken to limit
suppression pool level are inadequate or inef-

fective, RPV pressure must be reduced in

order to remain below the SRV Tail Pipe Level
Limit.
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ts'nTSAY, ' ~,>„'~es . MsnuattyopenSAViuniitAPV
.~,pressure drops to 060 pstg "

IF

Whllo oxocutlng tho tollowlng otopo:

m,<r m ~ ~.w~""~n«<,mw:ee r~w~i>'.s..>

4'tnaettstnedtretrtsl the tteat Caps'ottr-<;,",'„'~,':t

$Zk'YAHOO'K~@~CSk'-,<Fa%R~S >4":w
'<nt <g(+Y<Q. Vier 7'%Gs es < "~'~ + '< wr<:Av"j ':lr < < <<e<.yl 0'4N< A'<9()+<'.>,./<pe(+pip/

$CS<rPPreeaieellgcot Water 4WlCannet be ~e'~:<.'? Qaettatn APV'Pl<a'SeuibeklW the SAVlrakPtoe Letret ttrottj.il
: ~ tnstrrt'afnid behw'tie'SAIr Tih ptpe tArrre'lpga y,:,.,'(AguregVVg) 'elospecbia ot the castling APVcootdoiiiin ~'@im„:

Steam cooling ts le<tolled Eul section AP ot this procedure and enter CS, Steam Cooling

See

00

This step is an override and applies throughout
the remainder of section RP. This step is

entered as the result of a "NO" response to
whether SRVs were cycling or after reducing
RPV pressure to 960 psig.

This condition addresses the possibility that

Steam Cooling is required. The criteria for
identifying Steam Cooling being required are

discussedin the basis forContingency03. The
Steam Cooling procedure involves depressur-

izing the RPV, which is contrary to actions in
the Reactor Pressure portion ofthis procedure.

Under these conditions, the operator must exit
Section RP of RPV Control.

When exiting RPV Control Section RP to C3,

the pressure control strategy is changing such

that stabilizing pressure or cooling down will
be suspended, and pressure control willbe by
SRVs in auto.
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'anually upon SR Vs undt RPV
g: .».

'«'<'«';, prossuro drops kt gtXI pstg«.„-

> -1<'"

No

Whi)o oxocutfng tho fo)fowfng stops:

THEN

ooo

:r<r'<«<«».C»< 'k<;>O>S ':Sa'>»><a>4>»<aru»'»A
';«8upprssatdrt pCCl tamparaturtr'Canndt bug I~;
'"<matitkdnodbotuol tho Hoot capacity'g'."""'"'".

~ 's-z)'4.~» k'A
<>'k "NSM'. -'1<'»W<"<%%ÃÃ«<PP%&'>A>,>P<. «<
:'»» Suppraastcn poet wator.tovaf cannot bo 'g':<
-',":„:'.;,mantatnod botcrir ih'a'SRV«Tail ptpo t.awd~>;;:<
t)mtt fFtgtiia'RPV-tlt'-''r'@'."~<."a'gg~t~'<~<r'q<

w~s ~"~t ~~~~V:- g<" "~«"c

Boron Inioctton is roqulrod
AND

Tho main condonsor is a<rat tatao
ANO

Thoro has boon no hdicadon ot gross
tuot taituro or Stoam ttno brook

,';.:.<Um)t (ptgltroftPV;tt)ktaspoctljjot dio iosuttng RPIV.coctdcwnr 'j

...~<«:»»: <<<<« '< .~~os>>tw«gq», t»»».v<» "«>«< <<<«' '«<»<its<<» ><<a a o oo> <

q@MatnIatn Rpv.'prirss'uro bott'irtho 881PITag Pipo Lovot Umltc(4'<

Opon tho MSIVs for pro<rant MSIVdosuro) ~ and roosta5ish tho
main condonsor as a hoal sink IEOPA. Att 10)

Bypass IAS and do tost tow RP V wator knrol MSIVIsot alto<

tntsrtCCkk itnOaeaey IEOPA, An 10)

0"»«<>~44«N"<I'4avo>i»'<1»»<«>'Iv<cÃF4%;0««'ic)<»'cVea<k . I»»<w'»,:<»<»< ">'»'N<I»y'S»<&INAo«<)«s@c~Ã<<

This step is an ovemde and applies throughout
the remainder of section RP. This step is
entered as the result of a "NO" response to
whether SRVs were cycling or after reducing
RPY pressure to 960 psig.

The purpose of this step is to provide a means
to minimize heat addition to the suppression
pool via the SRYs when a failure-to-scram
event has occurred. To stabilize reactor pres-
sure, the reactor steam generation rate must be
within the capacity of systems designed to
remove steam from the RPV. Ifthe reactor is
not shutdown, the amount of steam that must
be relieved to the suppression pool could be
substantial. If this heat is discharged to the
suppression pool, the Heat Capacity Tempera-
ture Limit(Figure RPV-8) could be reached in
a very short period of time.
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Under these circumstances, the utilization of
the main condenser as a heat sink is of suffi-
cient importance to warrant opening of the
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)even if
automatic closure forlowRPV water level has
to be bypassed. This override permits bypass-
ing of the low, low, low RPV water level
portion of the MSIV isolation logic. Other
MSIV isolation interlocks are not bypassed
because they provide automatic protection for
situations where reopening of the MSIVs is
not appropriate such as the main steam line
(MSL) high radiation isolation, indicating a

fuel element failure, or the MSL high flow
isolation, indicating a MSL break.
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In addition, authorization is provided to over-
ride interlocks which prevent the restoration
of the Instrument Air Supply (IAS) to the
MSIV actuators.

Gross fuel failure is defined as either of the

followingconditions:

~ A reading ofequal to or greater than three
times normal full power background on
the MSL rad monitors or,

~ Coolant activity increase of at least three

times normal fullpower levels.
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;;Boron tnIecrtonie required'i,';.,'. " . Open the MSlvs(or prevent MSIY closure and reestabEsh the
';""."''..~>.;.„..>~o>I». >;AND< ~~",','.» ":..'-';,'.:..'."" „„'.main condenser «s rr heat sink(EOP4." Art.10)".,"~j!;"„:,'vv~'j::;;„

'; .; >t t«",v,,«,''~ "„Bypass IAS'and fowRPV water feve(f>fSIYfsotatr'orts„,".'< .".'",'«'

v»»Z>r<»>9»< Nv4>r»>a»v<«9 p, .r r»><4hZ>'., »r w»»v> >vvv<»5»>v' >>»<v»C>< ~ >»» <v» v 4». »MAv a>$ ,« ": <vv t . ' v v»v>4»vr>»»<»v» v»

OB

FIGURE RPV-1
SRV OPENIN

SEQUENCE

:.rt3t

Stabirrze RPY pressure below t 037 psig using the main turbine bypass valves.
«>,.«<,r..~~ +~~hugrnent RPV'pressure contrcl'with the 'systerrts hated below;,'it nece's'a'ar'y'~a~ <~»

"~ SR»vs>."; ..".;Oft(YIFsuppressicrt p»ootl'waterr'Ievef is'above EL'92 ttP«<.':!;";,>„-, .'„".~ji',.","„."(jjYj$
'„«1« '.-.„'h>'»i+:< it the«continuous.sRV pneum«dc supply.ta cr~ unavaItable< pta~ce Ihe control <i

:~':.".rz:,»4.,.'l < Switch torerrch SRV ln the AUTO Position i;"'r,"..r»i@;-',;~.;:,"",;;;;:::„-,~,;.„>„".,'@.'~.:t~.::.;:,:.<
,......l»ps~i,":,''~i~z!~IOpen'SRVs lrtthe sequence tfstedIn Figur'e< RP>VJ't .Ifrp'o<sshle",„"~j~::-",»~4.",„;-"'«'t'"«';,:'I

':.,'.'.CAUIIONSr".j':vesper'avtInrJ'Rete be»tov'r' S00'rprn'may>resuh In< iquvtp>rn»ent dam>agv
"'Ffever'ert.:suppres'eton>Ch'ember trressure'iriay",trip'the itcl

g,;gp@q4@';I;,Sypass tttterlderrene»ralh~irs {OP4yfr~l„:.»j.5'(-«>)~.;grig,:"". ~:-„'-'g„'.;,: »,"p'~<~r,„'':rj
'z'.p'","'~">.",:,'+.'::Oeteat SU '«nd other teotattorr tntetfoctii,'.I''ne'ce»scary'(EOPW'Att''6}'„'""<'.""„'r~%,„''r..':,',l <', ',,')<

."'«RWCIJ'(btorrdorrrr'iiiodezg;..:":.i:ONt Vtp»'noboion tres'been tnlected into>Hie RPV (OP~g+»<4
+i)ill~»p~~m~":Have.thecfienIisajdepaerierrt sam'pfe for icdvfty'p»dor to'r>rift»artntfb~~gjj~<><>,',

'j,;:MAtN'SLAMUNB'0RAtNS'(EQP4;Att:tO)~i~'4 >ivan~"'%< «'>~4jj~„"";,~'rz«<,"rp'~;:::i".5+z!>'~: >4V.':"~

This step is entered after preventing SRVs
from cycling, ifrequired, and as directed from
future references in Section RP to return to
point B. The operator is given a desired
pressure control value to remain below and the
preferred systems for doing so. Following a

successful scram, the Electrohydraulic Con-
trol (EHC) System should be able to control
RPV pressure at the required pressure setpoint
with no operator action. This step reminds the

operator to take action to maintain RPV pres-
sure below the scram setpoint of 1037 psig, if
EHC does not automatically function to con-
trol RPV pressure. Controlling below 1037

psig allows resetting the scram (barring other
scram signals) and provides sufficient margin
to SRV lift setpoints. Main turbine bypass
valves are the preferred flowpath allowing the

main condenser to be utilized as the heat sink.
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FlGURE RPV-11
SRV OPENING

SEQUENCE

128
133
123
124
136
131

122
120
132
125
121
135

126
130
127
129
137
134

''.'",;;,>-"«":„'lablBze RPV'pressure below,103Trpsfg vifng 8te rnaln bfrbfne bypass vafvett„'„':~j4g~~.~~+'<.:,'<.
' '~""'"Augment RPV pressure contro) with the systems lisiedbefow, ifnecessary.

*

~ SRVs.........ONLY IF suppression pool water level is above El. 192 ft.
Bypass LOCA isolaten interiocks and reopen IAS supply valves, ifnecessaty
(2!AS'SOV164, 165, 166, I84)

If the consnuous SRV pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailabkr, place the control
switch for each SRV in the AUTO posidon
Open SRVs in the sequence listed in Figure RPV.t I ~ il possible

~ RHR, in the steam condensing mode (OP.3t)

CAUTIONS: operating RCIC below1500 rpm may result In equipment damage
~Elevated suppression chamber pressure may trip the RCIC turbine

~ RCIC with sucoon from the condensate storage tank. ifavailable (ED', Att 4)

~ RWCU (recrculaoon mode).
Bypass filterrdemineratizers (OP.37, Section H.5.0)
Defeat SLC and other isolation interiocks, d necessary (EOP-6. Att 11)

~ RWCU (blowdown mode)..........ONLY IF no boronhas been injeced imo the RPV (OP-37,
Secsons H5.0 and H3.0)

Have the chemistry depanment sample for acttvity prior to iniaating blowdown

~ MAINSTEAM LINE DRAINS (EOP-6, Att 10)

If the main turbine bypass valves cannot be

used or are not able to maintain RPV pressure
below 1037 psig, additional systems must be

used to augment RPV pressure control. No
prioritization is implied regarding the order of
this list.

SRVs leftaligned to open in the "relief"mode.
When manual SRV actuation is required, a

preferred opening sequence is designated to
distribute heat uniformly throughout the sup-

pression pool and to evenly distributes the

number of cycles among all the SRVs.

The operator is cautioned to use SRVs only if
suppression pool level is above 192 feet to
ensure that the T-Quenchers are submerged
and to prevent a rapid pressurization of the

Primary Containment ifsteam is admitted via
uncovered SRV T-quenchers. Ifthe SRV con-

tinuous pneumatic supply cannot be unisolated
or is otherwise lost, the SRVs can be manually
opened a limited number of times. The pneu-
matic supply is, therefore, conserved for pos-
sible Emergency Depressurization with the
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Bypassing LOCA isolation logic and reopen-

ing IAS supply valves ifrequired promotes
more stable pressure control ifSRVs are used

for stabilizing pressure and prolongs the

availability of SRVs should they be required
for RPV cooldown or emergency depressur-

ization.

Operating RHR in the steam condensing mode

removes decay heat through the condensing of
reactor steam and RCIC turbine operation.
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Operating RCIC with suction from the con-

densate storage tank can provide makeup to

the RPV as well as remove decay heat through
RCIC turbine operation.

The operatoris alerted that operating the RCIC
turbine at speeds less than 1500 rpm could
result in system damage.

The operator is reminded that the RCIC tur-

bine may trip due to elevated pressure in the

suppression chamber. This would result in the

inability to inject water to the RPV with the

low volume RCIC system.

When operating Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) in the recirculation mode, the filter/
demineralizers are bypassed to minimize bo-

ron depletion/removal if boron injection is

required, and to prevent chemical breakdown

of the demineralizer resins by overheating.
Since operation ofRWCU in the

recirculation'ode

does not remove coolant inventory from
the RPV, overriding interlocks and system

operation during boron injection is authorized.

RWCU blowdown mode is not used ifboron

has been injected to prevent dilution ofboron,
since this method requires an external source

ofRPV makeup. Additionally,prior to RWCU
blowdown, thereactorcoolant must besampled

and analyzed for activity.
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.;;flVlCU (blOVVCkNVR'mcdej:;;...:.ONLYIFne bOrOn haS been loire/CteCI irdO thea RPV< (Op 37) '; ...:;re t
./ 9PI>@<a Qp < v ur <'/''. ''''x< ~ / 'v«,, d, ' < v ' < <,.I/<'"v' s > < < < /,~r/ <gh< <,, ye<~a<v<
'„', p„;«r '" +r."'Have the chemistry depaitmenrsample &itctiviIyrior to inibabng bIovvdovm';:;~;

WAIT unal

Allconed rods are
insened to at least pas<oon 02

OR
The reactor wtl remain

shutdown vnthout boron
OR

IIboron is bein9 injected. SLC tank
level drops to 900 gallons

I769 pounds injected)
OR

The reactor is shutdown and no
boron has been injected

~<; .<Ãi<e~, < «K„':M%.ea<aF~!!: rd'N>'5+4%VcN<~~c":9<&<.. A:4NPPd~/; 'N4g
;-„~::."PI~".;,:,.";";.":<.''9VfhIIi'aXSCiitfng'rtbi'<falhWfng'StCPS"..":.~~-".'',",'f54>4 >.:.".

4 )y~<'8"„-'~Thereactor3s'notshutdotNn.'~<'.;<~~ </'<'<I') F~-"'<'<<~iRetUrrl.to~!8

/k''V«<<tw

&RA<«<e/"<<««<Se''~<k<%4R<.S<,.l <<</<4/<.<<,<AN''/«e/» V/«:«'<:<'/s <<.../'< /... v<<< g <v /<I v 'tr<v<<++/"<</'«'+ '8':<'4<. Q 4

This step ensures that RPV depressurization
and cooldown willnot proceed until the reac-

tor is shutdown by the existence ofone offour
conditions.

determination that the reactor is shutdown

may include the existence ofthe required shut-

down margin with the most reactive control
rod fullout and all other control rods full in.

The first condition (All control rods are in-
serted to at least position 02) requires that

all'ontrol

rods be inserted to or beyond position
02, the Maximum Subcritical Banked With-
drawal Position. Ifthis criteria is met, control
rod insertion alone assures the reactor will
remain shutdown.

The second condition (The reactor willremain
shutdown without boron) addresses the condi-
tion where, even though all control rods may
not be inserted to or beyond position 02, it has

been determined that the reactor willremain
shutdown for all possible conditions without
reliance on boron injection. Criteria for the

Page

The third condition (Ifboron is being injected,
'LC tank level drops to 900 gallons) requires

that SLC tank level be reduced to 900 gallons

by injection to the RPV. This corresponds to

the injection of the Cold Shutdown Boron
Weight into the RPV. The Cold Shutdown
Boron Weight is defined to be the minimum
weight ofsoluble boron, which ifinjected into
the RPV and mixed uniformly, willmaintain
the reactor shutdown under all conditions.
This weight is utilized to ensure the reactor
willremain shutdown irrespective of control
rod position or RPV temperature. 769 pounds
is also included should alternate boron injec-
tion methods notutilize the SLC tank(RWCU).
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Ifno boron has been injected into the RPV,
depressurization and cooldown may proceed
as long as control rod insertion is sufficient to
shut down the reactor. Such action is permit-
ted even though the existing margin to critical-
ity is small. A return to criticalityunder these
conditions is acceptable because termination
of the cooldown will stop the reactor power
increase. For purposes of this step, shutdown
is defined as the reactor is subcritical below the
heating range.
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~;:Sl

stsNao RPv'prossure hoknrr,1txty pitlus'ntt tho molri turbno bypesa valves;; .'.
'~ „~",AutynontRpv pressure coreot wist the?systems Istodhotour,",it necessary'„',;~'(;;4Y

t 's . ? ',y Qpj)?o(rA ' h . AxKs(~ r'- '?'CwkAI(A'x5AAC4?((?:tp4s w/?e? Ar'?(Pw'M YFANY !? sr+ 'Cthe

:v: ilTtitrroicsrrw't 'r'onstin ihedowiii~,":.

'>; j8''tonk lover dropa Qy~

While executing the following steps:

THEN

Tho reocsrr is not shutdown R Qtt

tl,'",.'Dopressurtso the RPY,'mrtintst'nine',tfto coohkriwVratotessurorr coPRhi'"„:.

EN ~'"Q?'r,?

'.j.'Ono?'or?more SRVtr ore"..'~

>.helneuied,@ra'l",,'l:M~>
".„: deptessurlia.the RPV~~I

'$Tho catltinuous SRV,':-'::;

.pnotrrnetlr suppfj'foot v

:becomes unevrutehte'-.$
0;;sustsinotf SRV<~ii„.-.;

This override is in effect while depressurizing
and cooling the RPV to cold shutdown condi-
tions.

The positive reactivity added during cooldown

may return the reactor to criticality. Returning
to point B, terminates the cooldown and stabi-

lizes RPV pressure until the reactor can again

be shutdown.
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h

'::.';::;"""4'-:The';reactor.'is.'notshutdown,-',"„:.=,,'::;.'.-."..';-"'""'' ""::. "::=.".:,,-:,:::.."!':.;XFletum':to ~85l": '"'"''-'-"

''>>

> A(~+> +P>jXA+P>> ~We'5+(% >> 4X >> POFj 'jC >'> A@8CLZ'& q+> &On>gg>+>y "jA4~k%&>'w>ijPA >>>

Depressurize the RPV, maintaining the cooldown rate less than 100'F/hr

~7h'e.c'olinuo3s'SRY~:8

,.pne>um'atlc,"supplgls;or.-;.';becomes':unav>aitable.:p,'"'::

;","-',Depress unze'<>~~j'„:;;
:'"';;.~4ith~sustain'ed,".."~~'->!::.~':'~

SRV,,'opening .,~':,.;.',~ i

The operator is directed at this time to depres-

surize the RPV ensuring that the Technical
Specification cooldown rate is observed to
maintain RPV metal ductility limits. The
cooldown rate is also controlled to avoid an

inadvertent, rapid return to criticality.
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.;:~,D'epressu'nze the RPV;,maintaining the;cooldowri:rate:less than::"$ 00'Fjhr.;,",:.,:,''-'„

IF AND THEN

One or more SRVs are The continuous SRV Depressurize
being used to pneumatic supply is or with sustained
depressurize the RPV becomes unavailable SRV opening

,„.;., "i-";„RPV;pressu'r'e"',iiiterIocks,dear.;:.~'j.';.>~

~j$';.j{RPV.,;pressuii;below",0'28 p'sig')';,5~'.:>,'.,

',":.j'I4k.'""'""'"4"'AND'-'"either'""3:"Pi?'xaP'i'(Y~:".>

.,.':;I..iriserted;to.,at;least position',02~ "~K;9

Sustained SRV opening conserves pneumatic
accumulator pressure, when the source of
pressure to the SRV pneumatic supply system
is isolated or otherwise out of service and

cannot be restored. This action preserves SRV

long term availability should plant conditions
degrade and SRVs are later required for rapid

RPV depressurization. The term
'continuous'ncludes'any

backup or alternate means of
pressurizing the pneumatic SRV supply sys-

tem in addition to the permanent source. 'Sus-

tained'eans prolonged opening in this case

within the constraints of the T.S. CDR limit.
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";-.'~.=.;OepressUme;the. RPY;.maintaInIng,.the'.coofdowii:"rate',fess'thari;$ 00':F/hr@>„

:.'.;>":.':.".-;j'.;.THEN!'"~~j'~v'.:,"Oiie:,o'.'in'ore;:;S'RVs;are",:-.".„':;::';beir'ig",us'ed",to'.;.','!

~~o',"i;::.;."-':.„.',""''

:~depressu'rize:.the:RPV;",;.,„.".

.."„'.The"confinuotss'SR';:;;,:;,;:
,prietJmafic,.supply,'Is'''or>',
..becoIiies:.tInavaifabfe '.'",-:

, 4'.)'0> ~ ~)o ) ',<~" ')',4N; v4'.,'vP 4'pd/'? ~

(~.-.,:,'Ge'pres'sorlie:w'ith"~;
ii': sustain'ed'.SRY,:;:.'::..4",

,.„:,:-',::,"::.":,'::",-",.!.>WafT.,"Unfff.:;„'.':.-'",,''':";.,

,.;;;,.;:„''~:The:,Sh) tdown':Coofiej',;:.',,:::;$ ,:;,,

jj:-.:,'-:,'qRPV,pressiire':.fnfe'r'focus,.'cfeii'<.".i';,-"::.~

je„:;g<FfPY,:pJesstjre,,befog,.j2a::psfg);";""..,;:.:;;

Section RP is entered at this point from the
following Contingencies:

C2, Emergency RPV Depressurization

~ After the Emergency RPV Depressuriza
tion has been conducted, the operator is di-
rected to exit C2 and proceed to this point.

C4, RPV Flooding

~ IfRPV water level can be determined and

any control rod cannot be determined to be

inserted to or beyond position 02 and ithas

not been determined that the reactor will
remain shutdownunder allconditions with-
out boron.

~ IfRPV water level can be determined and all
control rods can be determined to be in
serted to or beyond position 02 or ithas been

determined that the reactor willremain shut-
down under all conditions without boron.

~ Ifno SRV is open OR RPV pressure can not
beraised above the MinimumAlternate RPV
Flooding Pressure (Figure C4-2).

~ Ifless than 4 SRVs are open OR RPV pres-

sure cannot be maintained at least 6lpsig
above suppression chamber pressure.

~ When RPV level is lowered, followingRPV
flooding and RPV level indication is re-

stored within the Maximum Core Uncovery
Time Limit.
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,.: Depress'unze the RPVt rnaitaaininjthe coo{dorwn rate less thari'100'Fihr;,"~'

'.One'or more SRvs ar'',„
bein@used to~<a"z~.">'. ~

~;"de'pressi¹ize the RPV 4

'AND e /+M

«The continuous'RV~c"
., pneumatic supply ls ot v.':

'. becomes unavartable:)

<''.","'~'-";THEN''"',
"".'r.".';..~

Depress'uri'zo with':::,'-
':r."s'ustained SRVP~'<"„.""

Yg ..

WAlTuntil

The Shutdown Cooling
RPV pressure interlocks clear

(RPV pressure below 128 psig)
AND either:

Allcontrol rods are
inserted to at least position 02

OR
The reactor will remain

shutdown
without boron

:-'.":.'~::.". '-:, "'ahere:$ 5% 3 in: by operatlon'n the'LPCrmoda"'")"~":-::""

'":'-<""''"'"""'peration

of the shutdown cooling mode of
RHR is the normal method of conducting a

controlled cooldown of the RPV to cold shut-

down conditions. Itis appropriate now to wait
until the high pressure shutdown cooling inter-
lock clears. Section RP relies on Section RL to
restore and maintain water level above the low
water level shutdown cooling interlock.

Shutdown cooling is not initiated until the

reactor is and willremain shutdown under all
conditions without boron. This minimizes the

potential for fiushing boron from the core.
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4";~,"':The Shutdowniooofing:::i","', ',

~;;;.;,(RPY pressure below,'12B'psig)'.:i„;";.

t positfon
Of:;.':~"",~'g$

Tha'reacta;wl remam",,„"",,'-'+"

%46m&':.c4'C4';6'nitiate

the Shutdown Cooling mode of RHR (OP-31)

Use only RHR pumps not required to maintain RPV water level
above 159.3 in. by operation in the LPCI mode

NV)ÃhVhS sVh4hCVSPA's AXCYhYAVhVAAWAQ '"".';.:,:.. '~i„"; .';c i,."':',;~'':, ~ ~5k Ar.ARhhtoN' v'.0ÃasYA4(Wc''r 'O)w&

Maintaining RPV water level in the preferred
water level band directed by Section RL takes
priority over forced cooldown of the RPV. If
operation ofan RHR pump in the LPCI mode
is not required to maintain RPV water level, it
is permissible to use those RHR pumps in the
shutdown cooling mode. Initiate shutdown
cooling after the shutdown cooling high pres-
sure interlock clears, and the reactoris and will
remain shutdown under all conditions without
boron.
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""%%pPVjkeMre heter'sN'+gl~"~3

Shutdown cooling cannot
be established

AND
turther cooldown ls required

Condnue to cool down using one or
more of the systems listed a 8
above.

s'.""'"'6'A'.8'e6hit: Aloof,'this ~ii'iit'd'cevtd;eF'>i';4

If shutdown cooling cannot be established,

continued RPVdepressurization and cooldown

may be accomplished using a combination of
the systems listed in the previously identified

step to augment RPV pressure control. As

RPV pressure and temperature decrease, it
may be necessary to re-evaluate the most ap-

propriate method for continuing further pres-

sure and temperature reduction.
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'~-,:-",:„.'".InItfate:,the:ShIitdown':Coollnj'.mode;of,:RHR<',:,"".:,:. l.-:

-:;::,l'-:.;;"5-",'-',"94~~.:.';.:><'.",".-':>j'-.:<j~,'>j~'.<Use'.only;::RHR

purnpinot:required;to'maint'alii; RPV.'water;,feveI.,'i',."~<',,
'~,"'~~,~;.'P;;:.'-.."-!above:.$ 59;3„:in.'.bj,'o jeratiori:in':the LPCf:r'node'-.';:;",'-';,.'.;-"-'",:.:-:,'";"":<-'.~.-'.;.~;"=;.

r

",,',-.>)Shutdown'cooling cannot. be'. ~j'"','.".",;;

,'gg",.'gestabllshedK+:.&~2~/. r~''.i"".'+~~9~"
~gjyp';:;"'.;..:ContIrIue,to;coof dovin'rusing>'on'e',or':~";

;,'.more,of:the:systems: IIstei'd atMB:-„,".;--,'„"::

QD

ocedure and proceed to
rdance with OP-1 01C

Exit Section RP of this p
cold shutdown in acco

Upon satisfying the requirements of the reac-
tor shutdown on control rods, the operator is
directed to OP-101C, where direction willbe

provided to bring the plant to cold shutdown.
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Section RQ

Monitor and control
REACTOR POWER
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Since Sections RQ, RL, and RP are entered

concurrently, irrespective ofentry conditions,
the possibility that no abnormal condition ex-

ists with respect to reactor power must be

addressed. This step directs the operator to
monitor and control reactor power via normal
means. Following a successful scram, this
includes trending the decrease in reactor

power.
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Section RQ

While executing the following steps:

THEN

Allcontrol rods are inserted to at least
position 02

OR
The reactor will remain shutdown without
boron

1. Terminate boron injection
2. Exit Section RQ ot this procedure and

enter OP-101C, Section H.1

~h'hW '(A'+'gPg g))W({V(V( ((({~V.W(VQ{P+p'(hO PW;,A,'A ('+VhVAI~

V'e) ' ON/P 'e(WiY '( Nl(('Ahdk( hah'V'.( k AW,,P(M(( 4'4 A'(Y((h({MVI

This override step is applicable throughout the

remainder of Section RQ.

The firstcondition addressed in this override is

when all rods are inserted to or beyond posi-
tion 02. Ifall control rods are inserted to or
beyond the Maximum Subcritical Banked
Withdrawal Position, it has been proven by
analysis that the reactor is, and will remain,
subcritical under all conditions. Ifthis condi-
tion exists during the performance ofRQ, it is

appropriate to exit RQ and perform the normal
shutdown actions specified in OP-101C.

The second condition addressed in this over-
ride is where all control rods may not be

inserted to or beyond position 02 and Reactor

Engineering has determined that the reactor
willremain shutdown for all possible condi-
tions of coolant temperature and boron con-

centration. Ifboron was injected into the RPV,
actions to increase RPV water level could
dilute or wash the boron from the core. With-
out sufficient negative reactivity from control
rod insertion, a return to criticalitycould pro-
duce a power excursion and core damage.
Criteria for the determination that the reactor
is shutdown may include the existence of the

required shutdown margin with the most reac-

tive control rod full out and all other control
rods full in. It is appropriate to end boron
injection and perform the normal shutdown
actions specified in OP-101C.
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Verify the reactor mode switch is
in SHUTDOWN

zX>,

'??4>; v?<>?w«(jg'., '?p

jves

The operator is instructed to place the reactor
mode switch to the SHUTDOWN position,
which willinsert a "back-up" scram signal in
the RPS logic. Ifa failure-to-scram event has

occurred, this action can quickly terminate the
event. Taking the mode switch out ofthe RUN
position may also preclude a MSIV isolation
due to low steam line pressure. This will
simplify RPV pressure control and minimize
heat added to the suppression pool, by main-
taining the main condenser as the heat sink.
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Has ARI
initiated
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of the Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI)
System, to ensure that an independent and

redundant scram signal has been generated.

IfARI has initiated, as indicated by a "YES"
response to this step, an independent and re-

dundant scram signal has been generated. The
operator is, therefore, directed to continue in
this procedural leg where additional actions to

lower reactor power level, if required, are

addressed.

IfARIhas not initiated, as indicated by a "NO"
response to this step, an independent and re-

dundant scram signal has not been generated.
The operator is, therefore, directed to continue
in this procedural leg where actions to initiate
ARI, by initiating RRCS, are addressed.
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Yes Initiate RRCS (EOP-6, Att 13)

~~p 4+,»

ce~

Initiation of Redundant Reactivity Control
System (RRCS) actuates the ARI System,
which then independently depressurizes the

scram air header and re-aligns the scram dis-

charge volume vent and drain valves to effect
a reactor scram, if these actions have not
already occurred. Ifafter 98 seconds reactor
power is above 4%, automatic SLC injection
willcommence. Atthis point, Bpron Injection
Is Required. Ifautomatic SI.C injection fails
to start and reactor power is above 4%, manual
SLC injection is required,
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of the main turbine-generator. This
evaluation is made prior to directing actions to
trip the recirculation pumps inorder to prevent
a turbine trip (and its associated complica-
tions) at high reactor power levels. Recircula-
tion pumps will not be tripped if this action
would result in a turbine trip.

Ifthe turbine-generator is on-line, as indicated
by a "YES" response to this step, a turbine trip
could occur ifrecirculation pumps ate tripped.

To avoid the complications associated with a

turbine trip at high reactor power levels, the

operator is directed to continue in this proce-
dural leg where the status of the Main Steam
Isolation Valves (MSIVs) willbe evaluated.

Ifthe turbine-generator is not on-line, as indi-
cated by a "NO"response to this step, a turbine
trip is of no concern. The operator is directed
to continue in this procedural leg where the

status ofreactor power level willbe evaluated,
to determine ifrecirculation pump trip is war-
ranted.
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of the MSIVs. This evaluation is made

prior to directing actions to trip the recircula-
tion pumps in order to prevent a turbine uip
(and its associated complications) at high re-

actor power levels. Recirculation pumps will
not be tripped ifthis action would result in a

turbine trip.

If the MSIVs are open, as indicated by a
"YES"response to this step, a turbine trip may
occur ifrecirculation pumps are tripped. To

avoid the complications associated with a tur-

bine trip at high reactor power levels, the

operator is directed to continue in this proce-
dural leg where actions to runback recircula-
tion pump speed, prior to initiating a recircula-
tion pump trip, are addressed.

Ifthe MSIVs are not open, as indicated by a
"NO"response to this step, a turbine trip is of
no concern. The operator is directed to con-

tinue in this procedural leg where the status of
reactor power level willbe evaluated, to deter-

mine ifa recirculation pump trip is warranted.
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Yes

Runback recirculation flow to minimum

An immediate and rapid reduction in reactor
power willresult from reducing reactor cool-
ant recirculation flowrate. The more rapid the
flowrate reduction, the more rapid the reactor
power reduction. The quickest reactor power
reduction is achieved by tripping the recircula-
tion pumps. However, if the recirculation
pump trip is initiated from a high reactor
power level, the resulting plant transient may
cause a turbine trip, due to the rapid changes in
steam flow, RPV pressure, and RPV water
level. Ifreactor power is above the turbine

bypass valve capacity and the turbine trips,
RPV pressure willincrease until one or more

SRVs open. Heatup of the suppression pool
begins and ifnot adequately controlled, boron
injection may ultimately be required.

To avoid a turbine trip and its associated com-
plications, a recirculation flow runback is

performed prior to tripping the recirculation
pumps in order to effect a more controlled
reduction in reactor power. Flow should not
be reduced to the point at which core flow
enters the T.S. restricted zone.

Ifan automatic recirculation flowrunback has

already occurred, the operator need only con-

firm the action.
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This step asks the operator ifreactor power
indications are available to determine if a

recirculation pump trip is warranted.

Ifreactor power can be determined, as indi-
cated by a "YES" response to this step, a

recirculation pump trip may be directed. The
operator is, therefore, directed to continue in
this procedural leg where additional actions

willbe directed based on the present value of
reactor power.

Ifreactor power cannot be determined by any

, means, as indicated by a "NO"response to this

step, a recirculation pump trip is warranted.

The operator is, therefore, directed to continue
in this procedural leg where actions to trip the

recirculation pumps are addressed.
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Yes

Is
reactor power

above 4%
?
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No 3~"-:Tnp the,:recirculation pumps .,:.'.

This step asks the operator what the present
value of reactor power indication is, to deter-
mine ifa recirculation pump trip is warranted.

Ifreactor power can be determined to be above

4% (the APRM downscale trip setpoint), as

indicated by a "YES" response to this step, a

recirculation pump trip is required. The opera-
tor is, therefore, directed to continue in this
procedural leg where actions to trip the recir-
culation pumps are addressed.

If reactor power is not above the APRM
downscale trip setpoint (4%), as indicated by
a "NO" response to this step, a recirculation

pump trip is not warranted. Below 4% reactor
power, a trip would result in little, if any
reduction in reactor power. The operator is,
therefore, directed to continue in this proce-
dural leg where additional actions to reduce
reactor power ifrequired, are addressed.
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)res
...C'

No Trip the recircu lation pumps

The step directs the operator to trip the reactor
recirculation pumps. Tripping the recircula-
tion pumps with reactor power above 4% (the
APRM downscale trip setpoint) effects a

prompt reduction in reactor power.

Ifboron injection is later required, tests have

shown that natural circulation flow in the core

willensure adequate boron mixing.
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No ;".,'~Trip,the::r'ecIrculation:purnps,',."-

BEFORE

Suppression pool temperature reaches
110'F

(Inject boron)

The following steps concern continued ac-

tions to reduce reactor power. One leg ad-

dresses additional actions to attempt to insert
control rods to shutdown the reactor, the other

leg provides actions for using boron injection
systems to shutdown the reactor.

The operator must utilize his judgement and

analysis ofcurrent plant conditions to concur-

rently execute both flowpaths as conditions
permit.
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insert control rods using one or more of
the following methods (EOP-6, Att 14):

~ Reset ARI
~ Defeat logic trips, if necessary

~ De-energize the scram solenoids
~ Power source select switch
~ Individual scram test switches

~ Vent the scram air header

~ Manually initiate additional scrams
~ Reset the scram, defeat RPS logic,

if necessary
~ Drain the scram discharge volume
~ Initiate a manual scram

~ Drive control rods
~ Defeat RSCS and RWM interlocks

if necessary

~ Vent control rod drive overpiston
volumes

This step directs the operator to insert control
rods using one or more of the identified meth-
ods. The order ofalternate methods forinsert-

ing the control rods in the list does not imply
any priority. Plant design considerations and
information available to the operator during
the event dictate the sequence in which the

alternate control rod insertion methods are to
be performed.

A discussion of each of the listed alternate
control rod insertion methods follows:

Reset ARI; defeat logic trips ifnecessary

Since the initiation of ARI (directed above)
restricts other methods of inserting control
rods, it is appropriate to defeat initiation sig-
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nals which would otherwise prevent resetting
ARI.

De-energize the scram solenoids

If all scram valves are already open, this
method is not useful.

This method is best employed if the scram

relays fail to open. To be effective, this
method must be accomplished before the

scramdischarge volume is pressurized(from
bypass leakage on those control rods which
did scram) to prevent further control rod
movement.

Removing fuses or opening circuit breakers

in the scram solenoid valve power supply
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circuit is the preferred method to de-ener-

gize the scram solenoids. At MiP2 this is

performed by cycling the Alternate Power
Selector switch. The alternate method is by
use of individual scram test switches.

This method acts on a single control rod at a

time, but can be performed quickly to many
control rods. Ifthe scram can be reset, this
method may be more effective than a full
core scram because the total available differ-
ential pressure of the CRD hydraulic system
is applied to the single selected control rod.
Since the scram discharge volume vent and
drain valves remain open, the maximum
differential pressure is applied over the full
travel of the control rod. Also, the rate of
water lost from the RPV through a single
control rod drive mechanism is small.

Other methods, such as de-energizing the

entire RPS bus, could result in loss ofAPRM
indication and MSIV closure. Removal of
fuses supplying the scram relay control cir-
cuit is not desirable because this only de-

energizes the scram relay without interrupt-
ing the power supply to the solenoids. Stick-

ing relays or welded contacts could continue
to supply power to the scram solenoids even

though the scram relays are de-energized.

Vent the scram air header

This method is effective only when one or
more scram valves did not open and the

HCU area is accessible. This method will
allow those valves to open which are still
being held closed by air pressure. This
method will not open valves that are me-

chanically prevented from opening. To be

effective, the scram air header must be

depressurized before the scram discharge
volume is pressurized (from bypass leakage
on control axis which did scram) to prevent
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further control rod movement.

Manually. initiate additional scrams; reset
the scram; defeat RPS logic trips ifneces-

sary, drain the scram discharge volume and
initiate a manual scram

This method may be effective when control
rods are: (1) stuck, (2) reactor pressure and

accumulator pressure are not sufficient to
effect a full control rod scram, or (3) the

scram system functioned but did not result in
fullcontrol rod insertion.

Scram signals may exist due to other plant
conditions. These RPS logic signals must be

defeated to allow the scram to be reset.

Areactor scram is manually repeated as long
as control rod insertion occurs. Each time
prior to initiating the manual scram, the

scram discharge volume must be drained
and the accumulators charged.

Drive control rods; defeat RSCS and RAM
interlocks ifnecessary

This method is best applied when only: (1)
a few control rods cannot be inserted, (2)
alternatemethods are being performed which
cannot be performed continuously, (3) the
scram cannot be reset, or (4) individual
control rod scrams are not effective. To
assist in driving individual control rods, it is
possible to maximize drive pressure by stan-

ing an additional CRD pump or by shutting
the HCUaccumulator charging water header

stop valve if the scram cannot be reset.

Increasing the flow controller to maximum
may also result in increased control rod
insemon speeds.
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Vent control rod drive overpiston volumes

This method maximizes the differential
pressure across the control rod drive piston
and is normal practice when control rod
drive maintenance is required. During an

operational event which necessitates the use

of this method, the operator is reminded that
the discharged coolant could be hot (RPV
temperature) and radioactive. Access to the

HCU area is required.
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BEFORE

Suppression pool temperature reaches
110'F

(Inject boron)
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This step directs the operator to initiate the
actions in this procedural leg before suppres-
sion pool temperature reaches the Boron In-
jection Initiation Temperature (110'F).

As long as the core remains submerged (the
preferred method ofcore cooling), fuel integ-
rity and RPV integrity are not directly chal-

lenged, even under failure-to-scram condi-
tions. A failure-to-scram coupled with an

MSIVisolation can result in a rapid heatup of
the suppression pool. Steam discharged from
the RPV to control pressure is directed through
the SRVs into the suppression pool, resulting
in heating up the suppression pool. To prevent
the potential failure of the primary contain-

ment, which may result from overheating of
the suppression pool water, boron injection is

required to shutdown the reactor.

If suppression pool temperature and RPV
pressure cannot be maintained below the Heat
Capacity Temperature Limit (Figure RPV-S,
refer to Section C), rapid depressurization of
the RPV willberequired. To avoiddepressur-
izing the RPV with the reactor at power, it is
desirable to shutdown the reactor prior to
reaching the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit.
Subsequent actions in this procedural leg di-
rect boron injection to shutdown the reactor
thus minimizing the quantity of heat rejected
to the suppression pool.
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The Boron Injection Initiation Temperature

(Figure RPV-11, refer to Section C) is defined
to be the greater of either: (1) the suppression

pool temperature at which initiation ofa reac-

tor scram is required by Technical Specifica-
tions, OR, (2) the highest suppression pool
temperature at which initiationofboron injec-
tion using SLC willresult in injection of the

Hot Shutdown Boron Weight ofboron before

suppression pool temperature exceeds the Heat

Capacity Temperature Limit.

The second criterion is a function of reactor
power; a higher reactor power level results in
more heat energy rejected to the suppression
pool. Thus boron injection is required at a

lower suppression pool temperature to prevent
exceeding the Heat Capacity Temperature
Limitbefore reactor shutdown is achieved.

Ifa valid RRCS signal results in an automatic
SLC initiation, then Boron Injection is re-

quired and all appropriate actions as directed

by the EOPs must be taken.
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;,<~ Su'ppiessjo'n pool tentperature"r'caches'„"i

IF

The reactor cannot be
shutdown

THEN

BORON INJECTION IS REQUIRED

~ Inject boron into the RPV with SLC
(OP-36A, Section H.1)

~ Place the ADS logic inhibit switches in ON

i;.Section RP

r - ~

"Bororlcannot be Injected':;;inject:boron'ttsing:the hydro puntp~4'„::-„„".jp~

hgvQQ'{\pip )vg 3wp r'(Qp~lvvh~ $)(~%)'+~vow Qt Q(@$w gp'Ivgpp+%+~p%gp~@)
C

- .;-:.'".;::..';.:;:::;:-",:,.":"::,:">.'„'jNhHs,exiciitlng;:the.'followIItg,'sfep'si,:I':",:„","",;,,',"„i„'.)

'-.'' ":";:,';i 'SL10':"ta'nk'w'ater fev'e'I diop'i'"";;;:,:'.":,:;i<> ,'.!':>!>,:,Veiify'autontatictrip'.of;,SECS 's

This step directs the operator to inject boron

into the reactor with the Standby Liquid Sys-

tem (SLC) to shutdown the reactor. The SLC
system injects boron into the RPV. The boron

in solution absorbs neutrons, providing nega-

tive reactivity to shutdown the reactor.

Note that the "BEFORE" step which precedes

this step specifically peimits SLC initiation
before suppression pool temperature actually
reaches the Boron Injection Initiation Tem-

perature (110'F).

ADS initiation may result in the injection of
large amounts of relatively cold, unborated

water from low pressure injection systems.

With the reactor still critical or shutdown on

boron, the positive reactivity addition due to

borondilution and temperaturereduction from
the injection of cold water may result in a

reactor power excursion large enough to cause

substantial core damage. Defeating ADS is,

therefore, appropriate whenever boron injec-
tion is required.

Placing the ADS logic switches in "ON"is the

approved NMP2 method for preventing auto-

matic initiation. If depressurization of the

RPV is subsequently required, explicit direc-

tion is provided in the appropriate EOP. Thus,

any requirement to maintain the automatic
'nitiation capability of ADS is not required.
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(" «,'xv .«,>», cv~<J',P~ 4t» o>xy~

"""'"".r<~"'. <Xrr"""s'''"»',. ~:."'s~$""'", (Inject boron)
~'~iqt>v

";,The:reItctor,cttnn'ot:.be,.:„.,".".'nBoron'.tniectlon

le requlredl
At@)

Boron cannot be Iniected
with SLC

THEN

";;BOFtOM]MJECTlOMlSHEQUlRED~~-'.""..",:.',,'P"';iSection RP

. (EOP4 Att1+.„...r~,,;,.;.>,,.;„",„„,";,4.;;~-,,,4r~>gp,„
:. "'iice'the.'ADS: "

ic'.irihbit
switche'e.in'ON'".'<~.".

lniect boron with one or. moro of%<~<:."..>Mrna

the following:
~ Hydro pump (Eop<, Att 15)
~ RWCtj tEOPR, Att19)
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Alternate methods of boron injection include
the hydro pump and RWCU.
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C's v+?i, V?l:?? ':g s ''~VS"vv'xV?:V?.?vv" Q4 v Q v?vv?V??v?v.

,„;":The reactor cannot:be:",.',"
'Shutdown::;";~; >...s.,-'',"'.,'.",.~

v

::;"BORON lNJECTION'IS',REQUIREO"~.'.; '-;;.:;,',>.:,.+.Section RP

I:„'jzlnlect.'bo'ro'n:in'to the';RPV.w'Ith SL'C";-.;.',;-'.;;-'".:
:N~(EOP-'6'-.Att,.~q=",.:.,=,."-,."",y:,';.',;."';;-;=:~:,-,',;.,-;:,:>-:.-:;.- .;:,'-;

.
~ '~Place'.the; ADS:logic,'inhibit'swItches.in GN".;
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g;Boron cannot'be:Injected'-" '",':InIect? boron using:the hydro'.,p'ump-':":,,:;."".;-:.'. p-;.,:.1

While executing the following steps:
THEN

SLC tank water level drops
to 0 gallons

Verify automatic trip of SLC
pumps

>j::>~RVICUIIs':beIng';used:for,'~''.::, „';:::$,-":>Bypass fiItertdemIn?eralizers'',":>

This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of the "SLC
injection" portion of the reactor power control

(RQ) leg.

Failure to secure the SLC pumps before the

SLC pump suction inlet becomes uncovered

may result in mechanical damage to the pumps.

Tripping the SLC pumps at 0 gallons in the

SLC tank preserves the availabilityofthe SLC
System, should operation of the system be

needed again.
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*
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IF THEN

RWCU is being used for RPV
pressure control or boron injection

RWCU is~ being used for RPV
pressure control or boron injection

Bypass filter/demineralizers
(OP-37, Section F.2.0)

Bypass filter/demineralizers
or isolate the system

This step directs the operator to bypass the

Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) filter/dem-
ineralizers ifthe RWCU System is not isolated
while injecting boron into the RPV. RWCU
would not be isolated while injecting boron if
either it is used for boron injection or to sup-

port RPV pressure control.

following reasons: (1) the filterand deminer-

alizer volume is not included in the calculation
of the boron weight for reactor shutdown, (2)
demineralizer action removes boron from the

reactor coolant through ion exchange, and (3)
boron mayprecipitate outin the relatively cool
sections of RWCU System piping.

Isolation of the RWCU system is desirable
when boron is injected into the RPV for the

However, ifthe RWCU System must be used

for RPV pressure control (Section RP of this

procedure), the operator is directed to bypass
the RWCU filter/demineralizers to prevent
the removal ofboron from the reactor coolant.
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Terminate boron injection

Exit Section RQ of this procedure
and enter OP-101C, Section H.1

Termination of boron injection is appropriate
when the reactor is and willremain shutdown
on control rods alone. At this point it is also

appropriate to exit to the normal scram proce-
dure. These actions are consistent with the

override at the top of Section RQ.
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PRNAAYCOHTAHIIENTCONTROL

The purpose of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con-

tainment Control, is to protect safety related

equipment in the primary containment and to
maintain primary containment integrity. This
is accomplished through concurrent control of
five (5) key primary containment parameters.
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When any of these parameters exceed the
values listed below, this procedure must be
entered:

able and is the Technical Specification Limit-
ing Condition for Operation (LCO) value for
drywell temperature.

~ Drywell temperature above 150'F

This entry condition addresses the controlling
of drywell temperature which prevents ex-
ceeding the drywell design temperature limit
and the environmental qualification tempera-
ture of safety related electrical equipment in
the drywell, both of which have a value of
340'F. Maintaining drywell temperature will
also minimize errors in RPV water level indi-
cations and trend, caused by instrument refer-
ence leg density changes. The setpoint of
150'F was chosen because it is easily identifi-

~ Suppression pool water level above El.
201 ft.

This entry condition addresses the controlling
of a high suppression pool water level to pre-
vent both the failure of the primary contain-
ment due to static and/or dynamic loadings
and the coverage ofprimary containment vent
paths. The setpoint ofEl. 201 ft. was chosen
because it is easily identifiable and is the
Technical Specification limit for maximum
suppression pool water level.
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~ Suppression pool water level below El.
199.5ft.

~ Primary containment H2 concentration
above 1.8%

This entry condition addresses the control-
ling of a low suppression pool water level to
prevent the failure of the primary containment
due to direct pressurization when the pressure
suppression function of the suppression cham-
ber is degraded or lost. This limitalso ensures
adequate NPSH for pumps which take a suc-
tion on the suppression pool. The setpoint of
El. 199.5 ft. was chosen because it is easily
identifiable and is the Technical Specification
limit for minimum suppression pool water
level.

~ Drywell pressure above 1.68 psig

This entry condition addresses the controlling
ofdrywell pressure which prevents the loss of
primary containment integrity due to over
pressure. The setpoint of1.68 psig was chosen
because it is easily identifiable, it is the Tech-
nical Specification Limiting Safety System
Setting fordrywellpressure, and itis an ECCS
actuation setpoint.

This entry condition addresses the controlling
of primary containment hydrogen (H2) con-
centration to prevent the failure of the primary
containment due to the pressure/temperature
increases associated with the ignition ofcom-
bustible gases. The setpoint of 1.8% was
chosen because it is easily identifiable and is
the hydrogen/oxygen (H2/02) analyzer alarm
setpoint.

~ Suppression pool temperatureabove90'F

This entry condition addresses the control-
ling of suppression pool temperature, which:
(1) provides maintenance of the pressure sup-
pression function of the primary containment,
(2) maintains adequate NPSH;requirements
forpumps which take suction on the suppres-
sion pool, and (3) prevents exceeding the sup-
pression pool/chamber design limits. The
setpoint of 90'F was chosen because it is
easily identifiable and is the most limiting
suppression pool temperature value addressed

by Technical Specifications.
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The operator is directed to determine ifany

plant conditions a're at an emergency plan
action level and to take the appropriate actions

in accordance with EAP-1. Following the

completion ofthis step, the operatoris directed
simultaneously to each leg of N2-EOP-PC,
Primary Containment Control.

This step serves to flag the operator that emer-

gency plan implementation may be required.
It is not intended that emergency plan actions

be completed before proceeding in the proce-

dure.
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Section DWT

DRYWELLTEMPERATURE
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Section PCP
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Section SPT
Moncoc ono conod

SUPPRESSIOH POOL TEMPERATURE
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Section SPL
Morta ond conod

SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL

Section PCH
incnlor ond conod

HYDROGEN AND OXYGEH
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(g„~YCc'MY;TLcirc To)'- ', I '~, pM

The Primary Containment Control procedure
is structured along five parallel action flow-
paths. Actions taken to control parameters in
one flowpath can affect parameters in another
flowpath. Therefore, all paths are entered and

executed concurrently.

The current values, parameter trends, and plant
system status during a transient or emergency
dictate the order and priority of specific ac-

tions taken. There is no priorityassigned to the

execution ofany sectional division of individ-
ual actions.
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Section SPT
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This section of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con- sion function of the primary containment, (2)
tainment Control, specifies operator actions to exceeding suppression chamber design tem-
control and maintain suppression pool tern- perature limits and/or (3) exceeding NPSH
perature. Failuretomaintainsuppressionpool limits for pumps which take suction on the

temperature within prescribed limits could suppression pool.
result in: (1) the loss of the pressure suppres-
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Activate the «neigencj plan, if
required, in accordance with EAP f

">+""'I'-Fsl sq ztciv+ 'mrs'~ %fat; >0(

reer

Section SPT
Monitor and control

SUPPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE
below 90'F using available suppression pool cooling

AVIV P

pig',V AfTuntfi $ ,

Theinitial actions taken to controlsuppression As long as suppression pool temperature re-

pool temperature employ the same methods mains below the value of the most limiting

typicallyusedduringnormalplantoperations; suppression pool temperature Limiting Con-

(1) monitoring its status and (2) placing avail- dition for Operation (LCO) (90'F), no further

able suppression pool cooling in operation as operator action is required in this procedural

required to maintain temperature withinTech- leg other than continuing to monitor and con-

nical Specification limits. This step thus pro- trol suppression pool temperature using avail-

vides a smooth transition from general plant able suppression pool cooling systems.

procedures toemergency operating procedures,

and assures that the normal method of suppres-

sion pool temperature control is attempted in
advance of initiating more complex actions to

terminate an increasing suppression pool
temperature condition.
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:Monitor,'an>d:contio>l...; '-.'

SUPPRESSION POOL'-',TEMPERATURE ';"
below 90;F using.'ayaihbfe su>ppression pool cooling'

WAITuntil
Suppression pool

temperature
cannot be
maintained
below 90'F

i'-=".;,''",--'- .'=",:.'--'-';-''..:,'.=',.',"-'.-',"",-"'-"-"-:;--";;-:".."-*i«„''Operate,:ail:.available;su>ppressen,poo>I",ae'ling~',:,'Pji:.".W;:;.'~41

RHR:.p~u'rnps.'w„tish''Q'Q:»,,

>4~,>~+p ~~ '>
< ~,~MQ~q.","~K~:,+~+; g~':,y'+ ? .

This step is a "hold point" and delays the Delaying the performance of the subsequent

performance ofsubsequent actions in thispro- actions in this step, confirms that the available
cedural leg until the stated condition, suppres- suppression pool cooling systems are unable

sion pool temperature cannot be maintained to maintain temperature below the most limit-
below 90'F, has been met. ing suppression pool temperature LCO value

(90'F), and that further control actions need to
be directed.
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- NAlTuntil
'...Suppre'ssionpool .-

;,~"„.';+temperatiire,'.;,

'perate

all available suppression pool cooling
Use only RHR pumps which do not have to be run
continuously in the LPCI mode for adequate core
cooling

0"':::P::.KY~~""':.:~~,"'.RRN'Fi&MÃa4N@R8$
':::4'9":.'."',:;:Sippress'equi,'po'of

tempe'rature;':reach'esp::'v

When suppression pool temperature cannot be
maintained below the most limiting suppres-
sion pool temperature LCO value (90'F), ex-
plicit instruction to place into operation all
available methods ofsuppression pool cooling
is given.

Maintaining adequate core cooling takes
precedence overmaintaining suppression pool
temperature below the LCO value since cata-
strophic failure of the primary containment is
notexpected to occur at this temperature(90'F).
In addition, further action is still available for

reversing the increasing suppression pool
temperature trend. Therefore, only ifthe con-
tinuous operation ofa RHR pump in the LPCI
mode is not required to assure adequate core
cooling, is it permissible to use that pump for
suppression pool cooling. This step, however,
does permit alternating the use ofRHR pumps
between the LPCI injection and suppression
pool cooling modes, as the need for each

occurs and as long as adequate core cooling is
able to be maintained.
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Operate'alt'available:sup'pression'pooI cooling"."..;,.-"„".„"'.".-',-,':

"~."-;Use".oritff;RHRpumps,which.do nol have'to'b'e
run,',".,';,,;.-";-:

continuousty.'Iri,the':LPCl;mode.'for',adequate'core.,",:-

BEFORE

Suppression pool temperature reaches
110'F

(Enter RPV control)

':J.:"'Enter~RPY'Contraf and.::"exe'cute.',it'.„:.:
':,': co'n'cu'rre'n'tIy~w'ij'h:bahts,'pro'ce'd'tJre."~.;,"
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Ifsuppression pool temperature continues to

increase with all available suppression pool
cooling in operation, further actions to reverse

the increasing temperature trend must be di-
rected. These actions must be taken BEFORE
suppression pool temperature REACHES the

Boron Injection InitiationTemperature(110'F)
to ensure that, ifemergency RPV depressuri-

zation is required later, the heat rejected to the

primary containment willbe minimized.

The Boron Injection Initiation Temperature
Limitis defined to be the greater ofeither: (1)
the suppression pool temperature at which
Technical Specifications require initiationofa

manual scram, or (2) the maximum suppres-

sion pool temperature at which initiation of
SLC will achieve reactor shutdown before

suppression pool temperature exceeds the Heat

Capacity Temperature Limit.
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Enter RPV. Control;aiid execute" it
'

concurrentijj,with'this;procedure...'AIT

until
Suppression pool

temperature and RPV
pressure cannot be

maintained below the
Heat Capacity

Temperature Limit
(Figure PC-1)

>geEMERGENCy,'.'RPY
j.:>DEPRESSURJZATfOHi-'..:;~4,",'::

4 RPY Control,
Section RP

4 C3
Q CS

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, suppres-
sion pool temperature and RPVpressurecannot
be maintained below the Heat Capacity Tem-
perature Limit(Figure PC-1), has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
'ctions in this procedural leg confirms that all
previous actions taken to terminate the sup-
pression pool temperature increase have been
ineffective, and that additional actions need to
be addressed.

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit(Figure
PC-1, refer to Section C) is defined to be the
highestsuppression pool temperature at which
initiation of RPV depressurization will not
result in exceeding either. (1) the suppression
chamber design temperature, or (2) the Pri-
mary Containment Pressure Limit,before the
rate of energy transfer from the RPY to the
primary containment is within the capacity of
the primary containment vent. Thus, depres-
surizing the RPV when suppression pool
temperature and RPV pressure cannot be

maintained below the Heat Capacity Tem-
perature Limitprecludes failure of the primary
containment or equipment necessary for the
safe shutdown of the plant.
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„,, >;;il~NAlT:.until@'„ip,
:,'- Suppression pool'".+.

;-':,-'err'iperattsr'e'"and'RPVp i

';;;":>,'maintained,.beloyi;the.', „,

EMERGENCY RPV 4 RPV Control,

DEPRESS URIZATION
IS REQUIRED

When RPV pressure and suppression pool
temperature cannot be maintained below the
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit(FigurePC-

1), emergency RPV depressurization must be
commenced. Failure to emergency depressur-
ize could lead to a loss ofprimary containment
integrity or loss of equipment necessary for
the safe shutdown of the plant.
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0 0

~%

This section of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con-

tainment Control, specifies operator actions to
be taken to control and maintain suppression

pool water level. Failure to maintain suppres-

sion pool water level above the prescribed low
water level limitcould result in: (1) a loss of
the pressure suppression function of the sup-

pression chamber, (2) direct pressurization of
the suppression chamber air space, and/or (3)

insufficient NPSH for pumps taking a suction

on the suppression pool. Failure to maintain

suppression pool water level below the pre-

scribed high water level limitcould result in:

(1) the failure of the primary containment due

to static and/or dynamic loadings and (2)
coverage of the primary containment vent

paths.
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The operator is directed to control suppression
pool water level using the same methods typi-
cally used during normal plant operations: (1)
monitoring its status and(2) fillingor draining
as required to maintain water level within the
Technical Specification limits (El. 201 ft. to
El. 199.5 ft.). This step thus provides a smooth
transition from general plant procedures to
emergency operating procedures, and assures

that the normal methods of suppression pool
water level control are attempted in advance of

initiating more complex actions to terminate
an increasing/decreasing suppression pool
water level condition.

As long as suppression pool water level re-
mains within the Technical Specification lim-
its (El. 201 ft. to El. 199.5 ft.), no further
operator action is required in this procedural
leg other than continuing to monitor and con-
trol suppression pool water level using normal
methods.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRMARY CONTAii~iiEiv'T CONTROL

Monitor'and controf,...~".'." l',."
';,'UPPRESSIONPOOL'.WATER LEVEL'-

IF

While executing the following steps:

THEN

Primary Containment Flooding is required Exit Section SPL of this procedure and
enter C6, Primary Containment Flooding

":,Mafi<it'i'iii'iQpp<r'essen p'ool",water,laveI b'etween."Et'.20t',fi':: a<n'd,EL':199.'6'fi~(opaf ~) 8

',.4<.:,'r<~transtemngsuppression poof"water'toradwaste~.„,~..:4„''» ".„'~$w'~R~~~ ~k.h'c3igps

This override applies throughout the perform-
ance of the remainder of this procedural leg.

When flooding of the primary containment is
required, the operator is to exit this leg (SPL)
of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Containment Con-

trol, and enter N2-EOP-C6, Primary Contain-
ment Flooding. Exiting this procedure pre-
cludes the potential for conflicting instruc-
tions for controlling suppression pool water
level.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRMARY CONTAIN~ iiENTCONTROL

r +y. pYY «O r>, ~ *».-vg>A'Qr . ":-'-- >Y - ~ -> 'yo "
~ - r Y.- v 'r. ~~y -OrO>' r

'„;,;:-:,'.;=,::...,'-",.While executin'g;the'foifow'ing steps:

Y'.

>v'O

.;„',',",.8~Pryim'ary COrnotabirnen<:FIOOding",iS req'ufr'ed,.";gj
)~("Exit;SecytIon~SPL'.of. this-pro'cedure',aynd. ~".„'g,

:,::,;Y'",>enr'tei';CB;",.Primary. Conti'rim'ent',FfoodIng>,-"„"„,',

YK.
v v'vr>ov'x. o> ',O»>9 Ywr Yore .> o.:>vr'>0%;"A(YKo,rooo>?„"~$ ~

voo~ . r> ...>Y Y'gc>voyc .o. ov>'ver(vy?rl> Y ... Zo ov .yves. xx . >>vs> AA'>, oyYO»% >v y, >> ',v'yr rrr>
"o. ri. 'r i 'Yroo>io: Yroo>'o>o A „j>''oo'or:s ri: ''o yr4'>oo'ore% YY>>YYv>grov"(ovvr. o>>oyrr'" i'.>Yr>''''oo44 ' '''o>'y 'v >5 v> v "c'>o>>4'vo '<vrouw „y'>%ryo'>>'>>jr)rr 4>

Maintain suppression pool water level between EI. 201 ft. and El. 199.5 ft. (OP31,33)
~ Notify Chemistry to obtain suppression pool sample when

transferring suppression pool water to radwaste

"'a'%V:,'":-,';;....''-"'. '".: '~~Six,ki';:Y '~~W, .',",':- ','~',..„.,',',':,',t t1EF4,

.'.„'he

initialaction taken to control suppression Nine Milepoint Unit2 Chemistry Department
Pool water level emPloys the same methods sampling requirements and procedures must

tYpicallYused during normal plantoperations: be followed when discharging water from the

to fillor drain the suppression pool to maintain suppression pool to determine and control the

water level. amount ofradioactivity transferred outside of
the primary containment. It is not required to
wait for sample results prior to commencing
the transfer.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRMARY CONTAI~ii NT CONTROL

Metntatn eupprierv'on poot tvatev tevet botvveen EL'29t tt. irdEt'-t9tt.5 tt; lotvtt,33)

.«c,:«v t'Z'««.e«,«'&e«t»r'«A'tr«':»Y~R -'.~ Wt«+)@~4»"":

THEN

Suppreeeion pool vvater level cannot be matntatned
above EL t 998 It. Cont tnue at OE

x;"'betorv K3t5: tl;;«ljpMggvac@v','t~>~g'j:g:; pi» ' gg~~x'pry''.),sr ~» '~>.+«v»

» «««vv (ig %,,», v WP» + ~ w
;.~el+~ jj « '~/:«»....'«N,"t'gx8'«Pwg.gg,4j~~' +4 '4'%

x~i»» F~M~~W~ ™w~~f "@"'c"Pc&gaZ'BAN: <4 %h.
' 8'-'N4&WP<.SW 'i vt

'Su'ppreiitoiijxiol 'trete'v,lerret oa'nnot''.

be 'mrentaried'abo»r'v'e the Heat:;i@,".
~iiCeey'.fbi ttEpt'tEiSUamriwi'iS > ttpv.~.
ttEQQRED: interjtPVControl'aitd'e«ieoit crt

Separate legs in the suppression pool water
level control,(SPL) section of N2-EOP-PC,
Primary Containment Control, are provided to
respond to a high or low suppression pool-
water level condition, as appropriate.

Ifsuppression pool water level drops below
E1.199.5 ft. directions are provided to address
the situation at point E.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAINViKtMCOi4TROL

Maintafn euppreeaton'pool water level between Et. 201 4 anti El;, 100.5 tt. tOP31~,,

V

""abOVe El: 100 5'tt'. ''".<>>"":< e"'<% i "'r"'? "'r'"~'e

EL"201;it,."r4gr";:.r'"'r.'","::?:q%1N~Md~~t4'~1~-p
't>e.z?<'5<".r?AK< .> < ",:eN<>'<" r« .".M"' e?> ".»'Pi"PRAY''» .:t~~

Mavttain suppression pool water level above the Heat Capacky Level Ume
tFigure Pc-5) tOP41,33)

?5',<>g<y" hvar?'N~g%1 r< > ~gt'9l ecPj> %N>< <,";@?>.: <yt<~tj?tKQ<<+mt >>~ >jgr<~<>i%@j+r'%~ X

Suppreteton P>oot water. tevet canrtot< EMEttcKt~RPV DEPRESSUARATlOH tR
be rnaintaeted abotre the Heat'~~rg„.:i~< REARED',enter RPV,Controf ibid e+iiou<te it

<~>y<'jl3e~<."+p?gp~r gx<',.<'gp "&::j0 'rr '.c)'o:.< ', .'+'::~'.,'>>.g+@(. /AC;jpj>ggg5%>jj..g+r'c)N'p>

g RPV Control,
Section RP

M C3
tI: c5

This step directs the operator to maintain sup-
pression pool water level above the Heat Ca-

pacity Level Limit (Figure PC-S, refer to
Section C).

The Heat Capacity Level Limitis defined to be
the higher of either: (1) the elevation of the
downcomer openings, or (2) the lowest sup-
pression pool water level at which initiationof
RPV depressurization will not result in ex-

ceeding the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit
(Figure PC-l, refer to Section C). The Heat
Capacity Level Limitis used in conjunction
with the Heat Capacity Temperature Limitto
preclude failure ofthe primary containment or
equipment necessary for the safe shutdown of
the plant, and also to preclude the loss of the
pressure suppression function of the primary
containment.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRMARY CONTAIKiiiENTCONTROL

Lfatntafn SuPPr'eu?'On POOI Wee level~ EI:20].ILand EI; >995 IL'(OP31'~'.„

ayg q?( .:pg'."(v??; ''4">. >x??«??????v? ?(%9>?""'?«?><»g:(«»»'.,. (v'?v(:??'????(?»>?

I>?j'ci::a?e?c'.v(r??". Nwe? a?a?»'.."pxw~.'.» 4? „%? > w'."r '.«r(??,'xv('«~?: (>r>j;:: ':rI':?» 'm»r>.'.s::

+8??'e?v?'(v'c?'>. x'" '>. 'a..?r?:??:.'? '.:: ". ?r K: >'v>(w&)x vQ&(w.': .???'~?cp

IF

Suppression pool water level cannot
be maintained above the Heat
capaattr Level Umit (Ptgure Pc-5)

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIQN IS
REQUIRED; enter RPV Control and execute it
concurrentIY wltn tnls procedure

W RPV Control,
Secaon RP

Q C3
g CS

p-',,,»,,t;,:,,?, ~..??r»>«'A~, h~?r>~~>

The RPV is notpermitted toremain atpressure

ifsuppression of steam discharged from the

RPV to the suppression pool cannot be as-

sured.

Entering N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, assures

that, ifpossible, the reactor is scrunmed and

shutdown by control rod insertion before RPV
depressurization is initiated. Entry into N2-
EOP-RPV, RPV Control, must be stated be-

cause conditionsrequiring entry intoN2-EOP-

PC, Primary Containment Control, do not

necessarily require entry into N2-EOP-RPV,
RPV Control. Therefore, a scram may not yet
have been initiated.

Directing that N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control,
be entered, rather than stating "initiate a reac-

tor scram" coordinates actions currently being

executed ifN2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, has

already been entered (N2-EOP-RPV, RPV

Control, requires initiating a reactor scram

only ifone has not previously been initiated).
In addition, entry into N2-EOP-RPV, RPV

Control, must be made because it is through

the Reactor Pressure (RP) leg of RPV Control
that the transfer is made to N2-EOP-C2,

Emergency RPV Depressurization.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

A<???? .<%<???<!'PP?',?<'4 RP%~

,,vk>'«<.YW~?vent . ~><<~<<yg<p<<<~~<<

'<~.<<ma<w4 < 4 rsawee <"<< "<<

~ee

0'ie+r~~EAi~m~~«<«.«<<«<<«<«<?<K%0

"'"~i ':~ <'!?<AWO <«<

The actions for high suppression pool water
level are structured along three parallel action

flowpaths. Actions taken to control parame-

ters in one flowpath can affect parameters in
another flowpath. Therefore all flowpaths are

entered and executed concurrently. The cur-

rent values, parameter trends and plant status

during a transient or emergency dictate the

order and priority of specific actions taken.

There is no priority assigned to the execution

of any flowpath.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAINiiENTCONTROL

Maintaiii's'up>pression poof'wa'ter fevel between FJ. 201,ft.''nd Ef 199;5'.ft.:;(OP3l,33)
-""~;, NotifyChemistiy to obtsiri suppression pool sample when:,'.
''tra'nsferrIng suppr'ession 'poof wafer,to radwaste".'.:.:, '»< ",.; ..- ",~ j':"»

';,::.~,Suppressio>n pool,w'ater,Ievef'ca'nrof be',maintains'd,<
: -~'-'above'EI..199$ .ft.<i'-."'.> """"""""""""'~"'«r»"'"45+

".WNNW+~P~QS.4@i~ '"XkiP?.'«.- ~?: <'."<'>~ N .>". >«<'K .»«

'"%%<i«?<'<«A»&?'>i «?'a»»?'"Ã?». <><«t ..::?4~r< ~? <~'>'»» " «4> «4m% "'. <'R~

QF

Maintain primary containment water level below the Maximum
Primary Containment Water Level Limit (Figure PC@) (OP-31)

.«>'P:~~dg<<« -.<<A:4<+:<f«»<Pg~», <~@+ ?<i+0<Ã~<".«':><« ~r«%<«~~ ><SR@?'>>?>.'>«< «<'p~»,. »p

ll " ',,„.;,, '.'?g ',,„.. "~;..;,%f1~EN'" ';„: <
.:;';'.:>','<:'«»~

'"'r~~g>?«s M~":?i<'p+c(N««PA$ <<QM">g?jg'.,"s';~«'«>:<'<' ~?»<>r<< "fPd~~~@~~c"P„
'Ppr'naijj''c'o«nf'ainii(er'4'~erPg~~; '? frrespec'fIv's'of'whe6'mr';"ad'srtuste~p
'obeys'f'ca'n'not'be'rnalntifne«d<~,":;l'?'''%cor'e'co'ofing'ts''assur@~fsfrnrnafs:>"
'be(a'f}'i'i'M'a'x'}mur'n''p'r'f'maiy.'.,'.~(.'. 'Jn'js'c'fio'i'jjf'itothe;:P'nr'naiy,',:"'.:.~@$ ~j(y„l

,":Contaijiifis'nt'Wafer'.Levsf; mit,",Contain'meiit',fr'o'i'ii,"so<urea'i'.egCeriiaf~

?(F«jgure'PC@)g~.: 'i~j4".""<>:?j~«w~r>+y,'8') (to th>e~!Pnmary:ConfaIn>men«tR~>'~)z~~~>>'<<i

The MPCWLL is defined to be the lesser of
either: (1) the elevation of the highest primary

'W%<«

This step directs the operator to maintain pri- containment vent capable ofrejecting.all core

mary containment water level below the decayheat,or(2) thehighestprimarycontain-

Maximum Primary Containment Water Level ment water level which willnot result in ex-

Limit,(MPCWLI„FigurePC-S, refer to Sec- ceeding the pressure capability of the primary

tion C) to assure that the integrity of the pri containment. Beyond this limit,primary con-

mary containment is maintained. tainment integrity can no longer be assured.

AtNine MilePoint Station Unit 2 the value is

based on (1) the elevation of the primary
containment vent.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMAR Y CONTAINMENTCONTROI

Maintaiii suppression pool water level between'EI.'201,'-ft:-and El; 199.5'fl.. (OP3t;33) .

«-'Notify Chemistry to obtain suppression poof sample'when'-;"';:,'> ',' P-',...;,-
'ransferring'uppression pool,water to radw'aste',~,'~,(,'.,»~>,>.',,',; „- ' ~,',;.,; ';.

g
":<".,',: Su'pp'ression'poof,w'ate'r level ca'nnot be"mairitafned( '"j„~'..g@",,:("."~<'-.„~~ '~
j,,, >above El"$99$ ft ~ "r'> Y>~QP(",'5g<" /, <y'ji '::,:g'ygg 4 Mr~('.. nue'at Q
j,. R»» 0+:$ .,~'9+r('i;r,'x4r . 0'4'.'pÃ(",<Aa»(""> '+ '.:< .':,,%'.»('N<: »r»'i»('»(( s»c»" »

/van

S(»»

~~'„.".S'u'p'pre'ssion p'ool w'ster,'fev'el"canriot b»e;miiintarie'd;;:,.'„':;;>:."g+'-"-'~i~"""~@".$g
;;~( x.below,EI."201„:ftg>'tA~pc'".~~o„"~g;,t."',~„:<..,'~,'',.;„.",;.'(,,j~,".,".gg ~g'~g'.„~~~@'L~„.g~@'-:.;:»

0
H(N.(4 .gQ+ p @+ay," »(», Ã»Q+ N+(j(( . 6". (A+0gpi%<t <c . +>vga':.e ~»'(4
Main'trun'pnnta'ij;."c'ontaInmejit'water'revet'b'e'tow',,the.,'Maxim»'ur'r'r,.;.".j~~:-;".'y

',Pnin'aiy»Coirlainrnenf::Nater.'Lfev'et Limit,(Fjj6ie.PQS),"'tOp-3tIi'-;~~j,:."-;'HEN

Primary containment water
level cannot be maintained
below the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit
(Figure PC@)

Irrespective of whether adequate
core cooling is assured, terminate
injection into the Primary
Containment from sources external
to the Primary Containment

When it is necessary to make a choice between
assuring primary containment integrity or
adequate core cooling, the Nine Mile Point
Station Unit2 EOPs direct that prefer'ence will

.:"- r»» "„"'",,:g(i;,~'".--'M:..»: '.".~"':.".,:,~:;".~""%".4'~'.: i:.:::.,"R';.';,»,-,::.:,,;:i.':i',~~'.w'

This step provides the operator withdirections bemade toward assuring primary containment
ifefforts to control and maintain primary con- integrity, regardless ofcore conditions, in or-
tainment water level below the MPCWLL dertoprotectthegeneralpublic. Thisactionis
(Figure PC-8, refer to Section C) are unsuc-

specifiedbecausenotdoingsomay

eventuall
cessful. Direction is given to terminate injec- 'esult in a complete and uncontrolled loss of
tion from sources external to the primary primarycontainmentintegrity. Withnoassur-
containment irrespective of adequate core ance as to where the containment may fail, the

cooling consequences, to prevent a further loss of the suppression pool must be assumed
increase in primary containment water level. leading to the subsequent complete and unre-

coverable loss of core cooling, whereby the

degraded core condition and loss of contain-
ment integrity releases substantial amounts of
radioactivity to the environment.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAIKiEtVCCONTROL

Maintainsuppresston pool waur'r levelbetween 8; 201 lL)and El,599$ lL (OP35
33)'oatyChemistry to obtain suppression pool sample'when

".„aenslerring suppression pool water to radwaste;,. ',,,--
y< ~ «

. ? h~:;:.('>'« '). «<? r<'«ri?O<<r<e «<«sr): '<«".."+ '. "*': r?'a ?«"'i<' ))- <<4<+~,. „)trs<>

Op

Maintain suppression pool water level below the SAV Tail Pipe Level Umit (Figure PC 6) (OP@ 5)

k R~k'::g ":"; "ir~ «,"' v',i" K'~'<<':.",< ~<r «"i„'"..;!.":~:"'?'«~i=sr<?:<'r<.:
<
i«' i':«

!betOV'i)he S<AV?Tait Pfpe.L'e'V'et'Umit'[Figtr're'PCS)';:? ;'<) V'iItbttrIS?5'rr~';~~SXpp~j~4<~<~9~:<;;:"„.:„S<,<,',P;:~p
r?«:.i)..e?)s<?<i '? N"?v<NAY4<)«<(N«"$ "«<s<)<so<«d4? ?s«sr<?r;«w4(d«s 4'. ei? «NN"'Ssc,"A<?4"s':< i <?) <«? «""".:: 8

iainnot'be ntaintarned'below'Ihe'SArII Tail;Pipe~:.';:,:;:."<
t L'eve) 0'mit5F~ie'.PG 6/k~~'5",~SY~~g<p~:","Xigp)„","„<?,".':

',:.; lroni,iouioii'eInernal,lo Ibe Prittrary<containrrient<

'.cannot b''-restoredend ~nedbetow'4e."r?, '":(gs
(SAV,:Tail,ptpe Levet Gmrt (FrjiiiP«C 8);-~gg'«WP),'?':?
:~ =<?«?)~-~~g.~:.es~i'~«:,.:;)~~ ~~a, »~i'4 ~~< .<

«g <i7:?:4«N) s) «sw«?4%'<«pw ) . «?'«, ~
;«auamaHCY.Rgtnap)amSuaaA'nO)t„m;;.;~-:::. < RPV Control,

Section RP
Pcs
~c5

This step directs the operator to maintain sup-
pression pool water level below the SRV Tail
Pipe Level Limit(FigurePC-6, refer to Section
C).

The SRV Tail Pipe Level Limitis a relation-
ship between RPV pressure and suppression
pool water level.

The SRV TailPipe Level Limitis defined to be

the highest suppression pool water level at
which opening of an SRV will not result in
exceeding the capability of the SRV tail pipe,
tail pipe supports, T-quencher, or quencher
supports. The SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit is
utilized to preclude SRV system damage and

primary containment failure.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAIN!CLIENTCONTROL

Maintai»sutjxi~ission poet water level between El." 2Dt tt. and El. 1 Qg> lt; (OP31 ~)
w-'otittrCharms@ to obtrun 'suppression pool sample when.;>',"; »;: i <..~.-,"

'z:,",,Suppression pod water,teveI,c~aititot be maintained~

irg<««;:.;;,ls .r««j «1%,;):;.<,:< <@<<:~«„:;.rp'<a:,;;,,p yj<„..< a p)+pc,
i~PStippre«siior«t po'ot w'ater,lbv'il oa«nnot<be'maintained,''.>
'c'~~< below'EL'i01 lj«>>~ ~ "".n<<lr~~««'/<'p «<8'. <~ <»q<»r«T'

X«b«r««'.'<i'":5> ..:.:i~CAx"k~>''<« 'A>h%<r<.'rrM.'.NAB "<.

Op

:,Ma<tntatit'tbruppree'S'Sten'pOOt War 4eet betOW th~e5flV Tait Plpe1 eye«t«Umit78j'ure< ~ tOP4~1)"j;g~ N,K%'.ka "':."'~4Yr@rNMh~<&YVM%%NA««ir sw<t'-Nr<.< .. < a<'1$ QF<a'Pka

i~<:Akb@4~.«'vent''ki

1<YS.':v>

THEN

Suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
below the SRV Tall Pipe Level Umit tFigure PC.6)

Enter RPV Coned and execute it concurrently
with this procedure

t<Levot ga'iit (Fr'g«u'r'e,'PC'''6) Q<k:'i~~q'.,""«'j~'-:4'gg<mCP ~4.
g rorit'boutceb exHin%kto« the Pnmar)i«Contatnments

".,~'~. j„'rg„':,"<;„'~.„'.%:.„'~r". i,.~ww.„.~tN@wg"g.„w(~~a«,'~i:

$<.40K"%wj'<'N<Ã~c<,".Ni." i",kK':<+%.; v:r;<sy;vi,«w<tqy
<s< KitERQE)lC)tr'RPYOKPRKSSVAIZATlOH)Sjygj''<

r'.0;!~;.4'>~>4~:":~~.'Q'."1NN<'i"'lÃkd~~Ã<>%%5<6<4'k~N

g RPV Control.
Section RP

w c3
Q cs

«r < t
r<

$0@a+Fc"4>%,".4jj>«~@%«@@%sf '<4'w> g@~"0:;.c~jR .':.jgQ<$ ..jt," <@4>.P(>c~„'.<.Lb'&4jaj< '.:jb>«<'P%&<~b <..jgkkj~".jQgggg<1'~ j;~<i '.,

The SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit(Figure PC-6,
refer to Section C) is a relationship between
RPV pressure and suppression pool waterlevel.
Ifthe operator is unable to maintain suppres-
sion pool water level below the SRV TailPipe
Level Limit, then an effort is made to control
RPV pressure to ensure that the SRV Tail Pipe
Level Limitis not exceeded.

Entry into N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, is
directed to control RPV pressure relative to the
SRV Tail Pipe Level Limitifaction to control

the principal parameter, suppression pool wa-

ter level, is ineffective.

Entry into N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, re-

quires the initiation of a reactor scram, ifone

has not yet been initiated. This action reduces
core heat and the steam generation rate in the

RPV to decay heat levels (assuming the scram
is successful). The scram will assist in main-
taining RPV pressure below the SRV TailPipe
Level Limit.
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Section E NMP2-EOP-PRIMARY CONTAl~ii tVT COtVTROL

Maintain suppression pool water level between El. 201 ft. and EL 199.5 It. (Op3f,33)
~ NotifyChemistry to obtain suppression poof sam pie when

transferring suppression pool water to radwaste

IF

I',Supfxession pool water level cannot be maintained

THEN t:.

OP

>V

:M»runfatn'suppresson pools»ate>r levefbefow the sRv Talf pipe Lev>ef LinIft(F<gure Pc-'6)'(oP3f)'~«P!e~
'@c»»<rts''&<. g ~

'" '<"A) '~, „; ' Q~» -P'$ - .~'4V'<<'g»»»$ Q ' -,A»<>'>< > ~», .<<$ >

IF THEN

"»''Su'ppre'szs)art>poof'v'rrtter'fevef cannot be maIntafned~ )Enter'PV Contract anrd executant>concurrentty,'~» ~:
(below'thesRYTtul,ptpeLevef Umit(Fig'ure'Pc';6)y,< gwftfithisprocedure~j~9<~."."-:,<~"+gal„.'„";>@.„'<~:t.:„":.
9'«<r>? <»sze<w+<.;jr'~'j>w9 X< v:9;»' .,", < >y>".,yR l 94>S<.»«>99;~„z..»9<9.'»>'„::Sg.~rc„-'v'9»;j;x..„".<„. ~»,',"40',

Suppression pool water level and RP V pressure
cannot be maintained below the SRV Tail Pipe
Level Umit (Figwe PC-6)

AND
Adequate core cooling is asswed

Terminate injection into the Primary Containment
from sowces external to the Primary Containment~ from boron injection systems and CRO

:W;:~»'~X'»'<:<:S< t».;„@~»g>',~9".<<9y~'Z»'<.„'>>Z'",Sf;<>.~..; 4a'Z9~>$ .'>«<".'»,,",'»SAW>;S.,~>,"N-~5ZQNH;;?»9<:99<a
?'8u>ppres'sion'pool.,''v»rater I'evsef 'end, RPV presswe» >+)) .j,'EMERGENCY;RPV>t)EPRESSVRIZATlON;I g4~~f

.,Cannot be'restored i'ind miintafned below thai'p((t(t »TREOUIREO; e'nt'itr R»psV Contr'el aItd'execute t@4"::
:;:SRVTaif'ptipe:,'Leva(L)itiII(Ffgw'e'pC<)'?Z~~";p;.:~>'(~<t Pcoffcurrerttfyv'iittt'this'proce'd<ir'e".'::!it!'t~g>~~?4gtSg~

Q RPV Control ~

Section RP
Q C3
~ c5

The SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit(Figure PC-6,

refer to Section C) is a relationship between

RPV pressure and suppressionpool water level.

Ifthe operator is unable to maintain suppres-

sion pool water level and RPV pressure below
the SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit,and adequate

core cooling is assured, then an effort is made

to control primary containment water level by
terminating injection from outside ofcontain-

ment.

A break in the RPV may be contributing to the

high suppression pool water level condition.
Water injected into the RPV may be spilling
out a break and accumulating in the suppres-
sion pool. Ifadequate core cooling is assured,

injection from sources outside the primary

containment is terminated to prevent any fur-
ther increase in suppression pool water level.

Assuring adequate core cooling, using sources

with external water sources, takes precedence

over securing those systems because addi-

tional action is still available to prevent SRV

system damage and/or containment failure.

Injection from boron injection systems is not

terminated because it may be required to es-

tablish and maintain reactor shutdown. CRD

injection is not terminated because operation

may be required to achieve and maintain con-

trol rod insertion. Boron injection and CRD

systems are also low volume systems.
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Maintain suppression pool watttr level bebveen B. 2ttt tL and Et. t99$ tt. {OP3t;33).
~ -No5)tt ChemwtsttY a> obtain suppression pool sample when.

= to', transfernng suppression pool water to radwaste ', „.,
*

k

',~<~; Supprestrion'pool water te'vel 'cannot be maintained~

,'„".3,"<';r', ', THEN,"r<j:j".)

< d io<e/0)< <'«<v $'w <Y 't«<e n< ~ s w '«'<'<'a < v
',";<4> Sup'p'ressio'n poo{ewateer'evee),'c'aonelIot br'i+aint'oined

e'F

THEN

a:S'u'pp'resstvone "posortowater,'Iev'et<cwan'not be'maxtta node )'Enter,'A'PV,.control'aend'e'x'ecu<te itec'on'cuir'anti)ig'a9
Ibetowthe SAVTa!I pipe Levet Untft'iFtgttr'e'c-'6) ~ t":with'thtio'r'oc'edurji,'-:,)tp".4Y> '.<r";;~> d~i,:~;.".j<>pj:"'<eyg

4%5. "":k:g'QN.e <4;c~y<N;@i<>, '< .>cÃ<at.k<rtr.. ag) <er

Suppression pool water level and RPV pressure
cannot be restored and maintained below the
SAY Tail Pipe Level Umit (Fttture PC-6)

~<)'rcrtt"s'ouicestexts'mat�'tott'te Pri'miuj Con!ainrnent~
',jgfggftrotttwboron Iojec6w s)tstems'and 0 Rt)i.iC@j

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIQN IS
REQUIRED; enter APV Control and execute it
concurrency with this procedure

4 APV Control.
Section AP

Q C3
g CS

The RPV is not permitted toremain at pressure
if operation of SRVs may cause the SRV
discharge line or associated components to
fail.

The consequences of operating SRVs when
the status of suppression pool water level and
RPV pressure exceeds the SRV Tail Pipe Level
Limitmay include direct pressurization of the
primary containment from a break in the SRV
discharge line. A break in the SRV discharge
line could allow steam to be directed into the
suppression chamber air space instead of into

the suppression pool water. The resulting
primary containment pressurization could
cause a primary containment failure. To pre-
vent this condition from occurring, the RPV is
depressurized before conditions significantly
worsen.

Since N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, is exe-
cuted concurrently with this procedure at this
time, the direction to enter N2-EOP-C2,
Emergency RPV Depressurization, is given in
the override in the Reactor Pressure (RP) leg
denoted with e Q .
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Maintain suppression pool water level ber tween EC201 fLard El. 199$ ft. (OP31,33) ~

~ Netter chenistry.to obtain suppression pool sample when<'.,'„

".<,"below EL'201~ it:~w,,'-"~'.;~,".,~kpiA~!:r:.4~",r"'M<""."+<..~;~g~: '~"<. '.g.;;:: ',~.i>.„-:.„..'.~PP'~F4t

Maintain suppression pool water level below El. 217 ft. (OP-31)

iSU ppreasfott poofp.
,'tijattit,'fief''oNNof's
";b'e m'atntafnertgig~j

<>q~p<@~p~.", f,(S,QROpp'<q+@'>)"~Mt;v<% «.~ '- <'p.Q~<

This step directs the operator to maintain sup-
pression pool water level below El. 217 ft.
Suppression pool water level is maintained
below El. 217 ft., the elevation ofthe bottom of
the suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum
breakers, to preserve the operability of these

valves and permit operation ofdrywell sprays.

Although the actual elevation of the suppres-
sion chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers is
above El. 217 ft. indicated, El. 217 ft. is the
maximum level at which installed instruments
can accurately detect and display suppression
pool water level. Ifindicated suppression pool
water level is at or above El. 217 ft., it must be

assumed that suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are submerged.

The vacuum breakers will not function as

designed ifany portion of the valve is covered
with water. Drywell spray operation with the

vacuum breakers partially or completely sub-

merged (i.e., no drywell vacuum relief capa-

bility) could result in exceeding the design

negative differential pressure capability (-4.7

PSID) of the primary containment because of
the inability to equalize pressure through the

vacuum breakers. Therefore, drywell spray
operation is not permitted ifsuppression pool
water level is above El. 217 ft.
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. Maintain suppression pool water, levet between Ef 201;It;.and El 199.5 fL (OP3t',33);;
~NotffirChemistry to obtalrt sttppressfon pool sample when > „,"~,', .'« 'z~,„.',',4j'g '<'.g

::.,:; ~,::StIppresilon pooI water, level'canna't„be "m'a'in'taIned i<

'„:,'„-",Stippressioitrp<'o'ovt water",Ie'vet'ca'nrtot be'mafntained ~<

Fj'-,'below't.'20t'.ft:!g<".';:":;:.:-:.":"'@i@': >...,kj<<<i.~<>". ',s:;":"'

"',:;~',;,:":;;.Continue:at ~E,.'~!.',";-';"

'„"<"'Continue at.~F "~i< 'j>

0

:Maintain suppressloit.pool'rata'evet below<EI<<Z47It:(OP.„-'3t)3<j,i)
:.'.<:.«i;e:";;:>„r>" . <'4 .;» .~(v~.r <~~p',.',+ < zoi> ~ g<i <~:„(<q,<y.v;.",: .: 4? ~ <.'6

IF

Suppression pool
water level cannot
be maintained
below El. 217 ft.

Terminate drywell sprays

j@~„.,~T&tpT~&Y~MT+<~w'$~+~„.<,+<;«~>';.~a~~,;.$ «;:,.', >',",-„..~, ':.;~,'q':,,i;;vy.,>.„',,„~<~„'~ '; "g<;, '"'j'';:
':<.,~"',,'.'f

suppression pool water level cannot be assured. If adequate core cooling can be

maintained below El. 217 ft., operation of assured without systems with external water

drywell sprays must be terminated because sources, the systems with external water

post spray drywell vacuum relief cannot be sources are to be secured.
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Section PCP

Monitor and controi
PRIMARY CONTAINMENTPRESSURE

beiow 1.88 psig using SBGT (OP.81A, Secoon H.1)

This section of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con-
tainment Control, specifies operator actions to
control and maintain primary containment
pressure. Excessive pressure may cause pri-
mary containment failure. There are two causes

for a primary containment pressure increase:

(1) loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) due to
breaks inside the drywell, and (2) loss of
drywell cooling.

The initial actions taken to control primary
containment pressure employ the same meth-

ods typically used during normal plant opera-

tions: (1) monitoring pressure status and trends

and (2) using the Standby Gas Treatment

(SBGT) System as requited to maintain pri-
mary containment pressure below 1.68 psig
(the high drywell scram setpoint). This step

provides a smooth transition fromgeneral plant
procedures to emergency operating procedures,

assuring that normal methods ofprimary con-

tainment pressure control are attempted in
advance ofinitiatingmore complex actions to

terminate an increasing primary containment
pressure condition.
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4 '4gsN~%4@ qM<s'q~~~, 9 .,r~:.. (8+..m@<'.:@j4ispr~~$ <g:Q<',:
ri„kp","">«,.PRIQABll:CONTAMNEHT,:.PRESSURE~it@~++:;,,-",,'~
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WAIT until
Primary

containment
pressure cannot be

maintained below
1.68 psig

8 ~'pPjp<gPPQ PQQ@zgPg4@83+9' $ upp re s s ion chamber sprays)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, primary
containment pressure cannot be maintained
below 1.68 psig, has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg confirms that the

SBGT System is unable to maintain primary
containment pressure below the high drywell
pressure scram setpoint (1.68 psig), and that

further control actions need to be addressed.
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BEFORE

Suppression chamber pressure reaches
10 psig (Suppression chamber sprays)

"ha teeb@foN"

Ifprimary containment pressure continues to

increase with the SBGT System in operation,
further actions (initiating suppression cham-

ber sprays) must be directed to reverse the

increasing pressure trend. These actions must

be taken BEFORE suppression chamber pres-

sure REACHES the Suppression Chamber

Spray InitiationPressure to preclude chugging
effects.

Chugging is the cyclic condensation of steam

at the downcomer openings of the drywell
vents. Chugging occurs when steam bubbles

collapse at the exit of the downcomers. The
rush of water which fills the void (some of
which is drawn up into the downcomer pipe)
induces a severe stress at the junction of the

downcomer and the vent header. Repeated

application ofthis stress can cause these joints
to experience fatigue failure, thereby creating
a pathway which bypasses the pressure sup-

pression function of the primary containment.
Subsequent steam discharges through the

„downcomers would then directly pressurize

the suppression chamber air space rather than

being discharged to and condensed in the sup-

pression pool.

Although operation of suppression chamber

sprays by itself will not preclude chugging,
suppression chamber sprays are initiated be-

fore reaching the Suppression Chamber Spray
Initiation Pressure (10 psig). This action as-

sures that this method ofprimary containment
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pressure reduction is attempted before the op-
eration of drywell sprays is directed in subse-

quent steps of the sectional division.

The Suppression Chamber Spray Initiation
Pressure is conservatively defined to be the

lowest suppression chamber pressure which
can occur when 95% of the non-condensibles
in the drywell have been transferred to the air
space ofthe suppression chamber. Scale model
tests have demonstrated that chugging willnot
occur so long as the drywell atmosphere con-
tains at least 1% non-condensibles. To pre-
vent the occurrence ofconditions under which
chugging may happen, the Suppression
Chamber Spray Initiation Pressure is conser-
vatively defined by specifying 5% non-
condensibles.
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".~Suppr,eammghaiiiitm',:preestt'r'a:ieghae'i

~~~~&>:"'.'':,'.'-';;,',„,:;::PPj~gÃi~"'Suppression chamber sprays)

IF

Suppression chamber sprays
have been initiated

While executing the following steps:

AND

Suppression chamber pressure drops
betow 1.68 psig

THEN

Terminate suppression
chamber sprays

)Yes

This is an ovemde step and applies throughout
the perfoimance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

The action directed in this step terminates the

operation ofsuppression chamber sprays when

suppression chamber pressure drops to 1.68

psig (the high drywell pressure scram set-

point) to assure that primary containment
pressure is not reduced below atmospheric

pressure. Maintaining a positive primary con-

tainment pressure provides a safe (positive)
margin to the negative design pressure (-4.7

PSID) of the primary containment.
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Is
suppression pool
water level below

El. 217 ft.

Yes

No

jQ ',,„."UÃte ~ttiOS8 ' l 85,

c.

If suppression pool water level is below El.
217 ft., as indicated by a "YESss response to
this step, the suppression chamber spray
nozzles are not submerged and suppression
chamber spray operation can be used to reduce
the primary containment pressure. The opera-
tor is, therefore, directed to continue in this
procedure where initiation of suppression
chamber sprays is addressed.

Although the actual elevation of the suppres-
sion chamber spray nozzles is above El. 217 ft.
indicated, El. 217 ft. is the maximum level at
which installed instruments can accurately
detect and display suppression pool water level.
Ifindicated suppression pool water level is at

or above El. 217 ft., it must be assumed that
suppression chamber spray nozzles are sub-

merged.

Ifsuppression pool water level is at or above
El. 217 ft., as indicated by a "NO>s response to
this step, the suppression chamber spray

r'.Zcsoa 'IJopscntX> ',;."','.".>ca "'i."'.,

This step has theoperatorevatuate thepresent noes!en are submerged. If the spray nozzles

status ofsuppression pool water level todeter- are submerged, no spray action would occur
mine ifsuppression chamber spray operation and no benefit would be derived from initiat-
is permissible. ing the system. The operator is, therefore,

directed to continue in this procedure where
additional actions to reverse the increasing
primary containment pressure trend are di-
rected.
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Yes

Initiate suppression chamber sprays (EOP-6, Att 22,5, 6)

~ Use only those pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling by continuous injection

'~~.NAff~ofigYP~

Qk,.„.;,:,.~;:::,,:.',:: .,„,;::: ", ';.',~, '-"a;.j'.; 'i'i',. "
',„:.,';,!:;:, i":; ""';:,,:.<:,.";:.'-."",:,;":„::.",.":-i;"'.:,:;;:""."',!':-':."::i'.".'::~g--i",a":,

This step directs the operator to initiate sup-
pression chamber sprays to effect the neces-

sary reduction in primary containment pres-
sure.

Suppression chamber spray operation re-

duces suppression chamber pressure and tem-
perature through the combined effects ofeva-
porative cooling and convective cooling. In
evaporative cooling the water spray under-

goes a change ofstate, liquidto vapor, whereas
convective cooling involvesno change ofstate.

Evaporative cooling occurs when water is
sprayed into a superheated atmosphere. The
water at the surface of each droplet is heated
and flashed to steam until the surrounding

atmosphere saturates, absorbing heat energy
from the atmosphere.

In the suppression chamber with typical sup-
pression chamber spray flowrate, this cooling
process results in an immediate, rapid, large
reduction in pressure.

Convective cooling occurs when water is
sprayed into a saturated atmosphere. The
sprayed water droplets absorb heat from the

surrounding atmosphere through convective
heat transfer (sensible heat from the suppres-
sion chamber atmosphere is transferred to the
water droplets), reducing suppression cham-
ber ambient temperature and pressure until
equilibrium conditions are established.
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:c;,;-'. „,',

. a .,e, .s ".,>.;i; .

e'his

process proceeds at a rate much slower This step, however, does permit alternating

than the evaporative cooling process. An the use of RHR pumps between the LPCI

operatorcaneffectivelycontrolthemagnitude injection and suppression chamber spray

of the suppression chamber temperature/pres- modes, as the need foreach occurs and as long

sure reduction from convective cooling by as adequate core cooling is able to be main-

terminating operation of the sprays. tained.

The supplemental action reminds the operator
to ensure adequate core cooling is available.

Maintaining adequate core cooling takes

precedence over initiating suppression cham-

ber sprays because catastrophic failure of the

primary containment is not expected to occur
at the Suppression Chamber Spray Initiation
Pressure (10 psig). In addition, further action

is still available for reversing the increasing

primary containment pressure trend. There-

fore, only ifthe continuous operation ofaRHR

pump in the LPCI mode is not required to
assure adequate core cooling is it permissible
to use that pump for suppression chamber

sprays.

This step addresses initiation of suppression
chamber sprays. Instructions for terminating
suppression chamber spray operation, once

initiated, were provided by a previous override

step.

Additionally, this step provides for the capa-

bility to utilize SWP for containment sprays
similar to RHR. Ifcontinuous SWP injection
is required to assure adequate core cooling, it
should not be diverted to the spray mode.
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WAIT until
8 Uppressioll

chamber pressure
exceeds 10 psig
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This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, suppres-

sion chamber pressure above 10psig, has been

met.

reduce primary containment pressure (or that

they could not be initiated due to high suppres-

sion pool water level), and that further control
actions need to be directed.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedural leg confirms that

suppression chamber sprays were unable to
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IF

While executing the following steps:

AND THEN

Drywell sprays have been initiated Orywell pressure drops below 1.68 psig Terminate drywell sprays.

Yes

This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

The action directed in this step terminates the
operation of drywell sprays, the convective
cooling process of the drywell air space and
the cooling/condensing of potential steam in

the air space to ensure that primary'contain-
ment pressure is not reduced below atmos-

pheric. Terminating drywell sprays when

drywell pressure decreases below 1.68 psig
avoids creating a negative primary contain-
ment pressure. Maintaining a positive primary
containment pressure assures that a safe (posi-
tive) margin to the negative design pressure
(-4.7 PSID) ofthe primary containment exists.
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Is
suppression pool

water level below El.
217 lt.

No

Yes

M4ei'efllhyeee'tu.eee

~>gh

Yes

This step has the operator evaluate the present

status ofsuppression pool water level to deter-

mine ifdrywellspray operation is permissible.

If suppression pool water level is below El.
217 ft., as indicated by a "YES" response to

this step, the suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are not submerged and will
function as designed. Drywellspray operation
can be used to reduce primary containment
pressure and may continue as long as drywell
temperature andpressures are within the limits
of the Drywell Spray Initiation Limit(Figure
PC-2, refer to Section C).

Ifsuppression pool water level is at or above

El. 217 ft., as indicated by a "NO"response to

this step, the suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are submerged. Drywell
spray operation with the vacuum breakers par-

tiallyorcompletely submerged(i.e., nodrywell
vacuum relief capability) could result in ex-

ceeding the design negative differential pres-

sure capability (-4.7 PSID) of the primary
containment because of the inability to equal-

ize pressure through the vacuum breakers.

Therefore, drywell spray operation is not per-

mined ifsuppression pool water level is above

El. 217 ft.

Although the actual elevation of the suppres-

sion chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers is

above El. 217 ft. indicated, El. 217 ft. is the

maximum level at which installed instruments
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can accurately detect and display suppression
pool water level. Ifindicated suppression pool
water level is at or above El. 217 ft., it must be

assumed that suppression chamber-to-dry well
vacuum breakers willnot function as designed,
because a portion of the valve is covered with
water.
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Yes

Are
drywell temperature

and pressure within the Drywell
Spray Initiation Limit

(Figure PC-2)

Yes

g .6).,'~7M..r gr~t'ati Q, pu~~p)g >~+,+~,,»~~~g,,.wyg
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of drywell temperature and pressure
relative to the DrywellSpray Initiation Limit
(Figure PC-2, refer to Section C) to determine
ifdrywell spray operation is permissible.

tion through the combined effects ofevapora-
tive and convective cooling. In evaporative
cooling the water spray undergoes a change of
state, liquid to vapor, whereas convective
cooling involves no change of state.

The DrywellSpray Initiation Limitis defined
to be the highest drywell temperature at which
initiationofdrywell sprays willnot result in an

evaporative cooling pressure drop to below
either: (1) the drywell-below-suppression
chamber differential pressure capability (-10
PSID), or (2) the high drywell pressure scram
setpoint (1.68 psig).

Drywell spray operation effects a primary
containment pressure and temperature reduc-

Evaporative cooling occurs when water is

sprayed into a superheated atmosphere. The
water at the surface of each droplet is heated

and flashes to steam, absorbing heat energy
from the atmosphere, until the atmosphere
reaches saturated conditions.

In the drywell, with typical drywell spray
flowrate, this cooling process results in an

immediate, rapid, large reduction in pressure
which occurs at a rate much faster than can be
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compensated for by the primary containment
vacuum relief system. Unrestricted operation
of drywell sprays could cause an excessive

negative differential pressure to occur between

the drywelland the suppression chamber, large
enough to cause a loss ofprimary containment
integrity.

Ifdrywell temperature and pressure are within
the limitsofthe DrywellSpray InitiationLimit,
as indicated by a "YES" response to this step,
drywell sprays can be used to reduce primary
containment pressure. The operator is, di-
rected to continue in this procedural leg where

actions to initiate drywellsprays are addressed.

Convective cooling occurs when water is
sprayed into a saturated atmosphere. The
sprayed water droplets willabsorb heat from
the surrounding atmosphere through convec-
tive heat transfer (sensible heat from the at-

mosphere is transferred to the water droplets).
This effect results in a reduction in ambient
temperature and pressure until equilibrium
conditions are established.

This cooling process occurs at a rate much
slower than the evaporative cooling process.
An operator can effectively control the magni-
tude of a drywell temperature/pressure reduc-
tion from convective cooling by terminating
operation of drywell sprays.

Ifdrywell temperature and pressure are not
within the Drywell Spray Initiation Limit, as

indicated by a "NO" response to this step,

drywell spray operation is not permitted be-

cause the negative design differential pressure

limit (-10 PSID) between the drywell and

suppression chamber may be exceeded, with
subsequent failure of the primary contain-
ment. The operator is directed to continue in
this proce'dural leg where additional actions to
reduce primary containment pressure are ad-

dressed.
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t. Trip recircutadon pumps
2. Trip drywall urst coolers
3. tnittate dryrrelt sprays (EOP.6, Att22.5. 6)

~ Use only tttose pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling by condnuous
injectton

~~~~~~g,.'~~,.

gtrtrarrtrrrned ytetrrrs~w>.

+@A~gPressure

The operator is directed to initiate drywell
sprays to reduce primary containment pres-
sure. Drywellspray operation reduces drywell
pressure and temperature through the com-
bined effects of evaporative and convective
cooling.

This step, however, does permit alternating
the use of RHR pumps between the LPCI
injection and drywell spray modes, as the need

for each occurs and as long as adequate core

cooling is able to be maintained.
Maintaining adequate core cooling takes
precedence over initiating drywell sprays,
because catastrophic failure of the primary
containment is not expected to occur at pres-
sures slightly greater than the Suppression
Chamber Spray Initiation Pressure (10 psig).

This step addresses initiationofdrywellsprays.

Instructions for terminating drywell spray
operation, once initiated, are provided by a

previous ovemde step.
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This step directs the operator to trip recircula- In addition, further action is still available for

tion pumps and drywell unit coolers. Guid- reversing the increasing primary containment

ance is provided because these components pressuretrend. Therefore,onlyif thecontinu-

are not designed to operate in a spray environ- ous operation of a RHR pump in the LPCI

ment. mode is not required to assure adequate core

cooling is it permissible to use that pump for
drywell sprays.
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Additionally, this step provides for the capa-
bility to utilize SWP or FPW for containment
sprays similar to RHR. Ifcontinuous SWP or
FPW injection is required to assure adequate
core cooling, it should not be diverted to the

spray mode.
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This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, suppres-
sion chamber pressure cannot be maintained
below the Pressure Suppression Pressure

(Figure PC-3), has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg confirms that all
prior actions taken to terminate the increasing
primary containment pressure trend have been

unsuccessful, and that further control actions

need to be directed.

The Pressure Suppression Pressure is defined
to be the lesser of either: (1) the highest sup-

pression chamber pressure which can occur

without steam in the suppression chamber air
space, or (2) the highest suppression chamber

pressure at which initiation of RPV depres-

surization will not result in exceeding the

Primary Containment Pressure Limit before
RPV pressure drops to the Minimum RPV
Flooding Pressure, or (3) the highest suppres-
sion chamber pressure which can be main-

tained without exceeding the suppression pool
design load ifSRVs are opened.

The Nine MilePoint Station Unit2 limit,up to

a suppression pool water level ofEl. 206 ft., is

based on (1) the highest suppression chamber

pressure which can occur without steam in the

suppression chamberairspace. The Nine Mile
Point Station Unit 2 limitabove a suppression
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pool water level ofEl. 206 ft. is based on (3) the

highest suppression chamber pressure which
can be maintained without exceeding the sup-

pression pool boundary design load ifSRVs
are opened.

The Pressure Suppression Pressure assures

that the pressure suppression function of the

primary containment is maintained while the

RPV is at pressure. Ifprimary containment
pressure cannot be maintained below the Pres-

sure Suppression Pressure, rapid depressuri-
zation of the RPV is required to terminate, or
reduce as much as possible, any continued

primary containment pressure increase.
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When primary containment pressure cannot

be maintained below the Pressure Suppression
Pressure (Figure PC-3), emergency RPV
depressurization must be performed to mini-
mize the further release of energy from the

RPV to the primary containment.

To have progressed this far in the sectional
division flowpath, primary containment pres-

sure has reached 1.68 psig, an entry condition
for N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control.

Since N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, is being
executed concurrently with this procedure, the

explicit direction to enter N2-EOP-C2, Emer-

gency RPV Depressurization, is given in the

override in the Reactor Pressure (RP) leg of
N2-EOP-RPV denoted widt e Q .
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suppression chamber pressure continues to
increase, further actions to reverse the increas-

ing pressure trend must be directed. These
actions must be taken BEFORE suppression
chamber pressure REACHES the Primary
Containment Pressure Limit (Figure PC-4,
refer to Section C) to ensure that the integrity
of the primary containment is maintained.

The Primary Containment Pressure Limit
(Figure PC-4, refer to Section C) is defined to
be the lesser ofeither. (1) the pressure capabil-
ity of the primary containment, or (2) the

maximum primary containment pressure at

which vent valves sized to reject all decay heat
from the primary containment can be opened
and closed, or (3) the maximum primary con-
tainmentpressureatwhich SRVs can be opened
and will remain open, or (4) the maximum
primary containment pressure at which RPV
vent valves can be opened and closed. The
Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 limit is based

on (2) the maximum primary containment
pressure at which vent valves sized to reject all
decay heat from the primary containment can

be opened and closed.

>'age
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step directs the operator to vent the pri-
mary containment before suppression cham-

ber pressure exceeds the Primary Contain-
ment Pressure Limit (Figure PC-4, refer to
Section C). Primary containment venting is
accomplished to reduce primary containment
pressure (in accordance with EOP-6, Attach-
ment 21).

Venting of the primary containment is per-
formed irrespective of the offsite radioactivity
release rate that willoccur, defeating isolation
interlocks ifnecessary. This action is taken:

(1) to assure that the integrity of the primary
containment is maintained, and (2) to prevent

core damage that might be caused by the

inability to vent the RPV as necessary to per-

mit injection of water to cool the core.

The consequences ofnot venting may result in
a catastrophic loss of primary containment
integritywithasubsequentuncontrolledrelease
of radioactivity much greater than that whi'ch

might otherwise occur. Direction is given to
v

'Figure
PC-4, refer to Section C). This minimizes the

offsite radioactivity release rate while still
assuring primary containment integrity.
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suppression pool water level is below El.
217 ft., the suppression chamber vent is not

submerged. Therefore, venting of the sup-

pression chamber can reduce primary contain-
ment pressure.

Venting via the suppression chamber is the

preferred method of primary containment
venting because it takes advantage of the

scrubbing effect (i.e. vented gas from the pri-

mary containment which exits from the

downcomers passes through the suppression

pool water volume). The scrubbing effect
minimizes the amountofradioactivityreleased.

Venting is continued only until suppression

chamber pressure has been reduced and, can

be maintained below, the Primary Contain-

ment Pressure Limit (Figure PC-4, refer to

Section C),
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Ifsuppression pool water level is at or above

El. 217 ft„ the suppression chamber vent is

submerged. If the vent is submerged, the

suppression chamber cannot be vented.
Therefore, the operator is directed to vent the

drywell (in accordance with EOP-6, Attach-
ment 21) to reduce primary containment
pressure.

Although the actual elevation of the suppres-
sion chamber vent is above El. 217 ft. indi-

cated, El. 217 ft. is the maximum level at

which installed instruments can accurately
detect anddisplaysuppression pool water level.

Ifindicated suppression pool water level is at

or above El. 217 ft., it must be assumed that

suppression chamber vent is submerged.

Venting is continued only until suppression
chamber pressure has been reduced below,
and can be maintained below, the Primary
Containment Pressure Limit (Figure PC-4,
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refer to Section C).
This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, suppres-
sion chamber pressure cannot be maintained
below the Primary Containment Pressure Limit
(Figure PC-4, refer to Section C), has been

met.
Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedural leg confirms that all
prior actions to terminate the increasing pri-
mary containment pressure trend have been

unsuccessful, and that further control actions
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Suppression pool water level is below El. 217 ft. Irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured,
initiate suppression chamber sprays (EOP.6, Att 22, 5, 6)
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need to be directed.
The use of suppression chamber sprays may
previously have been precluded because of
adequate core cooling concerns. When sup-

pression chamber pressure cannot be main-

tained below the Primary Containment Pres-

sure Limit (Figure PC-4, refer to Section C),
the use of suppression chamber sprays is di-
rected, irrespective of adequate core cooling
concerns, toreduce primary containmentpres-
sure.

This action is specified at this point because

not doing so may eventually result in a com-

plete and uncontrolled loss of primary con-

tainment integrity. With no assurance as to
where the primary containment may fail, the
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loss of the suppression pool must be assumed,

accompanied by complete and unrecoverable

loss of core cooling. The degraded core con-

dition and loss ofprimary containment integ-

rity may release substantial amounts of radio-

activity to the environment. When it is neces-

sary to make a choice between assuring pri-
mary containment integrity or adequate core

cooling, the Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2

EOPs direct that preference willbe made to-

ward assuring primary containment integrity,
regardless of core conditions, in order to pro-

tect the general public.

The override step at the beginning of this

procedural leg directs the operator to termi-

nate suppression chamber sprays when sup-

pression chamber pressure decreases to 1.68
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psig (the high drywell pressure scram set-
point), to assure that primary containment
pressure is not reduced below atmospheric.
Maintaining a positive primary containment
pressure assures that a safe (positive) margin
to the negative design pressure (-4.7 PSID) of
the primary containment exists.

The suppression pool water level requirement
of less than El. 217 ft. is to ensure that the
suppression chamber spray nozzles are not
submerged. If the spray nozzles were sub-

merged, no spray action would occur and no
benefit would be derived from initiating the
suppression chamber spray system.
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THEN

Suppression pool water level is at or below El. 217 ft
AND

Orywell temperature and pressure are within the
Drywell Spray Initiation Umit (Figure PC-2)

Irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured:
1. Trip recirculation pumps
2. Trip dryweil unit coolers
3. Initiate drywall sprays (EOP.6, Att 22. 5, 6)

The step directs the operator to trip recitcula-
tion pumps and drywell unit coolers. This
guidance is provided because these compo-
nents are not designed to operate in a spray
environment.

The step directs the operator to initiate drywell
sprays to educe primary containment pres-
sure. Drywellspray operation reduces drywell
pressure and temperature through the com-
bined effects of evaporative and convective
cooling.

The use of drywell sprays may previously
have been precluded because ofadequate core
cooling concerns. When suppression chamber
pressure cannot be maintained below the Pri-
mary Containmeni Pressure Limit(Figure PC-

4, refer to Section C), the use ofdrywell sprays
is directed, irrespective ofadequate core cool-
ing.

This action is specified because not doing so

may eventually result in a complete and un-

controlled loss ofprimary containment integ-
rity. With no assurance as to where the pri-
mary containment may fail, the loss of the

suppression pool must be assumed, accompa-
nied by complete and unrecoverable loss of
core cooling. The degraded core condition
and loss ofprimary containment integrity may
release substantial amounts ofradioactivity to
the environment. When itisnecessary to make
a choice between assuring primary contain-
ment integrity or adequate core cooling, the
Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 EOPs direct
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that preference willbe made toward assuring ment integrity. Therefore, the operator is

primary containment integrity, regardless of directed not to initiate drywell sprays if the

core conditions, in order to protect the general combination ofdrywell temperature and pres-

public. sure cannot be maintained below the Drywell
Spray Initiation Limit.

The restriction on suppression pool water level
(less than El. 217 ft.) ensures that the design

primary containment differential pressure
(-4.7 PSID) is not challenged during drywell
spray operations.

The Drywell Spray Initiation Limit (Figure
PC-2, refer to Section C), controls initiationof
drywell sprays. With drywell temperature
andlor pressure above the Drywell Spray Ini-
tiation Limit,initiationofdrywellsprays could
result in a complete loss of primary contain-

The override step at the beginning of this

procedural leg directs the operator to termi-

nate drywell sprays when drywell pressure

decreases to L68 psig (the high drywell pres-

sure scram setpoint) to assure that primary
containment pressure is not reduced below
atmospheric. Maintaining a positive primary
containment pressure, assures a safe (posi-

tive) margin to the negative design pressure

(-4.7 PSID) of the primary containment.
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e

O~

This section of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con-
tainment Control, specifies operator actions to
be taken to control combustible gas (hydrogen
and oxygen) concentrations in the primary
containment.

Hydrogen and oxygen must both be present, in
sufficient concentration, for combustion to
occur. Excessive hydrogen concentration
mixed with high oxygen concentration and
ignited in the confined space of the primary
containment can generate peak pressures
which may exceed the structural capability of
the drywell, suppression chamber or drywell-
to-suppression chamber boundary. Such a

failure may result in the uncontrolled release
of radioactivity to the environment. In addi-
tion, the temperature and pressure shock waves

created during the rapid burning of these gases

may damage equipment important to the safe

shutdown ofthe plant. Concentrations ofboth
gases must be monitored and controlled to
prevent the development ofa flammable con-
dition.

Measurable levels of hydrogen could appear
in the primary containment from the following
sources: (I) the high temperature reaction of
metal (typically zirconium) with water to
produce hydrogen gas and metal oxide, (2)
radiolysis of water to produce hydrogen and

oxygen, and (3) feedwater injection ofhydro-
gen to control reactor chemistry. Nine Mile
Point Station Unit 2 does not inject hydrogen
into the RPV for reactor coolant chemistry
control.
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This step directs the operator to monitor and
control primary containment hydrogen and

oxygen concentrations.

Entry into this procedure requires activation of
available hydrogen monitoring systems, ifnot
already in operation.

Measurable levels ofoxygen are not expected
during normal power operations except during

brief periods at startup and shutdown of the

plant when the primary containment atmos-

phere is being inerted or de-inerted. However,
oxygen may occur from the radiolysis ofwater
or, entry to the primary containment from
leaks in the instrument air system. Oxygen
concentration is routinely monitored and con-
trolled during reactor operation in accordance
with Technical Specification requirements.
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This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

When the monitoring systems forhydrogen or

oxygen become unavailable, the concentra-

tion of these gases must be determined by
manually sampling and analysis.
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Ifhydrogen and oxygen concentrations in the

drywell or suppression chamber cannot be

determined by any means, itmust be assumed

that levels are in excess of those required to

support combustion.

The specified value of 6% hydrogen concen-

tration is the minimum required to support a

deflagration(to burn rapidly withintense heat).

The associated stoichiometric concentration
(quantitative relationship) of oxygen for this
condition is 5%. Combustion of hydrogen in
the deflagration concentration range creates a

travelling flame 'front, heating the primary

containment atmosphere and causing a rapid
increase in primary containment pressure.

A deflagration may result in peak primary
containment pressure high enough to rupture
the drywell, suppression chamber, or drywell-
to-suppression chamber boundary, thus de-

feating the pressure suppression function of
the primary containment. If conditions in

either the drywell or suppression chamber are

such that a deflagration could occur, the op-

erator is directed to continue in the procedure

at point M, where appropriate actions are

provided.
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This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, drywell
or suppression chamber hydrogen concentra-
tion at 1%, has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedural leg confirms that

hydrogen gas concentration in either the

drywell or suppression chamber is increasing,
and that further control actions need to be

directed. 1% is the H2/02 analyzer minimum
detectable H2 concentration.
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Is
drywell pressure

less than 1.68
pslg

No

Yes

This step asks the question: "is drywell pres-

surelesss

than 1.68 psig?". Since the subsequent
action do not allow defeating LOCA isolation
interlocks, this provides an easy method to

bypass the steps where purging is performed
using normal operating procedures.
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Yes

Is
the release rate

expected to rernatn
betew the Lco
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The existence ofa detectable amountofhydro-
gen (1%) in either the drywell or suppression
chamber warrants corrective action, irrespec-

tive of the condition which required entry into
N2-EOP-PC, Primary Containment Control.

permitted only ifit can be performed within
the limits prescribed for normal (non-emer-

gency) plant operation (i.e., release rates will
remain below the Technical Specification LCO
limits).

Purging of the primary containment is the

method normally used to control primary
containment atmosphere conditions, and is,
therefore, the firstmethod employed to reduce

hydrogen concentration at this point. Al-
though continued increases in hydrogen con-

centration willdirectly threaten primary con-

tainment integrity, hydrogen concentrations
near the minimum detectable level (1%) are

not by themselves primary containment
threatening. Therefore, purging at this point is

Consistent with Nine Mile Point Station Unit
2 procedures, it is appropriate to wait for the

results of an analysis of a sample of the pri-

mary containment before purging the primary
containment. This is directed by N2-OP-61A.

Ifexisting plant conditions and the most re-

cently obtained air sample results suggest that

the release to areas outside of the primary
containment will remain within Technical

Specification requirements, as indicated by a
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"YES" response to this step, the primary con-

tainment purge may commence. The operator

is, therefore, directed to continue in this proce-

dural leg with actions to purge the primary
containment.

Ifexisting plant conditions and the most re-

cently obtained air sample results suggest that

the release to areas outside of the primary
containment willnot remain withinTechnical

Specification requirements, as indicated by a

"NO" response to this step, the primary con-

tainment should not be purged. The operator

is, therefore, directed to continue in this proce-

dural leg with actions to place the hydrogen
recombiners in service.
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Ifexisting plant conditions and the most re-

cently obtained air sample results suggest that

"YES" response to this step, theprimarycon- the release to areas outside of the primary
tainment purge may commence. The operator containment willnot remain within Technical
is, therefore, directed tocontinuein thisproce- Specification requirements, as indicated by a

dural leg with actions to purge the primary "NO" response to this step, the primary con-
containment. tainment should not be purged. The operator

is, therefore, directed to continue in this proce-
dural leg with actions to place the hydrogen
recombiners in service.
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Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 procedures
provide directions for obtaining a primary
containment air sample and performing the

analyses which verify that the actual radioac-
tivityrelease rate is within the limitspermitted
by Technical Specifications. (N2-OP-61A).

The primary containment purge must be iso-
lated if the offsite radioactivity release rate
reaches the Technical Specification release
rate LCO. Unrestricted purging to reduce

This is an override step and applies throughout combustible gas concentration is only- appro-
theperformanceoftheremainderof thispro- priate when deflagration concentrations of
cedural leg to purge the primary containment hydrogen and oxygen are reached.

with hydrogen and oxygen concentrations be-
low deflagration limits.
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Purge the primary containment to restore and maintain drywall and suppression chamber hydrogen
concentrations below 1% as foltows:
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This step directs the operator to purge the

primary containment to restore and mainain
drywell and suppression chamber hydrogen
concentrations below 1%. Purge flowis estab-
lished to provide the driving force for "push-

ing" hydogen out of the primary containment.
The purge medium (air or nitrogen) will be

determined by the following steps and is de-

pendent on primary containment oxygen con-
centration.
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THEN

Oxygen concentration in the space being purged is at or above 5% Initiate and maximize air or nitrogen purge itow
(OP61A. Sections S.O or 3.0)

With oxygen concentration at or above 5% in
the space to be purged, directions are provided
to purge using either air or nitrogen as the

purge medium. Since the space has already
been de-inerted, no distinction between purg-
ing mediums is required.
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This step directs the operator to monitor and
control hydrogen and oxygen concentrations
in the drywell.

Hydrogen and oxygen must both be present, in
sufficient concentration, for combustion to
occur. Excessive hydrogen concentration
mixed with sufficient oxygen concentration
and ignited in the confined space ofthe drywell
can generate peak pressures which may ex-

ceed the structural capability of the drywell.
Such a failure could lead to the uncontrolled
release ofradioactivity to the environment. In
addition, the temperature and pressure shock
waves created during the rapid burning of
these gases may damage equipment important
to the safe shutdown of the plant. Concentra-
tions ofboth gases are therefore monitored and
controlled to prevent the development of a

flammable condition.
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WAIT until
Drywell hydrogen

concentration reaches
1% but is below 5%

OR
Drywell oxygen
concentration
is below 5%
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"~:~~'his

step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg untileitherof the statedconditions,
drywell hydrogen concentration at 1% but is
below 5% OR drywell oxygen concentration
below 5%, have been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg, confirms that
hydrogen and/or oxygen gas concentrations in
the drywell are within the vendor limitations
for recombiner operation, and are below
combustible gas concentrations.

The subsequent steps, directed in this proce-
dural leg, place hydrogen recombiners in serv-
ice taking suction on the drywell. These ac-

tions are taken, however, only when drywell
hydmgenandoxygenconcentrations are within
the vendor limitations for recombiner opera-
tion.

The lower limit for hydrogen (1%) is the
minimum detectable hydrogen concentration.
Starting recombiners below this limit would
serve no useful purpose because of an insuf-
ficient supply of hydrogen to support recom-
bination.

The upper limits (below 5% hydrogen and
below 5% oxygen) are defined to be (1) the
lower of the hydrogen deflagration concentra-
tion or the maximum hydrogen concentration
allowed by the recombiner vendor, and (2) the
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1. Place hydrogen recombiners in service
taking suction directly on the drywell
(OP%2, Section E.2)

2. Operate the drywell unit coolers

This step directs the operator to place hydro-
gen recombiners in service taking suction di-
rectly on the drywell to reduce the drywell
hydrogen concentration.

Operation of the drywellunit coolers serves to
re-distribute the hydrogen throughout the
drywell, thereby diluting localized regions of
high hydrogen concentrations to minimize the
potential for a deflagration event.
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WAIT until
Drywell hydrogen

concentration reaches 5%
AND

Drywell oxygen
concentration

reaches
5%

This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance of subsequent actions in this

procedural leg until both of the stated condi-

tions, drywell hydrogen concentration at 5%

ANDdrywelloxygen concentration at 5%, has

been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedural leg, confirms that

drywell hydrogen and oxygen concentrations
have reached the maximum concentration for
which recombiner operation is permitted.
When this condition exists, additional actions

must be directed to protect equipment and the

primary containment from damage.

The combustible gas concentrations specified
in this step define the upper end of the permis-

sible recombiner operating range. This differs
from the limits for starting recombiners in the

previous step. Recombiner operation contin-

ues until both hydrogen and oxygen concen-

trations reach their respective limits.

The maximum oxygen concentration for re-

combiner operation (with hydrogen concen-

tration below 5%) is 5%. This limitis based on

the recombiner vendor limitations and is used

to prevent combustion.
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P',"< Drtnrrat trrotiin.,:,P"~

Seorre all hydrogen recombinera
taking auction on rhe d'art

Ifhydrogen and oxygen concentrations have
increased to the levels specified in the previ-
ous step, recombiner operation has been inef-
fective in controlling combustible gas concen-
tration in the drywell. Securing recombiners is
warranted to prevent equipment or primary
containment damage.

The drywell unit coolers do not need to be
secured, since they may be operated up to the
6% hydrogen concentration limit. The recom-
biners are secured because they have lower
limits for operation.
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This step directs the operator to monitor and

control hydrogen and oxygen concentrations
in the suppression chamber.

Hydrogen and oxygen must both be present, in
sufficient concentration, for combustion to
occur. Excessive hydrogen concentration
mixed with sufficient oxygen concentration
and ignited in the confined space of the sup-

pression chamber can generate peak pressures
which may exceed the structural capability of

the suppression chamber. Such a failure could
lead to the uncontrolled release of radioactiv-
ity to the environment. In addition, the tem-

perature and pressure shock waves created
during the rapid burning of these gases may
damage equipment important to the safe shut-

down of the plant. Concentrations of both

gases are therefore monitored and controlled
to prevent the development of a flammable
condition.
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lower of the oxygen deflagration concentra-
tion of5% or the maximum oxygen concentra-
tion permitted by the recombiner vendor.

The Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 limit for
the upper limit of hydrogen concentration is
based on the maximum hydrogen concentra-
tion allowed by the recombiner vendor. The
Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 limit for the
upper limit for oxygen concentration (with
hydrogen concentration below 5%) is based

on the oxygen concentration deflagration lim-
tts.

Starting recombiners above the limits identi-
fied above could either create the ignition
source which causes deflagration to occur, or
cause damage to the recombiners and auxil-
iary system components due to operation at

reaction temperatures above equipment de-

sign values (recombiners generate intense heat

even under normal operating conditions).
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Place hydrogen recombiners in service taking suction directly on the
suppression chamber (OP-62, Section E.2)
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This step directs the operator to place hydro-
gen recombiners in service taking suction di-
rectly on the suppression chamber to reduce
the suppression chamber hydrogen concentra-
tion.
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No hydrogen recombiner can
be placed in senrice tarring
suction drectty on the
suppression chamber

Drywall hydrogen
concena ation is below 5%

OR
Drywalloxygen concentradon
is below 5'4

Place hydrogen recombiners in
service taking suction tndirectty
on the suppression ~ by
way ot the drywdt

Recombiners operating with suction from the

drywell may reduce the suppression chamber

hydrogen and oxygen concentrations. When

the recombiner is operating, the gases com-

bine to form water, and a pressure drop occurs

in the atmosphere from which the gases were

drawn. As drywell pressure decreases below
suppression chamber pressure, suppression
chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers open to
transfer gases from the suppression chamber

to the drywell.

Control of suppression chamber combustible

gas concentrations in this manner also requires

that both drywell hydrogen and oxygen con-

centrations be within the vendor limitations
for starting recombiners (i.e., hydrogen con-

centration above 1% but less than 5% OR

oxygen concentration less than 5%).
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No hydrogen recombiner can
be placed in service taking
suction directly on the
suppression chamber

Drywell hydrogen
concentration is below 5%

OR
Dryweli oxygen concentration
is below 5%

Place hydrogen recombiners in
service taking suction indirectly
on the suppression chamber by
way of the drywell

WAIT until
Suppression chamber

hydrogen concentration
reaches 5%

AND
Suppression chamber
oxygen concentration

reaches 5%

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until both of the stated condi-
tions, suppression chamber hydrogen concen-
tration at 5% OR suppression chamber oxygen
concentration at 5%, has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg confirms that
suppression chamber hydrogen and oxygen
concentrations have reached the maximum
concentration forwhich recombiner operation
is permitted. When this condition exists, addi-
tional actions must be directed to protect
equipment and the primary containment from
damage.

The combustible gas concentrations specified
in this step define the upper end ofthe permis-
sible recombiner operating range. This differs
from the limits for starting recombiners in the
previous step, in that recombiner operation
continues until both hydrogen and oxygen
concentrations reach their respective limits.
Such action maximizes the time recombiners

may operate to control hydrogen concentra-
tion.

The maximum oxygen concentration for re-

combiner operation (with hydrogen concen-

tration below 5%) is 5%. This limitis based on

the oxygen concentration deflagration limits.
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Secure all hydrogen recombiners taVing
suction directly on the suppression chamber

Ifhydrogen and oxygen concentrations have

increased to the levels specified in the previ-
ous step, recombiner operation has been inef-
fective in controlling combustible gas concen-

tration in the suppression chamber. Securing
recombiners is warranted to prevent equip-
ment or primary containment damage.
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Secure aII hydrogen recombiners taking ~

suction directly ori the suppression chamber
V

Secure all hydrogen recombiners
taking suction on the drywell .

WAlTuntil
Drywell or suppression

chamber hydrogen
concentration reaches 6%

AND
Drywell or suppression

chamber oxygen
concentration is

above 5%

OM

'','4kMM<~~4@$Ã:~C".'.'-p~)~)%~::."em~>s.4~(;,'.$g..g

j:,:REQUIRED',".eriter,RPVControt„:,md.'execute:tt",",:,.",j

4 RPV Control
Section RP

Q C3

g CS

The two concurrently executed flowpaths re-
combine at this point.

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until both of the stated condi-
tions, drywell or suppression chamber hydro-
gen concentration reaches 6% AND drywell
or suppression chamber oxygen concentration
above 5%, have been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
previous attempts to lower hydrogen and/or
oxygen gas concentrations in the suppression
chamber and drywell have been unsuccessful,
and that further control actions need to be

directed.
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The specified value of 6% hydrogen concen-
tration is the minimum required to support a

deflagration (to burn rapidly with intense heat).
The associated stoichiometric concentration
(quantitative relationship) of oxygen for this
condition is 5%.

Ifhydrogen and oxygen concentrations in the phere and causing a rapid increase in primary
drywell or suppression chamber reach defla- containment pressure. A deflagration may
gration limits, (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen) result in peak primary containment pressure
the RPV must be rapidly depressurized to high enough to rupture the drywell, suppres-
place the primary system in the safest condi- sion chamber, or drywell-to-suppression
tion (state of lowest energy). chamber boundary, thus defeating the pressure

suppression function of the primary contain-
ment. Ifconditions in either the drywell or
suppression chamber are such that a deflagra-
tion could occur, the RPV must be rapidly
depressurized to place the primary system in
the safest condition (state of lowest energy).

Combustion of hydrogen in the deflagration
concentration range creates a travelling flame
front, heating the primary containment atmos-

Entry into N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, en-
sures that a reactor scram is initiated before the
RPV is depressurized. A reactor scram need

only be initiated once during any given event
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sequence that requires entry into the Emer-
gency Operating Procedures. This allows con-
current execution of the Reactor Power (RQ)
leg ofN2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, and avoids
unnecessary cycling of the control rod drive

hydraulic system. In addition, entry into N2-
EOP-RPV, RPV Control, must be made be-

cause it is through that procedure's Reactor
Pressure (RP) leg that direction to emergency
depressurize the RPV is given.
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«Secure operabon of 'd tyvreti unit cooters,S

IF

Nhlle executing the following steps:

AND THEN

Suppression Chamber sprays have
been initiated

Suppression chamber pressure drops below 1.68 psig

Ã~:W?> < aQ '<< Ã>< ><'c'c.'>. <>'> ' ':>:>«'AV
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'«<<<x+Nokr>'".'.<<A»'erminate

suppression chamber
sprays

~ «><< >".>>«r><> <<':<<>'»'.M<4 > «p<:'a<i $:t'<'<
>Terminate dAtNetfsprays "..„'",';<+>tq~<<< 8

This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

The action directed in this step terminates the
operation ofsuppressionchamber sprays. This
stops the convective cooling process and the
cooling/condensing of potential steam in the
suppression chamber air space ensuring that
primary containment pressure is not reduced
below atmospheric.

Terminating suppressionchambersprays when
suppression chamber pressure decreases be-
low 1.68 psig avoids creating a negative pri-
mary containment pressure. Maintaining a

positive primarycontainmentpressure assures

that a safe (positive) margin to the negative
design pressure (-4.7 PSID) of the primary
containment exists.
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White execvtlng the following steps:

AND
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Drywell sprays have been inisaard
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Dryvrell pressure drops behw 1.68 psig Terminate drywell sprays

This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

The action directed in this step terminates the
operation of drywell sprays. This stops the
convective cooling process and the cooling/
condensing of potential steam in the drywell
air space ensuring that primary containment
pressure is not reduced below atmospheric.

Terminating drywell sprays when drywell
pressure decreases below 1.68 psig avoids
creating a negative primary containment pres-
sure. Maintaining a positive primary contain-
ment pressure assures that a safe (positive)
margin to the negative design pressure
(-4.7 PSID) ofthe primary containment exists.
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This step directs the operator to perform the
following steps, in the order specified, to re-
duce drywell and suppression chamber hydro-
gen AND/OR oxygen concentrations below
deflagration limits.

For those steps which direct venting and purg-
ing of the primary containment, the evolution
should be performed irrespective of the resul-
tant offsite radioactivity release rate. Direc-
tion for defeating isolation interlocks is pro-
vided in EOP-6, Attachment 25.

Ifa deflagration were to occur, primary con-
tainment failure may result. Venting the pri-
mary containment is the only mechanism which
remains to prevent an uncontrolled and unpre-

dictable breach of the primary containment.
The controlled release of radioactivity to the
environment is preferable to primary contain-
ment failure, which may result in the loss of
adequate core cooling and an uncontrolled
radioactivity release.

When hydrogen and oxygen concentrations
can be determined and restored/maintained
below deflagration limits, the operator should
discontinue these actions and re-enter this
procedural leg (PCH) taking actions as

re-'uired

by the known concentration of these

gases. The intent is not to perform uncon-
trolled venting, rather, as required to stay be-

low the specified limits.
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Sup pression pool water level is below El. 2l7 lt. Initiate suppression chamber sprays t EOPW, Att 22,5, 6)
Use only those pumps not required to assure
adequate core cooling by continuous injection
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If suppression pool water level is below El.
217 ft., the suppression chamber spray nozzles

and the suppression chamber vent are not
submerged. Therefore, the combined actions

of spraying the suppression chamber and

venting the suppression chamber can be used

to reduce the drywell and suppression cham-

ber hydrogen and oxygen concentrations.
Venting via the suppression chamber is the

preferred method of primary containment
venting because it takes advantage of the

scrubbing effect, which minimizes the amount
of radioactivity released.

Suppression chamber sprays and suppression
chamber venting are continued only until
drywell and suppression chamber hydrogen

and oxygen concentrationscan berestored and

maintained below deflagration limits, (6%

hydrogen and 5% oxygen).

The supplemental action reminds the operator

to ensure adequate core cooling is available.

Maintaining adequate core cooling takes

precedence over initiating suppression cham-

ber sprays at this time because additional ac-

tion is stillavailable forreversing the increasing

primary containment hydrogen and/or oxygen
concentration trend. Therefore, only if the

continuous operation of a RHR pump in the

LPCI mode is not required to assure adequate

core cooling is itpermissible to use that pump
for suppression chamber sprays.
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This step, however, does permit alternating

the use of RHR pumps between the LPCI
injection and suppression chamber spray
modes, as the need for each occurs and as long
as adequate core cooling is able to be main-

tained.

This step addresses initiation of suppression
chamber sprays. Instructions for terminating
suppression chamber spray operation, once

initiated, are provided by a previous override

step.

Additionally, this step provides for the capa-

bility to utilize SWP for containment sprays
similar to RHR. Ifcontinuous SWP injection
is required to assure adequate core cooling, it
should not be diverted to the spray mode.
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IF
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Suppression pool water level is below El. 201 ft.
AND

Drywell pressure is below 1.68 psig
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Purge the drywetl through the suppression pool,
(EOPW, Aa 25. Section 25.2)
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Ifsuppression pool water level is below El.
201 ft. and drywellpressure is below 1.68psig,
purging the drywell through the suppresion
pool with nitrogen is performed. this will
require pressurizing the drywell to approxi-
mately 5 pounds in order to establish theis
flowpath (due to the water head from the
bottom of the downcommers to the surface of
the pool). The suppression pool high water
level LCO and drywellpressure scram setpoint
are chosen to ensure that pressurizing the

drywell will not create or contribute to an

already existing containment pressure prob-
lem. Above these values, the purge flowpath
is performed.

Purging is continued only until drywell and
suppression chamberhydrogen and/or oxygen
concentrations can be restored and maintained
below deflagration limits (6% hydrogen and

5% oxygen).
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The suppression pool water level is at or above El. 201 lt.
OR

Drywall pressure is at or above 1.68 psig
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Purge the Primary Containment
(EOP4, Att 25, Section 25.1)
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Ifdrywell pressure is at or above the scram
setpoint or suppression pool water level is at or
above the high water level LCO, purging is
accomplished by venting and purging the re-
spective space with nitrogen. The flowpath
into the drywell and out of the suppression

chamber is not aligned (see previous page for
reasons). The disadvantage ofthis vent path is
that the containment atmosphere is not being
scrubbed (bubbling through the pool's water)
before being released offsite.
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Suppression pool water level re beatw EL 2t7 h.
AND

Drywall teirTterature and presarre are vrith'n the Drywel
Spray Initiation Limit (Fit)ure PC.2)

AltD
The Primary Contatnmers vent path is established
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This step directs the operator to trip the recir-
culation pumps and drywell cooling fans.
Guidance is provided because these compo-
nents are not designed to operate in a spray
environment.

Ifsuppression pool water level is below El.
217 ftir the suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are not submerged and will
function as designed to ensure that the design
primary containment differential pressure
(-4.7 PSID) is not challenged during drywell
spray operations.

Initiation ofdrywell sprays with drywell tem-
perature and/or pressure above the Drywell
Spray Initiation Limit (Figure PC-2, refer to

Section C) could result in a complete loss of
primary containment integrity. Therefore, the
operator is directed to initiate chywell sprays
only if'the combination of drywell tempera-
ture and pressure can be maintained below the
Drywell Spray Initiation Limit.

Drywell sprays are initiated to mitigate the
consequences of a deflagration, should one

"

occur. Spraying water inside the primary
containment will aid in (1) minimizing the
temperature and pressure increase caused by a

deflagrauon, (2) scrubbing radioactivity from
the primary containment atmospherre prior to
venting, and (3) thoroughly mixing the pri-
mary containment atmosphere to reduce local-
ized buildup ofcombustible gases.
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This step addresses initiationofdrywell sprays.
Instructions for terminating drywell spray op-
eration, once initiated, are provided by a pre-
vious override step.
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Suppression pool water level is below Et. 2t7 lt:,
'rywett temperature and pressure are wi&nete DrywreH

Spray'rhiaton Utrst(Figure PC Zl;; .
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WAlTundl
OryweN or suppression

chamber hydrogen
concentradon cannot be
restored and maintained

below 6%
AND

Orywel or suppression
chamber oxygen

concentration cannot be
restored and maintained

betow 5'4
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This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until both of the stated conditions,
drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen
concentration cannot be maintained below 6%
ANDdrywell or suppression chamber oxygen
concentration cannot be maintained below 5%,
have been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
previous attempts to lower hydrogen and/or
oxygen gas concentrations in the suppression
chamber and drywell have been unsuccessful,
and that further control actions need to be

directed.
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THEN

Suppression pool water level is below EI. 217 ft. Irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured,
initiate suppression chamber sprays (EOP-6, Att 22.5, 6)

The use of suppression chamber sprays may
have been previously precluded because of
adequate core cooling concerns. When drywell
and/or suppression chamber hydrogen and/or
oxygen concentrations cannot be maintained
below deflagration limits (6% hydrogen and
5% oxygen), the use of suppression chamber
sprays is directed, irrespective of adequate
core cooling concerns, to mitigate the conse-
quences of a deflagration should one occur.

This action is specified at this point because
not doing so may eventually result in a com-
plete and uncontrolled loss of primary con-
tainment integrity. With no assurance as to
where the primary containment may fail, the
loss of the suppression pool must be assumed

accompanied by complete and unrecoverable
loss ofcore cooling. The degraded core con-
dition and loss ofprimary containment integ-
rity could release substantial amounts of ra-
dioactivity to the environment. When it is
necessary to make a choice between assuring
primary containment integrityoradequate core
cooling, the Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2
EOPs direct that preference willbe made to-
ward assuring primary containment integrity,
regardless of core conditions, in order to pro-
tect the general public.

Aprevious override step directs the operator to
terminate suppression chamber sprays when
suppression chamber pressure decreases to
1.68 psig (the high drywell pressure scram
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setpoint) to assure that primary containment

pressure is not reduced below atmospheric.
Maintaining a positive primary containment

pressure assures that a safe (positive) margin
to the negative design pressure (-4.7 PSID) of
the primary containment exists.

A suppression pool water level below El. 217

ft. ensures that the suppression chamber spray
nozzles are not submerged. Ifthe spray nozzles

were submerged, no spray action would occur
and no benefit would be derived from initiat-

ing the system.

Suppression chamber spray operations are

continued only until drywell and/or suppres-

sion chamber hydrogen and/or oxygen con-

centrations can be restored and maintained

below deflagration limits (6% hydrogen and

5% oxygen).
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Suppression pool water level is behw El. 217 ft.
AND

Drywell temperature and pressure are within the
Drywell Spray Initiation Limit (Figure PC-2)

Irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured:
1. Trip recirculation pumps
2. Trip drywell unit coolers /
3. Initiate drywell sprays (EOPW, Att 22,5, 6)

This step directs the operator to trip the recir-
culation pumps and drywell cooling fans.

Guidance is provided because these compo-
nents are not designed to operate in a spray
environment.

The use of drywell sprays may have been

previously precluded because ofadequate core

cooling concerns. When drywell and/or sup-

pression chamber hydrogen and/or oxygen
concentrations cannot be maintained below
deflagration limits (6% hydrogen and 5%

oxygen), the use ofdrywell sprays is directed,
irrespective of adequate core cooling con-

cerns, to reduce the primary containment hy-

drogen and/or oxygen concentrations. This
action is specified because not doing so may
eventually result in a complete and uncon-
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trolled loss of primary containment integrity.

With no assurance as to where the primary
containment may fail, the loss of the suppres-

sion pool must be assumed accompanied by a

complete and unrecoverable loss ofcore cool-

ing. The degraded core condition and loss of
primary containment integrity has the poten-

tial to release substantial amounts of radioac-

tivityto the environment. When itis necessary

to make a choice between assuring primary
containment integrity or adequate core cool-

ing, the Nine MilePoint Station Unit 2 EOPs

direct that preference will be made towattl
assuring primary containment integrity, re-

gardless ofcore conditions, in order to protect
the general public.
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The restriction on suppression pool water level

(less than El. 217 ft.) ensures that the design

primary containment differential pressure

(-4.7 PSID) is not challenged during drywell
spray operations.

The Drywell Spray Initiation Limit (Figure
PC-2, refer to Section C) controls initiation of
drywellsprays. Withdrywell temperature and/
or pressure above the DrywellSpray Initiation
Limit,initiationofdrywell sprays could result
in a complete loss of primary containment

integrity. Therefore, the operator is directed to
initiate drywell sprays only ifthe combination

of drywell temperature and pressure can be

maintained below the Drywell Spray Initia-
tion Limit.

This step addresses initiationofdrywellsprays.

Instructions for terminating drywell spray

operation, once initiated, are provided by a

previous override step.

Drywell spray operations are continued only
until drywell and/or suppression chamber

hydrogen and/or oxygen concentrations can

be restored and maintained below deflagration
limits (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen).
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This section ofthe N2-EOP-PC, Primary Con-
tainment Control, specifies operator actions to
be taken to control and maintain drywell tem-
perature. The three concerns associated with
a high drywell temperature are: (1) exceeding
the drywell design temperature limit, (2) ex-
ceeding the environmental qualification tem-
perature limitof safety related equipment in
thedrywell,and(3) theaccuracyofRPVwater
level indication.

This sectional leg assumes that drywell tem-

perature can increase as a result ofeither: (1) a
failure of the drywell heat removal system, or
(2) the large addition ofsteam into the drywell.
This sectional leg provides a series of steps to
address either method ofdrywell temperature
increase.
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The initial action taken to control dzyweil
temperature employs the same method typi-
cally used during normal plant operations: (1)
monitoring temperature status and (2) placing
available dtywell cooling in operation as re-
quired to maintain temperature within speci-
fied normal operating limits (drywell tem-
perature LCO value). This step provides a

smooth transition from general plant proce-
dures to emergency operating procedures, and
assures that the normal method of drywell
temperaturecontrol is attempted in advanceof
initiating more complex actions to terminate
an increasing drywell temperature condition.

As long as drywell temperature remains below
its Technical Specification LCO value, no
further operator action is required in this pro-
cedural leg other than continuing to monitor
and control drywell temperature using avail-
able drywell cooling.

The operator is reminded that ambient drywell
temperature may affect RPV water level indi-
cations and trend. The caution statement de-
lineates specific conditional limitations for
each ofthe RPV water level instrument ranges.
Refer to Section C of the basis document for
further discussion of this caution statement.
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WAITuntil
Dtywell

temperature cannot
be maintained below

150'F
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This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, drywell
temperature cannot be maintained below
150'F, has been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

available drywell cooling systems are unable

to maintain drywell temperature below the

maximum normal operating temperature, and

that further control actions need to be ad-

dressed.
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Operate all available drywell cooling
Defeat isolation interlocks if necessary
(EOP-6, Att 2¹)

rywell sprays)

When drywell temperature cannot be main-
tained below its maximum normal operating
temperature, instruction is given to place into
operation all available methods of drywell
cooling with authorization to defeat isolation
interlocks.

The step recognizes that drywell cooler opera-,
tion may be otherwise precluded by concur-
rent actions required in other Nine MilePoint
Station Unit 2 EOPs being simultaneously
executed (e.g., lowering RPV water level in
N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power Control).
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BEFORE

Drywell temperature reaches
340'F (Drywell sprays)
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Ifdxywell temperature continues to increase
withall availabledrywell cooling inoperation,
further actions (initiatingdrywellsprays) must
be directed to reverse the increasing tempera-

ture trend. These actions must be taken
BEFORE drywell temperature reaches the

drywell design temperature (340'F) to main-
tain primary containment integrity.
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"4~+9+(j.;".,;>,'g,",„::$4(Pr!4'":~'.'".!::";~iii~~g" (Dryweii sprays)

While executing the following steps:

AND THEN

Drywell sprays have
been initiated

Orywell pressure drops Terminate drywell sprays
below 1.68 psig

Yes

This is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedural leg.

The action directed in this step terminates the
operation of drywell sprays. This stops the
convective cooling process and the cooling/
condensing of potential steam in the drywell
air space to ensure that primary containment
pressure is not reduced below atmospheric.

Drywellpressure below 1.68 psig also permits
resetting scram logic and primary contain-

ment isolation logic. Resetting the scram and

isolation logic allows the operator to perform
actions directed by EOPs without having to
defeat interlocks.

Terminating drywell sprays when drywell
pressure decreases below 1.68 psig avoids
creating negative primary containment pres-
sure. Maintaining a positive primary contain-
ment pressure assures a safe (positive) margin
to the negative design pressure (-4.7 PSID) of
the primary containment.
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status ofsuppression pool water level to deter-
mine ifdrywell spray operation is permissible.

If suppression pool water level is below El.
217 ft., as indicated by a "YES" response to
this step, the suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are not submerged and will
function as designed. Drywellspray operation
can be used to reduce drywell temperature and
may continues as long as drywell temperature
and pressures are within the limits of the
Drywell Spray Initiation Limit(Figure PC-2,
refer to Section C).

Ifsuppression pool water level is at or above
El. 217 ft., as indicated by a "NO"response to
this step, the suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers are submerged. Drywell
spray operation with the vacuum breakers par-
tiallyorcompletely submerged(i.e., no drywell
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vacuum relief capability) could result in ex-
ceeding the design negative differential pres-
sure capability (-4.7 PSID) of the primary
containment because of the inability to equal-
ize pressure through the vacuum breakers.
Therefore, drywell spray operation is not per-
mitted ifsuppression pool water level is at or
above El. 217 ft.

Although the actual elevation of the suppres-
sion chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers is
above El. 217 ft. indicated, El. 217 ft. is the
maximum level at which installed instruments
can accurately detect and display suppression
pool water level. Ifindicated suppression pool
water level is at or above El. 217 ft., itmust be
assumed that suppression chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breakers willnot function as designed,
because a portion of the valve is covered with
water.
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of drywell temperature and pressure
relative to the Drywell Spray Initiation Limit
(Figure PC-2, refer to Section C) to determine
ifdrywell spray operation is permissible.

the combined effects ofevaporative and con-
vective cooling. In evaporative cooling the
water spray undergoes a change ofstate, liquid
to vapor, whereas convective cooling involves
no change of state.

The Drywell Spray Initiation Limit (Figure
PC-2, refer to Section C) is defined to be the
highest drywell temperature at which initia-
tion of drywell sprays will not result in an

evaporative cooling pressure drop to below
either: (1) the drywell-below-suppression
chamber differential pressure capability (-10
PSID), or (2) the high drywell pressure scram
setpoint (1.68 psig)

Drywellspray operation reduces primary con-
tainment pressure and temperature through
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Evaporative cooling occurs when water- is
sprayed into a superheated atmosphere. The
water at the surface of each droplet is heated
and flashes to steam, absorbing heat energy
from the atmosphere, until the atmosphere
reaches saturated conditions.

In the drywell, with typical drywell spray
flowrate, this cooling process results in an

immediate, rapid, large reduction in pressure.
This occurs at a rate much faster than can be

compensated for by the primary containment
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vacuum relief system. Unrestricted operation
of drywell sprays could cause an excessive
negative differential pressure to occur between
the drywell and the suppression chamber, large
enough to cause a loss ofprimary containment
integrity.

Convective cooling occurs when water is

sprayed into a saturated atmosphere. The
sprayed water droplets absorb heat from the
surrounding atmosphere through convective
heat transfer (sensible heat from the atmos-
phere is transferred to the waterdroplets). This
effect results in a reduction in ambient tem-
perature and pressure until equilibrium condi-
tions are established.

This cooling process occurs at a rate much
slower than the evaporative cooling process.
An operator can effectively control the magni-
tude ofa drywell temperature/pressure reduc-
tion from convective cooling by terminating
operation of drywell sprays.

Ifdrywell temperature and pressure are within
the limitsofthe DrywellSpray InitiationLimit,
as indicated by a "YES" response to this step,
drywell sprays can be used to reduce drywell
temperature. The operator is directed to con-
tinue in this procedural leg where actions to
initiate drywell sprays are addressed.

Ifdrywell temperature and pressure are not
within the limits of the Drywell Spray Initia-
tion Limit,as indicated by a "NO"response to
this step, drywell spray operation is not per-
mitted because the negative design differen-
tial pressure limit between the drywell and

suppression chamber may be exceeded, with
subsequent failure of the primary contain-
ment. The operator is directed to continue in
this procedural leg where additional actions to
reduce drywell temperature will be directed
when temperature cannot be maintained be-

low the drywell design temperature {340'F).
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1. Trip recirculation pumps
2. Trip drywell unit coolers
3. Initiate drywell sprays (EOP4, Att 22, 5, tt)~ Use only those pumps nol required to assure

adequate core cooling by continuous
injection

The step directs the operator to trip recircula-
tion pumps and drywell unit coolers. Guid-
ance is provided because these components
are not designed to operate in a spray environ-
ment.

The step directs the operator to initiate drywell
sprays to reduce primary containment pres-
sure. Drywellspray operation reduces drywell
pressure and temperature through the com-
bined effects of evaporative cooling and con-
vective cooling.

Maintaining adequate core cooling takes
precedence over initiatingdrywellsprays, since
catastrophic failure of the primary contain-
ment is not expected to occur at the stated
value of drywell temperature (340'F). In
addition, further action is still available for

reversing the increasing drywell temperature
trend.

Operation of RHR pumps to provide drywell
spray is permitted only ifcontinuous operation
of the RHR pumps in the Low Pressure Cool-
ant Injection (LPCQ mode is not required to
assure adequate core cooling. This step, how-
ever, does permit alternating the use of RHR
pumps between the LPCI injection and drywell
spray modes, as the need for each occurs and
as long as adequate core cooling is able to be

maintained.

This step addresses initiationofdrywellsprays.
Instructions for terminating drywell spray op-
eration, once initiated, are provided by a pre-
vious override step.

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
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performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, drywell
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Additionally, this step provides for the capa-
bilityto utilize SWP or FPW for containment
sprays similar to RHR. Ifcontinuous SWP or
FPW injection is required to assure adequate
core cooling, it should not be diverted to the

spray mode.
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EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION .
RP 'S

REQUIRED; enter RPV Control and execute it
concurrently with this procedure 4C5

When drywell temperature cannot be main-
tained below applicable component qualifica-
tion or structural design limits, further release
ofenergy from the RPV to the drywell can be

minimized by rapidly depressurizing the RPV.
This action serves to terminate, or reduce as

much as possible, any continued drywell tem-
perature increase.

Entering N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, assures

that, ifpossible, the reactor is scrammed and
shutdown by control rod insertion before RPV
depressurization is initiated. Entry into N2-
EOP-RPV, RPV Control, from this procedure
must be directed because conditions requiring
entry into NZ-EOP-PC, Primary Containment
Control, do not necessarily require entry into
N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control. Therefore, a

scram may not have yet been initiated.

Directing that N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control,
be entered, rather than stating "initiate a reac-
tor scram", coordinates actions currently be-

ing executed ifN2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control,
has already been entered(N2-EOP-RPV, RPV
Control, requires initiating a reactor scram

only ifone has not previously been initiated).
In addition, entry into N2-EOP-RPV, RPV
Control, must be made because it is through
the override statement in the Reactor Pressure

(RP) leg ofRPV Control that a transfer is made
to N2-EOP-C2, Emergency RPV Depressuri-
zation.
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I '

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
CONTROL

C

I I ~

The purpose of this procedure is to protect

equipmentin the secondary containment, limit
the radioactivity release to the secondary

containment, and either maintain secondary
containment integrity or limit radioactivity
release from the secondary containment.

~ Minimize ground level releases of air-

borne radioactive material by discharge

through an elevated release point.

~ Shield personnel from radiation which

penetrates the primary containment.

The purpose of this procedure relates directly
to the basic functions performed by the secon-

dary containment structures;

~ Contain fission products which may leak

from the primary containment.

~ Provide a protected environment for key

equipment important to safety.

The procedure's purpose is accomplished

through concurrent control of secondary con-

tainment radiation level, temperature, and

water level.
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The entry conditions for this procedure are

symptomatic of conditions which, ifnot cor-
rected, could degrade into an emergency.
Adverse effects on equipment operability and
conditions directly challenging secondary
containment integrity were specifically con-
sidered in the selection of these entry condi-
tions.

Floor drain sump water level high-high

Afloordrain sump water level high-high is an

indication that steam or water may be dis-
charging into the secondary containment.

Area radiation level alarm unexpectedly
high

Differential pressure at or above 0 in. of
water

A high secondary containment differential
pressure indicates a potential loss of secon-

dary containmentstructural integrity and could
result in uncontrolled release of radioactivity
to the environment.

An unexpected high area radiation alarm is an

indication that water from a primary system or
from a primary to secondary system leak may
be discharging into the secondary contain-
ment.
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HVRexhaust radiation level above an isola-

tion setpoint

Area temperature above an isolation set-

point

High HVR exhaust radiation levels may indi-
cate radioactivity is being released to the en-

vironment when the system should have au-

tomatically isolated.

An area temperature above an isolation set-

point is an indication that steam from a pri-
mary system may be discharging into the sec-

ondary containment. As temperatures con-

tinue to increase, the continued operability of
equipment needed to carry out EOP actions

may be compromised. High area temperatures

also present a danger to personnel since access

to the secondary containment may be required

by actions specified by the EOPs.
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It is appropriate to activate the emergency
plan ifplant conditions are at action levels
specified in EAP-1.

This step serves to flag the operator that emer-

gency plan implementation may be required.
It is not intended that emergency plan actions
be completed before proceeding in the proce-
dure.
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IF

Whil~ executing this procedure:

THEN

HVA~ tdtaust radiation level exceeds an isolation setpoint
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Venly the following:
~ HVR 'atolates
~ HvR'Uca13A, or a138 start
~ SBGT starts
~ HVA und coolers start

gS
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Sectton SCR Sectton SCT

Sectton SC

Confirming isolation ofHVRafter receipt ofa

high radiation signal, terminates any further
release of radioactivity to the environment
from this system.

This override must be cominuousiy evaluated SBGT is normally used under post-transient

during the execution of the Secondary Con- conditions to maintain reactor building pres-

tainment Control EOP. sure negative with respect to the atmosphere.

The exhaust from SBGT is processed before

being discharged to the environment through

an elevated release point.
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THEN

HVR isolates
AHO

HVR exhatrst radiation level is t?stow the isolation setpoint

Restan HVR

Defeat h?tth drXwett presswe and tow RPV water level
isolation intertost?a. il necessary (EOp4. Attachment 26)

Section SCR Section SCT

Section SCL

HVR is normally used to maintain secondary
containment temperature and differential
pressure within operational limits. Ifisolated,
once ithas been confirmed that restart willnot
result in an excessive release of radioactivity
to the environment, it is appropriate to restart
this system and use it to restore and maintain
temperature and pressure.

It is appropriate to defeat the high drywell
pressure and low RPV water level isolation
interlocks, ifneeded, since applicauon ofthese

isolations to HVR is for the sole purpose of
limiting radioactivity release to the environ-
ment. These isolation interlocks become dis-
pensable once it is assured that excessive re-

lease of radioactivity willnot occur.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

W{
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gg

1%%?&44)4gÃNAN,".@%EPme '4'5".~i'. 9'%'??4 ~? ~+~4?P ':~""~<?~? ':c ~'?TitEIt8'QQ+c."?4?~»'cg~??'%'a;»4-'.
gg

9

!'$'{c{?~ ??clam??+p. ???'t 'Y&$ ~»??ct/: .p@g» A»? c . '+»

:Ml.:.'N'~P'M?."{C~:I:::?»",.Sc?»KANIS~~??~W{'{?t?
t'c??m5Nk<kgC'ection

SCA S{tctton SCT

Soctton SCL

REACTOR BUILOINO
RAOIATIONLEVELS

REACTOR BUILOINO
WATER LEVELS

REACTOR BUILOINO
TEMPERATURE

The Secondary Containment Control Proce-

dure is structured along three parallel action

paths. Actions taken to control parameters in
one path can affect parameters in another path.

Therefore, all paths are entered and executed

concurrently. Current values and trends of
parameters and the status of plant systems

during a transient dictate the order and priority
of specific actions executetL There is no

priorityassigned to the execution ofany of the

individual sections.

Differential pressure is an entry condition to

this procedure that has no directly associated

operator actions. The procedure addresses

secondary containment pressure control by
directing the use of HVR and SBGT when

available and radiation levels permit.
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Section F NMP -EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

>»':F;'v'eOPk4''i <'><t~~»4~'c"~~»»e»:,e>'v'Wi::.%'.N'e> (VIII(et~tet(nQ~Ieietoo~'Lee;.";<.'44"2~">%5!k@4<~"".Z4<»~t>»>br'. 4

.Kw'":i'..4'~(»<NA%'4A'MY.S~>»~&;N>a>k~@NP~4e":A'".

j),)
ere~

'pP'»~g;

S<tctlon SCR Setct(on SCT

S(tot(on SCL

~+4> ~~»': '~»4+»""'>~~ic:.~'Qwkic'ice ~'</+ 8»., 4„.',:$ $4@~H<eeeeeeeeoeee(Vxpp,:p P(%Cc,'4ieeeee>ivcfeee>e>tt'o>4;. '„-',
HVA EXHAUST

RADIATIOHLEVELS

><VA'AEtee<8, KJVI(c>eae>e> ( I
>e<ee e<e> Slposfc
(ot(MS H(n top (eeet ~

Aoe>el ee<eeeon le<el

AS ie<ee<eol Yee No

This step ensures that the operator is required
to monitor HVR exhaust radiation levels.

Although no direct actions are specified to
control this parameter, this information is re-

quired to assess the previous override.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINME~i CONTROL

e in CR
Section SCL

Monitor and control
REACTOR BUILDING
RADIATIONLEVELS

ion SCT

,:.~,'=,":.%AIT~:';:: tjntjt'„:k:~

.";.';.:,""'."'IsdIatfon
tevif",j5'„~::;~i!~<i,8XC88d8!Ith<'Ã4'';jI

rj:"":,":.':"thigh'atait'n",'~'w(j)

"V5YC~>tQCYM&f"' '"-'4!'s

Irrespective ofentry conditions, the possibility
exists that no further actions are required with
respect to reactor building radiation levels.
This step reminds the operator to continue to
control radiation levels by normal means and
to be alert to changes in reactor building radia-
tion levels.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAliPv1EltT CONTROL

.«;;~~$y'~ REACTOR':BOIL'DINGi",z"„'"„.lpga
-+4-":;.'C RaDIAVION:.L'efeLS,'~"~-~P

WAtTUntil
a RB area

radiation level
exceeds its
high alarm
setpoint

;:g;.„';-"(8'gP;,: Fg,'gj'„';~(,,';:3gg~jgjpp„"P~~
'~Nfsotate:aS'syCams that'are:discltarglng Inta!)
.".„";the,'area ~ejstarrat-raquIra ."to: .j:~m:~

;.", ':;.",.''",";.'Piotect'Piuii'ary,'C'oota'nmeA tnte'gritjj;".'..

:r9474~~ÃA',iV44%~ug'-cN@7Ã45~4>4444~mc

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until the stated condition, a

Reactor Building area radiation level above
the Maximum Normal Operating Radiation
Level (high alarm setpoint), has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

normal methods for controlling Reactor
Building radiation levels have been unsuc-
cessful and that further actions need to be

addressed.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCOiVRROL

, „'.;%AIT,:until .,',,

:;<".;radiation:level:;:.,:,''

",:>'".;-,high.:afarm'::~~~>~t

Isolate all systems that are discharging into
the area mgggf systems required to:

~ Shut down the reactor
OR

~ Assure adequate core cooling
OR

~ Protect Primary Containment integrity
OR

~ Suppress a fire

5i,':,.Refer to':S-'EPP.-.",4;,",Radiation;Ein'e'rge'n'cie's.,',:>,'»,:

Ifthe radiation level in one or more Reactor
Buildingareas is above the Maximum Normal
Operating Radiation Level, the operator is to
terminate any potential radioactivity addition
to the area. Systems being used to shut down
the reactor, assure adequate core cooling,
protect primary containment integrity, or fight
a fire are not to be isolated.

The isolation ofall systems accommodates the

possibility that the source of radioactivity is

directly from a primary system or indirectly
from a primary system leaking into a secon-

dary system. Fire fighting systems are not
sources of radioactivity. The isolation of the

other exempt systems is better addressed in
RPV Control, Primary Containment Control
and the various EOP Contingencies.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

": ."Isoiate;:all's jstems tttat are disch'argIn':into'".

Refer to S-EPP-1 Radiation Emergencies

C%. 5%V

~.-',,":,':i'~VfA'lT,'iiittti~~4+

)„".0:dlschargtnij iiitot)
t"-„"',ittore.,than'orte;'.RB')

>';"''::1;OQEj'4'.ttt jtIh'r~)~"

%dc&'~

This step serves to remind the operator that

should a Reactor Building ARM exceed its

high alarmsetpoint, implementationof S-EPP-

1 is required.
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Section F Nii2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAIKiENTCOiVRROL

wYApg<<."'%")<«f«<'»<.Y>t<<»<<" (»»;Vga ~ ».» <» .<.''<<<'y"<'3 «FP'0

%++<»'-:.;-',Refer.to'S-'EPP-:1..Radiatian'Emergencies:,-',

~,jrnore:than'one>RB.':;;
-',-:; ',;.'".''arei"'ratfiation'~P
)j~";.",fever'exce«'e'ds'3;.j~

".;;~<Shu<'t dow'a,the',r'e'a'ct'or,',.
iÃ(OP..-'10'1 C'I0)';";;i',"'i:"':";:.":.'.,'-:::>;..

>."-„«a<prIiiiaiy.'systetn,)
<>is:,dischargIng, into.':„'":

,,''-:~"-,>'„the:reactor/"'~<

:< c~«+«y, > «<~,:~(grg<»g, «<»pp(~~? p>(>QJ <;~~(.,%«<...„,v «:.$ g

(Enter RPV Control)

» «

The followingtwo procedural flowpaths must
be performed concurrently since itmay not be

possible to determine the reason arearadiation
levels are above their maximum safe operating
radiation level. The flowpaths provide in-
structions to scram or shutdown the reactor,
and to depressurize the RPV, based on the

source and magnitude of the radioactivity re-
leased into the secondary containment areas.

One flowpath provides the proper operator
actions ifthe source ofradioactivity increase is
from'a primary system discharging into the
reactor building. The parallel path addresses

required actions for other radioactivity
sources.
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Section F Nii!P2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

Refer.,'.to".S~EPP-',,1.,'','R'adiatio'n':E. erg,'ncfM""-'-'l

WAITuntil
a primary system
is discharging into

the reactor
building

~~:",';;mo,re:than one„:RBl

PP. - y'vk'>'P;y. ',',
.
ww" ' '

jejv> «x<': c vc

gP;p:.":P<? Qd~'P??> x>
-'. N:.:8?M~";PRE>$ )g'g?PjS~Xg~) >wag egg $

~(~~~:~~';-.„i,'.:::?A'nj'RB,ar'ea",radiatton",level::'."-'„'-„'~,.".
(~;-,„:<~" ~'-'::"Il,:,ieacII'es.",1';GOE+4':mRJhr'i'~: k5-::I

(Enter RPV Control)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the statedcondition, aprimary
system is discharging into the reactor building,
has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg confirms that the

source ofthe high Reactor Buildingarearadia-

tion level is due in whole, or in pan, to a

primary system discharging into the Reactor

Building.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAI~itNTCOtiROL

-':.'.NAlT;until;.'q,'.
,
'."'i primaty, system;::r,

';..;is'discharglnj'into'i;

BEFORE

Any RB area radiation level
reaches t.DOE+4 mR/hr

(Enter RPV Control)

Enter RP V Control and execute it
concurrently with this procedure

Ifa primary system is discharging to the reac-

tor building by the time this step is reached, at

least one of three conditions must exist:

1. The primary system with the break has not
been isolated because the system must be

'perated to assure adequate core cooling,
shut down the reactor or protect primary
containment integrity.

2. No isolation valves exist upstream of the
=- break, or ifvalves exist, they cannot be

operated for any reason.

3. The exact source of the discharge cannot

be determined.

The value of 1.00 E+4 mR/hr, Maximum Safe

Operating Radiation Level, is the highest ra-

diation level at which neither (1) Equipment
necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant
will fail, nor (2) Personnel access necessary

for the safe shutdown of the plant will be

precluded.

Personnel access necessary for safe shutdown

may include alternate control rod insertion or
boron injection methods. Although a radiation

field is specified here this does not authorize

exceeding 10 CFR Emergency Exposure
Limits. Refer to EPP-15 Figure 1 for these

limits.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

Initiating a reactor scram to shutdown the

reactor willreduce the radioactivity the RPV

may be discharging to the reactor building and

should be adequate to terminate the increasing
radiation levels. The operator is instructed to

enter RPV Control directly below the entry
conditions and execute the RPV Control EOP

concurrently with this procedure
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Section F Nii2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAiNMENTCONTROL

q Enter. RPV,:Controt and execute it.',.':
„.'..conciirrentlj,wIth':this'procedure:„P,:.',;,

WAITuntil
more than one RB

area radiation
level exceeds
1.00E+4 mR/hr

Section RP
4 C3
QC5

.«4pEMERGENCY.; RPV;.',.r';:;:.-.<+<

P! „OEPRESSURIZATlON': IS'";~!(

This step is a "hold point" and delays the

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, radition
levels in more than one Reactor Building area

are above the Maximum Safe Operating Ra-

diation Level, has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

radiation levels in more than one Reactor

Building area are above the Maximum Safe

Operating Radiation Level before directing
additional actions to terminate the increasing

Reactor Building radiation level condition.
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Section F NMP -EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCOblTROL

,;,,;;; 'y'.VfAIT,:,until-"'~
'.,-.'"moie;:than';one RB~

EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURI2ATION IS
REQUIRED

g RPV Control,
Section RP

4 C3
Q C5

Should radiation levels exceed the Maximum
Safe Operating Radiation Level (1.00 E+4
mR/hr), efforts taken in this procedure to re-

duce area radiation levels have been ineffec-
tive. The criteria of "more than one area" is

specified to ensure that the reactor building
radiation level increase is not an isolated oc-

currence, but represents a direct, wide-spread
threat ofsignificant radioactivity release. The
operability of safety-related systems and the

accessibility of the reactor building can no

longer be assured. The RPV must be rapidly
depressurized for several reasons:

2. The driving head and, therefore, the flow
ofthe unisolated leaking primary systems

is reduced

3. It is preferable to reject decay heat to the

suppression pool, rather than the reactor

building.

The operator will enter Contingency 42,

Emergency RPV Depressurization (via the

override statement in Section RP of RPV

Control), and execute itconcurrently with this

procedure.

1. The RPV is placed in the lowest energy
condition due to potential inoperability of
safety-related systems
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAINMENTCONTROL

pic'wP ",-g'«o,'g '.*~, >'*'"..".P' ".">"Ymj~Q'<q~/P';iPgP' ~iP~g .r,.

..Refer'to'-'EPP,-'.4'adiatio'n:Emergencies'-"''::":*,'v„"~'.

~ g'ss.~g~(FAa'."xw~".';hi'~ Y..'4~+4%4<Ãd@)4w~? oN%a4.

,;";„" >WA'IT'untiI'=,:;;"':.,>
'!: 8::pnmary,:system:-„'.<::
."':~Is"discharging:,into:,,:<

-'".";."';:(,:.';::;::,''-:.buikfingjY(gj:,:g

WAITuntil
more than one RB

area radiation
level exceeds

1.00E+4 mR/hr

.;„>Shiit."down'.th'e';reactor..

This step is a "hold point" and 'delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until the statedcondition,radia-
tion levels in more than one Reactor Building
area are above the Maximum Safe Operating
Radiation Level, has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
radiation levels in more than one Reactor
Building area are above the Maximum Safe

Operating Radiation Level before directing
additional actions to terminate the increasing
Reactor Building radiation level condition.
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Section F NMP2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAI~iNTCONTROL

~'.:,",WAIT:;iritil.~'.,~',q.,
-;:~'i':primary;systetnA':~
-,'::Ndisch'irjjlnjintagg

4-'more';thart'.one;:RB,'l
!j'par'ea.,radiate'ri~%"'":;
„::"-:.-gleviil'excee'dsr~g
4'~„'.,';1!GGEj4 mRlhr.".~jj.

Shut down the reactor
(OP-101 C/D)

It is prudent to commence an orderly reactor
shutdown when the maximum safe operating
radiation level is exceeded in more than one

area. A direct threat exists relative to secon-

dary containment integrity, to equipment lo-

cated in the secondary containment and to

continued plant operation. A reactor scram is

not precluded in this step, but willnot achieve

the desiredradiation reduction since a primary
system has not been identified as discharging

into the secondary containment. Shutting down

the reactor in accordance with normal operat-

ing procedures is the most appropriate action

based on the current secondary containment

parameters. Should an operator determine at

any time that a primary system is causing, in

whole or in part, the radiation level increase,

the steps being executed concurrently provide
the necessary direction to scram the reactor..

and depressurize the RPV.
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ection SCT

e in CR ection SCL

Monitor and control
REACTOR BUlLDING

TEMPERATURE

p~pr~r„~~",p yg ur p 'eg s,gyes .,y y.v vary yap'~eppq p,.wpgg

<,'",.:Operate','uet coolers':iri,'.affected'areas<
k4em~Z'kMCYi';~2"AM'.(Fit'xcLYNC446%iM%iM

Allpaths in this procedure are entered concur-
rently, irrespective of entry conditions. This
step reminds the operator to continue to moni-
tor and control temperatures by normal means,
and to remain alert to changes in reactor build-
ing temperatures.
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Operate unit coolers in affected areas

tpyg~+AN&jc<~~'NNi r9sp+g

Operation ofarea coolers is the normal mecha-

nism for secondary containment temperature
control. This step assures that the normal
method of temperature control is used in ad-

vance of initiating more complex actions.

Ifdesired, it is permissible to start a 2HVR
* UC413 fan to assist in temperature control.
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Section F Ntt2-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAIi&EENTCONTROL

CAUTlON: An RPV water level Instrument may
be used to detennlne RPV water
level only when:

w RB temperature near Instrument legs are
below the RPV Saturation TemPerature
(Figure SC 1, ED', Att25),

AHD
w The btstrument reads above the Mlnlmum

Indloated Level

MIHIMUMIHDCATEDLEVEL

Instrument

Shutdown Range

Upset Rang o t 90 in.

INido Rang o

Fuel Zono -155 In.

Caution 1 highlights the effect that high sec-

ondary containment temperature has on RPV

water level instrument indications.
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gl%%WQSNCAVE N%L",q~(>pg'j

WAlT un%I
a 4B asoai~co

~101K% kS
is¹ean
SOlgANt

p>~W~fhicai'4wwggajgW

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, a Reac-
tor Buildingarea temperature above the Maxi-
mum Normal Operating Temperature (iso)a-
tion setpoint), has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
normal methods for controlling Reactor
Building temperature have been unsuccessful
and that further actions need to be addressed.
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, 'WAIT'unfit';:",:,',„',

,,".;Iemperature. -'<;
~. '",-.exceeds its 4'~,

Isolate ail systems that are discharging into
the area ~x systems required to:

~ Shut down the rea~
OR

~ Assure adequate core coding
OR

~ protect primary Containment integrity
OR

~ Suppress a fire

$tnore tha'n'one~RB,'area

tern perature;:.

Two possible sources of heat addition to the

secondary containment which would cause

temperatures to rise above the isolation set-

point are fire and/or a steam/liquid discharge
from a high-energy system. Performance of
this step should terminate any potential heat

addition to the affected area(s).

Systems being used to assure adequate core

cooling, shut down the reactor, protect pri-

mary containment integrity, or fight a fire are

not to be isolated. Preventing core damage,
maintainingprimarycontainmentintegrity and

personnel safety have priority over reactor
building concerns. When appropriate and

necessary, RPV Control, Primary Contain-
ment Control, the various EOP Contingencies,
and Fire Procedures direct the isolation of the

exempted systems.
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"'isoiate ali systems that"ar'e'dIscharging:into;:-:„:.4
.',the'.,area.pzgigf syst'eriis',.retiuIred.:to:,;:-',,--:":..',..'''~.',::,"„~

." :-,'; Shut down.the;reactor,,.'-',,:..'i':.„.",';..j;:;;.-~::~-,.".',.::~;.'::,.'„."

.";,.-;,'-:-':::;.-;,Assure;"adequate',core;,cooiing:,'';.';„',:;.,"„-:,.',,'I',,„":~

'-.'".-;",.'.>",:.:.,',",.:,Piotect'.Primanj';ContalrIrnent:'integr<ity,"'P

.','~",,g.:, ''Stjporess"a fire:<,".<y',-';",p~g!!'.".':.":-i~~,,1'''„:~V-„~

<Y/48@N 44 <'"')kk~~< ~w@'<%4dhi~S'K ~'vi C<<<'i'.i

.e'i",RvcPk~v''5«'"'PM~<'>p

",'''a';pri'ma'r'yI'sye'tee".'."<

~<':is':."dIscharging'.:.Iiito,N<I

'~(pi~ gp; «'g

„;.~4;;..";tNAIT-..'untII:,:-'4",~
i'='r'nor8 tha<'ii,'oiie,'RB,~
'i~areaIte'mjera<'Iii're'<'',':-".<

The followingtwo procedural flowpaths must

be performed concurrently since itmay not be

possible to determine the reason area tempera-

tures are above their isolation setpoints. The

flowpaths provide instructions to scram or
shutdown the reactor, ordepressurize the RPV,
based on the source or magnitude of the heat

addition to the secondary containment.

One flowpath gives the proper operator action

ifthere is a primary system discharging steam

or water into the reacto'r building. The other

. flowpath provides a proper response if the

source of the heat is a fire or a non-primary
system that is discharging to the secondary

containment.
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.'", fsotate all systems,that are'dlschar'ging tnto.

r '4~v.'("< >v'-«'vj<;OR.<~4%P4g .v'jV4>r gv",Ivy

'+g''c: % .vgvrvvvv vrivivekk'l'itic)a9$vvva? A'c'j?????(+M'2 A

V/AITuntil
a primary system
is discharging into

the reactor
building

:v++%1

«+~'AITuntlik~~
/mora'.than'onii'R8~<

r@~excMdf

i435,F~~~r.'g~gV/?

~. Wvvv's+.(C "1 v?vip.ky ?vv?y ave??+V@

v Control)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, a pri-
mary system is discharging into the reactor
building, has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
source of the high Reactor Building area tem-
perature is due in whole, or inpart, to a primary
system discharging into the Reactor Building.
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.. gA;:.yap,

pr,+$0fwaty,,tystetty':
j",'~)e,t)tscItsit))nB"."...',:.:;

BEFORE

Any RB t)onerat aroa tom poraturo cn
Ets. 281, 289. 328 ft. rose~1 35'F (wnen
RB personnel accoss is roctuuod tcr «tnor

CR insonton cr bcrcn l)jcrticn)
OR

Any RB area temperature
os 212'F

(Enter RPV Ccnvol)

Emer RPV Convct and execute lt
CenCurfentty Wlttl tnre pfeCedure

j KAFlp2)s~ttt)s+p

g-',".-;:stjs'E)s':~2)B)r'328jyiE'4'„'..

"4'. ~it~ "
4):88:

+i„?g~jvpÃp'f

a primary system is discharging into the
Reactor Building,one ofthree conditions must
exist:

1. The primary system with the break has

not been isolated because the system must
be operated to assure adequate core cool-

ing, shut down the reactor, or protect
primary containment integrity.

2. No isolation valves exist upstream of the

break, or ifvalves exist, they cannot be

operated for any reason.

3. The exact source of the discharge cannot
be determined.
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The area temperature of 135'F or 212'F is

based on the Maximum Safe Operating Tem-
perature which is the highest temperature at

which neither 1) Equipment necessary for the

safe shutdown of the plant will fail nor 2)
Personnel access necessary for the safe shut-

'ownof the plant willbe precluded. 212'F is

the Maximum Safe Operating Temperature
for all secondary containment areas for
equipment concerns while 135'F is for per-
sonnel access.

Personnel access necessary for safe shutdown

may include alternate control rod insertion or
boron injection methods. When access is

required and temperatures are elevated,
prudency dictates protective equipment be uti-
lized. Stay times and activity levels should be





Section F NMF'-EOP-SECONDARY CONTAIi&EEliTCONTROL

minimized. Consultation with the Safety De-
partment or Site Hygenist is recommended for
entries under harsh conditions.

Initiating a reactor scram to shutdown the
reactor willreduce the energy the reactor may
be discharging to the reactor building and

should be adequate to terminate the increasing
reactor building temperatures. The operator is
instructed to enter RPY Control directly below
the entry conditions and execute the RPV
Control EOP concurrently with this proce-
dure.
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WAIT until
more than one RB are

temperature exceeds either:

~ 135'F (for RB general areas
on Els. 261, 289, 328 ft.)
when personnel access is

required for either CR insertion
or boron injection

OR
~ 212'F (for all RB

areas)

4p+pCEP j%8gffBZ'A7gS':::"."'i)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedural leg until the stated condition, tempera-
tures in more than one Reactor Building area

are above the Maximum Safe Operating
Temperature, has been met,

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
temperatures in more than one Reactor Build-
ing area are above the Maximum Safe Operat-

ing Temperature before directing additional
actions to terminate the increasing Reactor
Building temperature condition.

Ifreactor building access is required during
ATWS conditions to insert control rods or
inject boron, 135'F is used as the limiting
value forRB elevations 261, 289 and 328 ft. If
no ATWS exists, 212'F is used for all areas.

More than one area may be any combination
of 135'F and 212'F areas.
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EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATION
IS REQUIRED

g RPV Control,
Section RP

QC3
~C5

Ifthe temperatures in more than one Reactor

Building area are above the Maximum Safe

Operating Temperature, efforts taken in this
procedure to reduce area temperatures have

been ineffective. The criteria of "more than

one area" is specified to ensure that the reactor

building temperature rise is not an isolated

occurrence, but does in fact, present a direct,
wide-spread threat to reactor building integ-

rity.

The operability of safety-related systems and

the integrity of the reactor building can no

longer be assured. The RPV must be rapidly
depressurized for several reasons:

1. The RPV is placed in the lowest energy
condition due to potential inoperability of
safety-related systems.

2. The driving head and, therefore, the flow
ofthe unisolated leaking primary systems

is reduced.

3. It is preferable to reject decay heat to
the'uppressionpool, rather than the reactor

'building.

The operator willenter Contingency C2 (via

the override statement in Section RP of RPV

Control), Emergency RPV Depressurization,
and execute it concurrently with this proce-

dure.
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wy<wyv«v. '.%w«") "g'i.:::RY(~@M«P>+«Y«« " .vP..'„j ~~zw
;,tsalate::all'syst'ems',that'are

discha'rging.,inta;:.:.,'~33««Qle".NM

~i«VM%~.>+414«~~@V, «r'Cc4jwgN~ «<pi A5i

:.-:„:is,discharging:,into '~

WAlTuntil
more than one RB
area temperature
exceeds 135'F

.'„'Shut'Covin'.the:rea'cto'r,",.

This step is a "hold point" and delays the Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro- tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

cedural leg until the stated condition, tempera- temperatures in more than one Reactor Build-

are above the Maximum e peratingb h M 'af 0 crating ing Temperature before directing additional
action to terminate the increasing ReactorTemperature, has been met.
Building Temperature condition.
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""..a:primary system„;j:,".
:;.„'is,".dN'charging;:Into,'.,:.'.,~

~y.'pl.':bultdinggj',"'„',"j.:".<

«ir:cv} '4 5Niv

,:::$ :,'-„:::VfAtT=uiitif:""',,qy

;~:,more'.than one."RSVP)
:.l,-'.area",'teiii

je'r'atureji'hut

down the reactor
(OP-101 C/D)

It is prudent to commence an orderly reactor
shutdown when the maximum safe operating
temperature is exceeded inmore than one area.

A direct threat exists relative to secondary
containment integrity, to equipment located in
the secondary containment and to continued
safe operation of the plant. A reactor scram is
not precluded in this step, but willnot achieve
the desired temperature reduction since a pri-
mary system has not been identified as dis-
charging into the secondary containment.

Shutting down the reactor in accordance with
normal operating procedures is the most ap-
propriate action based on the current secon-

dary containment parameters. Should an op-
erator determine at any time that a primary
system is causing, in whole or in part, the

temperature increase, the steps being executed
concurrently provide the necessary direction
to scram the reactor and depressurize the RPV.
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Section CR
Section SCL

in CT Monitor and control
REACTOR BUILDING

WATER LEVELS i::;""'7t)'"RADfATION:LEVEL'S'»';;,",

'g)RML!HIghTi'jiL'evel'':-~redJ;-: """'"''""

JVA ~ AQ 8'gC'~AV

This step is entered irrespective of entry con-
ditions. The possibility exists that no further
actions are required with respect to reactor
building water levels. This step reminds the
operator to continue to monitor and control
reactor building water levels by normal means,
and to remain alert to changes in reactor build-
ing water levels.
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. ~-..,>g~;:5REAGTOR!BUlf D!MG".j~zj";"~

WAITuntil
a R B hoor drain

sump is above its
high - high level

setpoint

>t +$ <)QA<W<<>+»>< Q''Ajg~+< hgA'Q <> ~<'j~~ <, g»>;((<<<~ 4 A+4$+gP+v ~ P<> ><

yP ': .<»t'P<'~,.<»>w'> ":P, .::4'(':>'>«"P~«> .v'<~t. <)s<»> <»P..' „:g
~, 'Oper>ate avat tee sump'pumps to restoni aiicImalntain.it beioNr Iti'".,'I~>",j'"-
~'>> htgtt hlgtt level set@Alt „<>'< >;J>,<,,~p"~qu ip'4~<h~t~~~~"<P„,.„,.(,<<~a~<<;.„>>~ („-.~

@cattnot 60,restorod. anctIN,':„"..

<",,maI ntalned bet iiw.its.hjh.".m

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until the stated condition, a

Reactor Building floor drain sump above the
Maximum Safe Operating Water Level (high-
high level setpoint), has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-
~ tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

normal methods for controlling Reactor
Building water level have been unsuccessful
and that further actions need to be addressed.
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„-, .;;.': NAjT:untII,.„"",:.>,.;

.,:~sump'is:abav'e:its."„:,,'"

.'high'-'high'leaf"'."f'-'-':.';.,

setpaint'::.i.'"j'.",:<

Operate available sump pumps to restore and maintain it below its
high - high level setpoint

::,.'Any.;.fto'or:drain'sump'.;::! '„:::,

>..,'.,:."can'not',be*',;:.'resto'r'ed.aiid.'"",.':."„:.

'',;:;:..rniintained'beIow'";its
high;.'.~,'-.';:-.'s'ofate'ill

s~y'stems:th'at'are d'fsch'argiig!nt'a~
;:.,'-;Ih'e ar'e'a''j jjKNi@ste'm's''r'eqiiired,;to,'":,'-:.,"",'::j,.'! (:;;:~,

This step provides a means to restore reactor
building fioor drain sump levels to normal
using all available normal methods before
more complex actions are taken.
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i +gv'g)CP/(kOcPcpAgp gQ+p'c«g «v ~ h „i 0+Vcy( y, ~ '( 'P'P( <~jNc AW4,
!'',">",".Qf'Irate'availabfe'sumprpumps'to'restore'and'mafntaIn,it:b'e'Io'w'.Its''.'<~:ij:
''.".:"';:high;-',.'high'.fevei setpainf..'-,.'.~,."r:;„:;.':;,".'„'-'.«'.'i.~~+".-""..,'"'::: i~~~~'" ".~<y~":.,",':; @..."-'".: ",:~"!".;

IF THEN

Any floor drain sump
cannot be restored and
maintained below its high
- high level setpoint

Isolate all systems that are discharging into
the area ~ systems required to:

~ Shut down the reactor
QR

~ Assure adequate core cooling
OR

. Protect Primary Containment Integrity
OR

~ Suppress a fire

l):jS'dfschargfng.fnto,";«
:.",;:j'the'riactor';.'",;

~-'„-«~p"",',::,'VfAIT»uritil,"j,".":,~

>)exceeds:flooding~7

qhggoY:r «c4

a"DISC'"'.US$IGQ '-'«~p«" '~ "'>+~''„,."'„;"'."~'~=~,""',,;;:„";;"''-'''-"::-„',-'~'-"..'".')'<q ' "=@~<4:::-: ',~ ':

The objective of this step is to terminate any
potential water addition to the effected area if
the normal methods ofwater level control are
unavailable or ineffective. Systems being
used to assure adequate core cooling, shut
down the reactor, protectprimary containment
integrity, or fight a fire are not to be isolated.
Preventing core damage, maintaining primary
containment integrity and personnel safety
have priority over reactor building concerns.
Fire Procedures and other EOPs willaddress
the isolation ofthese exempt systems, ifneces-

sary.
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cog~~*+ycc~g++c+wrw:.'e4 vN'c pgywavwv~vw prpt > s'pry'„'weap'g»" v..sw» > qr(gy <~~>p
;.'l.:;:;~FOpei'ate',avaBab1e's'ump'pumps t'o r'es'tore arid„;matijtalii'iibelow,'its

~";.:,"''~",'.;:;,',.''".;;high'.,-.,hqh'level:setpoint:"<,-,"~,.":::."',.'.;-,,<~",.,'„"'""...pj;."::::~.;;.,;.".::",'.„:.''.'.,":,::::;:;,':.",„"":;,;j':::~j„".;i~"„„j';;"".";.-',~

'~lean'not;be'.teito'r'ed'and;"'.;-'@
)+ptaIntaI'ned:.befaw';.'its: bigs'j

.gc 's+.::Pi~'~~We'+ ~~+w,C'$i$
+'~~"+&"a''w~'-':~.isotat'e'allsystems.th'af

are'dIschar'ging.into„'<'yw

w~ ~r'y ">:>y~y~Yw...~p'y(,;, > ~ . iy. '>'r@g„'p+i<'nv'~ >~c p

,":,;:;::.a,discharging„inta.'<
;,5: >:„.".:,"the.: reactor..'-",„'..'.Pp

q,~vgAtfiiujtil~5
15m'or'e,.than;one RB)

The followingtwo procedural flowpaths must
be performed concurrently since itmay not be

possible to determine the reason for the accu-
mulation of water in secondary containment
areas at the time these flowpaths are reached.
They provide instructions to scram or shut-
down the reactor, or depressurize the RPV
based on the source or severity of water addi-
tion to the secondary containment.

One flowpath gives the proper operator action
ifthere is a primary system discharging water.
The other flowpat provides aproperresponse
if the source of water is from other than a

primary system.

The decision to scram the reactor or to depres-
surize the RPV will depend on whether a

primary system is discharging to the reactor
building.
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QQ+a+s <, (/<u g )Q,gs Yj)i%Up,y< < %~ hhwgl p( epws, v ',~gQ t " + ' }

;p:,".'operate avaiatbre surnis pumps to restore end msbuln Itbetrrrr its,.'„<
,, $ < <!r<'v <.'. '< r:, 'v<'r <'rw '>p~rrwg<a '.nr..< ","ye,.gy;e,:"9;"%<.

:.,". Any:bedrslrr sump iX:,.;:,:'j

cannot be restored and ~i;~jmaintained,beew its tsgn.,"<

< Isaiah wi ay sterns0iat are discharging iso':
.<g gte areck fgQQg fpltems require rs.to.hC'I'.

r+wk''<Ã~>~+<CO'.QR+Ãgc>+:w is+S<: ':

><'AIT

unal
a Itnrnary sgsiertt
is dlscnarging into

the reactor
building

,~,'„.:~~WAIT,'uracil:<~~
~;more tttan one RB i

5",:"'exceeds ttoo'ding"-(

" '"'"""<~4""~"'Enter RPV Contrrs)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until the stated condition, a

primary system discharging into the Reactor
Building, has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the

, source ofthe high Reactor Buildingfioordrain
sump level is due in whole, or in part, to a

primary system discharging into the Reactor
Building.
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Qhh ~hh~
,r.;. j.,

h

.~ NA{TUhtil< i
a pnmary, system"-

r, is'dlschargNQ into
'."„l4~the'reactors"..".„''

Y$%4 ".<9:cg

'EFOAE

Any RB area water level
reaches tlooding alarm level

{Enter RPV Control)

Enter RPV Control and execute it
concurrently with this procedure

..g~~"Y/ALT:,untifP..~
g<'rttor8!tttah,'one„;RB.<g

A

1. The primary system with the break has

not been isolated because the system must
be operated to assure adequate core cool-
ing, shutdown the reactor, or protect pri-
mary containment integrity. RB flooding alarm levels are set at approxi-

mately 2.5 inches above the floor. Flooding
above this level may deem equipment neces-

sary for safe shutdown unavailable.
2. No isolation valves exist upstream of the

break, or ifvalves exist, they cannot be
operated for any reason

MEP~MfP~aMQ>,„-"~,g~, 'w~~.'"„,$",',,~~vP„, ~, ..:„" „., Yi~g';. i'h

Ifa primary system is discharging to the Reac- A Reactor Building flooding alarm level, the
tor Building by the time this step is reached, at Maximum Safe Operating Water Level, is
least one of three conditions must exist: deflned as the highest water level where nei-

ther 1) Equipment necessary for the safe shut-
down of the plant will fail nor 2) Personnel
access necessary for the safe shutdown of the

plant willbe precluded.

3. The exact source of the discharge cannot
be determined.
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Ifan area water level reaches a Reactor Build-
ing flooding alarm setpoint, continued reactor
operation cannot be justified. Execution of
these steps may reduce the flowof the leaking
primary system and eliminate the need for
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RPV depressurization. The operator is in-
structed to initiate a manual scram by entering
RPV Control directly below the entry condi-
tions and execute the RPV Control EOP con-
currently with this procedure.
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Enter RPV,.Control'and.'exe'cute it
'

concurrent(j,:viith th1s':p'ro'ce'der'e „'"

WAITuntil
more than one RB
area water level
exceeds flooding

alarm levels

IEMFRG EN@ fjRPQ~X~(~@A(Px>

~gDEPRES,S,URIZATIO,H,'lSi$ '
RPV Control,
Section RP

Q C3
g C5

This step is a "hold point" and delays the Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro- tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
cedural leg until the stated condition, water water levels in more than one Reactor Build-
levels in more than one Reactor Building area ing area are above the Maximum Safe Operat-
are above the MaximumSafeOperating Water ing Water Level before directing additional
Level (flooding alarm level), has been met. actions to terminate the increasing Reactor

Building water level condition.
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,,:.,'-„+XWAlT,until>,.'P-'.;.„

i,".'<~area'ea'ter, level>F~

$
'~":exce; ng "

EMERGENCY RPV 4 RPV Control,

DEPRE$ $ URtZATtON l$
REQUIRED

~ C5
PCS

Ifmore than one area water level reaches the
Reactor Building flooding alarm setpoint, ef-
forts taken in this procedure to reduce area
water levels have been ineffective. The crite-
ria of "more than one area" is specified to
ensure that the reactor building water level rise
is not an isolated occurrence, but does in fact,
present a direct, wide-spread threat to reactor
building integrity.

The operability of safety-related systems can
no longer be assured. The RPV must be

rapidly depressurized for several reasons:

2. The driving head and, therefore, the flow
of unisolated leaking primary systems is
reduced.

3. It is preferable to reject decay heat to the

suppression pool, rather than the reactor
building.

The operator willenter Contingency ¹2 (via
the override statement in Section RP of RPV
Control), Emergency RPV Depressurization,
and execute it concurrently with this proce-
dure.

1. The RPV is placed in the lowest energy
condition due to potential inoperability of
safety-related systems.
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'"
. 'Operate available su«mp'pumps to restore and maintain lt betow Its .

high ~ highlovoisetpoint . = ' ' .",'.

IF -,;~;",„;. ";:"': .;",;;THEN.;.~„.,'"',-;i"

a''„I
Any Iloor drain sump;.'=':,<.lI

.;,,cannot be restored a'nd,:<,:;'„''I:

maintained below Its,hathi')
k.„-.'high lovel setpo«tnt:"k„.-'.jy ~

.';IsoIate'atl systems that are,dischar«ginj Into

/VVX!Z~Q~'"~(oR N(P. (.'„'+V<i'+&e".~/~CC NV$

'i>«+4m(pe gÃ~~OR''.r."ic«:o~((iIx~~4(~(ds(;, ck''g

WAITuntil
more than one RB
area water lovel
exceeds itooding

alarm lovols

j";;(OP,-",I01 ClD) ~l ~„'"~(j'~j~,''I

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedural leg until the stated condition, water
levels in more than one Reactor Building area
are above the MaximumSafe Operating Water
Level, has been met.

Delaying the performance of subsequent ac-

tions in this procedural leg, confirms that the
water levels in more than one Reactor Build-
ing area are above the Maximum Safe Operat-
ing Water Level before directing additional
actions to termainate the increasing Reactor
Building water level condition.
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~.; a''.pnmary,system i,
:~is dlschar~gIng,'into)

@more.than:one;RB'0

Shut down the reactor
(OP-1 03 C/0)

A reactor scram is not precluded in this step,
but will not achieve the desired water level
reduction since a primary system has not been

~gATC~~',tCCVA& ~", ".':" $~+~'>~>R~-. "~'p~,-,",',";~ pg -, g~y,~Q''~; '~~,',.> >>j'~,>'~~+~i-".',. K~': '.

It is prudent to commence an orderly reactor identified as discharging into the secondary
shutdown when the ReactorBuilding flooding containment. Shutting down the reactor in
alarm level is exceeded in more than one area. accordance with normal operating procedures
A direct threat exists relative to secondary is the most appropriate action based on the
containmentintegrity,toequipmentlocatedin current secondary containment parameters.
the secondary containment and to continued Should an operator determine at any time that
safe operation of the plant. a primary system is causing, in whole or in

part, the water level increase, the steps being
executed concurrently provide the necessary--
direction to scram the reactor anddepressurize
the RPV.
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RADIOACTIVITYRELEASE
CONTROL
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o
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The purpose of this procedure is to limit the
release of radioactivity into areas outside the
primary and secondary containments. The
procedure provides instructions to the opera-
tor for controlling and reducing radioactive
discharges outside the primary and secondary
containments. This procedure is entered when

radioactivity release rates reach levels corre-
sponding to Unusual Event levels in the Emer-
gency Plan. These radioactivity release rate
levels are high enough that they willnot occur
during normal operations, but stilllow enough
that the immediate health and safety of the
general public is not threatened by the release.
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ENTRY CONDITIONS

Stack GEMS Vent GEMS DRMS Llquld Effluent Monitor

Exceeds the alarm setpoint
(P882)

Exceeds the alarm setpoint
(P882)

Exceeds the alert setpolnt (yellow)
~ SWP RE146A/B
~ CWS-RE1 57
~ LWS-RE206

The radioactivity release rate level which
corresponds to an Unusual Event level in the

~ Emergency Plan is used as the Entry Condi-
tion. This radioactivity release rate is high
enough that it willnot occur during normal
operations, but is still low enough that the

immediate health and safety of the general
public is not threatened by the release. The
entry condition is broken out to address the
three radioactive efHuent release paths. The
entry condition action level for each corre-
sponds to the Unusual Event action level.
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ENTRY,.CONDlTIONS;.'....-,: '., @:"i -';c";~ ';".4"'. ')., P.„",',»,'~<.'-

;-,,Stack GEMS ~'tc;.'."';j',>":.",:",:~

»C';I; ' ";;„r,",:',:.';.',;,"..,'.;,'"-,.', .r," .: .'r '4:. "
~VMC h(C WAANh>>h(Y&A (@Why h4(R/hYh>hhW4

j;DRINS'.Lriqutd Effluent:.lNonitor:..„',

Activate the emergency plan, if
required, in accordance with EAP-1

". Pgi~m":%~~(Y>SNSa%%(Ã)%F(!»r(~hr. h)A~»%%4FC>)SW~P.. h~('-,">t~(.em%%Ã>Vrhh)'R~)»P»PNZ(('%+X»Fr(-'»')('g

AC

Ã(%V(c(>hch@5+'S(>>)C> O'M'4>»Z'Nhch. rrM(4>"K)>h'c>>(>4O%$XP)c '+PS~w8&s C> N.A '»»rh k'Ngc rM>»(C((h:4&RL(x>»»>h»NcNMr»k.4cÃA' h»'hw'4(Mc

jC:,'"'':;Reata»it'TutbI'ni& Cij$'HVAC':::toP„.,«:.55<'Se&hri;C-'.i')",'.:;"'..':::

%~$P " "()- "cP(,4~%AD P 4) 'gPjjPX>" +Acth~ Yccg(g g'-'> "P~Y~'"" g"»(P" r>"'gg'('g(++9K+ ':"rch P»c)>h»

It is appropriate to verify that the emergency
plan is entered and performed concurrently
with this procedure.
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ly,

' '. Activate th'e 'ernergen'cy,"plan; if,'...~ i~,
;.".".required~in accordance,;with EAP 1,'.,';:

'F

While executing the toiiowing steps:

THEN

Turbine Building HVAC is shutdown Restart Turbine Building HVAC (OP-55, Section E.])

M)','~:qg~cPP'd('I~Pjw~(q&g(y)(~::'.P~.".. ".AP)ggc:.Rg<;.pPqP„'P>jPNP$(
k'g,:isolate',:af(jirim'eyiijiterr'I'that are,:chic'haiti jjnto."ar'e'a'e~j
('i~",.'Miser'.'the'~aij~antCs'eco~'confaiJrrrients 5jjggb:.j:,:

This is an override step and as such applies
during the remainder of the procedure. Con-
tinued personnel access to the turbine building
may be essential for responding to emergen-
cies or transients which may degrade into
emergencies. Since the turbine building is not
an air-tight structure, a radioactive release
inside the turbine building would not only

limitpersonnel access but would eventually
lead to an unmonitored gmund level release.

Operation of the Turbine Building HVAC
preserves turbine building accessibility, and

assures that radioactivity in turbine building
areas is discharged through an elevated moni-
tored release point.
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Section G NMP2-EOP-RADIOACTIVITYRELEASE COi~ROL

';.; „„",.:Nh)le exe'otitlrig the followlrig'steptI . -„"„"':.",;„",;. ';"<'„;

<.~%'".<cv~rp "> .".< /<der::,.'~'>g>";g wee~'~?~j>w„"< .'> '~.,

<',y,N~<uv«<< "<'4'$'<,~<','@s "<t<4;g <»'„" <';p ~~a'. p'<'<~ + <o

'«',"( ReStart Tu<rbine Building HVAO{OP.-65', SeCtian'.1) <" ',r

(r'~4V<tM<','< a(„C~;;"4.M,:;'<Vc<<rC',kg4«v-4" 'V.,;::iii".,
're%>C;.><::a<@':%~arMN',l<"":~'W&r'rPJaN'0.>r"~i~'. '"x"~~».-'<~;.~MMWWt N4<$'Y4%tNa""4'~~'«k6:""~AW'<va >r<@%'W< c~<r

Isolate all primary systems that are discharging into areas
outside the primary and secondary containments ~
systems required to:

~ assure adequate core cooling
OR

~ shut down the reactor

<~p«<";i?~<"i~V:.H4?~~M >"<P<w&$<~:: " 0", M~%&;~M8'ri~p%%<$$ N'S44
.;-l>'EMERGENCY.;:'RPV;DEl?RESStiRlZAT1ON lS,REQUIRED;Q RPV Control,

0: .::.:.:."4'j:<<r<E~!..:;:~i,,".';:: !-":,'.,',,":,.'<~ p,'.g

Primary systems comprise the pipes, valves
and other equipment connected to the RPV
such that a reduction in RPV pressure will
effect a decrease in the flowofsteam or water
being discharged through an unisolated break
in the system.

Isolating primary systems that are discharging
into areas outside the primary and secondary
containments provide the most direct and ap-
propriate action for terminating offsite radio-
activity release.

It should be noted that discharges due to mal-
functions in non-primary systems could also
be a source ofan offsite radioactivity release.
These potential release paths are addressed in
N2-EOP-SC, Secondary Containment Con-

trol, where appropriate actions to mitigate
releases are addressed.

Isolation of those systems required to assure

adequate core cooling or shutdown the reactor
is not appropriate because continued opera-
tion atpower or a failure to adequately cool the
core may cause significant core damage and

ultimately result in much larger releases.
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Section G NMP2-EOP-RADIOACTIVITYRELEASE CONTROL

"„,''',.:liotate'all, primaIy,'systeriis that ire discharging into areas'"';".:,

wy6CA~'Av'2c0'Yw'vtAZv~~A. c&wAi&4yycnr. i N4. rm~AX>~~

IF

The offsite radioactivity release rate a pproaches or
exceeds the Emergency Plan General Emergency lovel
(as determined by chemistty)

AND
A primary system is discharging into an aroa outsido the
primary and secondary containments

THEN

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATlON IS REQUlRED;
enter RPV Convol and execute it concurrently with this
procedure

4RPV Control,
Section RP

@C3

pcs

Initiation ofa reactor scram and depressuriza-
tion of the RPV are not appropriate if no
primary system is discharging outside the pri-
mary and secondary containment. Itshould be
noted that shutting down the reactor in accor-
dance with normal operating procedures is not
precluded ifthe operator determines that such
action is prudent.

~ No isolation valves exist upstream of the
primary system break or isolation valves
cannot be closed due to some electrical
mechanical or pneumatic failure, or

~ The source of the discharge cannot be
determined.

Page 6

An increase in the radioactivity release rate to Then entry or re-entry to N2-EOP-RPV, RPV
a level approaching or exceeding the Emer- control,isrequiredtoinitiateareactorscramif
gency Plan "General Emergency" level indi- one has not already been initiated. This will
cates that conditions have degraded substan- reduce the energy that the RPV may be dis-
tiallyandamoreimmediatethreat tothehealth chargingoutsideof the primary and secondary
and safety of the general public exists. containments to decay heat levels. RPV

depressurization places the primary system in
The second condition addressed is a breach in the lowest possiMe energy state and reduces
a Primary system. If the breach cannot be the thecal driving head and flow of primary
isolated because: systems that are unisolated and discharging

~ The primary system is required to assure outside containmen

adequate core cooling or shutdown the
reactor or





Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIV LEAKAGE COBOL

MSIV LEAKAGECONTROL

~Wt
~~
~g

V

/i:—

MttLXIKAOCCCWllKL

l0404%

".: '.". v,P

4<
g

The purpose of this procedure is to limit,treat,
and monitor the release ofradioactive leakage
through the MSIVs. This procedure attempts
to control and monitor the radioactive release

by using the normal filtered and elevated re-
lease paths of the Turbine and Control Build-
ing HVACand Offgas systems. Ifconditions
worsen and release rates cannot be controlled,

Emergency RPV Depressurization may be

required. The MSIVLeakage Control proce-
dure, N2-EOP-MSL, provides a response to a

fuel failure incident concurrent with MSIV
leakage. The procedure is designed to compli-
ment the actions addressed in the Secondary
Containment Control and Radioactivity Re-

lease Control procedures.
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Section H NMP2-EQP-MSL MS IV LEAKAGE COBOL

ENTRY CONDITIONS

A condition which requires MSIV isolation
AND

Main steam line radiation level high - high
AND

Any of the following conditions:

~ Turbine Building HVAC radiation (HVT-RE206) above the "Alert"level (yellow) or
cannot be determined

OR
~ Offgas pretreatment radiation (OFG-RE13A/B) above the "Alert"fevel (yellow) or

cannot be determined
OR

~ Stack or vent GEMs exceed the alarm setpoint (P882)

VY'.".'Activate>theiErneren'4i~& ': if

The entry conditions are based on an incident
that involves a fuel failure and MSIVleakage.
The MSIVs have isolated or are mquired to
isolate and a MSL high-high radiation condi-
tion exists. This condition is indicative of a

fuel element failure. Furthermore, radiation
levelsin the TurbineBuilding HVACorOffgas
system above the "Alert" level or, the main
stack or Reactor Buildingventilation Gaseous
Effluent Monitors above the alarm setpoint on
panel 882, indicate that the MSIV closure is
not effective at preventing the radioactivity
release from entering the environment.

If MSIVs are to be open to support RPV
venting or emergency depressurization, the
procedure should be exited since the entry
condition "a condition which requires MSIV
isolation" is no longer being met.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-iviSL MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL

Activate'he Emergency Ran'f:,';;, .''
required in accordance;w'ith: EAP-)

",-.'hile

executing the following steps:

THEN

Turbine Building HVAC exhaust radiation level
exceeds the Turbine Building Release Rate
(Figure MSL-1) or cannot be determined

(Cont
tot;:,Quffdfng',HVAC,",radfatr'o'ij:fev'et„ceiriot",;:;:":j'"'ie,t'i't'afntain'etf':be'Q':6'::9i'iW',"I'ieiicc,':„"'.„:"'.'8'!-'~N'."'''-'~"-:-'erify

that Turbine Buikfing HVAC is operating in
the normal mode (OP-55, Section E.t)

<%g gj~P@$ 4 >))jk>'(:>,K>v))'>)ppp "j$(c)>> 2. '(cN (.. yYj'>~.jy)::.@.03, +p )g('>)'ga

.'c'VeIffj'.that:.Cciiitrof„.'.BuiktIng!HVA'C';::fs,'operatbjgIn";,.";;

„'jthe„'presmaatfoit.'iexfi (OP.,53A" Sec)tio~:H.6)gj

I

gy()4~~~5>Q~+~c~++":p~>(~'>~P '. ~ 8~cy . Q> >~+~xi~Pj

This step is an override and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedure.

Turbine Building HVAC exhaust radiation
level above the values ofthe Turbine Building
Release Rate (Figure MSL-1, refer to Section
C) is indicative of leakage through the MSIVs
and a fuel failure condition. The operator is
directed to ensure the Turbine BuildingHVAC
system is operating in the normal (unisolated)
mode, in accordance withprocedures. Operat-
ing the Turbine Building HVAC system pre-

vents an uncontrolled, unmonitored ground
release by providing a filtered, monitored, and

elevated release. Operation of the Turbine
BuildingHVACsystem aids in reducing Tur-
bine Buildingactivity levels and prevents high
Turbine Buildingradiation levels that contrib-
ute to operator radiation dose rates and which
may limitaccess to the Turbine Building. The
disadvantage for maintaining Turbine Build-
ing HVACin operation is that the release rate
to the environment willbe significantly higher
than ifthe HVACsystem was isolated.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL iiISIVLEAKAGE COiVRROL

Activate the Emergency Plan, if ':
require'd, in accordance with EAP-1

While executIng the following steps:

IF
N,WS:!'<."() NP N>'-:..-.N><.+';",A>5)%<'.>;~ <gy<.")~Q~ j~p'P„',",<, ><,

'„Turbine: Buitding-;HVAC':;etch'a'ust::radiatIon.'lev<el,",
~exceeds<:thi~Tiirbin'e';BuitdingIReteas'eiRate,';".~.",;
i"(Figure",MSL"-;.",0)':;o'rcannotib'ee,"d'e'term'ined"':.;.'~'':"".,!

THEN
40<4'. ':;j~ > +: ,'<K>:,.<KVj»j .'<p c)BO'j<F>'>$6.<: ~>< $ 'vjj~~Pggp 'SZ <

&Verify,:that;Turbi$e>Building'.HVAC;is'.operating.:in+
'jthe,:norm'al mode.(OP„-;55;::"'...Section,:E1)@~.".,'-,.„':-.',">."...,",".-'>""

Control Building HVAC radiation level cannot
be maintained below 5.92E-6 pCVcc
(HVC'RE18A-D)

Verifythat Control Building HVAC is operating in
the pressurization mode (OP-53A, Section 8.6)

,jg~jtYeriIy.';that',the',"MSIYs'a're.cto<'s>e'd

>'„:<.,'his

step is an override and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedure.

operator is directed to operate the Control
Building HVACsystem in the pressurization
mode in accordance with procedures.

This step provides direction to the operator for
operation of the Control BuildingHVACsys-
tem. Ifradiation levels in the Control Building
HVACreach the setpoint(5.92E-6 pCi/cc) the

Utilizingthe Control BuildingHVACspecial
filter train, minimizes the radiation dose to
control room operators.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL

„~c,'.pc~<~-'!*, ~ ~, e. g» ~"Z~y,>S " '{;.+i ~+C'+.; re ~~g+ ~+~'.,"'(".a':pw"V,, i~

gy. v'. ",''..'";;, .'.".':While executing the following steps: .-
.

-.Tissue'.Bv9$ ng'HYAG.exhatjst radiiaonhvid'„:
,exceedi the'urbine Bu~;Release,Rate"„":j~g
''Pigvr'e".MSL'";1)'.o'',"canrtot.be.'deterrnfnedFP,,::
r.,< '..'~ jq~>4P(v'p~h"("Ãji~rg'<a~ Yg>wg>'gP(+>+}Y+':.'; .+~,".g.

.'VerIfy,tha't:Tiibae Bt'8cSng'HVAC ii-'operating, fn.
.th'e norm'al'r'node,(OP~,"Section'E'.tl;":g .;j:",i;.-

,.y,',~c'~'csaj~+x'~<~p ~~i~pe>;:4p::":~ (q g:,~~~,@;QMc Qr s <.

P.,'Ve'rffj;that.Controf Bui!4ng.HVAC',ts',operatIn'g.iii.:": ~

"j~c4gg<45@2@Nc~~~<~r'Mx~»'gR~A~~~~E

Verifythat the MSIVs are dosed

The entry conditions require the MSIVs to be
isolated. This step directs the operator to ver-
ify that the MSIVs are closeL The operator is

to ensure that the automatic MSIV isolation
has occurred or take appropriate manual ac-

tion to shut the MSIVs.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIY LEAKAGE CONTROL

Verify that the MsfVs are dosed

NAITunsil
Main steam line

radiation exceeds
the MSL Rad Limit
(Figure MSL-2) or

cannot be
determined

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedure until the stated condition, main steam
line radiation exceeds the MSL Rad Limit
(Figure MSL-2, refer to Section C) or cannot
be determined, has been met.

,y~Tuibne'. BuIIding,HVAR'~; '„'.,'ra'dia'tton'he'4.'e'xceedsit'he';",~w
„~bgjTu'rbtne','B'uifd1ng Retease'.Rate~qk,,;.

ji

gttre.'le'xa7afs'.tie,':Emerger'tcj,Pjai'i,:
"

4>'Afeit;:
te'tfet'.]as'det'er'rtrfned>'R.'I'-'-,'g,'ci""~j,~;,"~

following a reactor shutdown, the reactor
coolant activity levels will decay away at the
normal expected rates forshutdown. This step
directs the operator to monitor MSLradiation
levels.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedure confirms that the
available systems are unable to control the
leakage of steam and radioactivity past the
MSIYs and that further actions need to be

addressed.

Main steam line radiation levels are indicative
of reactor coolant activity levels. Normally,

If a fuel failure has occurred, MSL activity
level willbe above normal. Ifthe main steam
line radiation level exceeds the values for
MSL Rad Limit (Figure MSL-2, refer to
Section C) or cannot be determined, then the
magnitude of the fuel failure poses a signifi-
cant hazard to personnel in the area of the main
steam lines. The condition also threatens areas

outside the secondary containment should the
steam continue to leak past the MSIYs.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIY LEAKAGE CONTROL

~ 'WAfTuntit" '
Main steam hne '„",,

radiation exceeds, >.'',i<

,,tho MSL Rod Um't:"".;-
"',(Figure MSL'-'2) or'.~~

WAlTuntil
Turbine Building HVAC

radiation level oxceeds the
Turbine BuiMing Release Rate

(Figure MSL-1) or carviot be determined
OR

Offgas pretreatment radiation level
exceods the Offgas Release Rate

(Figure MSL-3)
or cannot be determined

OR
Offsite radioactivity release rate

exceeds the Emergency Ran
Alert level (as dotormi

by chemistry)

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro-
cedure until any of the stated conditions (1)
Turbine Building HVAC radiation level ex-
ceeds the Turbine Building Release Limit
(Figure MSL-I, refer to Section C) OR (2)
Offgas pretreatment radiation level exceeds
the Offgas Release Limit(FigureMSL-3,refer
to Section C) OR (3) Offsite radioactivity

.release rate exceeds the Emergency Plan
"Alert"level, have been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedure confirms that the
available systems are unable to control the

leakage of steam and radioactivity past the
MSIVs and that further actions need to be

addressed.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL

OR.„..
Olfgas pretreatment radiation level
exceeds the Offgas Release Rate,.-; .

„'.: (Figure MS')
- ",'; tor,cannot be determined ~;,„

'.jyoi(site radioectNitr release'rater <w"
':$ ,exceeds the Erner'gency Plan)~"

'ir.Alert, level (as dete«imIned'.

'perate

available SJAEs through Offgas (EOP-6. Att 16)

~~„"c'.;,,~ji';.'.';;.r0 ' 's r ",;. ',. ~: cr.~<"'«'P.ck'p ", '~ Kr.:-',jq~joA'i%et"ns6;0(tlj'.„„.i'.„:;<~(ill",@;.;Pg~)«::;:,k''

+"'.v/stet (EON At(47/4~'"<'~~pP«j .s~(k~hMi" t'4~«"Q@>0

'his

filtration of leakage past the MSIVs
removes theradioactivedaughterproducts
of radioactive noble gases, thus reducing
the overall radioactivity that is released.

~ Increased holdup time

K4~'"~~'"~ " """''c ' ' ~'cc ""~~
The operator is directed to operate the Steam . Filtering of particulates
Jet AirEjectors {SJAEs) discharging to the
Offgas System. This process allows the Offgas
system to treat the radioactivity and steam
providing the followingadvantages:

The large holdup volume provides the ra-
dioactive gases additional time to decay
away prior to release, thus reducing the
activity that is released.

~ Condensation ofany steam

This increases the efficiency of the char-
coal filter,decreasing the amount ofradio-
activity released.

~ Adsorption of Iodine by the charcoal
filter

In the adsorption process, iodine mole-
cules adhere to the charcoal particles as a

thin layer. The iodine is "stuck" to the
charcoal. This allows the iodine additional
time to decay away within the filtration
system and reduces the amount of iodine
{and total radioactivity) released.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL

~ Elevated release for a better dispersal

After processing, the release is directed to
an elevated release point. This allows
natural conditions {i.e.,wind, temperature
and moisture) to spread the released radio-

activity over a large area and prevents
localized high concentrations of radioac-
llvlty.
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Section H NMP2-EOP-MSL IvISIVLEAKAGE CONTROL

Operate available SJAEs through Offgas (EOP-6;.

IF THEN

SJAEs or Offgas become unavailable
AND

Turbine Building 8VAC radiation level exceeds
the Turbine Building Release Rate (Figure
MSL-1)

1. Close the following valves:
~ Main turbine stop, control, and bypass valves
~ 2ARC-MOV5A, B, and C
~ 2MSS-AOV92A and B
~ 2ASS-AOV148
~ 2TMEAOV721
~ 2ARC-AOV105
~ 2ARC-MOV15Aand B

;.",,<'.pal;„'rp;::, c~: ',::g''> ' ~N$;.,Q,.'mM~y;:„'4 'j'qo" scp>'5'»

IITheaffSitB~redioactfvitjj,:relettse ratB,'carinot',be!,",.;>
!cain~':bet'ovi';;tt'te.'Emejgii'r'i@PIan';use'neraI>j
'-'E'rwrg'e)ej;,;"Iev'eI:,.'(as"d'ete'itttlrf'e'd'ocher'nfs+'',.P<

4;;:,;..::: ',,::,"::-:::.::-:,-:-::."--',";,"'.=„, .'::;.

2. Establish the main turbine seals
(OP-25, Section F.4)

3. Start all circulating water pumps
(OP-1 OA, Sections E2.0-5.0)

4. Fill the. main steam lines between the MSIVs with
water (EOP-6, Att 17)

."::C$4NN''<X~!,'4';"~:< 'V@>rA'Y~'Y5'%8N~i"4vÃ4"""$
(j'-!'~EjttERGENCY,';RPfIDEPRESSUAIZAT)ON'.IS~)~

ii'„",'.;.„',;„-,"i,'j;"'...=,':;'::'."':',

„':.':,g "";;.;.".";:;:„, "..~$';-;, ~"'':.';:~,.; r.";"".

RPV Control,
Section RP

Q C3
CS

With the S JAE or Offgas System not avail-
able and indication of MSIV leakage ( as

evidenced by excessive Turbine Building
HVAC radiation levels) still present, other
methods are used to try and limit the radioac-
tive releases.

The main steam lines and main condenser are
closed up to'inimize leakage and increase
hold-up time. This is accomplished by shut-

ting valves and establishing seals (steam seals

on the turbine and water seals on the MSIVs).

Operating the circulating water pumps pro-
motes condensation of any steam in the leak-

age. Filling the main steam lines provides a

water seal against the MSIVs.
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Section H NivPP2-EOP-MSL i@IS IV LEAKAGE CONTROL

Operate available S JAEs through Olfgas {KOPJE, Att,t6)
v

THEN

+rv/<''<,.Vvpvv'vA'<'+x,'<, i«;:, v>ggg+~~PpV"~+<i'<4'%. '" "«" "' '«. 'v"v "'''<~*4<> v<">.:.1<v er "i'.
:";i'<"'~~v1"'IOSe lbs.following.valves:;<j.,,kg.'-;.

The olfsite radioactivity release rate cannot be
maintained below the Emergency Plan General
Emergency level {as determined by chemistry)

AND
A primary system ls discharging Into an area,
outside the primary and secondary containments

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS
REQUIRED; enter RPV Control and execute it
concurrently with this procedure

Q RPV Control,
Section RP

Q C3
g c5

ISC I0 t <

v

':<'; .'.jjP~ Q ~t;v<v'.,~<

The decision to emergency depressurize the
RPV is dependent on the fact that a primaty
system is discharging to an area outside of the
primary and secondary containments and the
inabilityto maintain radioactivityreleaserates
below the "General Emergency" level of the
Emergency Plan. If release rates cannot be

maintained below the "General Emergency"
level, then actions taken up to this point have
not been effective at controlling MSIV leak-
age.

Depressurizing the RPV reduces the driving
head and, therefore, the flowfrom the primary

system discharging outside the primary and

secondary containments.

Entering RPY Control provides additional
guidance forcontrolling conditions within the

RPV. The initial step reminds the operator to
ensure a reactor scram has been initiated. The
reactor scram ensures that the reactor is shut-
down to assist in reducing the driving head and
minimize the leakage past the MSIVs. In the

RP (Reactor Pressure) leg of RPV Control,
N2-EOP-RPV, directions are provided to ac-

complish an Emergency RPV Depressuriza-
tion.
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Section I ViiiP2-EOP-C 1 ALTERNATELEVELCONTROL

C1
ALTERNATELEVEL CONTROL

A,fgrgfli@% WsS,

~ ~

The purpose of this procedure is to provide
instructions for reversing a decreasing RPV
water level trend that are more detailed and
explicit than those specified in the RPV water
level control {RL)leg ofN2-EOP-RPV, RPV
Control. Even though the systems identified
in this procedure are identical to those identi-
fied in N2-EOP-RPU, RPV Control, this pro-
cedure has two main differences. First, this
procedure gives directions to use the low pres-
sure ECCS pumps to restore RPV water level
above -14 in (top ofactive fuel, TAF) without

being concerned about pump NPSH and vor-
tex limits. Secondly, this procedure addresses

the relationships between RPV pressure and
the capability ofthe specified systems utilized
to restore RPV water level. This procedure
provides directions to effect a reversal of a

decreasing RPV water level trend through the
selection of injection subsystems consistent
with the status ofRPV water level, the value of
RPV pressure and the availability of individ-
ual injection systems/subsystems.
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Section I NMP2-EOP-C 1 ALTERNATELEVELCOi4 I ROL

.,;: .< START':

lF

VNIIe executing this procedure:

THEN

Allcontrol rods aren't inserted to at least position 02
AND

%he reactor willattt remain shutdown without boron

Exit tNs procedure and enter CS, Levetrpower Control

+'RPV water:leVetcannotbedelerttxned:«?«> r<9s+~~~y%'<~".,)~MS~>t"M??'x'4'' < ' <"?iy<? «" w <':::v:.'<c::.:<?'?::?6':: ?%6:"".'.:::<'.<< 9p? <rs c,:,".'. <,8,"
?'? "r,<<?<: $ '? >.?? .? r <',",<<Nj:;5?<<$e?<.K'*„' '."; <'j<<x<p:.:„'~$'?'<'y<„?'?'ri

<?5>is<<.:5,''c

<'? v":.:."??„<?: «m<r< ?.:a«~??~: «S?~<?< Q!2'5?'44%«<,"?~? t?k>M<',"<<","?~"gi.j%N+<4'o~R<'~>

:"jPr'Irn'i'ijcontttlnt'n'xiii'wat'er",level awat'~eeelotttcharntter,'"p'rres?s'u<re)

k??zNwN < '%vRQ" .':. <K?'("':M.""""<«<ÃQ<:4 ':) <w, .:<v . «'« '?:M:.y,

:,'rnafrItatned tN<toa?? tbe'cttnregjjiii:CI-'0)'@sÃPPXN.:.;;,~
@W~dA'NM?<'N4''<N~WA>WM4N««?<'rNQ'r: cd."c:i<:r~k

Positive confirmation that the reactor willre-
main shutdown under all conditions is best
obtained by confirming that no control rod is
withdrawn beyond the Maximum Subcritical
Banked Withdrawal Position (position 02).
The Maximum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal
Position is defined to be the lowest control rod
position to which all control rods may be
withdrawn in bank and the reactor willnone-
theless remain shutdown under all conditions
of reactor coolant temperature and in-core
boron concentration.

Ifcontrol rod insertion cannot alone assure
that the reactor willremain shutdown under all
conditions, the actions required for control of
RPV water level differ from those prescribed
in this procedure. The RPV water level control
actions that are appropriate under this condi-
tion are specified in N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power
Control.

Criteria other than the Maximum Subcritical
Banked Withdrawal Position may beemployed
to make the determination as to whether reac-

Page 3

Thisstepisanoveriidestepandis applicable tor shutdown is assured for all conditions.
throughout the performance ofthis procedure. These criteria can include, but are not limited

to, confirming the existence ofthe core design
basis shutdown margin with the single highest
worth control rod fully withdrawn and all
other control rods fully inserted, and compli-
ance with the Technical Specification require-
ments governing control rod position and the
allowable number of inoperable control rods.





Section I Nii2-EOP-C 1 ALTERNATELEVELCOtttTROL

START.~"„.„

While executing this procedure:

IF
??4? i~<<<@.. ~ gv4Kc?<c?'„'» c ??cÃ,?)Y ?'<gr . c (. <. g'??< >%Ãb'Jc <Yg?. w)? < 1? '>jrt

"'''''8'g<NPP444.":":,p'~","N..:"-':@Jlgn~.",?5Ã~S~A~-'-~%V4j8'.w~.:~r?pt

:m':@=-:e@"-: ~~ "~-:"4"":~~8-~'- ~M'-'~""P<."::-:::%.'~'4"

RPV water level cannot be deternxned

? IRPV~water fever Is'rising:"'.-'q~4i~g <~y>g>?<~~?~?yg~)q~)?p~g>;;~/~'.g

c'j? ''?4<?vN?<'«'<« '.?z' AsF<MNK?4??r?N'c'a%"<Ã8;:'rx« "'?'??"&%~Nr '0 «~?

~frater.',Lrevcet &Hi'(FJyt'rect-5}"'c"~<:":~'W-"">«'~~%~""?~4'~4g.

',e<S,:,??<g X'(%pc?p~r<k@j,l "j.<c??pc;, Y c,.?< y) (q? c r?c: 0 ' g).,

Exit this procedure and enter C4, RPV Flooding

<r<~x, .:S<Nrpi'~. ?>?? c.'?(oN<~<<9<c?NQ<.~S? Y,4? ~><;"?:?~>A„
Xc>x:.'«c. %c<?<.'<)::."r<r??<w<Ã4(kc<?<4A'< «?<%44'.«N«".:c« "z V
:c?>?<os''<? '<. ' .. ?'%?a<?<< e?'SR;."w'>?<'?<'(:"%p~ "NQ"" '??<jp,,:.:,:?

r- f'eimnat'e:,~ tnt'o'.:the l?reiey Contt'iadINnerjjlr'or'it"'a'otir'ceir'tg
,;e'xteeat,trt".'the'Pitrnar'Ir.',Contiinrn'ertt'tat'ttl pijri'fiji''con't'a'tnrn'ent':„:"-".

IfRPV water level cannot be determined, the
actions specified in this procedure cannot be
performed since RPV water level and water

? ?

This step is an override step and is applicable level trend information is necessary for deter-
throughout the performance ofthis procedure. mining which actions to take. Exit from this

procedure and entry into N2-EOP-C4, RPV
Flooding, is therefore made to assure contin-
ued adequate core cooling.
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;-;;-, START,,',...

While executing this procedure:

", ." "-:, >:,(.".«<'>PE'~'. ",<>QUA+ >sxY>'48 ~<>'-"4"<'"«,".s;x'~":<>'~g~
~Allcontrol rods are'g inserted to at least poiition 024'<'~'~~",',.w'.";;.,';"'g

'Rc??<>< (<w(?<>:~"<>?'"'~ <'' g ct"~~'"(<~(<>t r'?>(<«~4jpc"> ".'<<N0'"<'? 4':(<'.""t(@r
-.":RPVwa?teilevet cannot be('detemine<tt V~~'"gk~.~~r(,'',: '."."';.~(p',-.",.;t'„")

RPV water level is rising

.:",?< Wfgrtt,cTxnttunrtteikwater, leiet'at1d suppr'essio'rt ~<,priisure
g~tc@m«??,, '':;;>go~,.> <>:g,,<.t

i<'~~<c >+g(<>><< >g<.(<(>,'p>p,"..? >v<(~'>'?(''.r<'<r 4 < ( (<jA'<((a?? <?,'(>,j(p ", s

$„,Q '+h~p Fpg ? ><, $ "Y::,:.): . ~: ' " > ~ 'p~%(

x <t"4%3P?'(>((("r(g."'t>."4'(4<~%~8'<.Pk":;; YM'4R+4eQ?~%>F(>?>(M'<t
':>("''@>'~"?W":.:>5?QASNC>'~v?(~:: <"(.".>(">'@~"": .>t>".'PNW)><g'"<<x~'"':~r%

Exit this procedure and enter RPV Control Section RL at QA

gs'especttve tt It?rhottt'ej':ack'i~aYe'core'cootinti is<assured ~<$g~4,."?
I<'ier'r'ntiiiit'e'.'tnt<ecIio'n lnt'o'the'Pilreiiy":,C'on't'aiirn?en't bee'i's'oitrces,:j)
g;external''to 'n'e P'rimirj.'.';Co'n'tat'iiiient"ttnttrp''ie'aiy,'c'oit't'ainit't<eiit':;:,"„

K:--'"'-: s-:::=s::::::.'-~i»':::: ?r '~4~-'"""::::-':.'::, ".-',:"",.::-:.«:-:-:~::::::::;".:;:,'.",; .::: "": "";,.'.".':."i<(<ix-?"::~!~i"::ri'::?>'.~..".? 'i<

This step is an override step and is applicable IfRPV water level is rising, the number of
throughout the performance ofthis procedure. pumps in operation must be producing suff-

icien discharge head to overcome RPV pres-
The intent ofthe actions directed in this ptoce- sure andproduce theinjection flowrequired to
dureistoreverseadecreasingRPVwaterlevel reverse the previously lowering water level
trend. When this condition is achieved, even trend. No further action with respect to initi-
ifRPVwaterlevelhasnotyetbeenrestoredto ating the operation of additional injection
above the top of active fuel (TAF), the RPV systems is required. As long as RPY pressure
water level control (RL) section (beginning at remains stable or decreases (as specified by
A) of N2-EOP-RPY, RPV Control, then pro- the actions in the RP section ofN2-EOP-RPV,
vides the appropriate steps for continued con- RPV Control) and the existing pump capacity
trol of RPV water level. remains constant, RPV water level willcon-

tinue to rise thereby achieving adequate core
cooling through core submergence.
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sive decision between maintaining adequate
core cooling and assuring primary contain-
ment integrity must be made, the NMP2 EOPs

preferentially choose to maintain primary
containmentintegrityinorder toprotectagainst
the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
general public from a degraded core condition.
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Place the 'ADS togic Inhibit switches in CW

Line up for injedion. start pumps, and irrespedive d pump NPSH ard vonex imits, raise
injedion Itow to the maximum with 2 or more ot the Ioltowing subsystems:

* Condensate
~ HPCS
~ LPCI-A

Injed through the heal exchanger as soon as possible
~ LPCI-8

Injed through Ihe heat exchanger as soon as possibte
~ LPCIC
~ LPCS

i,':i-. g6QCSKiiej&4iysxteins ]EOP4;AII'g',::;;,.j;,g

By increasing injection flow to the maximum,
conditions are established whereby maximum
flow willbe delivered to the RPV as soon as

RPV pressure drops below the system shut off
head. This promotes rapid recovery of RPV
water level; subsequent actions can control
injection and maintain RPV water level in the
desired band.

Unlike the directions given in the RPV water
level control (RL) leg ofN2-EOP-RPV. RPV
Control, foruse ofmotor driven ECCS pumps,
operation of these pumps in this procedure is
carried out irrespective of associated NPSH
and Vortex limits. The undesirable conse-
quences of uncovering the reactor core out-

r

r

Thepurposeofliningupandstartingpumpsin ~eigh the risk of equipment damage which
two or more RPV injection subsystems is to could result if NPSH or Vortex limits are
provide the appropriate assurance that water exceedetL In addition, immediate and cata-
willbe injected into the RPV during and fol- strophic pump failure is not expected should
lowing RPV depressurization. Arequirement operation beyond these limits be required; at
for at least two subsystems is specified in this most degraded system or pump performance
step to accommodate the possibility that one may result from prolonged operation under
subsystem may not operate properly or that a these conditions.
break may exist flowpath of one sub-

system.
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Injection subsystems are defined by the physi-
cal separation of components, flow paths and

injection points. A subsystem, as identified in
this step, is a motor-driven system loop which
is independently capable ofsupplying makeup
water to the RPY. To illustrate:

~ The NMP2 RHR system is comprised of
three LPCI subsystems, each consisting of a

pump with independent suction and discharge
flow paths into the RPV.

~ The NMP2 Condensate system is comprised
of three pumps which discharge into a com-
mon header. This is one subsystem, not three.

with a timer to temporarily bypass the RHR
heat exchangers immediately following auto-
matic system initiation. When this interlock
expires, thecooling capacityof this subsystem
should be utilized by directing flow through
the heat exchangers as soon as conditions
permit.

The listed subsystems are limited to those
having motor-driven pumps. Steam-driven
systems are not classified as subsystems be-

cause they may not be available following
depressurization of the RPV.

By system design, LPCI flow is interlocked
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. Condensate
; Hpcs.
~ LPCI-R

: . ~" Inject through the heat exchanger as soon as possible;<;,'
'PCI.B '

~-';.;:,.„- «< "Inject through Ihe beat exchanger as soon as possible:.:„,'I~t

at le
subsy
be li

Yes

Can
ast 2
stems

ned Up

r,~~~< ycc«»«««»»y~ a««»pcs««:+pi <<»«<y<«i.~«sysyp~<,a»~ <«~<~~

('.;.;".,Pire'"",( „';; 'chme'nt ~j.:g." '..'.„'.;:

F<p~„,)BCCS:Keep::Fi'8:s«y»ate+i.'tFQP4;".:RID

jk�',.„";,
r )r

+v»y"c P'?~,?~pj's <x+~

QG

Ifthe operator was successful in lining up at
least 2 subsystems, as indicated by a "YES"
response to this step,

sufficient

makeu willbe
available to the RPV ifRPV pressure is below,
or is depressurized below, the shutoff head of
the pumps in service. The operator is therefore
directed to continue in this procedure where
the status ofRPV pressure willbe evaluated to
determine ifRPV depressurization is required.

)
< )

This step has the operator evaluate the present Ifthe operator was unsuccessful in lining up at
status of the injection subsystems. least 2 subsystems, as indicated by a "NO"

response to this step, insufficient makeup to
the RPV willbe available irrespective of the
value ofRPV pressure. The operator is, there-
fore directed to continue in this procedure
where additional RPV makeup systems (alter-
nate subsystems) are lined up for injection.
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.":~$(Jna'i'i'p 4r,~'ec5a'ii;;start'pumps."a'n'tt'i'ires'pe'cS'e'ot(p'tstttr'HPSHiirif@rte'i'iaits,'rtsee..'s
.n)o e o(ttte{o~subsys(crit

Yes

corsnence linintt up as many ot tne totbwintbt{{ttm~
subsystems as possibte

~ RHR Senrice water crossoe (EOP-6, Att 5)
~ Fire system (EOP.6, Aa 8)
~ ECCS Keep.Futt systems (EOP+, Att7)
~ SLC {test tank) {EOPA. Att 9)
~ SLC (boron tank) (OP-36A, Section H.t)
~ Condensate Transter (EOP.6. Att 6)

OG

This step directs the operator to "Commence
lining up" alternate subsystems; line-up need
not be completed before proceeding to subse-

quent steps. The requirements for starting
pumps and injecting with the listed alternate
subsystems are delineated later in this proce-
dure.

Included in the alternate subsystems are those

systems and system interconnections capable
of injecting water into the RPV, but are not

Ifless than 2 subsystems can be lined up for normally utilized for this purpose because of
injectionintotheRPV,useofalternatesubsys- low water quality, the relative difficulty in
tems is required to assure that water willbe establishing the injection line-up, or because

injected into the RPV followingdepressuriza- the line-up may not be permitted during nor-

tion. When at least 2 subsystems can be lined mal plant operation.

up with pumps running, the operator's time is
better spent attempting to establish or increase
high pressure injectionrather than to establish
additional alternate lineups.
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<~,,~",: Fe ~ ijitem tEOp4, A5achrrserrr 6]

"":::,r,.;.,Corgfenarrre Trarrater gQp 6 W@as;"">s'gs>~
.vhsas> .>ss~ NhYs>s>fi ~ ce4 hVhAA4 A(/>>C4'>ss

Yea

~.':, 'ars,'/st,,
No Qorrrrrerrce Ia>e>9 rp ea rrrerrr oi rhe ior4w4lg~

>.WeAr c4s.ups,"g: +g> ~ 'sp>'» >>. "
>es.'. "RHR Serric'e wares ctoaario (EOP.O, Ari5) '.",".

s «gyes',e'> 'as 'q'c; s>>'>: s">saNs'x' »>q.
pg~<",Whtio,~ ironNng.ka-AAlorrrtny,atepa ~P'~~~ )

ra
R PV preaavre

~ 10$ebor pa>p
?

Mo

00

„urro'&"aiariprrrrpe. er>rr.:8r's.'-'„'A';s

kirreipecrrroor porrpirpSH eriri:.zg
( irortert-priiii„~~ fiowlo.~
4 its'rr'rixhrorrrsr'rrpr"eitijeemcirKi>
: 'arrbgyglereag+~A Ja wygjpC@p>g

This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of RPV pressure in order to determine
which RPV makeup systems are available for
injection.

of alternate subsystems result in the injection
ofpoor quality water into the RPV and should
be avoided, when at all possible, to expedite
plant restoration following the emergency.

IfRPV pressure is above 195 psig, as indicated
by a "YES" response to this step, injection
from all alternate subsystems is precluded
because RPV pressure is above the highest
shutoff head of the listed systems (excluding
SLC). When this condition exists, the operator
is directed to continue in this procedure, where
it will be determined if depressurizing the
RPV willallow the RPV injection systems and
subsystems to restore RPV water level. Use of
the alternate subsystems willonly be directed
as a lastresort and only when all RPV injection
systems and subsystems are unavailable. Use

IfRPV pressure is at or below 195 psig, as

indicated by a "NO" response to this step,
injection from all the listed RPV injection
systems and subsystems should not be pre-
cluded (based on RPV pressure), and injection
is also possible from at least one (and maybe
more) ofthe listed alternate subsystems. Wheri
this condition exists, the operator is directed to
continue in this procedure where actions to
restore RPV water by maximum injection flow
from the RPV injection systems and subsys-
tems are addressed. Injection with the alter-
nate subsystems will only be directed if the
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RPV injection systems and subsystems are

unable to maintain RPV water level above the
TAF.
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IF THEN

While executing the following steps:

.!G',"

.",''.irrespernire'ot pump
NPSH'and,""'~iv'orts'x.'Emitsr'aise intiaion'ttow.'to;I

>'ihai'n'ixiinurnwitttat t systems and'.;

RPV pressure drops below t95 psip Condnue at QG

gled<. Is'+pal

«gP>+)g~dtrrtttt at teast unrig"..><>$P~~PisubstIstents'wttr+'are lsted+$

Yes

This step is an override step and is applicable
throughout the performance ofthe steps in this
procedural leg.

While performing the subsequent steps in this
procedure leg, RPV pressure may decrease
below that corresponding to the highestshutoff

head(195 psig) ofa lowwater quality alternate
subsystem. Ifthis condition occurs, appropri-
ate actions to control RPV water level below
this pressure begin at G, and operator actions
are transferred accordingly.
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-'hile;executing.tk'e following steps .',;, „-':-.

4vxi"~.Ac+'wxv'M vNc'w'(vA4 Nv w 0 ÃAÃv&nM&%i:.",0Ach(c~ ~4&AÃv:,vs/r'AAMAA '2:,c
+rA".cM's

any
subsystem lined up

vihh at least one
pump running

?

Yes

$/)~'~;R":..)pc/~';cj~~4': j'Qgvppg~r~y.~p
g~Sa'rt'p'ur'itps'irt Qtttattt."g~;, j<)P

A "YES" response to this step indicates that
attempts were successful in lining up and in-
jecting withat least one RPV injection subsys-
tem. When this condition exists, sufficient
makeup willbe available to the RPV following
depressurization and use of the alternate sub-
systems willnot be required. The operator is
therefore, directed to continue in this proce-
dure where actions to depressurize the RPV
willbe addressed when RPV water level drops
to the TAF.

A "NO" response to this step indicates that
attempts were unsuccessful in lining up and
injecting with any of the RPV injection sub-
systems. When thisconditionexists, thepumps
in the alternate subsystems must be started to
ensure that sufficient makeup to the RPV will
be available when the RPV is depiessurized in
subsequent steps. Therefore, the operator is
directed to continue in this procedure where

/

ccCc 'ck>i0

This step has the operator evaluate the present actions to start pumps in the alternate subsys-
status of the RPV injection subsystems to temsareaddressed.
determine if the use of alternate subsystems
willbe required to restore RPV water level.
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,,,;,',.:;,„-'p''..,'sub'system:liried:up',.:'.~p..;!!,'y>~ No

Yes

Start pumps in <1{',zafp
subsystems which are lined
up for injection

Pc<

XNAN:*

Previous steps contained instructions to line Althoughalternatesubsystempumps are started

up and start pumps in at least 2 subsystems. If in this step, injection into the RPV willoccur
none of the RPV injection subsystems can be only when the RPV is depressurized to below
aligned with a pump running, use ofalternate the shutoff head ofone of the operating alter-

subsystems is required to reverse the decreas- nate subsystems. All alternate subsystem

ing RPV water level trend. pumps are started to maximize injection flow
rate.
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is any'.
.;:subsystem lined up:
j,"'-;;withat least one'"

..'",'unt

p runrNlg ';.„-.

.„? 't"r't

'C

Yes

.'Start pumps'ln +~alit.
subsystems which are 6ned

," up for,iniection".-';:~.

'AIT

until
RPV water

level drops to
-14 in.

z'~t ~ g

+~%>~>4

This step is a "hold point", and further actions

in this procedural leg willnotbeperformed until
the stated condition, RPV water level at-14 in.

(TAF), has been met.

The actions which follow this step direct,
based upon the availability of injection
systems, either RPV depressurization or
steam cooling.

Actions to emergency depressurize the RPV
willbe directed when at least one system,

subsystem or alternate subsystem is
available for injection with at least one

pump running. The directions to rapidly
depressurize the RPV are delayed until
RPV water level drops to -14 in (TAF)
because:

1. Adequate core cooling exists so long as

RPV water level remains above the TAF,
and

2. The time for RPV water level to decrease

to the TAF can best be used to line up and

start pumps, attempting to reverse the decreas-

ing RPV water level trend, before RPV depres-

surization is required to assure continued ad-

equate core cooling.

Actions to perform steam cooling willbe di-

rected when no system, subsystem or alternate

subsystem is available for injection. The di-

rections to perform steam cooling are delayed

until RPV water level drops to -14 in. (TAF)
because:
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l. Adequate core cooling exists so long as

RPV water level remains above the

TAF,and

2. The time for RPV water level to decrease

to the TAFcan best be used to line up and
start pumps, attempting to re-establish in
jection and reverse the decreasing RPV
water level trend, and

3. Steam cooling is effective in removing a

significant amount ofdecay heat only when
RPV water level has decreased well into
the core region.
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"«:,':-,jWAlT:.until"„.-;.;,

''.~'RPVswater'i"~,','.:~(feiel:.di

ops:to',".";.~

No

Is
any source of

RPV injection lined up
with at least one

pump running

Yes

k>'<V<P<%MY>a~<$+FS45P44Ãc'~' .">34
<,".":EMERGENCY>t3PVj,'gjj".:,.:-„~~!'gQ
„,"-"96PRESSURtZATfON~t8yj APV Control
»"REQUtRED4~$>>'--@k'4~~;:"'- Section RP

This step has the operator determine the pres-
ent status of RPV injection systems, subsys-
tems and alternate subsystems.

Ifattempts were successful in starting pumps
in one or more injection systems, subsystems,
or alternate injection subsystems as indicated

by a "YES" response to this step, the operator
willbe directed to continue in this procedure

where actions to rapidly depressurize the RPV
to rtumimize injection flowrate are addressed.

Ifattempts were unsuccessful in starting pumps
in one or more injection systems, subsystems,
or alternate injection subsystems as indicated

by a "NO"response to this step, the operator
willbe directed to continue in this procedure
where actions to perform steam cooling are

addressed.
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EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURI2ATION IS RPy Contro)
REQUIRED Section RP

No ~.-",~@"..jRPV~Inje'ction'Iiqett.upjjj;'~„~+Yes

:::""STEAiA":CO'OIrlNG''Isj
I

'"'""-"BP"

'n

order to maximize injection flowrate with
the available systems, directions are given to
rapidly depressurize the RPV, in accordance
with N2-EOP-C2, Emergency RPV Depres-
surization. Since N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Con-
trol (RP and RQ legs), must be performed

concurrently with this procedure, the explicit
direction to enter N2-EOP-C2 is provided in
the ovemde step in the RP leg denoted with an

asterisk (*).
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QiPJQERGENOQRPV"~<""~'",)<i>>~< ~
(~;DEPFtESSI'JHlZATlOH;:IS',",.:i) APV Control
a~~REQUIREOPkk<%Y'%4<~:;.,'.;.-', Section RP

, ~~;~'p P.:.g,'4 x.

No,gg~'.:.':.:,"~'::RPV,,;:Injectlori:lined.',.bp;,.:,)aP;:.;:~„Yes

STEAM COOLING IS
RPV CREQUIRED

Since the decreasing RPV water level trend
has not been reversed, and no source ofinjec-
tion into the RPV is available, the only mecha-
nism available to provide adequate core cool-
ing is steam cooling. Therefore, the operator
willbe directed to perform steam cooling, in
accordance withN2-EOP-C3. Since N2-EOP-

RPV, RPV Control (RP and RQ legs) must be

performed concurrently with this procedure,
the explicit direction to enter N2-EOP-C3 is
provided in the override step in the RP leg
denoted with a black triangle (+).
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apv vwhwg&V WpVp4gClpg gW W '9%,"cvhVA 'W9w)v 'I'jl h(VPI' p gV("~VhVP'6'P~

'.:,;,:.'":g,!:-""",.Whiteexecuting,'the:foltowIng':steps,'.;.:';'.~;:,::,>':-",".,:,
)Icbm'; O',I... (g P g, 5Y/g(; 'A) . 4 '.6%A ''G %4

'':'V"''"THEN'>"'~'-"'~"'"

~<:.„''; RPV,p'resstire-'drops:,befaw195:psig g '.„""';Cantjnue,„"at;~<y;.;,', j~

eV%4YW~")»"~~Sp" ".a4eW:-"w'-.~+V~>o",~~~%4~""~~4~~~~M

p.
Line up, start pumps, and
irrespective ot pump NPSH and
vortex limits, raise injection !low to
the maximum with all systems and
subsystems

+giPP'jgcg~~',@~~

The actions taken in this step ensure that all
available injection systems and subsystems
are operating. System operation is not re-
stricted by pump NPSH and Vortex limits

since prompt injection into the RPV to miti-
gate inadequate c'ore cooling concerns takes
precedence over adherence to precautionary
limits on equipment operation.
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OG

, Line,up;,'start pumps;:..a 'di,-',.-'.'-.'.-::,',<

irrespectiveof pump: NPSH'and',"~~,;.
;"'„';vortex limits,;raise;irilectIon'.flo<w.

to„"„''-jthe;maximum,:wlttiallsystems and/

M1Wi'Ã<<~ 1<<, <,G8< NI''544'<%NWCZ<<< 'R 4,I,D<hKQ7(%4<

WAITuntil
RPV water

level drops to
-14 in.

-~ ":A""~~K~~~ÃF<R':." Ã~,,~?:i'.:cs<+:i~5P<.o'~~<.~F>gg

..@EMERGENCY„':;RP>V)DEPRESSURIZATfOIIt!l8$g~i'"'g g RPV Control
WC,:.,'.REQUtREo.".:line,:up,;,start snips;:attd.'~j';.:„:j:>,:~NN s o„RP

'.''.Qjectioitrftov'r'.,'t'O.fff8:"itiaxiiittJitt"',:AN'8Jfd@ih4~.-:yg~+

C

NM~~ '«<<' '<<

S Io
<%<i "I I<pi",df~'.<<I *<<*I"g

procedural leg willnot be performed RPV water level remains above the TAF,
until the stated condition, RPV water level at-
14 in. g AF), has been met.

The actions which followthis step direct rapid
depressurization of the RPV in order to utilize
the alternate subsystems to restore RPV water
level. The directions to rapidly depressurize
the RPV are delayed until RPV water level
drops to -14 in. {TAF)because:

2. The time required for RPV water level to
decrease to the TAFcan best be used to line up
and start pumps, attempting to re- establish
injection andreverse thedecreasing RPV water
level trend before RPV depressurization is

required to assure continued adequate core

cooling.
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Section I NMP2-EOP-CI ALTERNATELEVELCONTROL

,WAlT.until':.:....:;.

.;„'RPV,water,„.p!
,;level'dro'ps',to

EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS
REQUlRED; line up, start pumps, and raise
injection flow to the maximum with all +@~lft,
subsystems

4 RPV Control,
Section RP

g C3

<<CX)!!gP!RW~PQS)'fq~WMX4'Cf(P~)k)g)p)g+(

'--."".::;R'PV.;:wate'r,';1'evel'ca'n'not",.<y".:

><ma'etained~above,';;g'4.in-;:~
ary Containment
ol Section SPL

!PRIMARY„'CQNTAltAIEIIgj")"jjQ
:,"FLOODlNG':lS'HEQU!RED'!ex'it~ pnm
',",.thIs:,pace'cfiiri:.',and.',e'nter>CO'@,".,'.j Contr

2. RPV water level is constant or de-

creasing, and

K@~'„„. ~~. ",.g,,:-. ',.

This step is entered when the followingplant Since allavaBable systemsand subsystems are
conditions exist: unable to maintain RPV water level above the

TAF, rapid depresstuization of the RPV is
1. RPV water level is at or below -14 in. directed to maximize injection flowrate from

(TAF), and the systems. IfRPV depressurization does not
result in reversing the decreasing RPV water
level trend, the use of the alternate subsystems
must be initiated.

3. Available systems and subsystems are
unable to maintain RPV water level
above the TAF

4. RPV pressure is less than 195 psig
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Section I NMP2-EOP-C I ALTERNATELEVELCONTROL

4(K,MYg CA>5,AAC X.jj 'CCj vt NIYW&6'C 1 )gAD'A,gW ~g+O' '/
;.;q"'MERGENCY. RPV'DEPRESS URINATION:IS:"~"" '>-

<'>REQUIRED .line up";:.,start pumps and"raise';.Z '.;4.-'.:R4

P~;,iiijection flow.ta;the maxImum,with:,all it~fj*.'::::;,-'~,'4~;.

4 RPV Control,
Section RP

g C3

IF

RPV water level cannot
be restored and
maintained above -14 in.

THEN

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT Q
FLOOoING IS REQUIREo; exit primary Containment
this procedure and enter C6, Control Section Spl
Primary Containment Flooding

IZED~~~~'"~"'

As a measure of last resort, when all attempts
to submerge the core through RPV injection
prove unsuccessful, submergence of the core
is achieved through primary containment
flooding. Operator actions transfer to N2-
EOP-C6, Primary Containment Flooding, for
this purpose.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 ElvIERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIQN

~ f ~ ~

C2
EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION

0

This procedure gives specific instructions for
rapidly depressurizing the RPV. The purpose
of Emergency Depressurization is to:

~ Establish or maintain adequate core cool-
ing

~ Reduce the stored energy contained in the
RPV prior to reaching plant conditions
where insufficient pressure suppression
capability may exist to safely accommo-
date SRV opening or a loss of coolant
accident

~ Terminate or minimize the discharge of
reactor coolant from unisolable primary
system breaks

~ Minimize radioactivity released from the
RPV to the primary containment, reactor
building or surrounding external areas.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

START

,',~<„:::all:,~c'o'nt'rof"rodsIlriseItedi~,.w+ No
<:.,";::::ta':at':,)e'ast,.'posltIon;"02$ '<~

tee)

~ Override Statement, IfRPV water level
cannot be determined and less than7 SRVs
are open (Reactor Pressure leg) or Emer-
gency RPV Depressurization is otherwise
required and less than 7 SRVs are open
(Reactor Pressure leg).

~ Ifsuppression chamberpressure cannot be

maintained below the Pressure Suppres-
sion Pressure (Figure PC-3) {PCP leg).

::,.!Bxecee e!ON ':::::::!'':,,::ll

This procedure ts ente om a numted fr number of ~ Ifsuppression pool water level cannot be

procedures, due to a variety of conditions. maintained above the Heat Capacity eve
Limit(Figure PC-5) (SPL leg).They include:

RPU Control {N2-EOP-RPU) ~ Ifsuppression water level and RPV pres-
sure cannot be restored and maintained
below the SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit
(Figure PC-6) (SPL leg).

Primary Containment Control (N2-EOP-
PC)

~ If drywell temperature cannot be main-
tained below 340 F (DWT leg).

~ Ifdrywell or suppression chamber hydro-
gen concentration cannot be determined to
be below 6% ANDdrywellor suppression
chamber oxygen concentration cannot be

determined to be below 5% (PCH leg).
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

>':: "DXSCU88I0N: .(Coatmttel)"'-"':"""

~ Ifsuppression pool temperature and RPV primary system is discharging into an area

pressure cannot be maintained below the outside the primary and secondary con-
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit(Figure tainments (final step of procedure).
PC-1) {SPT leg).

Secondary Containment Control
(N2-EOP-SC)

~ Ifa primary system is discharging into the
reactor building, THEN IF an area radia-
tion level exceeds 10R/hr in more than one
area (Reactor Building Radiation Levels
leg).

~ Ifa primary system is discharging into the
reactor building, THEN IF an area tem-
perature exceeds Maximum Safe RB
Temperature in more than one area (Reac-
tor Building Temperature leg).

Contingency ¹1 Alternate Level Control
(N2-EOP-Cl)

~ IfRPV pressure is at or below 195 psig and
RPV water level drops to -14 inches (Top
of Active Fuel).

~ If RPV pressure is above 195 psig and
RPV water level drops to -14 inches (Top
ofActiveFuel) and any system, subsystem
or alternate subsystem is lined up forinjec-
tion with at least one pump running.

Contingency ¹3 Steam Cooling (N2-EOP-
C3)

~ Ifa primary system is discharging into the
reactor building, THEN IF an area water
level reaches an ECCS equipment room
flooding alarm level in more than one area
(Reactor Building Water Level leg).

Radioactivity Release Control
(N2-EOP-RR)

~ Override Statement, IfEmergency RPV
DeptessurizationisrequiredORRPV water
level cannot be determined OR any sys-

tem, subsystem or alternate subsystem is
lined up for injection with at least one

pump running, direction is given for the
operator to enter Contingency ¹2, Emer-

gency RPV Depressurization.

~ Ifthe offsite radioactivity release rate ap-
proaches or exceeds the Emergency Plan
"General Emergency" level and a primary
system is discharging into an area outside
the primary and secondary containments
(final step of procedure).

MSIV Leakage Control {N2-EOP-MSL)

„~ 'IfRPV water level drops to or below -55

inches (Minimum Zero-Injection RPV
Water Level) direction is given for the
operator to enter Contingency ¹2, Emer-
gency RPV Depressurization.

Contingency ¹5 Level/Power Control (N2-
EOP-C5)

~ Ifthe offsite radioactivity release rate can-
not be maintained below the Emergency
Plan "General Emergency" level and a

~ IfRPV water level cannot be maintained
above -45 inches (Minimum Steam Cool-
ing RPV Water Level)
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Section J N2-EOP-CZ EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIQN

e
ds inserted

position 0

Ar
all control ro

o at least

No

Yes
Will

the reactor remain
shutdown without

boron

No

Yes
WAIT

until all injection into
the RPVg~g from

boron injection
systems, CRD, and

RCIC has been
terminated and

prevented

Before taking action to depressurize the reac-
tor, positive confirmation that the reactor will
remain shutdown under all conditions must be
ascertained. This confirmation is best deter-
mined by ensuring that no control rod is with-
drawn past the Maximum Subcritical Banked
Withdrawal Position (position 02). The
Maximum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal
Position is defined to be the lowest control rod
position to which all control rods may be
withdrawn in bank and the reactor willremain
shutdown under all conditions.

, Ifcontrol rod insertion alone cannot assure the
reactor willremain shutdown under all condi-
tions, then extra measures are taken to prevent
power excursions which may result from posi-

uve reactivity additions caused by subsequent
cold water injection.

Ifall control rods are not inserted to or beyond
position 02, other criteria may be employed to
determine that the reactor will remain shut-
down, such as determining that the design
basis shutdown margin (SDM) exists with the
single control rod of the highest worth full-out
and all other control rods full-in.

Ifit has been determined that the reactor will
not remain shutdown under all conditions
withoutboron,depressurization must waituntil
injection into the RPV is terminated and pre-
vented. This action is taken to preclude power
excursions due to rapid addition ofcold water
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGE ICY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIOY

into the reactor. Injection from CRD and
boron injection systems continues. Boron
injection systems are needed to complete bo-

ron injection and CRD system operation is
needed to support control rod insertion efforts.
RCIC injection is not stopped, since operation
of the RCIC turbine aids in depressurization
and injection flow is small.
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Section J ¹-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPY DEPRESSURIZATIOib

Yes

'«cgf"
'es

sa
I pressure

ation signal
g) exi

Doe
high drywel
ECCS initi

1.68 ps'

Pre~riid~,'Iiethnihee':~~L'PCS
ted:;:fPCTp'ups'w'i~isai:m~„",'~auÃ ". ';"'aiiny'~

'e'his

step reminds the operator of the drywell
high pressure input to a Loss ofCoolant Acci-
dent (LOCA) signal. Subsequent steps in this
procedure will cause a rapid and complete
depressurization of the RPV. Ifdrywell pres-
sure is above 1.68 psig then an Emergency
Core Cooling System(ECCS) initiationsignal
is present (ECCS pumps may already be run-
ning ifRPV level has dropped to the RPV low
low water level setpoint).

When RPV pressure drops below the low
pressure interlock for the injection valves, the

valves will automatically open. Continued
depressurization of the RPV willreduce RPV
pressure below the shutoff head of the low
pressuteinjectionsystem(LPCI/LPCS) pumps.
Rapid injection ofa large volume ofwater will
follow. A "YES" response will prevent the
injection from these pumps unless required to
assure adequate core cooling.

A "NO" response bypasses this step because

the low pressure injection systems (LPCI/
LPCS) may otherwise be required due to a low
RPY water level condition.
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Section J N2-EOP-CZ EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

V

.' Doesa".
..,z,'high'dtyweH pressure:„;-',"'"
-~!'.:, ECCS initiation signai:,,'.

*

'- ',"(1.68 psig);exist~"

Yes

Prevent injection from those LPCS and LPCI pumps
not required to assure adequate core cooling

Yes)

This step gives the operator direction to pre-
vent unwanted injection. The operator is in-
structed to preclude the possibility ofinjection
from LPCI and LPCS only when adequate
core cooling is assured.

Failure to prevent injection from these sys-
tems when they are not required to assure

adequate core cooling may complicate efforts
to control RPV water level, due to the uncon-
trolled rapid injection of large volumes of
water into the RPV.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

,~~a,"< D005 a:s~~
, „; j ", tdgh dtTwott pteaottto<~;,

~~;"(1.88 psf9) oxisag"
~?if'~>'".'>>'oo

P<PN~V>"".+"~~~~>'~~c~s~~~pNp't~~'cC~c wi",ZMg~
.'," PrtNont tnjoctton ttam tttoo'e LPCS'and lPC/ jampa'qt

' M% ."'4 c'%44PF@d, i."-'.'I'." .'

.. WAIT
untt a! I tnjeaen'into
tno RPVttitdt9iaom

boron atjocnnn:.
systems; CRD; and
"I RCK: has

boon'"-'t'temttnatedond."
'

e Nw~a ~;"i

Is

suppression
pooi water lovel above

EL 192 tt

Yoo

This step directs the operator to determine
suppression pool water level. Suppression
pool water level is verified to be above El. 192
feet prior to opening SRYs. El. 192 feet is the
bottom of the suppression pool water level
indicating range and provides assurance that
the SRV T-quenchers are submerged. This
willprevent rapid containment pressurization
during SRV lift.

Operating SRVs with suppression pool water
level less than El. 192 feet is not allowed

because the extent of the pressurization of the
suppression chamber air space cannot be pre-
dicted and may exceed the design pressure
capability of the primary containment.

A "YES" response directs the operator to be-

gin depressurization using SRYs.

A "NO" response reroutes the operator to
alternative depressurization actions, bypass-

ing SRV use.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGEi4CY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATIOib';::

~~' ls;"~~.„.
,';" -":...: supp'ression'; '~;,...

"'"".~";-'poof;water:level,above"'.;;; '".

Yes

Open all 7 ADS valves irrespective of the
resulting RPV cooldown rate

Depressurization of the RPV is most easily
and rapidly performed by opening Safety/Re-
lief Valves (SRVs); thus instructions for op-
eration of these valves are specified first, prior
to steps directing the use of other depressur-.
ization systems and mechanisms.

Those SRVs dedicated to the Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) are generally
the most reliable because of their qualifica-
tions, pneumatic supply systems, the design
and operation of initiation circuitry, and the
availability of control power. The relative
location of their discharge T-quenchers uni-
formly distributes the heat load around the
suppression pool.

The concurrent opening ofall seven (7) ADS
valves is within analyzed plant design limits.

The operator is directed to rapidly depressur-
ize the RPV, irrespective of the resulting
cooldown rate, realizing that the action takes
precedence over abiding by the RPV cooldown
rate limitations in Technical Specifications.

Implementation of this step may be by use of
ADS Initiation Pushbuttons, operation of the
"C" solenoid keylock switches on P601, or
operation of the "a" or "b" solenoid keylock
switches on the back panel. Ifone or more
SRVs are already stuck open when this step is
directed, it is appropriate to open only that
number which willtotal 7.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

Open all 7-ADS valves irrespective of the '„.-

resufting RPY coofdown rate

S

Are
all 7 ADS

valves open
?

<<Open';other,SRVs'until;:7Iy'alyes are open
~',"'iire'spectfv'e',ofifh'e resuftIrg*'PY cookfow'n

<y <.'gw<<<.C<Vww'w>w<<Cw<v<<vMw'w«<V'< 4Cw«<V'<h <wv'' p< v>» ' <V;g:i'-"'-

Yes

<>9 < ~5r;; igPNxg/. g~<;<v,":<<~ijg+~<v<4gg>.<vg.r@SV<. gvwVX<~gy('z"~4y 'Qg~': vP<'i 'O'"o'Wg

~9(
«C~
vv <

8

5 ~ 8'P < Na5 ~ ..<A. w ~ )%. wWPQY"<R

«'A" '» '@'~+'<THEN~:v+PF<4"j"""~ '4Q
<"«'<"4<(5 +C'>'« ' 'v<w<~:"i.4'Ngg<?.<v

+g >"" '"WW"'~ ' 2'X'i'''»<R'~V'p~W'jj>'<gw<>gppViw'WS<Vgg~g'"-<"w<a:>X<: g"'".gW<~<<g

This step tests the success of actions taken in
the previous step. With 7 ADS valves open,
the reactor will depressurize and remain
depressurized during a subsequent RPV
flooding evolution.

A "NO"response directs the operator to alter-

native actions to depressurize the RPV.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESS URlZATION

Open other SRVs until 7 valves are
open irrespective ot the resulting RPV
cooldown rate

This step directs the operator to open addi-
tional SRVs until a total of 7 SRVs are open.
The operator is given flexibilityin choosing
which SRVs to open; however, even heat
distribution in the suppression pool should be

attempted.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION

gzvg.'::,(<',. $$(sg g'/gal; j+?gybe +~%QN$pl4vo OfAf4$4kcg PPVA~y.','.".'j4)

Yes

>ale

a least s SRVs
Qpeh

2

Yes

>.P&z~+cccgc +~~@~+yp~~jM~~~@>Qg )? .~v;:.:;:>.'>~

>~+fr'~~~+ ~~~YigCCW> Ra%9'vg<>">.'.~>~e '>>A~>>>YNR%ipMN>.")>j„'>j~>

c9ig~~~i~~~'~+ymP~+~gc sSV~P>'

<8P'~~~'fit'4~~/+

The MinimumNumber ofSRVs Required for
Emergency Depressurization at NMP2 is 4.
With 4 SRVs open, there is sufficient steam
How to remove al) decay heat at a pressure low
enough that the ECCS pump with the lowest
head is able to provide makeup for all steam
flow.

e

A "YES" answer signifies that the reactor will
depressurize.

A "NO." response directs the operator to alter-
nate actions to depressurize the RPV.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIOiN

F O)ton~ Sstvi smrt) Tv'o)voattnst open,tt

dogrossttrtso tho RPV trros poctrvo ot tho result tng Rpv
CdetdrNm rste tratng anear mare Ot lhe tottorrtng
~ Dotorrt oll tsotodon intorkxks, lf~

~ Main sondonsor (EOP4, An t8}
~ Rid (ttoom condensing nlddo) (EOPA Att l8)
~ Main stoon ttno drains (EOP< Att l8)
~ RC)O (EOP4. Att l8)
~ Hoed vent

k $&",N>%MVPk&c@~~~.,

~t,~~4&c&MMM
N4$%%gNPA''4Arrw
8~i&0:pdttsdt)ro'~<Fjg

s

8
S

This step is entered as the result of a failed well as minimizing release, is {are) the best

attempt to establish the necessary conditions choice.
for depressurizing the RPV utilizing ADS/
SRVs. The operator is given a list of systems Defeating isolationinterlocksmayberequired
to use to increase steam flow if less than 4 toaccomplishthisstep. Althoughsomeradio-
SRVs are open during SRV depressurization active release to the environment may result,
or ifSRVs were not opened due to low sup- thisispreferabletoseverecoredamageorloss
pression pool level. The system{s) which will ofcontainment integrity, both of which could
provide the most rapid depressurization, as lead to greater releases.
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Section J ¹-EOP-C2 EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATIOiX

Vee

Yee 9 eS c ': ' .'':n"

:~~Nr4@4;~~$5 Pm»>g~-.+.8>,.'.:"..~~4$

Wt&ooeaeAteeo tteo totloeeteett oloteot

AeeV eeeeee level eeeeeee Oo eocene eeeo Eae eee teooeeeeo enO
~neee C4, AeeV eeeoeent

ymrk~)@

waN~~e

This override applies untilRPV depressuriza-
tion is complete and Contingency ¹2, Emer-
gency RPV Depressurization, is exited. If
RPV water level cannot be determined, ade-

quate core cooling cannot be assured and
control of RPV water level (and pressure) is
transferred to Contingency ¹4, RPV Flooding,
N2-EOP-C4, to ensure core submergence.
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Section J N2-EOP-C2 EMERGEiVCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATIOiX':?

" '...'::;;:i!.,'i «"'.".i'":" ..:".',,"::":...R,:-';;;." ''„*t

«
'

"~-:~w~P~«WZ'->:-":~'""'~~""~::::-

Allcontrol rods are
Inserted to at least position 02

oR
The reactor will remain

shutdown without boron
OR

II boron Is being InJected, SLC tank
level drops to 900 gallons

(769 pounds In)ected)
OR

The reactor Is shutdown and
boron has been Injected

The firstcondition (all control rods inserted to
or beyond position 02) requires that all control
rods be inserted to or beyond position 02, the
Maximum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal
Position. If this criteria is met, control rod
insertion alone assures the reactor willremain
shutdown.Delaying the performance of the subsequent

actions in this procedure confirms that the
reactor is shutdown and an Emergency RPV
Depressurization is in progress through either
the normal or alternate methods established in

The second condition (it has been determined
that thereactor willremain shutdown under all
conditions without boron) addresses the con-

«~c.'5ISIC'rUS'gI'QN+$ 4~$$)%~4+~>j~yg~~gt.. a "P@'~:„.'c+?, ~?'(ajgih?«. ???««+%Pi. '?., jxg@?«+jg i '~v'? 'g$~PQ +Q+<j~>A'?.

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance ofsubsequent actions in this pro- This steP ensures that RPV depressurizatio

cedure untiloneof the statedconditions (I)all and cooldown willnot Proceed until the reac-

control rods can be determined to be inserted tor is shutdown by the existence ofone offour

to or beyond posluon 02; OR(2) it has been condMons. These cond aeons are consistent

determined that the reactoris shutdown under with RPV Control forPlacing SDC in service.

all conditions without boron; OR (3) ifboron
is being injected, SLC tank level drops to 900
gallons; OR (4) the reactor is shutdown and no
boron has been injected into the RPV, has been
met. 769 pounds is provided should boron
injection not be by the SLC tank (RWCU).
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODIYG

II)
C4

RPV FLOODING

a
4.

!RSRr

The purpose of Contingency ¹4, RPV Flood-
ing, is to specify actions to inject water into the
RPV and increase RPV water level until either
the main steam lines flood, or ifthe reactor is
not shutdown, to assure adequate core cooling
by a combination of submergence and steam
cooling.
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START
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Since actions taken in Contingency ¹4 control
both RPV water level and RPV pressure, Con-
tingency ¹4 is entered fmm both Sections RL
and RP of RPV Control.

~ RPV Control, Section RP, ifRPV water
level cannot be determined and 7 or more
SRVs are open.

For RPV water level control from either:

~ RPV Control, Section RL, ifRPV water
level cannot be determined.

~ Contingency 02, Emergency RPV
Depressurization, if RPV water level
cannot be determined.

~ Contingency ¹1, Alternate Level Con-
trol, ifRPV water level cannot be deter-
mined.

~ Contingency¹5,Level/Power Control, if
RPV water level cannot be determined.

For RPV pressure control from either:
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODI~I<G

START .'.;..

IF

RPV water tsuet can be determined

While executing this procedure:

AND

Altco<stot rods are I>2t lnsened to at least position 02
ANO

The reactor wet c2iremaln shutdown without t>eton

p < t>se>",~'> ><> <<,.„,.~>'.<<<%~',>.w ky«;:s'< e >~ «'rt>,, «t

THEN

Exa this pnc»dure and era sr c5. I.evev power cora<et and R pv

Control Sectkn RP at and execute them concunetxry

S<>< W:<» >> >ra<>«';:„M;+MAL„' .ees<e
<.'.Pttmari colttaklers freer le<tet.;-.:;-fL
'$'andauppresslon hartllxerpresattrc'. ".<

t>e m'stg6kiidheiowths K~2<>t

4P~~5 x>f<><'>iwI(g4ef~wp).'4$~<AVQ + t<",'>'>:

''I">ds~ <'~'N.>+~cjg@~$4~(x>.q+g> '<>44tp: > ~'<<@

:.S <".!.'':.:<'>,"N-''>.'~%>AÃx<-,~i+4N&KMFd<KY.'N>
)'A%:":x'c<.+<+'

.Y+g5s ~ '>x<>< /xw << > >,,u>x »,< g(
><'eotflhacftshsther hdsttuate ocrecoollnp Ittassured p.:><~ x>

,«christi rrsttaxnaeothePdmvjCcntatnmera trom . >'gp>',<~:,.
F'scute'see'xtemttt to'th'a PAmdty Corset rxniitt 'ursII pttmsrlf <$s.,",~<<„.

>'>c'oittahi'f>eli'ws'te'i.level'arxxiup'p'resston'chan>I>er presawe'',";.<."." "„rt
:„'. cart herttsit4ined t>stole lhe cures'tRoure'Cs'-nP?>Qe<>4;;~< r>x"
Pp<'+p<N."„,<5<<5pr'<g» I "<<<s>s><@)<ei<jt<ijsa<j<g? «'s'<„":i v)X;;,y,'>,„.f9

RPV flooding is accomplished by controlling
injection flow to the RPV to establish and

maintain RPV pressure at a specified value as

determined by the number ofopen SRVs. The

flooding evolution may place severe hydraulic
loads on the piping downstream of the SRVs

and, therefore, should be discontinued as soon

as RPV water level can again be determined.

The statement nRPV water level can be de-

termined" is meant to allow the SSS to utilize

any method(s) of level determination avail-

able to him. This may be a direct or indirect
method utilized alone or in conjunction with
other methods. Conservatively, the SSS could
wait until nRPV water level instrumentation is
available", however, other methods could be,

but are not limited to, flow through the SRVs,
temperature stratification in the vessel, or use
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of neutron monitoring instrumentation. Rec-

ognize however that neutron monitoring in-

strumentation methods willnot be usefull for
determining level as far as action levels in C4.

IfSRVs are being used to determine level, this

mechanism willbe lost when flooding is se-

cured, thus it is appropriate to stay in C4.

When exitingContingency ¹4, appropriate
actions forcontinued control ofRPV pressure

are provided in Section RP of RPV Control.

Appropriate actions for continued control of
RPV water level depend upon the status (shut-

down condition) of the reactor. If reactor

shutdown cannot be assured for all conditions

by control rod insemon alone, the appropriate

operator actions forcontinued control ofRPV

water level are provided in Contingency ¹5,
LevelIIPower Control.
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

?
?

.START:;

IF

RPV water level can be determined

', f>rtrntiIrcreiain«n»ra e'later fivefp~??{g
:ffan're Pes'afoti'Chantberprees<>ra~~
:jcann'ot be'rtiafn'taetedbefow'tl»'Fg~)
;"<I lAsatrriiin~iXCoitteftxiienf~~,r';«;<<
'.,:4pfater I'e?ref Utttt ifffttreOa:,f1 >iyYg

Whll~ executing this procedure:

AND
'.>'.t{c«v{«<<,«<.t?<?AY<(«>?«r . r:<q{>let's?<AMe?>? <<;

<
<? y„@'«Y@$?v«t?'«««?? «"~~'rI?'o "'> '~r«<?<'-„" .~<'-:? «< ?P'r'f'"«~

ftttocta>et rcda We Ines<ted tO at teaat f>ceatcn fQ
OR

The reactor wtt rerttafn shutdown witteut boron

im~>%54<%".'«e+<'<+%~A>{«><s~3Ã«???@$ 84>? c> 4'mt{+;?? .x.

Salt this procedure and enter RPV Cortuot Section Rt. at

and Section Rp at and execute them corcurrentty

p v,a< < ){«ee'jp >%)r,>o >t'«'?«; < y~,«<<.«."<r, ziH<+<s?«{ {p<e<«pv
ct whetfter?tfeousto coro coottttg ts assur err?+

<<~<<'$9/>,'>45?Ce?'"«>?~>k)%as'«<re&<"k>'.'

>..? xe?«<<<«'.t««<~ K'

).>*

'«'4l

[~<gJJQ~W~Q+Lgfgg+'~. '~,, >..',' '„;,;..',„~h,,; +>~''
< i+ 'MR'?« ' —',pM~gC~C~{,'<~~ %g~?~+Cp,...,<> ~i«~My

RPV flooding is accomplished by controlling
injection flow to the RPV to establish and
maintain RPV pressure at a specified value as

determined by the numberof open SRVs.'he
flooding evolution may place severe hydraulic
loads on the piping downstream of the SRVs
and, therefore, should be discontinued as soon
as RPV water level can again be determined.
When making the exit from Contingency ¹4,

appropriate actions for continued control of
RPV pressure are provided in Section RP of
RPV Control. Appropriate actions forcontin-
ued control of RPV water level depend upon
the status (shutdown condition) of the reactor.
Ifreactor shutdown is assured for all condi-
tions by conuol rod insertion alone, the appro-
priate RPV water level and pressure control
actions are contained in Sections RLand RP of
RPV Control.
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODIING

'„,,',START,

IF

WhII~ execuIIng this procedure:

'ayp <
>n'~~. Aller~@~. +>s)':,I 4p?, ~ptx~. I4i:rr~pg<$ z@

+~"pV»t':~~n'~W~SÃN~4iÃ~k6$ $~taC~+'4i$$

THEN
~ieIIw„v«g„:~<pn;y>«,,~~art .,YMe'evr,'z:,
i> EXXthle pr'OOS'Ihte and «Xer CS; LteueblIOWSr COZIX'IOI'and, Aper><.~
«X /~~~I.,j~~."~Y4~~ Sg» " +'g'".'.:jI-'IQP+~g'~k";"~.~N.~i'm~r

j~A"4-::0:r:~v~~~,.~M<'M~%e~~cÃ.z'.."'4'~"-"~~ 4

Primary Co tahment water level
and auppreeaton cnamber presaure
cannot be maintained below tlw
Marimum Primary Coraahment
water Level Lhut Iptrrure ca-1)

gg>gl:" ';rr«I:,',6g";g.'<, <, i(>IQj<)yg'j~t @i~>'4<„".Z>)t,."„.>i„".g~Zr~'„

trreepectrre ol wnetner aderruate core cOothg la assured.
lenrlinate fntecdon into tne pItmary colaahmers lmnl
~our»e external to the primary Containmerx until primary
contahment water level and su ppresakn cnamber pressure
canbe mahtalned below Inc curve IFpwe ca 1)

With a non-isolated prittiary system break
inside the drywell, injectioninto the RPV from
sources external to the primary containment
willincrease RPV level until the elevation of
the break is reached. Once this occurs, the
makeup water willspill from the break into the
primary containment. If injection into the
RPV is continued and the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limitis exceeded,
the structural integrity of the primary contain-
ment is no longer assured. The Maximum
Primary Containment Water Level Limit is
defined to be the lesser of either: (l) the el-
evation of the highest containment vent ca-
pable ofrejecting all core decay heat, or (2) the
highest containment water level which will
not result in exceeding the pressure capability
of the containment. The NMP2 limitis based
upon (1) above.
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Injection into the RPV from systems which
cannot be aligned with suction from inside the
primary containment is terminated, irrespec-
tive of whether adequate core cooling is as-
sured, as necessary to remain below the Maxi-
mum Primary Containment WaterLevelLimit.

This action precludes any further increase in
primary containment water level, and is au-
thorized because the consequences of not do-
ing so may be acomplete and uncontrolled loss
of primary containment integrity. With no
assurance as to where the containment may
fail, an attendant loss of the suppression pool
must be assumed with a consequent unrecov-
erable loss of adequate core cooling. Sub-
stantial amounts of radioactivity may be re-
leased to the general environment with a de-

graded core condition and loss ofcontainment
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Section K NMP2-EOP-C3 STEAM COOLIYG

~'controi',is via'.SRVs:in."atito'-;
+g+~: ~%&2~< ?%VÃN~X<:<'gb,',)p$~gjp'j,',

''Vw>"'"„',NAl7.'ur'itit;-',:;:,';l

~~+>";.';;.j",,':fe'veidrops'to'::.:'",";,p

Exit this procedure and enter C2,
Emergency RPV Depressurization

At the Minimum Zero-Injection RPV water
level the RPV israpidlydepressurized through
the actions specifiedin contingency 42, Emer-

gency RPV Depressurization. The opening of
SRVs draws steam up through the fuel assem-

blies causing heat transfer from the fuel to the

steam resulting in a significant decrease in
cladding temperature. As RPV pressure de-

creases, steam flow up through the core and

the open SRVs decreases so less heat is re-

moved from the fuel and the decreasing fuel
clad temperature trend reverses.

Opening ofthe SRVs prior to RPV water level
decreasing to the Minimum Zero-Injection
RPV water level results in less effective steam

cooling due to lower fuel temperatures and

reduces the time over which the core remains

adequately cooled with no injection.

Delaying the opening of SRVs until RPV
water level is below the MinimumZero-Injec-
tion RPV water level may result in excessive

fuel temperatures and significant core dam-

age.
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

~ I III
C4

RPV FLOODING

O

Eppes

The purpose of Contingency ¹4, RPV Flood-
ing, is to specify actions to inject water into the
RPV and increase RPV water level untileither
the main steam lines fiood, or ifthe reactor is
not shutdown, to assure adequate core cooling
by a combination of submergence and steam
cooling.
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Section L ¹-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

START
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;$(zA<K4P'A-)Ã~'+c$'m'<4<~"";»h .'h.'4»(i~~< .."'>(4~F4'42~):>ok~» (
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Since actions taken in Contingency ¹4 control
both RPV water level a'nd RPV pressure, Con-
tingency ¹4 is entered from both Sections RL
and RP of RPV Control.

~ RPV Control, Section RP, ifRPV water
level cannot be determined and 7 or more
SRVs are open.

For RPV water level control from either:

~ RPV Control, Section RL, ifRPV water
level cannot be determined.

~ Contingency ¹2, Emergency RPV
Depressurization, if RPV water level
cannot be determined.

~ Contingency ¹1, Alternate Level Con-
trol, ifRPV water level cannot be deter-
mined.

~ Contingency¹5, Level/Power Control, if
RPV water level cannot be determined.

For RPV pressure control from either:
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODlbt>G

START;.

IF

RPV water teuet canbe date<rained

<tt»< >»;re?>'wse>>ca>a» eu>»Y<»<»hajj<.
'.j„'Ptttttattt btltatntnete states level~>~>j:
z" and aut>praastort'cfattcrecprasaura'.-'.~
>'~cannot ba ntattaatr>idbitosithe'>8<""„:."'o» tatensr'rasj<.'::
9 aVster tave Qnt tFIIPtra'Cs t)~~~
%%SAMEÃ'As'%::~k><. "".>";:.'.

V/hil~ axectt tinp this ptocadttra:

AND

AN co<stot rods are Imtinserted to at toast passion 02
ANO

The reactor wttTNIirerr>ain shutdown wffhout boron

» <»<,Np($ w» e <»" «. >a< '><<."?o<><>< <<<»<S»g,.;.",c» <u»<?
> <e

Aacontrot tods ati tsierta'ttto'at Ieast pos6an'Oi',~~j~

THEN

&N this procedure and erser C5, Levotrpower corsrol and Rpv

Control Section RP at and execute thorn concurrersty

'(P<.<...p'.<< .<,..'.»<a<?>?:»'.Cg..»»>'e»<»<><<;u?»~ q'»<'~c>»»o< <
.,q?><Yet> <><?'",»" i<~»:>ts<»<>»»»'<,:,'.w?»t „y«@<sr::,q .?'.,»' ~ .?Ntp,";

?'";P?<R'»'«Pe@i<<w."."i".'.'.:PMx "~tV?."''»»<t<NV <b». '<.SM. '

'?s?<>n»»t <a??<c>. n ".e»?>I .jv, w<»>".r><>4~'<'?v? 'sQ c+ S. '>"c s< (»»'<,">j<.~oo e await» ~red,,;<~> „',
nstts'?iecdo'itbrtothe&marj'Co'ittatnr'nera trortt'?<'~~>:.":t:,>@V'" ~

:>'score'i's'tetotttttlt>th'a >.ttro>tug Coraabtrnint 'until pttrnsrtr'jr r> i"'~~"„
~cat'ntai'>'r» er's 'w'a'tet tetist ensate>'pression'chan'tb'or pressure't7<p <> „

p»?)Qsg~p<@> r a? a»» <>ta 7~<%+>': j<s .w< ~ «+@<, >» '>o,)gal 5"<t?

a"5

>< 'I,>N

RPV flooding is accomplished by controlling
injection flow to the RPV to establish and
maintain RPV pressure at a specified value as

determined by the number ofopen SRVs. The
flooding evolution may place severe hydraulic
loads on the piping downstream of the SRVs
and, therefore, should be discontinued as soon
as RPV water level can again be determined.
The statement "RPV water level can be de-
termined" is meant to allow the SSS to utilize
any method(s) of level determination avail-
able to him. This may be a direct or indirect
method utilized alone or in conjunction with
other methods. Conservatively, the SSS could
wait until "RPV water level instrumentation is
available", however, other methods could be,
but are not limited'o, flow through the SRVs,
temperature stratification in the vessel, or use
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of neutron monitoring instrumentation. Rec-

ognize however that neutron monitoring in-
strumentation methods willnot be usefull for
determining level as far as action levels in C4.
IfSRVs are being used to determine level, this
mechanism willbe lost when flooding is se-

cured, thus it is appropriate to stay in C4.
When exitingContingency ¹4, appropriate
actions forcontinued control ofRPV pressure
are provided in Section RP of RPY Control.
Appropriate actions for continued control of
RPV water level depend upon the status (shut-
down condition) of the reactor. If reactor
shutdown cannot be assured for all conditions

by control rod insertion alone, the appropriate
operator actions forcontinued control ofRPV
water level are provided in Contingency ¹5,
Level/Power Control.





Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

" ',STARTS

IF

Rptr water teNet can be detennhed

'? «sndsuppresatott t>arnberpresaueS-g'> cannot be'rnalntatnedhetow tnt~««:
"'N«leutttPrlntarg etwaalnmenr'$:"-"'I

Whll~ executing this procedure:

AND

z?««~>w{,;"s'AIIO«'?«%%:, .y?¹s >'{>? Sx'>«s>w'«Y t> ~>>z%o a>«l.,¹

«Nt corsrot rods are hswted to at least pcsltton 02
OR

Tt» reactor wtt temah shutdown wttt>ota boron

0 '??'? '...",»ss«as«. '??« t r??a> .:.r>rr>s 'y;{>«? ., > v. r«e«r>a?r«,,«

THEN
.«>u );.4$«.~Q I) r.r>«ry> g «>;;«,?(.«.?gr>„c,. ~ .>;,{«, > {>/~ ~

4 ''I ">8~>{''s %gS>.,«g%W'%,ggtde««tt/0>3(h'>.+ >c«r".'t'$ ,

&It tris p«ocedure and enter Rpv control «Ieaton Rt. at

and Sectbn RP at and esectae tt»m concurrenttr

> "'«A"!o .d ~ ":« te> v?S>ta;:; '{n>r«'t{>'S)»g::w«a «?. 5>'„'.«>g s« 'c«{,„.,r
i'«Irreett«e«Cttre afWtiattt|rdeeeettata'Cere COCthtI Ia'a? Sat>red,'«> .'','5«

nate'~trstl«ttie«,'ptloaartr,,ConahhneItt'ttom,">,tr(.;'>"i'jp<"'.'ll
!:.sources e>«temakto tt» Prhutrietsttehrtter¹ unttI penay'; ..',".">,";:; '«»

{cttntsbinet¹ 'ttistsr te>it¹ tti¹Isuppresston'tttsrn&tpieestrr>e

RPV flooding is accomplished by controlling
injection flow to the RPV to establish and
maintain RPV pressure at a specified value as

determined by the number ofopen SRVs. The
flooding evolution may place severe hydraulic
loads on the piping downstream of the SRVs
and, therefore, should be discontinued as soon
as RPV water level can again be determined.
When making the exit from Contingency ¹4,

appropriate actions for continued control of
RPV pressure are provided in Section RP of
RPV Control. Appropriate actions forcontin-
ued control of RPV water level depend upon
the status (shutdown condition) of the reactor.
Ifreactor shutdown is assured for all condi-
tions by control rod insertion alone, the appro-
priate RPV water level and pressure control
actions are contained in Sections RLand RP of
RPV Control.
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODIING

'TART,';,.'.

IF

,:",YAPJIwiiiiliv)etcart'be'detail)oned';.':I

Ptlmaly COrxalnmKlt Waler level
and sup pressbn chamber pressure
carlot be miirsalned below the
Maximum Primary Contaatment
Water Level Utnx {Rgure Cs-I)

White executing this procedure:

/p < J e h x@ ) n e< ~)< u vr)~) <r<))g <<e w< ;a??'<'.,a<;+.."<'<:u;,":,,'<',,-'n e) bg;?.< ) .Ng?rc„r H
>,QN'tide pnxosnd<<re<irtd enter RpV Co'r)trot Secaton BL at QA''„':~~xp<

Vr)<cl844:w+v:"<"?-))<c ? 4:<<xx'A)N'<)+Au).'<N +4>' < w'<

Irrespective ot whether adorn?ate core cooling Is assured.
terminate irecciion axto d)e primary corsalnmerx I<urn
~ourcee external lo the Pnmary Onntainn»rs until pnmary
containment water level and suppression chamber pressure
can be rnaintatr»d below the cunre (Figure Cs I)

xZh <
'."„VAII<COnt<OI'ta'dao<rejjjflvaerted I'O'at'Ieaat'"p'OS'Nein 0'2P PE'CN INa pwtiCOCbre'and ~.CS'eat<p)OW'ear Crxinlraf"and Rptr,~k"

"„'."I:>pic>v)'luis)s)S.';,."t::qadi x'jr<"%IS?w ..rj", 'j+<j ')$")<p%jp<;"~><"'",".aq'..:....<'';'O<<'<>p'c.:"?N?t?g:„j ",::r~'.?"„''~.'<a<ter)ij'?6'cp

~4+>:)

With a non-isolated primary system break
inside the drywell, injection into the RPV from
sources external to the primary containment
willincrease RPV level until the elevation of
the break is reached. Once this occurs, the
makeup water willspill from the break into the
primary containment. If injection into the
RPV is continued and the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limitis exceeded,
the structural integrity of the primary contain-
ment is no longer assured. The Maximum
Primary Containment Water Level Limit is
defined to be the lesser of either: (1) the el-
evation of the highest containment vent ca-
pable ofrejecting all core decay heat, or (2) the
highest containment water level which will
not result in exceeding the pressure capability
of the containment. The NMP2 limitis based
upon (1) above.
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Injection into the RPV from systems which
cannot be aligned with suction from inside the
primary containment is terminated, irrespec-
tive of whether adequate core cooling is as-
sured, as necessary to remain below the Maxi-
mum Primary Containment WaterLevelLimit.

This action precludes any further increase in
primary containment water level, and is au-
thorized because the consequences of not do-
ing so may be acomplete and uncontrolled loss
of primary containment integrity. With no
assurance as to where the containment may
fail, an attendant loss of the suppression pool
must be assumed with a consequent unrecov-
erable loss of adequate core cooling. Sub-
stantial amounts of radioactivity may be re-
leased to the general environment with a de-
graded core condition and loss ofcontainment





Section L N2 EOP C~ RPV FLOODii~G

tntegrtty

When it is necessary to make a choice be-
tween assuring primary containment integrity
or adequate core cooling, the preference is
toward assuring primary containment integ-
rity, regardless of core conditions, in order to
protect the general public.
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Positive confirmation that the reactor willre- A YES answer to this step indicates that the
main shutdown under all conditions is best reactor will not reach criticality during the
obtained by determining that no control rod is floodup evolution. The operator is directed to
withdrawn past the Maximum Subcritical continue in this procedure after point Kwhere
Banked Withdrawal Position. The Maximum actions to floodup the RPV are addressed. A
Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Position is the NO answer to this step ducts the operator to
lowestcontrolrodposition to which allcontrol the section where it willbe determined ifthe
rods may be withdrawn in bank and thereactor reactor is shutdown under all conditions with-
willremain shutdown under all conditions. out boron, regardless of the position of the

control rods.
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it has been determined that all control A YES answer to this step indicates that the
rods arenotinsertedtoorbeyondposition02, reactor will not reach criticality during the
the state of the core must be assessed by other fioodup evolution. The operator is directed to
means. This step addresses the condition continue in this procedure after point Kwhere
where, even though all control rods may not be actions to floodup the RPV are addressed.

inserted to or beyond position 02, it has been
determined that the reactor willremain shut- A NO answer to this step requires that meas-

down for all possibleconditions. Criteria for ures be taken prior to the initiation of the
the determination that the reactor is, and will floodup evolution that prevent the occurrence
remain shutdown, may include the existence of a reactor power excursion and possible
of the requited shutdown margin with the damage tothecore.
highest worth control rod fullout and all other
control rods full in.
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Qjsqk;.,e

While executing the foltowlng atepat

AND THEN

Att control rods are insened to at least
position 02

OR
The reaaor «all remain shutdown without
boron

RPV water 4vel Cannot
be detemined

Contnue at OK

This override willremain in effect as long as

RPV flooding actions need to address poten-
tial reactor power excursions.

Ifconcurrently executed steps in Section RQ
ofRPV Control have been successful in insert-
ing a sufficient number of control rods such

that reactor shutdown can be assured for all
conditions without boron, there is no need to
continue flooding the RPV as directed in this
leg of the procedure. RPV flooding actions
need no longer address potential reactor power
excursions, and the instructions beginning at

point K provide the appropriate direction.
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Terminate and prevent aii injection into the RPV~ from
boron injection systems and CRD

$ 3~y;+.'+v'>~p.':a ~':~g be'i'> +) ypw'~r'~pa„

)Yes

When RPY flooding is required and less than
the number of SRVs dedicated to ADS are
open, then emergency RPV depressurization
is also required. A rapid depressurization of
the RPV can result in the rapid injection of
large amounts of relatively cold, unborated
water from low pressure injection systems as

RPV pressure reaches and falls below the
shutoff head of the pumps in these systems.
The actions taken in this step to terminate and
prevent injection into the RPV allow RPV
depressurization to proceed safely under fail-
ure-to-scram conditions. Injection from boron
injection systems and CRD is not terminated
because operation of these systems may be
required to establish and maintain the reactor
in a shutdown condition.

The statement to "Terminate and prevent in-
jection" means to take the most direct action
which will stop and preclude injection flow
into the RPV. Actions may include, as appro-
priate, closing the injection flow valve, trip-
ping the pump, and deenergizing the electrical
power supplying system components.

The followingis a listing ofpreferred methods
of terminating and preventing injection:

~ HPCS Placing the pump control switch
in PULL-TO-LOCK (PTL) is preferable
to closing the injection valve due to the

inability to remotely close the injection
valve when RPV level is lowered to Level
2.
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~ LP ECCS Placing the pump con-
trol switch to PTL is preferred. The injec-
tion valve override willnot workifasealed
in initiation signal does not exist.

~ RCIC Tripping the turbine from the
control room is preferred. Itcan be readily
reset and restarted if need be from the
control room.

When RPV pressure decreases to the Mini-
mum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure, injec-
tion into the RPY must be re-established to
maintain adequate core cooling and to ulti-
mately flood the RPV. If no SRV is open,
injection into the RPV must be re-established
for the same reason.
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This step assures that the action to flood the
RPV continues irrespective of the number of
SRVs that are open or can be opened.
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WAIT until
RPV pressure is

below the Minimum
Alternate RPV

Flooding Pressure
(Figure C4-2)

This wait step cannot be exited until the stated
condition is met.

The Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pres-
sure (Figure C4-2, refer to Section C) is de-
fined to be the lowest RPV pressure at which
steam flow through open SRVs is sufficient to
preclude the clad temperature of the hottest
fuel rod from exceeding 1500'F, even if the
reactor core is not completely covered or the

reactor is at power. As long as RPV pressure
remains above the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure, the core is adequately
cooled by a combination ofsubmergence and
steam" cooling, irrespective of whether any
water is being injected into the RPV or the
reactor is at power. Once RPV pressure is
below the MinimumAlternate RPV Flooding
Pressure, further actions are directed to assure
that the core remains adequately cooled.
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kb i~a Psi~e'-"j
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Can
at least 4 SRV be

opoA8d
?

Yes

Close the followingvalves:
~ MSIYs
~ Main steam line drain valves
~ RClC/ RHR steam line isolation valves

Steam lines connected to the RPY are isolated
prior to initiating actions to flood the RPV to
preclude damage which may occur due to
excessive thermal stress(cold watercoming in
contact with the hot RPV metal), excessive
loading of lines or hangers not designed to
accommodate the weight ofwater, and flood-
ing of steam driven equipment (RCIC turbine,
main turbine, etc.). Steam line isolation is
performed, however, only ifthe status ofSRVs
assures that the RPV will remain depressur-
ized during the floodingevolution. If)ess than
the Mnimum Number of SRVs Required for
Emergency Depressurization (4) can be
opened, steam line isolation is not appropriate
because, as stated previously, the open steam
lines provide the means ofventing the RPV as

the floodup progresses. Execution of the ac-
tions directed by this step is contingent upon
the number of SRVs which can be opened.

The RCIC System is isolated in order to pre-
serveits abilitytoprovide RPV injection should
it later be needed under conditions when all
motor driven pumps are incapable of ade-

quately flooding the RPV.

Performance of this step results in a loss of the
main condenser when maintaining this heat
sink appears most desirable in order to miti-
gate the consequences of failure-to-scram
conditions. However, ifthe RPV is depressur-
ized in accordance with Emergency Depres-
surization and significant reactor power is still
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being generated, boron injection will be re-

quired shortly as the energy from RPV blow-
down rapidly heats the suppression pool.
Therefore, action to isolate steam lines is di-
rected to limit boron depletion from the RPV
during the ensuing floodup. Ultimately, fail-
ure to close the MSIVs risks damage to down-
stream equipment which may be needed dur-
ing subsequent restorative actions.
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CAUTlON: Raising injection flow rapidly may induce a large power excursion and
result in substantial core damage

Commence and~ raise injection into the RPV with the following systems until:
~ At least one SRV is open

AND
~ RPV pressure is above the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure for the number of SRVs

which can be opened (Figure C4-2)

~ Feedwater pumps
Defeat high RPV water level trip interlocks,
if necessary (EOP-6, Att 20)

~ Condensate pumps
~ CRD (OP-30, Section H.?j

Reestablishing injection into the RPV is re-
quired in order to adequately cool the core and
ultimately flood the RPV. Since the reactor
may become critical during this evolution, .

injection into the RPV is increased slowly to
preclude the possibility of large power excur-
sions caused by rapid injection of relatively
cold, unborated water.

Injection at a rate sufficient to maintain RPV
pressure above the Minimum Alternate RPY
Flooding Pressure assures that either the RPY
willflood to the main steam lines, or, ifthe
reactor returns to criticality, the core willbe
adequately cooled by a combination of sub-
mergence and steam cooling.

The systems identified for use here are those
which utilize motor driven pumps and which

Page 16

inject outside the core shroud. These systems
are used in order to mix cold, unborated water
injected into the RPV with warm, borated
water prior to it reaching the core.

It is appropriate to defeat the high RPV water
level trip of the motor driven pumps because
the logiccontrolling these systems cannot sense

RPV water level with any greater accuracy
than an operator. Ifthe logic could determine
RPV water level, then the operator could de-
termine RPV water level as well, and RPV
flooding actions would not be necessary.

The operator is reminded that a rapid increase
in injection withcold, unborated water into the
RPV may induce a large power excursion and
result in substantial core damage.
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IF

No SRV is open
OR

RPV pressure cannes be raised
to Nxrve the Min(mum Artemis
RPV Roodiny Presswe (Fiyure
Cl.2)

corsnence and. srspeccUve ot pump NpsH and vortex sntts.

A(ye(IS raee Injec5on wtth the totsrwtvy systene unttb
~ At least one SRV ls open

AN()
~ RPV presswe le above the M'nlmwnAlenuce IyrV

Roodxry Pressure tor lw raxrsrsr ot SRVs whkh can be
opened (Flytee Ct-2)

~ HPCS (EOP4, Att2)~ Oer»t hlyh RPV water level So(at)on tntsrsxks, ~

cessor)r btr Ptsctny E22A428 lo TEST
'CS(EOP4,Atty)
~ (pet. wth s )staten ttvcwyh the hest~ »

scxxr as possbte (ECp4, All8)
~ fetR Service WMer croestle (EOP4, Att 8)
~ F» ~(EOP4. A8 8)
~ ECCS Keeppul systems (EOP4. Att T)
~ Condensate Transter (EOP4. Att 8)

Ifno SRVs are open orifRPV pressure cannot
be maintained above the Minimum Alternate
Flooding Pressure using the preferred sys-

tems, use ofalternate systems is required. The
systems identified here are those which either
inject inside the core shroud or which take

suction on sources ofcomparatively lowqual-

ity water.

This step directs the operator to utilize these

additional systems in order to assure adequate

core cooling while the floodup evolution
continues. Prompt restoration of injection

flow to assure adequate core cooling dictates

that adherence to NPSH and Vortex limits is

not requiraL

In order to maxitnize the availability ofHPCS

System, permission is given to defeat the high
RPV water level interlock. Defeating this
interlock is specifically appropriate when RPV
water level cannotbedetermined because water

level instruments may have failed in the off-
scale high direction and, coincidentally, may
be the only reason this system is unavailable

for injection.
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This step once again asks the operator ifthe
injection systems currently being operated are
assuring adequate core cooling while the
floodup evolution is in progress.

Ifconditions indicate that adequate core cool-
ing is assured, the operator is directed to con-
tinue in thisprocedure where actions to control
and maintain injection flowrate are addressed.

When injection into the RPV with the indi-
cated systems fails to maintain the required
numberof SRVs open and RPVpressurecannot

be increased to the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure (Figure C4-2, refer to Sec-
tion C), RPV flooding is not being effected and
adequate core cooling is threatened. As a last
resort, RPV flooding actions are abandoned
and submergence of the core is attempted
through flooding of the primary containment.
Control of RPV pressure is returned to the
actions specified in RPV Control, Section RP
point C, while instructions to restore RPV
water level are transferred to Contingency ¹6,
Primary Containment Flooding.
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THEN

:No SRV ls open
OR

" RPV pressure cannot be raised to;<',:;
,. above the MInimum'Alternate RPV.',--:.

," Floodlng Pressure;(Figure C4-2):;"-'+;

= PRtMARY,'CONTAINQENTFLOOOfNG IS
REQUlREQ Exit this procedure and enter C6,

~Primary ContaJnment Flooding and RPV ConIrol „,
-,. 8 ';.", -'~,and 'h Primary

Containment
Control Section
SPL

Control injection to maintain RP V pressure above the
Minimum Aitemate RPV Flooding Pressure for the
number of SRVs which can be opened (Figure C4-2), but
as tow as practicable

Should the reactor be shutdown with boron
withRPV water level raised to the main steam
lines, boron dilution willfollowand the reac-
tor may return to criticality. The subsequent
increase in reactor power willrequire a reduc-
tion in injection to maintain RPV pressure near
the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pres-
sure (Figure C4-2, refer to Section C). This
action willresult in a reduction in RPV water
level to below the main steam lines, limiting
the boron dilution.

RPV pressure should be maintained above the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure
(Figure C4-2, refer to Section C), but as low as

practicable to minimize injection flow re-

Once the requized conditions for RPV Flood- quirements, SRV tail pipe loading, primary
ing have been established, throttling injection containment heatup, and boron dilution.
flow to maintain RPV pressure above the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure
(Figure C4-2, refer to Section C) assures that
either the RPV willultimately be flooded to
the main steam lines or that the core willbe

adequately cooled by a combination of sub-
mergence and steam cooling.
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. Contrd 'Nject ion to mafmain RPV prassure above
the',,'"„„'itimum

Alternate RPV Roodtng Pressure for the number'"
„ol SRVs which can be opened (Fitfure C4-2), but aa fow as

WAlTuntil
Allcontrol rods are
tnsened to at feast

posYiion 02
OR

The reaaor witt roman
shutdown without

boron

When either condition specified in this step
has been satisfied, the reactor is shutdown and
willremain shutdown with the RPV flooded.
It is appropriate to continue in this procedure
and carry out steps which specify actions re-
quired to flood a shutdown reactor when the
addition ofcold, unborated water is no longer
a concern.
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. WAITuntt .-
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1
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The operator is directed to this step when
either of two conditions have been met: All
control mds are inserted to or beyond position
02; or it has been determined that the reactor
will remain shutdown under all conditions
without boron.

This step asks the operator about the status of
the numberof SRVs open to determine whether
the RPV willbe adequately vented during the

floodup evolution. Four SRVs are required to

be open during floodup to ensure that the RPV
will remain depressurized. If at least four
SRVs can be opened, the operator is directed
to the step where actions are specified for
isolating steam driven equipment.

If less than four SRVs can be opened, the

operator is directed to a second condition that

determines ifRPV flooding should commence
without isolation of steam equipment.
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K:

,Can-, .»,', .

,„',.„~ '.„'i'thast a SRVe'!,"',

Is
a HPCS or

Foedwater pump
evadable lor

injeotion
?
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IfeithertheHighPressureCoreSpray(HPCS) Ifneither a HPCS nor a Feedwater pump is

pump or a feedwater pump is available for available, the step for isolation of the steam

injection, then the operator is directed to iso- lines is not performedinorder to maximize the

late the steam lines in the next step. These availability of additional depressurization

pumps arecapableof flooding the RPV at high paths.
'ressure.Steam driven equipment and piping

need to be protected during the RPV floodup.
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This step is performed ifatleast fourSRVs can
be opened or ifthe HPCS or a feed pump is
available for injection into the RPV. Steam
lines connected to the RPV must be isolated
prior to initiating actions to fiood the RPV to
preclude damage which may occur due to
excessive thermal stress (cold water coming in
contact with the hot RPV metal), excessive
loading of lines or hangers not designed to
accommodate the weight ofwater, and flood-

ing ofsteam driven equipment(RCIC turbine,
main turbine, etc.).

If less than the Minimum Number of SRVs
Required forEmergency Depressurization (4)
can be opened or the HPCS or a feed pump is
not available for injection into the RPV, steam
line isolation is not appropriate because, the
open steam lines provide the means ofventing
the RPV as the floodup progresses.
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g"-iRC)C'SRHxR'~rma ~~"
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Control
Section SPL

This step requires that injection into the RPV
be increased until the following three condi-
tions are satisfied:

RPV pressure must be greater than suppres-
sion chamber pressure by at least the Mini-
mum RPV Flooding Pressure. This ensures
more than enough steam is flowing through
the SRVs to remove all decay heat.

RPV pressure must not be decreasing. This
ensures that the required steam flowwillbe
maintained.

At least the Minimum Number of SRVs
Required for Emergency'epressurization
must be open. This ensures that the requisite
steam flow willexist when RPV pressure is
above the Minimum RPY Flooding Pres-
sure,
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The Minimum RPV Flooding Pressure has

been determined to be 61 psig. It is defined to
be the lowestdifferential pressure between the
RPV and the suppression chamber at which
steam flow through the Minimum Number of
SRVs Required forEmergency Depressuriza-
tion (4) is sufficient to remove decay heat.

The decay heat generation rate used in making
the determinauon of this minimum pressure is
that which corresponds to conditions ten min-
utes aftershutdown from fullpower. Since ten

minutes is the earliest that RPV flooding could
reasonably be expected to be required, estab-

lishing and maintaining RPV pressure above

the MinimumRPV Flooding Pressure assures

that more than enough steam flows through the

SRVs to cany away all core decay heat. This
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requires that a sufficient quantity ofwater reach
the core to carry away decay heat by boiling,
which in turn requires that RPV water level
increase. Maintaining this minimum RPV
pressure (and thus steam flow)assures that the
RPV willultimately flood to the main steam
lines. Since the primary containment could be

pressurized during performance of this step,
the Minimum RPV Flooding Pressure is ex-
pressed as a differential pressure across the
SRVs (i.e., RPV pressure minus suppression
chamber pressure).

The injection systems identified in this step
consist of all of the motor driven systems
which may be used for injection into the RPV.
As many of these systems as necessary should
be used to establish and maintain the three
conditions required for verification of RPV
flooding.

In order to maximize the availability of the
HPCS and Feedwater Systems, authorization
is provided to defeat the high RPV water level
interlock. Defeating this interlock is appropri-
ate when RPV water level cannot be deter-

mined because RPV water level instruments
may have failed in the off-scale high direction
an may be the only reason these systems are

unavailable for injection.

Thepurpose ofinjecting through the RHR heat

exchangers as soon as possible is to promote
rapid removal of heat from the primary con-
tainment, thus minimizing suppression pool
heatup and prolonging the availability of the

suppression pool as a heat sink. As used in this
step, the phrase "as soon as possible" means
the earliestpractical time withinthe constraints
imposed by system conditions, valve control
logic, and concurrently required operator ac-

tions.
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.";j~'~:;Defeat high'RPV avatar level isofatlon interlocks. Ilnecessary...'..
EQP~~Att;qg) +~i "x~>.",:~",,',

«Defeat high RPV w'ater level trip'ktterbcks. ifnecessary,(EOPA; AttÃjI

4> l'!'-"..:SLCltest tank) {EQP4,'Attg)kivj@j<egr~a'g~"-,)",;"-".''..i-.'%%<A/~;,.x4g:.~+('.,.-.~4",~4

Suppres'sion'-';..."

ppressura ".""~ '. "

~gTarget RPV;;,::-»',„...,.. '„

IF

Less than 4 SRVs are open
OR

RP V pressure cannot be maintained
at least 61 psig above suppression
chamber pressure

THEN

PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING IS
REQUIRED; Exit this procedure and enter
C6, Primary Containment Rooding and RPV
Control Section RP at and execute
them concurrently.

0
Primary
Containment
Control
Section SPL

.'ia%NCN~XkÃ@~4'%%%~~~";:2" '%~~~~%%%N

-""<Q@,::..:,. «„'4

When injection into the RPV with the indi-
cated systems fails to maintain the required
Minimum Number of SRUs Required for
Emergency Depressurization(4) open and RPV
pressure cannot be increased to 61 psig above
suppression chamber pressure, RPV flooding
is not being effected and adequate core cooling
is threatened. As a last resort, RPV flooding

actions are abandoned and submergence ofthe

core is attempted through flooding of the pri-
mary containment. Control ofRPV pressure is
returned to the actions specified in RPV Con-
trol, Section RP point C, while instructions to
restore RPV water level are transferred to
Contingency ¹6, Primary Containment Flood-
ing.
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Section L ¹-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

,
'V - »,r

-","Le'ss than 4'SRVs'ara open "

'PV,

p'ressure cannot be maintained.-'! least 6t 'psig ab'o'v'e'suppression.",.'-

- PRIMARYCOHTAINMEMTFLOODNG IS"
REQUIRED; Exit,this procedure and enter
:C6, Primary Containment Rooding and RPV.-"
Co trolSectno,RP,,- C, ~ nd

Primary
Containment
Control
Section SPL

Control Injection to maintain at least 4 SRVs open and
RPV pressure at least 61 psig above suppression
chamber pressure, but as low as practicable

P"'?"',',k","',",'.,r„-;.'„....beipr,ÃPF~.";;.„,:,~,~'3

Once 4 SRVs have been opened and the Mini-
mum RPV Flooding Pressure has been estab-
lished, these conditions must be maintained to
assure that the RPV will flood and remain
flooded. Throttling injection fiowto as low as

practicable, yet consistent with maintaining
the required RPV prcssure, minimizes the
hydraulic loads on the RPV, SRVs, and down-
stream piping.
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

, I"

Controt iniection to'aintain at hast 4'SRYs open and.
RPV:pressure'at'east.6$ psig above suppression "
ch'amber pressure; b'ut as low as practicable ~ .

' *.' .

WAITuntil
RPV water level

instrumentation is available
AND

Hottest drywell temperature is
below 212'F

AND
RPV pressure has remained at

least 61 psig above suppression
chamber pressure for at least

the Minimum Core
Flooding Interval

(Figure C4-3)

<'~fer'm'tnate,alt;:Injecboii',:i~'j)
F„:the'.RPV,:ancf reduce;RPVPy„

.'g >).',N$ ,: 'gN

g.

8 yp%,,g">~"9~>: ''«~+3@<4i":4"': .. i$„;:,'".'555~gt
&&LCM 5~~~." 'cwAYxK~Aak&M'MY744'4~

Injection into the RPV should not be termi-
nated untilRPV water level instrumentation is
available fordirectdeterminationof RPV water
level. Since the RPV willbe flooded when this
step is reached, most RPV water level indica-
tors willbe off-scale high. Determination of
instrument availability must include an evalu-
ation of the hottest dtywell temperature, in-
strument power supply, system piping integ-
rity,etc., to verify that the upscale indication is
not the result of a failed instrument or instru-
ment system. This may also include fillingall
RPV water level instrument reference legs if
such action is deemed necessary.

The MinimumCore Flooding Interval (Figure
C4-3, refer to Section C) is defined to be the
greatest amount of time required to flood the

RPV to the top of the active fuel with RPV
pressure at the MinimumRPY Flooding Pres-
sure (for the number of SRVs open).

RPV flooding is continued withRPY pressure
raised to at least the MinimumRPV Flooding
Pressure for at least the amount of time re-
quired by the Minimum Core Flooding Inter-
val (Figure C4-3, refer to Section C). This will
provide the required assurance that the RPV is
filled to or above the top of the active fuel
before recovery from the flooding evolution is
initiated.

The flooding time may be reduced by opening
additional SRVs and raisinginjection flow to
maintain the required RPV flooding pressure
rather than raising injection flow and raising
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Section L N2-EOP-C4 RPY FLOODIi4G

RPV pressure with no change in the number of
open SRYs. This serves to limit hydraulic
loads on the RPY and primary systems by
conducting the flooding evolution at the low-
est possible RPV pressure above the Minimum
RPV Flooding Pressure (61 PSIG).

Once the Minimum Core Flooding Interval
(Figure C4-3, refer to Section C) begins, it is
mandatory that RPV pressure always remain
above the Minimum RPV Flooding Pressure

(61 PSIG) and the number of open SRVs be

held constant. Otherwise, the flooding inter-
val must be repeated in its entirety with no
credit taken for time previously spent in flood-
ing the RPV. The operator records the time
injection is terminated in order to determineif
RPV water level indication is restored within
the allowed time limits of the Maximum Core
Uncovery Time Limit (Figure C4-4, refer to
Section C).
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Section L ¹-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODIYG

.: „'.."NrAlTuntil',"
„": «RPV,water.'level ."

„';";instiu'mentation is ava«Table,.„"..

:;:.;";",least.'61';Psig 'above;supp'res'sIon"„'~",
', ',:-g'.:;:",'chaMm:,pies'sure tor at:least ~":,~,„:.;t

Terminate ail injection into
the RPV and reduce RPV
water level until RPV water
level indication ls restored

Time termination
commenced:

Core uncovery
time (Figure C44): +

Time to
reestablish injection: ~

This step directs the operator to terminate
injection into the RPV and reduce RPV water
level until RPV water level indication is re-
stored.

Restoration of RPV water level indication is
achieved when a consistent change in a RPV
water instrumentreadingisobserved or a trend
between RPV water level instruments is estab-

lished.
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Section L ¹-EOP-C4 RPV FLOODING

" Commence and, irrespective ol pump ffPSH and vortex finvvfs;"raise injection into the

:~c": '"RPV pressure 'i'ot'dropping and Is'6t'psfg 'or more above appressionw~"'":~,

tacg,v'<4(war.,t'N:. i 'ecoi'v8<4k+e(55%~4 M~' "A~)'.w%%w'vAYcv!v4C4rrw",;"..

'."the',RPV.'a'iif'jake'. ffPV;Q
".;;:.,w'afer';fev'et,tfntif AprV,.;t'v'a~)

IF

RPV water level indication is not restored wlhin the
Maximum Core Uncovery Time Umit (Pigure ~)
after commencing termination of injection into the Rpv

THEN

Aetwn to Ql.

4+Bdtthtsprocedee attd entei 8pVConfrof'"Vp

:-I DXSc: vSStON JI%'~ -''"':.
-'he

time allowed for RPV water level to be

restored following termination of injection
must be bounded to assure that adequate core

cooling is not compromised while waiting for
on-scale indication. This time limitis termed

the Maximum Core Uncovery Time Limit
(Figure C4-4). It is defined as the greatest

amountof time that thereactor core can remain

completely uncovered with no heat transfer to

water or steam, and the clad temperature ofthe

hottest fuel rod not exceeding 1500'F.

IfRPV water level indication is not restored

per the time limit,injection into the RPV must

be reestablished to assure continued adequate

core cooling. The operator is directed to

continue in this procedure at point L where

actions to reflood the RPV willbe addressed.
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Section M NMP2-EOP-C5-LEVEL / POWER COMiROL

CS
LEVEUPOWER CONTROL

~ VIS, ~ IWHWH%%

The actions specified in N2-EOP-CS, Level/
Power Control, effect consol of RPV water
level when itcannot be determined that control
rod insertion alone willassure that the reactor
willremain shutdown under all conditions.

The actions to control RPY water level in N2-
EOP-C5, LeveijPower Control, differ from
those in the N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control,
Section RL, and address the following three
basic concerns:

~ When boron is injected into the RPV, the
systems used for control of RPV water
level must be operated so as to minimize

Page 1

boron dilution, minimize water injection,
and promote boron mixing.

~ If the reactor cannot be shutdown and

suppression pool temperature continues to
rise, RPV water level must be controlled
not only to adequately cool the core, but
also to minimize suppression pool heatup.

~ Even ifboron has not been injected into the
RPV and the reactor is shutdown with
control rods under hot conditions, injec-
tion of cold water could cause criticality
with no negative feedback to turn power
until reactor power increases to the heating
range.





Section M NMP2-EOP-C5-LEVEL / POWER CONTROL

When necessary, N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power
Control, specifies unique actions to address
these concerns. Some of these unique actions
are:

~ Reducing reactor power by deliberately
lowering RPV water level.

~ Delaying RPV cooldown until reactor
shutdown has been assured by control rod
insertion.

The procedure is broken down into three

sections which correspond to the three col-
umns on the flowchart:

~ Prioritizingandrestricting the use ofinjec-
tion systems.

~ Controlling the injection of cold water.

1. Normal level,

2. Containmentconcern,lowered level,and

3. Emergency RPV Depressurization.
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START
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N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power Control, is entered
from the followingprocedures:

that the reactor willremain shutdown un-
der all conditions without boron.

N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, from the
RPV water level (RL) section, IF any
controlrod cannot be determined to be
inserted to position 02 (Maximum
Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Position)
AND it has not not been determined that
the reactor willremain shutdown under all
conditions without boron.

N2-EOP-C4, RPV Flooding, IF RPV
water level can be determined AND any
controlrod cannot be determined to be

inserted to or beyond position 02 (Maxi-
mum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Po-

sition) AND it has not been determined
that the reactor willremain shutdown uri'-

der all conditions without boron.

N2-EOP-CI, Alternate Level Control,
IFany control rod cannot be determined to
be inserted to or beyond position 02 {Maxi-
mum Subcritical Banked Withdrawal
Position) ANDit has not been determined

When RPV water level cannot be determined,
N2-EOP-C4, RPV Flooding, provides the

appropriate instructions for flooding the RPV
when any control rod cannot be determined to
be inserted to or beyond position 02. Ifwhile
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performing N2-EOP-C4, RPV Flooding, plant
conditions change such that RPV flooding is
no longer required, the appropriate steps for
continued control of RPV water level are
provided in N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power Con-
trol.

When a condition occurs which requires entry
into NZ-EOP-C5, Level/Power Control, the
previously effective RPV water level control

portions of the EOPs are exited (N2-EOP-
RPV, RPY Control, Section RL, N2-EOP-C 1,

Alternate Level Control, or N2-EOP-C4, RPV
Flooding) and subsequent direction for con-
trolling RPV water level is provided in N2-
EOP-C5, Level/Power Control. This hierar-
chical structure for transferring operator ac-

tions avoids any possibility ofhaving concur-
rent but, conflicting instructions for control-
ling RPV water level.
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Section M NMP2-EOP-C5-LEVEL / POWER CONTROL

START;~<:, .

Ihfhlte executing this procedure:

IF

Allcontrol rods are inserted to at least position 02
OR

The reactor willremain shutdown under all
conditions without boron

,>»?«:; ~?«6;p?<<>«;«<, x+„:.,'?<r6 .«., .? >: 6„,:««,„:,"."?««» 6«??:;.;.<»r
-,',,.rPiirttartr;coi»tainmett t Hater. Ivel'and sut jxessionj:~'-,'$'::4:;0?
:."',:diiiinber.'pres'sure";cannot,b'e'maintali"'below'.the",:,'?;;.j,'';"',,j'?',
:,'~'M'iji'mb'mibii'aiji'.,'Containrn'e'ntWate'i'Li'nrel'timid,',:.':,„':„'".!;,,',:„:,.;":.,:,:,i'j

.>«<?>+(?»?r>?«?>?>. «@)pg~~v$ tp«>,??>>pg«(<a<?>Qx <?'<sr ', <.((<<<>r

N(~>?>«<<':%'.;(??4'6« "«<"<7a'?:;".~W'<6) a?>>'~8Ãx?:::i?««ki'$Y~F«'.<'8?'»;< ', .~'. «Cx

Exit this procedure and enter RPV Control Section RL at QA

~".:„''tenttlnate'?nlecfoi'j Into'the';pttmaiy.':Contailiinent.,tro'ijj
so'u'rces",'„''",'>''".ex't'erne'k'to"',the'.'Pr'imarji','Co'n«t'alnment'wt'I'jnm'@jr:'containme'iit':.":?I

4;.';water".Ie'?r<et«an<d 0'upp>r'esstonWiiamb'er'»p'r'e«ss<u're'ca»n«be~6'„'::,gg,'.

R? v?»M««<A«?«" >4XCC<6)A«Ni«?A«?»<x. '6'. ' '%:.t? « .>c??<:.'k.? '.:???;:??(«." >

<«««(4$ .NC>c'Sac"'co(c:k48iK~gA< '!%%44<?5'r«'4~~+44(6R?'."'<%N:cN.

'his

step is an override and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedure.

When the condition which required entry into
N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power Control, no longer
exists (i.e. the reactor willremain shutdown on

control rod insertion alone forall conditions of
boron concentration and RPV water tempera-
ture), it is appropriate to return to the RPV
Water Level (RL) Section (at point A) ofN2-
EOP-RPV, RPV Control, in order to restore
and maintain RPV water level in its normal
range.
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Section M NMP2-EOP-C5-LEVEL / POWER CONTROL

coverable loss ofthe ability to ensure adequate

core cooling. With a degraded core condition
and loss of containment integrity substantial

amounts of radioactivity may be released to
the general environment. Therefore when a

mutually exclusive decision between main-

taining adequate core cooling and assuring

primary containment integrity must be made,

the Nine Mile Point Station Unit 2 EOPs

preferentially choose to maintain primary
containment integrity, versus a degraded core

condition, in order to protect against the un-

controlled release of radioactivity to the gen-

, eral public.
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START

IF

While executing this procedure:

;!:RPVwide'r> bv'ol cin>net b'e'deieniieed".„~,"; ~g;"g ~;;.,„'~'i"'~(.:",
«N A%K'.s$iu~p \'i~i4v'>%+)» " ' '>><:-544~>.".As a>» „'c> '>.>>>'„

>'>X+,,g>gC>g ~ 'gj> '
~ ) » >'lE >> >V >;h)t

">i+gg~ ~ggy ~~ C-e>'RPV Freed''q"-:".': ~.'~ .g"'~
>4 '>NIL~'P>vM'4S i> i> >6>~50>+'A>>" CRA

ij'exletnat to'thiPrtrriaiyconudnrnenrQrnI
pkiiw'yi'xinI@iinerit::.'MERGENCY

RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REOUIRED

«MCk&~~44MW+MF>%%K<:'-"«XP~»

es ur at

This step is an override step and applies
throughout the performance of the remainder
of this procedure.

The actions directed in N2-EOP-C5, Level/
Power Control, specify the use of various
systems to contxol RPV water level. Ifemer-

gency depressurization ofthe RPV is required,
the procedure provides direction forthe opera-

tion ofthese systems to minimize the potential
for rapid injection of large amounts of cold,
unborated water into the core region as RPV

pressure decreases below pump shut offhead.

The actions beginning at point H provide ap-

propriate instructions forcontrolling injection
systems consistent with the objectives ofN2-
EOP-C5, Level/Power Control.

This override, as well as the. following one

which willdirect RPV level lowering due to a

containment problem are applicable to the

remainder of the procedure. Should the con-

dition ofboth overrides bemetsimultaneously,
it is appropriate to follow the guidance of
emergency depressurization which wiO ef-

fectively lower RPV water level as well as

complete the depressurization function.
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', While executfttg thle procedure:,,

'pv watec le<et cannot be tete<tnhett>."."t.— o",;,-,i .,-, . >
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In order to effect areduction in reactor power, sufficientpositivereactivity might be added in
actions directed in this procedure may delib- these ways which may cause a reactor power
eratelylowerRPVwaterleveltoalevelbelow excursion large enough to severely damage
theautomaticinitiationsetpointoftheAuto- the core. Therefore, ADS initiation is pur-
matic Depressurization System (ADS). Ac- posely prevented as the first action of the

tuation ofADS imposes severe a thermal tran- Level/Power Control procedure. It should be

sient on the RPV and complicates efforts to noted that the intent of this step is to use the

maintain RPV water level within the ranges "ADS Actuation Timer (INHIBIT)"switch,
specified in N2-EOP-C5, Level/Power Con- rather than simply resetting the timer periodi-
trol. Further, rapid and uncontrolled injection cally. Placing the ADS logic inhibit switches

of large amounts of relatively cold, unborated in "ON"is the specific Nine MilePoint Station
water from low pressure injection systems Unit2methodforpreventingautomaticinitia-
may occur as RPV pressure decreases to and tion. Ifdepressurization of the RPV is subse-

below the shutoffheadsof the pumps. Such an quentlyrequired, explicitdirection isprovided
occurrence would quicklydilute in-core boron in the appropriate EOP. Thus any requirement
concentration and reduce reactor coolant to maintain the automatic initiation capability
temperature. When the reactor is not shut- of ADS is not requited.
down, or when the shutdown margin is small,
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Praos AOS lope 'erhM swertiee 'vr OSI,

'F

Reactor power is above aV
or osniol be der srlrlnod

AND

Sicpression pool lerrperarrsa n
above l10'P

WhII~ executing this Isrocedure:

AND

An SRV e open or scene
OR

drywea pressure ls above l.68 palp

AND

RPV whet level is above. la In.

THEN

Corsnw ai Oi

Norrnai
level

%s„,w IL~,„,„.e ...,., ~vvl ~v year?y@s ?r,g;

p> Cp IIOH::RaIstnl'~lors Ross nippy in''Inderoe i:;~

,$,"?@vk <:,"'.,',l'~4j 'i-":-, ns'g: gg ',?ggj":j:~~@4:i',,'Ks

This step is an override step and applies ofadequatecorecooling andtheuncontzolled
throughout the performance of the remainder release of radioactivity to the environment.
of the following steps.

The concurrentexistenceofhigh reactor power
(above the APRM downscale trip), high sup-
pression pool temperature (above the boron
injection initiation temperature), and an open
SRV or high drywell pressure (above the high
drywell pressure scram setpoint) is sympto-
matic ofheat being rejected to the suppression
pool at a rate in excess of that which can be
removed by normal suppression pool cooling
systems. Unless actions are taken to mitigate
these conditions, ECCS pumps which take
suction on the suppression pool could lose
adequate NPSH and primary containment in-
tegrity could be lost. This could lead to a loss

Page 11

Therefore when these conditions exist concur-
rently', combined with the inability to shut-
down the reactor through control rod insertion
(as indicated by the need to enter this proce-
dure) and RPV water level is above-14 inches,
actions to promptly reduce reactor power, by
lowering RPV water level, ate required. These
actions begin at point I.

The fourth condition, RPV water level above
-14 inches (Top of Active Fuel), is required
because actions to reduce reactor power by
RPV water level reduction are only appropri-
ate ifRPY water level is initially above the

Top ofActive Fuel. This requirement ensures
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that the fuel remains covered and that adequate
core cooling is assured.

IfALLof the stated conditions DO NOTexist,
the rate of suppression pool heatup (ifoccur-
ring) is within the capacity of the suppression
pool cooling system. Therefore, no require-
ment to promptly reduce reactor power by
lowering RPV water level is needed. The
operator is directed to continue in this proce-
dure to maintain RPV water level as directed.
However, since this is an override step, the
operator should continue to monitor the status
of the stated conditions and take actions as

necessary if ALL of the stated conditions
subsequently occur.

When these 4 conditions exist, the operator is
directed to reject as much heat as possible to
the main condenser (in the RPV Pressure (RP)

leg ofN2-EOP-RPV, RPY Control), place all
available suppression pool cooling into opera-
tion (in the Suppression Pool Temperature
(SPT) leg of N2-EOP-PC, Primary Contain-
ment Control), and to concurrently inject bo-

ron and manually insert control rods (in the

Reactor Power (RQ) leg of N2-EOP-RPV,
RPV Control).

The Boron Injection Iniuation Temperature is
defined to be the greater of either: (1) The
suppression pool temperature at which a reac-
tor scram is required by Technical Specifica-
tions, or (2) The highest suppression pool
temperature at which initiationofboron injec-
tion willresult in injection ofthe hot shutdown
boron weightofboron before suppression pool
temperature exceeds the Heat Capacity Tem-
perature Limit. At Nine Mile Point Station
Unit 2, the Boron Injection>Initiation Tem-
perature is conservatively chosen to be 110'F
forease ofprocedural use and memory (same
as Technical Specification LCO).
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This step directs the operator to maintain RPV
water level between the high level trip setpoint
(202.3 inches) and the Top ofActiveFuel (-14
inches) using only the systems listed, all of
which inject outside the core shroud. These
systems are preferred, because the flowpath is
to outside the core shroud, allowing the rela-
tively cold injected water to mix with the
warmer water in the downcomer region and
lower plenum prior to reaching the core.

Theoperatorisalertedtothehazardsofrapidly Additional guidance is given for the situation
injecting water into the RPV by the CAU- where boron is being injected. The intent of
TION statement preceding this action step. this step is to minimize the dilution of boron,

so level is to be maintained at or below the
level noted when this step is reached, but
above the Top of Active Fuel (-14 inches),
Level restoration to the normal control band is
not allowed at this point due to the concern of
power excursions as boron is diluted. Ifno
boron is being injected, level restoration is
allowed, but only under gaily.g~~Qd in-
jection rates to minimize the potential of a

power excursion.
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The first caution related to RCIC informs the
operator that operating the RCIC turbine at

speeds less than 1500 RPM could result in
unstable system operation and system dam-
age.

The operator is instructed to operate the Reac-
tor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System
with suction from the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) to ensure that the highest quality
water is utilized for injection into the RPV.

The second caution related to RCIC informs
the operator that the RCIC turbine may tripdue
to elevated pressure in the suppression cham-
ber. This would result in the inability to inject
water to the RPV with the low volume RCIC
system.

Direction to defeat the RCIC low RPV pres-
sure isolation interlock is given to allow opera-
tion ofthe RCIC turbine at low pressure. Even
ifRPV pressure is below the isolation setpoint,
but above the turbine stall pressure, RCIC can
still provide some injection into the RPV.
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IF THEN

RPV water level cannot be Maintain RPV water level
malntalned above -14 ln. between A5 In. and 2028 In.

If RPV water level cannot be maintained
within the limits previously specified, (-14
inches to 202.3 inches) an alternate control
range with a lower limit is defined. The
widened RPV water level control range pro-
vides added operational flexibilitywhile still
assuring adequate core cooling through steam
cooling. This may provide the operator with
additional time to place injection systems
(identified in the previous step) in service. The
widened control range also accommodates
controlling RPV water level, without employ-
ing additional contingency actions for a con-

dition where a break exists between-14 inches
(Top of Active Fuel) and -45 inches (the
Minimum Steam Cooling RPV water level)
and break fiowcannot be overcome by injec-
tion flow.

-45 inches is the. Minimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level and is defined to be lowest
RPV water level at which the covered portion
of the core will generate sufficient steam to
preclude any clad temperature in the uncov-
ered portion ofthecore ftomexceeding 1500'F.
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l. Adequate core cooling is maintained
so long as RPV water level remains
above -45 inches (Minimum Steam
Cooling RPV Water Level).

2. The time during which RPV water level
decreases to-45 inches (MinimumSteam

Cooling RPV Water Level) can best be

used to line up and start pumps in the

previously indicated injection systems,
which might not yet have been placed in

. service.

Consistent with the override step at the begin-
ning of this procedure, this step directs the
operator to continue in this procedure at point
H when RPV depressurization is required.

The Minimum Steam Cooling RPY Water
Level (-45 inches) is. slightly higher then the
Minimum Zero-Injection RPV Water Level
(-55 inches). This is attributed to two key
factors:

1. Injection of subcooled water requires
that pan of the energy which would be

used to generate the steam for cooling
the uncovered portion of the core must
now be expended in heating subcooled
liquid to saturation temperature (the
Minimum Zero-Injection RPV Water
Level is calculated assuming no injec-
tion into the RPY).

2. More steam is required to maintain clad
temperature below 1500'F as compared
to the 1800'F limit assumed for the
Minimum Zero-Injection RPV Water
Level calculation.
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This step has the operator evaluate the present
status of the main steam lines to determine the
availability of the main condenser as a heat
sink.

ter level MSIV isolation interlocks, thereby
preventing subsequent MSIVclosure (on low
RPV water level) and maintaining the availa-
bilityof the main condenser.

The actions taken prior to this step may lower
RPV water level to or below the low RPV
water level setpoint for Main Steam Isolation
Valve(MSIV)isolation, underconditions when
it is most desirable to maintain use ofthe main
condenser as the heat sink for the energy being
generated in the RPV.

Ifany main steam line is open, as indicated by
a "YES" response to this step, the main con-
denser is available for use as a heat sink. The
operator is, therefore, directed to bypass In-
strument AirSystem (IAS) and low RPV wa-

Page 18

Ifno main steam line is open, as indicated by
a "NO" response to this step, the main con-
denser is already isolated from the RPV. The
steps in this procedure do not direct reopening
the MSIVs.

However, the RPV Pressure (RP) section of
N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Control, which is being
executed concurrently with this procedure at
this time, does allow the MSIVs to be re-

opened ifthe main condenser is available and
there is no indication of gross fuel failure or
steam line break. But since re-opening the



I
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MSIVs is guidance for RPV pressure control,
those actions are not provided in this proce-
dure.

Ifno main steam line is open, the operator is
directed to continue in this procedure toreduce
reactor power by lowering RPV water level.
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Bypass IAS and defeat low
RPV water level MStv

iMat'nterlocksand restore the IAS
suppty to the containment
(EOP4, Att 10.1)

%%Ã 4'» .<.. Z~j"?"',

Subsequent actions may lower RPV water
level to or below the low RPV water level
setpoint for MSIV isolation under conditions
when itis most desirable to maintain use ofthe
main condenser as the heat sink for energy
being generate in the RPV. Direction is given
to bypass the IAS isolation logic and the low
RPV water level portion ofthe MSIVisolation

logic to prevent closure of presently open
MSIVs. Other MSIVisolation interlocks (i.e.,
main steam line high radiation, main steam
high flow) are not bypassed because they are

required to provide automatic protection for
conditions where preventing the closure ofthe
MSIVs is not appropriate.
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One additional action remains available to
mitigate the consequence ofa failure-to-scram
condition: deliberately lowering RPV water
level to effect a reduction in reactor power.
Lowering RPV water level results in a reduc-
tion in reactor power and the subsequent re-
duction in the addition ofheat to the suppres-
sion pool. This process occurs as follows:

1. Following recirculation pump trips (Re-
actor Power (RQ) leg of N2-EOP-RPV,
RPV Control), the reactor is in a natural
circulation mode. The natural circulation
driving head is a function of the height of
the fluid columns (RPV water level) and
the fluiddensity differences between the
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regions inside and outside the core shroud
(void fraction directly affects the fluid
density inside the shroud).

2. As RPV water level is lowered, the height
of the fluid columns is reduced, thereby
reducing the natural circulation driving
head.

3. As the natural circulation driving head is
reduced, the flow (now solely due to
natural circulation) through the core is
reduced.

4. The reduced core flow results in a re-
duced rate of steam removal from the
core.
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5." The reduced rate ofsteam removal results
in an increased void fraction inside the
shroud.

systems used to control RPV water level. With
essentially no makeup ofreactor coolant, RPV
water level will then decrease by boil off.

6. The increased void fraction adds negative
reactivity to the reactor.

7. The negative reactivity drives the reactor
slightly subcritical and reactor power
begins to decrease.

8. The reduced power results in a reduced
steam generation rate.

9. The reduced steam generation rate results
in a reduced void fraction.

10. When the void fraction drops to its origi-
nal value (with some slight adjustment to
account for reduced doppler reactivity),
the reactor returns to criticalityat a lower
power level.

These interrelationships between RPV water
level, natural circulation core flowand reactor
Jower have been observed inBWRs withRPV
water level in or near the normal operating
band. Computer analyses and scale model
tests have confirmed the continued validityof
these fundamental thermal hydraulics and re-
actor physics principles for RPV water levels
at and below the, elevation of the steam sepa-
rators.

Lowering RPV water level is accomplished by
terminating and preventing all injection into
the RP V, except from boron injection systems
and Control Rod Drive (CRD). Injection from
these two systems is not terminated because
operation of these systems may be needed to
establish and maintain the reactor shutdown.
Further, the injection flow rates from these
systems are small compared to those of other

"Terminate and Prevent Injection" means to
take the most direct action which willstop and

preclude the injection flowinto the RPV. This
may include, as appropriate, closing the in-
jection valve, tripping the pump, deenergizing
the electrical power supplying system compo-
nents. System interlocks and plant conditions
may dictate that some methods of terminating
and preventing are more desirable than others
for existing conditions. Assuming normal
system configurations the following is a list-
ing of preferred methods of terminating and

preventing injection:

~ HPCS Placing the pump control switch
in Pull-To-Lock (FIL) is preferable to
closing the injection valve due to the
inability to remotely close the injection
valve when RPV level is lowered to
Level 2 (L2)

~ LP ECCS Placing the pump control
switch inPTL is preferred. The injection
valve ovemde willnot workifa sealed in
initiation signal does not exist.

RCIC Tripping the turbine from the
control room is preferred. It can be

readily reset and restarted if need be

from the control room.

No action to re-establish injection to the RPV
is to be taken until either:

1. Suppression pool heatup is terminated or
reduced to near that which results from
the absorption of decay heat
OR

2. RPY water level decreases to -14 inches

(Top of Active Fuel).
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Ifthe suppression pool heatup is terminated or
heat being rejected to the suppression pool is
reduced to near that ofdecay heat (as indicated
by reactor power level below the Average
Power Range Monitors (APRM) downscale
trip setpoint or the combination of all SRYs
closed and drywell pressure below the high
drywell pressure scram setpoint), the potential
for reaching the high suppression pool tem-
peratures which directly threaten continued
adequate core cooling and primary contain-
ment integrity has been substantially reduced,
and no further reduction in reactor power is
required.

Power oscillations may occur when RPV wa-
ter level is lowered significantly below the
normal operating range with the reactor still at

power. These oscillations have been analyzed
and determined to result in thermal transients
well within the design capabilities of the fuel.
The oscillations are discussed here to indicate
to the operator that they are to be expected, and

were considered in developing the steps which
require deliberately lowering RPV water level
with the reactor at power.
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Theoperatoris alerted to the hazardsofrapidly
injecting water into the RPV in the CAUTION
preceding this action step.

This step directs the operator to maintain RPV
water level between the Minimum Steam
Cooling RPV Water Level(-45 inches) and the
level to which it was lowered in the previous
step (minimum level would be-14 inches, Top
ofActive Fuel), using only the systems listed,
all of which inject outside the core shroud.
These systems are preferred, because the fiow-
path is to outside the core shroud, allowing the
relatively cold injected water to mix with the
warmer water in the downcomer region and
lower plenum prior to reaching the core.

Maintaining RPV water level in the specified
control band results in continued reduction of
reactorpower while stillmaintaining adequate
core cooling.

-45 inches is the Minimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level and is defined to be the
lowest RPV water level at which the covered
portion of the reactor core willgenerate suffi-
cient steam to preclude and clad temperature
in the uncovered portion of the core from
exceeding 1500'F.
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When RPV water level is lowered, power
instabilities may produce noticeable oscilla-
tions in RPV water level and make it difficult
to maintain water level exactly at the Top of
Active Fuel (-14 inches). The low end of the
RPV water level control range(-45 inches) can
therefore be safely utilized to preclude fuel
damage ifRPV water level must be lowered
below the Top of Active Fuel (-14 inches).

A

The first caution related to RCIC informs the
operator that operating the RCIC turbine at
speeds less than 1500 RPM could result in
system damage due to inadequate pump cool-
ing.

The second caution related to RCIC informs
the operator that the RCIC turbine may tripdue

to elevated pressure in the suppression cham-
ber. This would result in the inability to inject
water into the RPV with the low volume RCIC
system.

The operator is instructed to operate the Reac-

tor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system
with suction from the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) to ensure that the highest quality
water is utilized for injection into the RPV.

Direction to defeat the RCIC low RPV pres-
sure isolation interlock is given to allow opera-
tion of the RCIC turbine at lowpressure. Even
ifRPV pressure is below the isolation setpoint,
but above the turbine stall pressure, RCIC can
still provide some injection into the RPV.
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When RPV water level cannot be maintained
above -45 inches (Mnimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level), Emergency RPV Depres-
surization is required to maximize injection
flow from high-head pumps and to permit
injection from low-head pumps. Prior to this
step, high RPV pressure may have prevented
injection from the low-head pumps.

Depressurizing the RPV is preferred over re-
storing RPV water level through the use of
systems which inject inside the shroud be-
cause:

l. A large reactor power excursion may re-
sult from in-shroud injection ofrelatively
cold water.

2. Rapid depressurization, by itself, will
shutdown the reactor due to substantial
increase in voids.

3. Following the depressurization, reactor
power willstabilize at lower level.
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Emergency RPV depressurization is not re-

quired until RPV water level has dropped to
-45 inches (Minimum Steam Cooling Water
Level) because:

l. Adequate core cooling is maintained so

long as RPV water level remains above
-45 inches (Minimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level).

2. The time during which RPY water level
decreases to-45 inches (MinimumSteam
Cooling RPV Water Level) can best be

used to line up and start pumps in the

previously indicated injection systems,
which might not yet have been placed in
service.

Consistent with the override step at the begin-
ning of this procedure, this step directs the

operator to continue at point H when Emer-

gency RPV Depressurization is required.
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Injection into the RPV is terminated and pre-
vented while Emergency RPV Depressuriza-
tion proceeds, in order to prevent uncontrolled
injection of large amounts of cold water as

RPV pressure decreases below the shutoff
head of operating system pumps. Injection
from boron injection systems and CRD is not
terminated because operation ofthese systems
may be needed to establish and maintain the
reactor shutdown. Further, the injection flow
rates from these systems are small compared
to those of the other systems used to control
RPV water level. Injection from RCIC is not
terminated because the injection flowrate from
this system is small, and continued operation
of the RCIC turbine aids in depressurization of
the RPV. RCIC operation during RPV depres-
surization is not expected to result in signifi-
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cant injection flowrate variations.

The MinimumAlternate RPV Flooding Pres-
sure (Figure C5-2, refer to Section C) is de-
fined to be the lowest RPV p
"Terminate and Prevent Injection" means to
take the most direct action which willstop and
preclude theinjection flowinto the RPV. This
may include, as appropriate, closing the injec-
tion valve, tripping the pump, deenergizing
the electrical power supplying system compo-
nents. System interlocks and plant conditions
may dictate that some methods of terminating
and preventing are more desirable than others
for existing conditions. Assuming normal
system configurations the following is a list-
ing of preferred methods of terminating and
preventing injection:
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~ HPCS Placing the pump control switch in
Pull-To-Lock (PTL) is preferable to clos-
ing the injection valve due to the inability
to remotely close the injection valve when
RPV level is lowered to Level 2 (L2).

~ LP ECCS Placing the pump control switch
in PTL is preferred. The injection valve
override willnot work ifa sealed in initia-
tion signal does not exist.
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This step has the operatordetermine ifan SRV
can be opened.

RPV pressure drops below the Minimum Al-
ternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

Ifan SRV can be opened, as indicated by a
"YES" response to this step, the operator will
wait until RPV pressure is below the Mini-
mum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure (for
the appropriate numberof open SRVs) (Figure
C5-2, refer to Section C) before taking actions
to restore RPV water level to above the Top of
Active Fuel because adequate core cooling
exists so long as RPV pressure remains above
the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pres-
sure. The operator is, therefore, directed to
continue in this procedure where actions to
restore RPV water level to above -14 inches

(Top of Active Fuel) willbe addressed when

Ifno SRV can be opened, injection into the
RPV must be re-established to maintain ade-

quate core cooling. Therefore the operator is
directed to continue in this procedure where
actions to restore RPV water level above -14
inches (Top of Active Fuel) are addressed.

The Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pres-

sure is deflned to be the lowest RPV pressure
at which steam flow through open SRVs is
sufficient to preclude any clad temperature
from exceeding 1500'F, even if the reactor
core is not completely covered.
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C

r,

. ~
' .'p,, can:<"

r',:.',p'-.',,: eny SRVbe~';,.-,''," No

Yes

WAITuntil
RPV pressure is

below the Minimum
Alternate RPV

Ptooding
Pressure

(Fitture C5-2)
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Actions to restore RPV water level to above
-14 inches {Top of Active Fuel) are delayed
until RPV pressure falls below the applicable
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure
value (Figure C5-2, refer to Section C). As
long as RPV pressure remains above the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure
adequate core cooling is assured, and there is
no need to commence injection. However,
once RPV pressure drops below the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure, adequate

core cooling is no longer assured, and injec-
tion mustbere-establishedin order adequately
cool the core.

The MinimumAlternate RPV Flooding Pres-

sure is defined to be the lowest RPV pressure
at which steam flow through open SRVs is
sufficient to preclude any, clad temperature
from exceeding 1500'F, even if the reactor
core is not completely covered.
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Injection into the RPV is re-established to
maintain adequate core cooling. Irn:spective
ofwhether the reactor is shutdown, injection is
controlled to makeup the mass ofsteam being
rejected through open SRVs and to keep the
core submerged. Injection is increased slowly
to a point where RPV water level is restored
and maintained above -14 inches. The slow
injection increase is to preclude the possibility
of large reactor power excursions due to the
rapid injection of relatively cold, unborated
water in conditions where the reactor may not
be shutdown.

Ifno boron ~ng injected and level was not,
or should not have been, previously lowered,
then the operator is allowed to slowly recover
RPV water level and maintain it between -14
in. and 202.3 in.

~h: 'DIgQ~USQO<$ ~48@<+Z>~'>+'+wpM>+t4K. j)X' hAxxc+~ ''kwSIv+S;v h

Theoperatoris alerted to the hazardsofrapidly The upper limitforRPV water level is depend-
injecting water into the RPV in the CAUTION ent upon the existing conditions. Ifboron is
statement preceding this action step. being injected, minimize the dilution ofboron

by maintaining RPV level above -14 in. but as

low as possible and as stable as injection
sources allow. Do not restore level to the
normal band.
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The systems listed here all injected outside the

core shroud and are preferred, because the

flowpath outside the core shroud allows the

relatively cold injected water to mix with the

warmer water in the downcomer region and

lower plenum prior to reaching the core.

The operator is instructed to operate the Reac-

tor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system
withsuction from the Condensate Storage Tank

(CST) to ensure that the highest quality water

is utilized for injection into the RPV.

Direction to defeat the RCIC low RPV pres-

sure isolation interlock is given to allow opera-

tion of the RCIC turbine at low pressure. Even

ifRPV pressure is below the isolation setpoint,

but above the turbine stall pressure, RCIC can

still provide some injection into the RPV.
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IF

RP V vrater level cannot
be rett ored and
rnabltained above -Ia in.

«"~r':.'N~~~ra W~'xVA~A~M
))RPV wtderiiveI'oannta be'o

Restore and naaintan RPV water
bvel above M in.

:catt'Arrrtktk

'h

*pd' I d 'j 'd
y * .U d' g*d'Y

maintain RPV water level above the Minimum inside the core shroud (which could cause an

Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (-45 inches) excessive power excursion) or systems which
when level cannot be maintained above Top of draw on water of relatively low quality.
Active Fuel (-14 inches). Specifying an alter-
nate lower limit for contxol of RPV water -45 inches is the Minimum Steam Cooling
level, at -45 inches (the Minimum Steam RPV Water Level and is defined to be the
Cooling RPV Water Level) may permit the lowest RPV waterlevel atwhich the covered
operator to control RPV water level to within portion of the core will generate sufficient
the capacity of the systems which inject out- steam to preclude any clad temperature in the
side the shroud. Such action maintains ade- uncovered portion of the core from exceeding
quate core cooling, and may avoid the need to l500oF
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~ HCS (EOP4. Att 3)
~ (PCS (EOP4. Att 3)
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(EOP4, Att5)
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~ ECCS KooPPISI symptoms (ECPA,
Att 7)
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-4S inches is the Minimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level and is defined to be the
lowest RPY water level at which the covered
portion of the core will generate sufficient
steam to preclude any clad temperature in the
uncovered portion of the core from exceeding
1500'F.

II

If RPV water level cannot be restored and Unlike thedirections given in the RPV Water
maintained above the Minimum Steam Cool- Level (RL) leg of N2-EOP-RPV, RPV Con-
ing RPV Water Level (-45 inches) using the, trol, for use of motor driven ECCS pumps,
preferred systems, use of additional systems operation ofthe pumps identified in this proce-
identified in this step is then required. These dure is carried out irrespective of NPSH and
systems either inject inside the core shroud or Vortex limits. The undesirable consequences
take suctiononsourcesofcomparativelylower ofuncovering the reactorcore faroutweigh the
water quality. risk of equipment damage which could result

ifNPSH or Vortex limits are exceeded. In
addition, immediate and catastrophic failure is
not expected should operation beyond these
limits be required; at most degraded system or
pump performance may result from prolonged
operation under these conditions.
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'; RPV;water ie'v'eI canriot be«,
. restored and maintained'.<:",i'.,"

, Irresp'e'ctive ol pump NPSH and
. vortex fimlts,"'c'ommence and';::~ raise.inlecoon into the RPV „.,
,". with the followInjsystems

to'restoreand,maintain RPV water

::;.";";HPCS.(EOP+.Att 3) .,
'~,:<:,<LPCS,(EOPA,Att'3)ii-'„~(,".„',', '-,~'~g)w;:

g ECCS Keep'Fun systems;(EOPW,".„-;"„'.

IF

RPV water level cannot PRIMARYCONTAINMENT
be restored and FLOODING IS REQUIRED; Exit
maintained above ~ In. this procedure and enter CS, Containment

Primary Containment Flooding. Control
Section SPL

If injection with all available systems and ment. Appropriate instructions for perform-
alternate systems fails to provide sufficient ing this evolution are contained in N2-EOp-
injection to establish and maintain adequate C6, primary Containment Flooding. Accord-
core cooling, submergence of the core is at- ingly, the instruction to enter N2-EOP-C6,
tempted by flooding up the primary contain- primary ContainmentFlooding,isprovidedat

this point.
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boron
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Exiting this procedure is delayed until the
reactor willremain shutdown without boron,
either by insertion of all control rods to posi-
tion 02 (Maximum Subcritical Banked With-
drawal Position), or by sufficient rod insertion
such that the reactor will remain shutdown
during and after reactor cooldown.

RPV water level cannot be restored to the
normal range when boron is being injected
because of the SLC system injection location,

depositing boron inside the shroud. Boron
remixing has only been demonstrated forthose
plants where SLC injects below the core.
Raising RPV water level at Nine Mile Point
Station Unit 2 willcause borated water inside
the shroud to be displaced by non-borated
water drawn from outside the shroud and be-
low the core, causing an uncontrolled rise in
reactor power. Therefore, the operator is di-
rected to wait until the reactor shutdown de-
termination can be made.
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The purpose ofContingency ¹6, Primary Con-

tainment Flooding, is to restore adequate core

cooling when previous actions have been un-

successful in doing so. Prior to entering this

procedure, attempts were made to restore RPV
water level to above-14 inches (Top ofActive
Fuel), by injecting directly into the RPV with
all available motor-driven and steam~ven
pumps. Since these attempts were unsuccess-

ful, the only remaining option to assure ade-

quate core cooling is to flood the entire pri-
mary containment to a level above the Top of
Active Fuel.

AtNMP2, because oflimitations in the physi-
cal plant, design exceptions have been taken to

the generic guide. The stated purpose of this

procedure (to flood the entire primary con-

tainment to a level above the Top of Active
Fuel) cannot be performed due to the contain-

ment vent elevation lower than TAF. Thus a

new level band has been chosen.

Two options existed for short term resolution
of this problem. The first option is to violate
the minimum, ie: set a lower minimum such

that water level may be maintained below the
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existing minimum ofEl. 298.5 ft. (TAF). The
second option is to violate the maximum, ie:
set a higher maximum such that water level
may be maintained above the Maximum Pri-
mary Containment Water Level Limit(eleva-
tion of the primary containment vent).

Without minimizing the importance of main-
taining water level above the top ofactive fuel,
it is considered more critical to assure the
integrity of the primary containment. This
integrity cannot be assured ifwater level is not
always maintained below theprimarycontain-
ment vent, otherwise the primary containment
design pressure may be exceeded.

Therefore. a new minimum is established in
lieu ofEl. 298.5 ft. This new minimum is at El.
296.5 ft., the minimum steam cooling RPV
water level plus a safety factor of six inches.
This one foot-nine inch resultant band is
achievable considering water flow rates and
the surface area of the primary containment at
this elevation.

Additionally, due to instrumentation limita-
tions, the actions and resultant action levels of
the procedure have been modified. Long term
modifications to the physical plant willenable
a rewrite of the procedure such that the stated

purpose of the EPG can be accomplished.
(PR 9170)
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Entry to this contingency is addressed from
four other procedures:

Primary Containment Control
{N2-EOP-PC)

~ If entry into Primary Containment
Flooding is required by any of the below
listed procedures, an override statement
at the start ofthe Suppression Pool Water
Level {SPL) leg ofPrimary Containment
Control, N2-EOP-PC, has you exit the
SPL leg. Exiting SPL avoids any poten-
tially conflicting and concurrent in-
structions concerning control of sup-
pression pool water level control. Ad-
ditionally, in this degraded condition,

Page 3

Primary Containment Flooding takes

priority over previous instructions con-
cerning suppression pool water level
control.

Contingency 01 Alternate Level Control
(N2-EOP-Cl)

~ When, afteran Emergency RPV Depres-
surization has been initiated, RPV ~ater
level cannot be restored above-14 inches

(Top ofActiveFuel) using any source of
water. This indicates that with RPV
pressure below the shutoff head of low-
water-quality alternate injection subsys-
tems, RPY water level still cannot be

restored andmaintainedabove-14 inches

(Top of Active Fuel).
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Contingency ¹4 Reactor Flooding
(N2-EOP-C4)

Contingency ¹5 Level/Power Control
NZ-EOP-C5)

~ When no SRVs a'e open OR RPV pres-
sure cannot be raised above the Mini-
mum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

~ When less than four (4) SRVs are open
OR RPV pressure cannot be maintained
at least 61 psig {MinimumRPV Flood-
ing Pressure) above suppression cham-
berpressure).

~ When RPV water level cannot be re-

stored toand maintained above-45 inches

(Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water
Level), using even the lowest quality
makeup water source.
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While executing this procedure:

lF THEN

Primary containment water level and suppression
chamber pressure cannot be maintafned below the
Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Umit
(Figure C6-t)

Irrespective ol whether adequate core cooling is assured,
terminate fnjectfon into the Primary Containment from
sources external to the Prfmary Containment until primary
containment water level and suppression chamber pressure
can be maintained below the cuNe (Rgure C6-1)

F)abo'v''e»'j4'::tnll%$ ":.'4'~~<»>'~,"'".cj~."$%$ $
9ÃS~K@"::::;".'"'':>(~»::<rg'his

is an override step and applies throughout
the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedure. This condition addresses the concern
for maintaining primary containment integ-
rity. Withanon-isolableprimarysystembreak,
injection systems will increase RPV water
level until itreaches the elevation ofthe break.
Once this occurs, the makeup water willspill
from the break into the primary containment.

With systems operating which take a suction
external to the primary containment, the sup-
pression pool water level and eventually pri-
mary containment water level will increase
from water spilling into the primary contain-
ment. If this situation were to continue, pri-
mary containment water level would eventu-
ally reach the Maximum Primary Contain-

Page 5

ment Water Level Limit (MPCWLL, Figure
C6-1, refer to Section C) of298.25 feet.

The MPCWLL is the lesser of two water
levels, (1) the water level associated with the
elevation of the highest containment vent or
(2) the highest containment water level where
it is calculated that the containment willnot
fail. The NMP2 limitis based on the primary
containment vent elevation concern.

With primary containment water level above
the MPCWLL(298.25 feet), primary contain-
ment integrity is no longer assured. Therefore,
irrespective of whether adequate core cooling
is assured, injection into the primary contain-
ment fmm systems which can only take suc-

tion from outside the primary containment,
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must be terminated. The MPCWLL (Figure
C6-1, refer to Section C) was allowed to rise to

82.9 psig suppression chamber pressure to

account for the increased pressure due to the

height of water over the pressure instrument

tap (El. 224 ft.). The limitingcomponents are

the drywell closure bolts. Maintaining sup-

pression chamber pressure below the
MPCWLL (Figure C6-1) willensure that the

drywell airspace pressure willnot exceed the

design limitof the drywell closure bolts. For
NMP2, the limiting components (drywell
closure bolts) are located above the elevation
of the vent valves, thus are also above the

water elevation. Therefore, they are not im-

pacted by submergence, but by pressure and

temperature. Many other primary contain-

ment limiting components (such as concrete
structure, equipment hatch opening, rebar,

primary containment liner, hatches and air
locks, penetrations, embedments, and more)
were reviewed by structural engineering
(Calculation EM3.295). It was ascertained

that they can withstand the pressures and water
levels as depicted in the curve.

The actions specified in this step are required
because failure to perform the actions may
eventually result in a complete and uncon-

trolled loss of primary containment integrity.
With no assurance as to where the primary
containment may fail, a resulting loss of the

suppression pool must be assumed accompa-

nied by a complete and unrecoverable loss of
core cooling. The resulting degraded core

condition and loss of primary containment

integrity has the potential to release substan-

tial amounts of radioactivity to the environ-
ment.

When itis necessary to make a choice between

assuring primary containment integrity or ad-

equate core cooling, the ÃvtP2 EOPs direct
that preference willbe made toward assuring

primary containment integrity,'egardless of
core conditions, in order to protect the general

public.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMEwt'TFLOODING

While executing this procedure:

IF THEN

Primary contalninent water,krveI,'and.suppresslort,d
chamber pressure cannot be'm'alntalned

belovithe'axfmum

Pr'bnarj,Contain'm'e'nt'.Water Lrivel.Umlt",''<

RPV water level can be restored andmalntalned
above -1 4 In.

,'.~Irrespective,'ot whether adequati core cooling ls assured,
;:,.'terminate Ir'ifec5ai into the'Prfmiiiy,containment from,", ":,. "

',, so'ur'ces'exter'nal.to,'the ~':,Containment until "primer'Y

i'„:contatnmertt water,level'and'suppression'chamber pressure, ',
,",.,can. be Inalntatned below the vive'{Rgure C6-1):„::,.'

Exit this procedure and enter Rpv Control Section RL at A

???~?r'p~~?p'cj)pp„'~~A., Yp~?? g??~Q'p(s'pep

+fan(A~~~~.,~

ggg~ggv~~~xgw. 'gQp~~p~~~~%~?? cc?

This is an override step and applies throughout

the performance of the remainder of this pro-
cedure.

The action taken in this step addresses the

abilitytorestore and maintain RPV water level
above -14 inches g op ofActive Fuel). Since

this procedure may have been entered because

RPV water level couldnotbemaintained above

a level that assures adequate core cooling, it is

appropriate todiscontinuecontainment floodup

when water level is restored, and can be main-

tained above -14 inches (Top ofActive Fuel).

With core submergence (and therefore ade-

quate core cooling) existing, the operator is

directed to exit this procedure and enter RPV
Control at point A, which is at the start of the

RPV Water Level (RL)control leg. This leg of
RPV Control willprovide the operator with
detailed directions to restore RPV water level

to the normal operating range.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAIi&EENTFLOODING

i'- Operate the following systems (inject via the'RPV'; if possible):~-'j~„',.::. ";:+'""
I

" HPCS (with suction from the condens'ate storage tank when available) ".,'

RCICw'ith suctio'n fr'om'the'coMferisate''torage tank only ~,:;::.„'.":.",',':,'„:: < .. i,'::"',";4
,."„';:: ',:;;.',„.'„'„«'"„(,Defeat fow;RPV'p'ressur'e.isolation'nta'rfocks .if:nece'ss'a'ry-,'j',',i:"'i

.'','AIT

until
Prfmaty containment
water level reaches

EL 248.5 ft.

WAITuntil
Primaty containment
water level reaches

El. 292.5 ft.

These following steps address RPV venting
and primary containment flooding. The steps

must be performed concurrently, since the

length of time to flood the containment may
vary greatly.

Flooding the primary containment will ac-

complish the objective ofcore cooling only if
the RPV is vented and is at nearly the same

pressure as the primary containment. Other-

wise, RPV water level and primary contain-
ment water level willdifferdue to a manome-

ter effect. Ifthe RPV is not vented, pressure
"bottled up" in the RPV willprevent water in
the flooded primary containment from enter-

ing the RPV and primary containment water
level willno longer provide reasonable assur-

ance that the RPV is flooding as the contain-
ment is filled.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING

<,~»<? '?
<

<< .<<<''? -< ?~<- - - .??» .A< ??< <?'<

Oporato tho,kt??r?hg sy»tora» Jnform <rta tho RpV; tt tN»»a?to) ''?„<;,'-.;"

"~ Hpcs tt<??th»uak?n trom tho»ndonn»oto»torso tantt whort n<aya5to]

':;.,:„: AHASor ko Waar ctototto DOPA'Ltt5)~".5p~'::"-.;~:;: "";;:,-"?9

„'<g» GndanOatO'Trart»taitSOP4 htt Bj+YF? j~'< g'<?'<4! jx~i"'~g'4~??'F~

~+<5'or Ptto Sy'»xiiim'~ o(j+~+8'o<gB it~4Ã(~@8:.~~/~!c~~%'4

whirr trna
Ptttnary c?t?ntalnmont
tNatof lovot fonchoo

EL 2OtL5 tt.

Cp$ :,WN1'.ttntit;.<)gal

egg~~????<<<<«< ~. M< '<?<AC? «?'<?«
hto t?acth?attt tho 05iho'toto'a»o tata,"<rota l&?.:<'.<pp$

N,.-'g:...;;:...,
(Rp,ttnttt Rpvt~.~ate?tt'otiL<14 trt;whti'ttrhoq':.4

'j -';~.:":::»tes».'-"-.-"'~.',."-'"'"-"''.:, . <,„'.:,',iP~'P

This step is a "hold point" and delays the Delaying thc performance of the subsequent
performance of subsequent actions in this actions in this procedure minimizes needless
procedure until the stated condition, primary venting ofradioactive gases, yet ensures suffi-
containmentwaterlevelreaches E1.248.5 feet, cient time to adequately vent thc RPV in order
has been met. to submerge the core with water from the

primary containment.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOOD%6

',."-'WNAgÃiiintilg'„,:-:,:
':.:Fn77iiiy'ei'ntairiine'ni.

Irrespective of the offsite release rate, vent the
RPV, using the condenser, until RPV water level
reaches -38 in. (EOP-6, Att 12)

~ Defeat isolation interfocks, if necessary

The earliest point at which water could begin
entering the RPV through a break in a primary
system, during the primary containment
flooding evolution (other than WCS), is when
primary containment water level is at the el-
evation of the lowest portion of the
Recirculation System piping. It is at this time
that RPV venting must commence, to allow
steam and non-condensibles to be vented from
the RPV and the entry ofwater into the break
to the RPV.

The importance of quickly submerging the
core justifies RPV venting irrespective ofoff-
site release rate. Venting the RPV earlier (less
than El. 248.5 ft.) would needlessly prolong
the time the RPV was vented and could in-

Page ll

crease total activity vented. Venting at a later
time than instructed may not provide suffi-
cient time to submerge the core prior to reach-

ing 298.25 ft. of water level in the primary
containment. This is particularly important if
the venting capacity is much less than the rate
ofprimary containment flooding.

When the core is submerged to -38 in., the

objective of this step is met, and venting must
be terminated. When RPV water level is

restored, and can be maintained above -14

inches (Top ofActive Fuel), the override step
at the top ofthis procedure directs the operator
to enter RPV Control at point A. The specific
directions in the RPV Water Level control
(RL) leg willthen provide directions for con-
trolling RPV water level.





Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING

"MTCF%lQCTWM '>t

The preferred vent path is to the condensor to
ensure the RPV willremain at a higher RPV
water level 'than the containment when injec-
tion is shifted to the RPV (due to lower presure
in the RPV). Alternately, the RCIC steam line
or RHR system may be used for venting,
although it is recognized that these systems
may not be as successful as venting to the main
condenser.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARYCONTAINMENTFLOODING

'7@$8+'4'~P, >

'AITunbl
Primay containmen
water lovel roaches

B. 292.5 lt.

: .~~i@e.'~WViH"

This step is a "hold point" and delays the
performance of subsequent actions in this
procedure until the stated condition, primary
containment water level reaches 292.5 ft., has
been met.

Delaying the performance of the subsequent
actions in this procedure confirms that the
available systems are unable to restore and
maintain RPV water level above -14 inches
(Top of Active Fuel) and that further actions
need to be addressed.

The value of EI. 292.5 ft. takes into account
inaccuracies of those instruments used to de-
termine containment level at this point. Atthis
level (as determined by EOP-6 Attach 23)
actual containment water level could be as

high as the containment vent. RPV water level
instruments (Fuel zone) should be on-scale at
this point (even considering the same amount
ofinstrument inaccuracy in the opposite direc-
tion). This is the point at which containment
level determination willshift to utilizingRPV
level instruments.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING

CAUTION: If fuel zone level Instruments are
not on scale and tracking or are
otherwise unavailable, primary
containment water level Is to be
presumed at the containment
vent elevation (El. 298.25 ft.)

This caution ensures that when fuel zone level
instruments are noton scale and tracking orare
otherwise unavailable, primary containment
water level is to be considered to be at the

elevation of the containment vent. This will
ensure that injection fromoutside sources will
be terminated to preservecontainmentventing
capability and hence preserve containment
integrity.
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Section N NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING

r".urn'tarotliig,':trroto'ithorr,:ttt!tr:.:oritrtrr;:rrrartrttt'j)liiiart'decor'iralrarrarr'rItilg

,~K%atei;'":I'eveliriadies;El) 2'96 5,':ft.:.!(RPVr,:Ie'veI,"C.',-.38'iri!)j)~

r

Maintain primary containment water level between
El. 296.5 ft. (RPV level of -38 in.) and the Maximum Primary
Containment Water Level Limit (Figure C6-1) with the
following systems:

~ Inject into the RPV only. Take suction from sources

Use fuel zone level instruments

~ HPCS
~ LPCS
~ Condensate / Feedwater
~ CRD (OP-30, Section H.7)
~ LPCI
~ Head Spray
~ RHR Service Water crosstie (EOP-6, Att 5)
~ Fire system (EOP-6, Att 6)
~ ECCS Keep-Full systems (EOP-6, Att 7)
~ Condensate Transfer (EOP-6, Att 8)

This step provides direction for primary con-

tainment water level control, including long
term concerns. The lower level limit (EL
296.5 ft.) primary containment water level
corresponds to aRPV water level of-38 inches.

ment with systems taking suction from the

primary containment, using sources outside

the primary containment only as required for
makeup. The same systems, previously iden-

tified, are used except:

The upper level limit (El. 298.25 feet) is the

Maximum Primary Containment Water Level
Limitand should not be exceeded in order to
assure primary containment integrity.

Once primary containment water level is es-

tablished withinthe specified range(EI. 298.25

ft. to El. 296.5 ft.) long term cooling considera-

tions become important.

For long te'rm considerations, it is appropriate
'o

recirculate the water in the primary contain-

~ Because floodup is complete the operator
is given flexibilityas to suction sources

and operating modes of systems.

~ RCIC is not included due to being inoper-
able from low RPV pressure and high
suppression pool water level.

~ Head Spray may now be used, ifdesired.
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Section N
I

NMP2-EOP-C6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTFLOODING

When RPV level is restored and maintained
above -14 inches (Top of Active Fuel) the
override step at the top of this procedure di-
rects the operator to enter RPV Control at point
A. The specific directions in the RPV Water
Level control (RL) leg willthen provide direc-
tions for controlling RPV water level.
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